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Disclaimer
IFC, a member of the World Bank Group, creates opportunity for people to escape
poverty and improve their lives. We foster sustainable economic growth in developing
countries by supporting private sector development, mobilizing private capital, and
providing advisory and risk mitigation services to businesses and governments.
The State Securities Commission of Vietnam is an organization under the Ministry of
Finance of Vietnam, whose purpose is to develop capital markets, regulate securities
activities, license market participants, and enforce regulations.
The Vietnamese Corporate Governance Manual (Manual) was commissioned by IFC
and The State Securities Commission of Vietnam as part of the Vietnam Corporate
Governance Program that IFC is implementing in Vietnam since 2008.
This manual is distributed with the understanding that neither the authors, nor the
organizations, countries they represent, nor the publisher are engaged in rendering
legal or financial advice. The material in this Manual is set out in good faith for general
guidance, and no liability can be accepted for any possible loss or expense incurred as
a result of relying on the information contained herein.
This publication is not intended to be exhaustive. While the utmost care has been
taken in preparing the Manual, it should not be relied upon as a basis for formulating
business decisions. On all financial issues and questions, an accountant, auditor, or
other financial specialist should be consulted. A lawyer should be consulted on all
legal issues and questions. As the laws in the Social Republic of Vietnam are constantly
changing, legal rules referred to herein may be obsolete or superseded by new legislation
at the moment of the publication of this Manual. References to laws and regulations in
this Manual reflect those in effect as of October, 2010.
All references to the male gender throughout this Manual apply to both sexes, unless
otherwise indicated.
The conclusions and judgments contained in this report should not be attributed to,
and do not necessarily represent the views of, the State Securities Commission of
Vietnam, IFC or its Board of Directors or the World Bank or its Executive Directors,
or the countries they represent. IFC and the World Bank and the State Securities
Commission of Vietnam do not guarantee the accuracy of the data in this publication
and accept no responsibility for any consequences of their use.
This Manual is distributed subject to the condition that it shall not, by way of trade or
otherwise, be lent, re-sold, hired out, or otherwise circulated on a commercial basis
without International Finance Corporation’s prior consent.
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FOREWORD
The Corporate Governance Program in Vietnam is implemented by International
Finance Corporation in partnership with Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, and Switzerland.
The Project was launched in September 2009 with the aim of assisting companies and
banks in Vietnam to improve their corporate governance standards.
Why is corporate governance important? Good corporate governance will make a
company more profitable, enable its growth and increase its access to external finance
- domestic and international, public and private. A key factor when deciding to get
involved with any business is trust. Without trust, which is reflected in good corporate
governance, it is very difficult to attract investors. Nowadays, this is truer than ever especially in the aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis. Employees also want to
be certain they will obtain a fair share of return on their labor or expertise.
Our Project aims to increase trust between companies and their stakeholders. We
are assisting companies and their stakeholders to create an environment based on
responsibility and accountability, openness, transparency, performance evaluation
and commitments, based on recognized standards of good corporate governance.
The Project is working with policy makers - assisting them to draft new, and amend
existing, legislation. We are also helping stock exchanges develop national corporate
governance codes and universities to include corporate governance topics in their
curricula.
By publishing this Manual, we want to contribute to the growing body of literature on
the topic of corporate governance in Vietnam. We hope that this Manual will not only
be used by academics and students, but also by shareholders, managers and board
members to improve the practice of good corporate governance in their companies.

Juan Carlos Fernandez Zara
Project Manager
IFC Corporate Governance Project in Vietnam
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FOREWORD
During its past decade of operating, the Vietnamese securities market has made
large strides and secured a firm position as a channel for mid- and long-term capital
mobilization for national economic development. However, the management and
regulations of an emerging securities market have posed numerous challenges to
the national securities regulator – the State Securities Commission of Vietnam. The
Vietnamese securities market is considered to be developing in a stable manner with
a gradually improving legal corridor in line with global securities market regulatory
standards. However, the facilitation of capital mobilization for companies needs to be
accompanied by guidance on how to implement legal regulations in a correct manner,
to ensure transparency and thus a more stable and efficient market.
The quality of commodities has received great attention amid the securities market’s
establishment and development. As a result of the State’s equitization and securities
market development policies, the number of public and listed companies on the market
has significantly increased. Yet, given the greater number of enterprises transformed
to catch up with the equitization roadmap and greater number of shares issued to
mobilize capital to further develop enterprises via a booming securities market, Boards
of Management and Directors have not paid due attention to the corporate governance
quality of public and listed companies.
In its role to establish, regulate and supervise the securities market towards international
corporate governance standards and best practices, the State Securities Commission
has taken the initiative in obtaining assistance from international organizations to help
with the securities market’s more transparent and efficient operations. In this regard,
the State Securities Commission and International Finance Corporation have published
this Manual to provide corporate governance international knowledge, experience and
best practices by drawing on comparisons with the reality on the ground in Vietnam.
This Manual aims to help public companies enhance their knowledge and improve
their corporate governance. It also marks the 10th anniversary of the Vietnamese
securities market’s opening.
We hope the Manual will be a useful tool for public holding companies, especially
listed companies, giving them the knowledge and experience to enhance their
professionalism and value in the securities market. The enhanced capacity to apply
corporate governance principles also helps the State regulator enhance the application
of related international standards and best practices.
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The State Securities Commission supports the initiative to publish this Manual and
hopes it will serve as a valuable resource for companies. We recommend that joint
stock and public companies absorb the knowledge and experiences presented in the
Manual which can be applied to local companies’ operations.

Vu Bang
Chairman
State Securities Commission of Vietnam
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FOREWORD
Since 2000, Vietnam’s private sector has grown strongly. The number of companies,
especially public companies, has greatly increased. Hundreds of businesses have
increased in size and developed towards becoming serious regional and global players.
Similarly, Vietnam’s economy has also integrated comprehensively, at an increasing
depth, into regional and international economies.
However, the language of change has translated into companies facing more
ferocious competition pressures. As a result, the need for developing and improving
corporate governance, in compliance with national regulations and in alignment with
international best practices, has become more acute. To meet these challenges, this
Manual will act as a guiding hand to navigate Vietnam’s private sector towards sound
corporate governance standards. I am confident the value of this Manual will quickly
become apparent to companies for a number of reasons.
The comprehensive analysis of Vietnam’s prevailing corporate governance regulatory
system offers a unique insight into laws, Government decrees, related circulars
and Ministry of Finance decisions. The Manual also introduces international good
corporate governance practices and offers an analytical comparison with local
corporate governance practices within similar contexts. Best practices and approaches
are recommended which can be employed to perfect corporate governance within
local conditions and the legal framework.
The Manual offers significant value as a reference tool for relevant state agencies polishing
Vietnam’s corporate governance regulatory framework and adapting international
principles and best practices to deal with issues specific to local companies. It will also
become essential reading for researchers, graduate students and students, who wish to
broaden and improve their corporate governance awareness and knowledge.
The timely arrival of this Manual will provide added impetus to the local business
community’s journey towards sound corporate governance practices.

Nguyen Dinh Cung, PhD
Vice President
Central Institute for Economic Management
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ABOUT IFC
International Finance Corporation (IFC), a member of the World Bank Group, creates
opportunity for people to escape poverty and improve their lives. We foster sustainable
economic growth in developing countries by supporting private sector development,
mobilizing capital for private enterprise, and providing advisory and risk mitigation
services to businesses and governments. Our new investments totaled $14.5 billion
in fiscal 2009, helping channel capital into developing countries during the financial
crisis. For more information, visit www.ifc.org.
IFC’s Advisory Services in the Mekong Region
In the Mekong region covering Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Vietnam, IFC advises
governments, private companies, and industry sectors on how to grow businesses
sustainably and create a healthy investment climate. The work includes advising
national and local governments on how to improve the investment climate, expand
access to finance for businesses, strengthen basic infrastructure, and raise social and
environmental standards. In the Mekong region, our advisory services are delivered
in partnership with the European Union, Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, and Switzerland.
The advisory programs are concentrated in five business lines:
Investment Climate: working with governments, civil society, and private firms to
improve conditions for private sector development.
Access to Finance: working with financial institutions and regulators to extend their
outreach to smaller businesses.
Environmental and Social Sustainability: working with service providers,
governments and NGOs to increase company competitiveness and upgrade labor and
environmental standards.
Corporate Advice: working with firms to increase opportunities in potential growth
sectors, and supporting the promotion of international best practices in corporate
reporting and raising awareness of stakeholder and management responsibilities.
Access to Infrastructure: working with government and private firms for better
infrastructure across the region to facilitate growth.

About the Corporate Governance Program:
Assisting companies and investment funds to implement good corporate governance
practices, working with regulators to support establishing effective corporate
governance frameworks, support to develop training capacities of educational
institutions and raising public awareness about corporate governance issues.
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Purpose and Target Audience
This Manual provides executives, and shareholders of Vietnamese public companies
with a comprehensive summary of the corporate governance framework and practices
prevalent in Vietnam today, and a practical toolkit designed to help implement good
governance in practice. It provides readers with:



t An overview of the legislative and regulatory requirements related to corporate
governance and internationally recognized corporate governance principles.



t Recommendations on how to fulfill the governance obligations of public and
listed companies.



t Practical examples of how corporate governance standards can be
implemented, and guidance for executives and directors in meeting their
obligations with respect to the governance of the enterprise.



t General outlines of authorities, obligations, and procedures of the governing
bodies of public and listed companies.

This Manual also provides government officials, lawyers, judges, investors and
others with a framework for assessing the level of corporate governance practices
in Vietnamese companies. Finally, it serves as a reference tool for educational
institutions that will train the next generation of Vietnamese managers, investors,
and policy makers on good corporate governance practices.
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How to Use this Manual
This Manual is divided into 14 chapters:
Chapter 1: An Introduction to Corporate Governance
Chapter 2: The General Governance Structure of a Company
Chapter 3: The Internal Corporate Documents
Chapter 4: The Board of Directors
Chapter 5: The Executive Bodies
Chapter 6: The Role of the Corporate Secretary
Chapter 7: An Introduction to Shareholder Rights
Chapter 8: The General Meeting of Shareholders
Chapter 9: Corporate Governance Implications of the Charter Capital
Chapter 10: Dividends
Chapter 11: Corporate Governance Implications of Corporate Securities
Chapter 12: Material Corporate Transactions
Chapter 13: Information Disclosure
Chapter 14: Control and Audit Procedures
The 14 chapters of the Manual focus on the key corporate governance issues. All issues
are closely examined through Vietnamese law and regulations and when applicable,
internationally recognized best practices. While it is recommended to read the entire
Manual to gain a full understanding of the corporate governance framework in
Vietnam, it is not necessary to read all the chapters in chronological order. The reader
is encouraged to begin with a topic of interest and follow the links and references
included in the text for guidance to other chapters.
Examples, illustrations and checklists are included to make the Manual clear and
useful. The following tools will reappear at various intervals in the text:

t The Chairman’s Checklist is intended to help the Chairman of the Board of Directors
focus Board discussions on key corporate governance issues faced by companies.
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t Best Practices summarizes OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, as well as
leading national standards from other countries.

Comparative Practices:
t Comparative Practices illustrate how other countries currently approach corporate
governance issues. It highlights red flags, i.e. common corporate governance abuses
as well as model company practices in good corporate governance.

Company Practices

t Mini-cases illustrate abstract concepts and show the real problems that companies
face.

t Figures, tables, and other illustrations are included to illustrate key concepts.
t Detailed references to law and regulations refer the reader to original texts.
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1.

The Chairman’s Checklist

The Chairman’s Checklist
Do all directors and key executives understand the
concept of corporate governance and its significance to
the company and its shareholders?
Has the Board of Directors developed a clear and explicit
governance policy, and a plan to improve the company’s
governance practices? Have steps been taken to
implement this plan?
Has the company formally nominated an individual, for
example the Corporate Secretary, or established a Board
of Directors committee, or a similar body responsible
for supervising the corporate governance policies and
practices of the company?
Are key officers familiar with the OECD Principles of
Corporate Governance, legal framework of Corporate
Governance in Vietnam, and the Corporate Governance
Regulations applicable to listed companies in Vietnam
(the CG Regulations)?1 Does the company follow the
requirements of the CG Regulations and disclose
information on compliance to shareholders and
stakeholders in its annual report? Has the company
adopted its own Corporate Governance Code? Has the
company included in financial reports a report on its
corporate governance structure and practices?
Is the company familiar with the main institutions active
in the field of corporate governance that can serve as
external resources for the company?

1 Decision 12 of the Ministry of Finance (MOF) dated 13 March 2007 providing regulations on corporate
governance applicable to listed companies.
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2 The LOE adopted by the National Assembly dated 12 June 1999, as repealed and replaced by the LOE
adopted by the National Assembly dated 29 November 2005, as amended by the law on amending a
number of articles of laws relating to capital construction dated 19 June 2009.
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Corporate governance has become a familiar and increasingly popular term in
Vietnam. With the introduction of the 1999 Law on Enterprises,2 the role of the
private sector in economic development and job creation in Vietnam began to
accelerate. The following decade brought increasingly sophisticated domestic
production, private enterprise growth and increased global competition. The
downside to these developments has been the occurrence of major corporate
scandals. While various domestic and international efforts have made corporate
governance a household name, few Vietnamese companies appear to truly
appreciate the depth and complexity of this topic.
Indeed, corporate governance reforms are often introduced
superficially and used as a public relations exercise, rather than as a tool to
introduce the internal structures and processes that enable a company to hold
the trust of its shareholders, increase the company’s ability to access capital
and reduce vulnerability to financial crises. But to successfully introduce these
structures and processes, a company must fully and continually commit to the
principles of fairness, transparency, accountability and responsibility.
This chapter defines corporate governance, makes a business case
for its implementation, and provides an overview of the legal, regulatory and
institutional frameworks for corporate governance in Vietnam today.
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The Chairman’s Checklist

1.

An Introduction to Corporate Governance

A. Corporate Governance Explained
1. Deﬁning Corporate Governance
There is no single definition of corporate governance that can be applied to
all situations and jurisdictions. The various definitions that exist today largely
depend on the institution or author, country and legal tradition.
IFC defines corporate governance as “the structures and processes
for the direction and control of companies.” The Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD), which in 1999 published its Principles
of Corporate Governance, offers a more detailed definition of corporate
governance as:
“The internal means by which corporations are operated and
controlled […], which involve a set of relationships between a
company’s management, its board, its shareholders and other
stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure
through which the objectives of the company are set, and the
means of attaining those objectives and monitoring performance
are determined. Good corporate governance should provide proper
incentives for the board and management to pursue objectives that
are in the interests of the company and shareholders, and should
facilitate effective monitoring, thereby encouraging firms to use
resources more efficiently.”3
Most definitions that center on the company itself (an internal
perspective) do, however, have certain elements in common, which can be
summarized as follows:

t Corporate governance is a system of relationships, defined by
structures and processes: For example, the relationship between
shareholders and management consists of the former providing capital
to the latter to achieve a return on their (shareholders’) investment.
Managers in turn are to provide shareholders with financial and
operational reports on a regular basis and in a transparent manner.
3 OECD Principles of Corporate Governance (see also: www.oecd.org).
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4 The principal-agent problem is defined as follows by the Oxford Dictionary of Economics: “The problem of
how Person (A) can motivate Person (B) to act for (A’s) benefit rather than following his self-interest.” In a
company setting, Person (A) is the investor (or principal) and (B) the manager (or agent). Managers at times
may follow different goals than investors (e.g. building business empires rather than creating shareholder
value), act dishonestly and, at times, even in an incompetent manner. This essentially creates three types of
agency costs: (i) divergence costs (i.e. managers that do not maximize the investors’ wealth); (ii) monitoring
costs (investors have to develop and implement control structures), including replacement costs; and (iii)
incentive costs (costs incurred by investors to remunerate and incentivize their managers). The core role of
a corporate governance system is to reduce total agency costs, thus maximizing the value of the company
to investors.
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Shareholders also elect a supervisory body, often referred to as the
Board of Directors or Supervisory Board, to represent their interests.
This body essentially provides strategic direction to, and control
over, the company’s managers. Managers are accountable to this
supervisory body, which in turn is accountable to shareholders
through the General Meeting of Shareholders (GMS). The structures
and processes that define these relationships typically center on
various performance management and reporting mechanisms.
t These relationships may involve parties with different and
sometimes contrasting interests: Differing interests may exist
between the main governing bodies of the company, i.e. the
GMS, the Board of Directors, and/or the General Director (or
other executive bodies). Contrasting interests exist most typically
between owners and managers, and are commonly referred to
as the principal-agent problem.4 Conflicts may also exist within
each governing body, such as between shareholders (majority
vs. minority, controlling vs. non-controlling, individual vs.
institutional) and directors (executive vs. non-executive, outside
vs. inside, independent vs. dependent). Each of these contrasting
interests needs to be carefully observed and balanced.
t"MM QBSUJFT BSF JOWPMWFE JO UIF EJSFDUJPO BOE DPOUSPM PG UIF
company: The GMS, representing shareholders, takes fundamental
decisions, for example the distribution of profits and losses. The
Board of Directors is generally responsible for guidance and
oversight, setting company strategy and controlling managers.
Executives, finally, run the day-to-day operations, such as
implementing strategy, drafting business plans, managing human
resources, developing marketing and sales strategies, and managing
assets.
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t All this is done to properly distribute rights and responsibilities
and thus increase long-term shareholder value: For example, how
outside, minority shareholders can prevent a controlling shareholder
from gaining benefits through related party transactions, tunneling
or similar means.5

The basic corporate governance system and the relationships between
the governing bodies are depicted in Figure 1.
Figure 1: The Corporate Governance System
Shareholders (The General Meeting of Shareholders)
Provide Capital

Represent and Report to

Directors (The Board of Directors)
Elect, Dismiss, Guide and Oversee

Report and Answer to

Report Transparently

Elect and Dismiss

Managers (The Executive Board)
Source: IFC, March 2004

The external aspect of corporate governance, on the other hand,
concentrates on relationships between the company and its stakeholders.
Stakeholders are those individuals or institutions that have an interest in the
company. Such an interest may arise through legislation or contract, or by way
of social or geographic relationships. Stakeholders include investors, but also
employees, creditors, suppliers, consumers, regulatory bodies and state agencies,
and the local community in which a company operates. Some commentators
also include consideration of the environment as an important entry on the list
of stakeholders.

5 Corporate Governance: A Framework for Implementation, the World Bank. See also: http://www-wds.
worldbank.org/external/default/main?pagePK=64193027&piPK=64187937&theSitePK=523679&menuPK
=64187510&searchMenuPK=64187283&siteName=WDS&entityID=000094946_00082605593465.
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3. A Brief History of Corporate Governance
Corporate governance systems have evolved over centuries, often in response
to corporate failures or systemic crises. The first well-documented failure
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A key aspect of corporate governance is ensuring the flow of external capital to
firms. Corporate governance is also concerned with finding ways to encourage
stakeholders to undertake socially efficient levels of investment in firm-specific
human and physical capital. The competitiveness and ultimate success of a
corporation is the result of teamwork that embodies contributions from a range
of resource providers including investors, employees, creditors and suppliers.
Corporations should recognize that stakeholders’ contributions constitute a
valuable resource for building competitive and profitable companies. It is,
therefore, in the long-term interest of corporations to foster wealth-creating
co-operation among stakeholders. The governance framework should
acknowledge that the interests of the corporation are served by recognizing
the interests of stakeholders and their contribution to the long-term success
of the corporation. Therefore, it is in the interest of the company to stimulate
productive co-operation with the stakeholders, establish a governance
framework to acknowledge the existence of these interests and recognize
their importance for the long-term success of the company.
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Many international codes, including the OECD Principles, discuss the role of
stakeholders in the governance process. The role of stakeholders in governance
has been debated in the past, with some arguing that stakeholders have no
claim on the enterprise other than those specifically set forth in law or contract.
Others have argued that companies fulfill an important social function, have
a societal impact and, accordingly, must act in the broad interests of society.
This view recognizes that companies should, at times, act at the expense of
shareholders. Interestingly, there is a consensus that modern companies cannot
effectively conduct their businesses while ignoring the concerns of stakeholder
groups. However, there is also agreement that companies which consistently
place other stakeholder interests before those of shareholders cannot remain
competitive over the long run.
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of governance was the South Sea Bubble in the 1700s, which revolutionized
business laws and practices in England. Similarly, much of the securities
law in the U.S. was put in place following the stock market crash of 1929.
There has been no shortage of other crises, such as the secondary banking
crisis of the 1970s in the U.K., the U.S. savings and loan debacle of the
1980s, the 1998 financial crisis in Russia, the 1997-1998 financial crisis in
Asia (especially in Indonesia, South Korea and Thailand) and the current
global financial crisis which started in 2008 and has not shown signs of
ending at the time of this book.
The history of corporate governance has also been punctuated by a
series of well-known company failures. The early 1990s saw the Maxwell Group
raid the pension fund of the Mirror Group of newspapers and witnessed the
collapse of Barings Bank. The new century likewise opened with a bang, with
the spectacular collapse of Enron in the U.S., the near-bankruptcy of Vivendi
Universal in France, the scandal at Parmalat in Italy, the trading fraud which
hit Société Générale and the most recent Madoff multi-billion dollar ponzi
scheme, make other scandals pale in comparison. Each of these corporate
failures, often occurring as a result of incompetence or outright fraud, was
swiftly met by new governance frameworks, most notably the many national
corporate governance codes, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the current trend
towards imposing stricter regulatory oversight on banking and financial
activities in various countries.
It is fair to say that, although there is still plenty of room for
improvement, the legal and regulatory framework on corporate governance
has changed and improved dramatically in recent years. The adoption of (i)
the Law on Foreign Investment6 in 1987, its amendments in 2000 and its
later unification with the Law on Enterprises and the Law on Investment7
in 2005, (ii) the Law on Enterprises in 1999, and its amendments in 2005,
(iii) the Law on State Bank8 in 1997; the Law on Credit Institutions9 of 1997
and the amendments to both laws in 2003 and 2004, respectively and the
replacements of both laws in June 2010, (iv) the Law on Insurance Business10
6 The LFI adopted by the National Assembly dated 29 December 1987.
7 The LOI adopted by the National Assembly dated on 29 November 2005.
8 The LSB adopted by the National Assembly dated 12 December 1997, as amended by the National Assembly
on 17 June 2003 , and replaced by a new law adopted by the National Assembly dated 16 June 2010 (effective
from 1 January 2011).
9 The LCI adopted by the National Assembly dated 12 December 1997, as amended by the National Assembly
on 15 June 2004 , and replaced by a new law adopted by the National Assembly dated 16 June 2010 (effective
from 1 January 2011).
10 The LIB adopted by the National Assembly dated 9 December 2000.
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The Securities Act of 1933 is the first act to regulate the
securities markets, notably registration disclosure. The 1934
Act delegates responsibility for enforcement to the SEC (U.S.)

1968:

The EU adopts its first company law directive (EU)

1987:

The Treadway Commission reports on fraudulent financial
reporting, confirming the role and status of audit committees and
develops a framework for internal control, or COSO, published
in 1992 (U.S.)

1987:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the Foreign Investment Law

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the Company Law13
and the Law on Private Enterprises14
Early 1990s: Polly Peck (£1.3 billion in losses), BCCI and Maxwell (£480 million)
business empires collapse, calling for improved corporate
governance practices to protect investors (U.K.)
1990:

11 The LOC adopted by the National Assembly dated 3 December 2004.
12 The LOS adopted by the National Assembly dated 29 June 2006.
13 The CL adopted by the National Assembly dated 21 December 1990.
14 The LPE adopted by the National Assembly dated 21 December 1990.
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Berle and Means publishes its seminal work “The Modern
Corporation and Private Property” (U.S.)
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1844:
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Adam Smith in the “Wealth of Nations” warns of weak controls
over and incentives for management (U.K.)
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1776:
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The East India Company introduces a Court of Directors,
separating ownership and control (U.K., the Netherlands)
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in 2000, (v) the Competition Law11 in 2004, and (vi) the Law on Securities12
in 2006, are but some examples of the many positive changes to the legal and
regulatory framework. The adoption of the CG Regulations, although not
heavy in detail, certainly must be hailed as another positive step for Vietnam
corporate governance, providing the first ever set of corporate governance
guidelines for companies in Vietnam, in general and listed companies, in
particular.
Figure 2 illustrates some highlights in the history of corporate
governance, largely from the western world and Vietnam.
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1992:

The Cadbury Committee publishes the first code on corporate
governance and in 1993, companies listed on the U.K.’s stock
exchanges are required to disclose governance on a “comply or
explain” basis (U.K.)

1994:

Publication of the King Report (S. Africa)

1994,1995: Rutteman (on Internal Controls and Financial Reporting),
Greenbury (on Executive Remuneration), and Hampel (on
Corporate Governance) reports are published (U.K.)
1995:

Publication of the Vienot Report (France)

1995:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the Law on SOEs15

1996:

Publication of the Peters Report (the Netherlands)

1996:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the new Foreign
Investment Law, which replaces the Foreign Investment Law of
1987

1997:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the Law on State
Bank and the Law on Credit Institutions

1998:

Publication of the Combined Code (U.K.)

1999:

OECD publishes the first international benchmark, the OECD
Principles of Corporate Governance

1999:

Publication of the Turnbull guidance on internal controls (U.K.)

1999:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the Law on Enterprises,
which replaces the Company Law and the Law on Private
Enterprises

2000:

The National Assembly of Vietnam amends the Foreign
Investment Law of 1996

2000:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the Law on Insurance
Business

2001:

Enron Corporation, then the seventh largest listed company in
the U.S., declares bankruptcy (U.S.)

2001:

The Lamfalussy Report on the Regulation of European Securities
Markets (EU) is published

2002:

The Government Office of Vietnam issues the first Model Charter
of listed companies16

2002:

Publication of the German Corporate Governance Code
(Germany)

15 The LOSOEs adopted by the National Assembly dated 20 April 1995.
16 Decision 07/2002/VPCP, applicable to listed companies with effect from 1 January 2003.
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The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the Law on Competition

2004:

The National Assembly of Vietnam amends the Law on State Bank of 1997
and the Law on Credit Institutions of 1997

2005:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the new Law on Enterprises
and the Law on Investment, which replaces (i) the Foreign Investment
Law, (ii) the Law on Enterprises of 1999, and (iii) the Law on SOEs17

2006:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the Law on Securities

2007:

The MOF of Vietnam adopts the CG Regulations and the Model Charter.18

2010:

The MOF of Vietnam adopts Circular 09/2010/TT-BTC governing the
disclosure of information on the securities market.

2010:

The National Assembly of Vietnam adopts the new Law on State Bank
and new Law on Credit Institutions.
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(EU)
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The Higgs Report on non-executive directors is published (U.K.)
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17 The replacement of the LOSOEs is being phased out until 1 July 2010 to give time for the equalization of all
state-owned enterprises (SOEs). See Article 166 of the LOE.
18 The Model Charter issued together with Decision 15 of the MOF dated 19 March 2007.
19 For a complete list of country codes of corporate governance, see the website of the European Corporate
Governance Institute at www.ecgi.org.
20 Corporate governance codes of international scope include the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance
(www.oecd.org), the International Corporate Governance Network’s Statement on Global Corporate
Governance Principles (ICGN - www.icgn.org), and the Commonwealth Association of Corporate
Governance (CACG – www.commonwealthfoundation.com).
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Numerous codes of best practices and corporate governance principles have
been developed over the last 10 years. Worldwide, more than 200 codes have
been written in some 72 countries and regions.19 Most of these codes focus
on the role of the Supervisory Board or Board of Directors in a company. A
handful are international in scope.20
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The Enron collapse and other corporate scandals lead to the SarbanesOxley Act (U.S.); the Winter Report on company law reform in Europe is
published (EU)
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Among these, only the OECD Principles address both policymakers
and businesses, and focus on the entire governance framework (shareholder
rights, stakeholders, disclosure and board practices). The OECD Principles
have gained worldwide acceptance as a framework and reference point for
corporate governance. Published in 1999 and revised in 2004, they were
developed to provide principle-based guidance on good governance.
The OECD corporate governance framework is built on four core
values:

t Fairness: The corporate governance framework should protect
shareholder rights and ensure the equitable treatment of all
shareholders, including minority and foreign shareholders. All
shareholders should have the opportunity to obtain effective redress
for violations of their rights.
t3FTQPOTJCJMJUZ The corporate governance framework should
recognize the rights of stakeholders as established by law,
and encourage active co-operation between corporations and
stakeholders in creating wealth, jobs, and the sustainability of
financially sound enterprises.

t5SBOTQBSFODZThe corporate governance framework should ensure
that timely and accurate disclosure is made on all material matters
regarding the company, including its financial situation, governance
structure, performance and ownership.
t"DDPVOUBCJMJUZ The corporate governance framework should ensure
the strategic guidance of the company, the effective monitoring of
management by the Board, and the Board’s accountability to the
company and shareholders.
Many national corporate governance codes have been developed
based on the OECD Principles. Vietnam’s CG Regulations were also developed
based on the OECD Principles and contain certain principles which conform
to international best practices. For instance, the CG Regulations state that (i)
they were developed to “. . . help ensuring the sustainable development of the
securities market and contributing to a cleaner and healthier economy”, that (ii)
“[The] regulations set out the basic rules of corporate governance with a view
to protecting legitimate rights and obligations of shareholders, establishing
standards for professional acts and morality of the directors, the Board of
Directors, the Supervisory Board and the managers of the listed company”, and
that (iii) “the regulations also serve as the basis for assessing the implementation
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Corporate Governance

Strategic Management
Executive Management
Decision and Control
Operational Management

Corporate Management

Source: Robert I. Tricker, Corporate Governance, 1984

Corporate governance must also not be confused with public
governance, which deals with the governance structures and systems within
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Figure 3: The Activities of Governance and Management Compared
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Corporate governance must not be confused with corporate management.
Corporate governance focuses on a company’s structure and processes to ensure
fair, responsible, transparent and accountable corporate behavior. Corporate
management, on the other hand, focuses on the tools required to operate the
business. Corporate governance is situated at a higher level of direction that
ensures that the company is managed in the interests of its shareholders. One
overlapping area is strategy, which is dealt with at the corporate management
level and is also a key corporate governance element. Figure 3 illustrates the
difference between corporate governance and corporate management.
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of corporate governance of a listed company”.
Although they represent a good start in the right direction, the CG
Regulations are much simpler in form in comparison to other national codes
of corporate governance. The CG Regulations are also likely to add more
in volume over time, when corporate governance is taken more seriously
by Vietnamese companies. The OECD Principles can serve as an excellent
reference point for international practices and are recommended reading for
those interested in understanding some of the principles that underlie national
standards.
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the public sector. Corporate governance must further be distinguished from
good corporate citizenship, corporate social responsibility and business ethics.
Good corporate governance will certainly reinforce these important concepts.
But while companies that invest in socially responsible projects, run charitable
foundations or do not pollute often benefit with a superior reputation, public
goodwill and even better profitably, corporate governance is and remains
distinct from these concepts.
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Level 4:
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Level 3: Advanced
corporate governance system

Improved Operational
Efficiency
Access to Capital
Markets

Level 2: Intial steps to improve
corporate governance are made

Lower Cost of Capital

Level 1: Compliance with legal and regulatory
requirements

Better Reputation of the Company,
its Directors, and Managers
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The four levels of Corporate governance
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Figure 4: Levels and Potential Beneﬁts of Good Corporate Governance
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Good corporate governance is important on a number of different levels. At
the company level, well-governed companies tend to have better and cheaper
access to capital, and tend to outperform their poorly governed peers over the
long-term. Companies that insist upon the highest standards of governance
reduce many of the risks inherent to an investment in a company. Companies
that actively promote robust corporate governance practices need key
employees who are willing and able to devise and implement good corporate
governance policies. These companies will generally value and compensate
such employees more than their competitors that are unaware of, or ignore,
the benefits of these policies and practices. Such companies, in turn, tend to
attract more investors who are willing to provide capital at lower cost.
Generally, well-governed companies are better contributors to the
national economy and society. They tend to be healthier companies that add
more value to shareholders, workers, communities, and countries in contrast
with poorly governed companies that may cause job and pension losses, and
even undermine confidence in securities markets.
Some of the building blocks, or levels, and specific benefits of good
governance are depicted in Figure 4 and discussed in further detail below.
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1. Stimulating Performance and Improving Operational Eﬃciency
There are several ways in which good corporate governance can improve
performance and operational efficiency, as illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Advantages of Corporate Governance

Better Oversight and Accountability
Improved Decision-Making

Increases Operational Efficiency
and
Stimulates Performance

Better Compliance and Less Conflict
Source: IFC, March 2004

An improvement in the company’s governance practices leads to an
improvement in the accountability system, minimizing the risk of fraud or
self-dealing by the company’s officers. Accountable behavior, combined with
effective risk management and internal controls, can bring potential problems
to the forefront before a full-blown crisis occurs. Corporate governance
improves the management and oversight of executive performance, for example
by linking executive remuneration to the company’s financial results. This
creates favorable conditions not only for planning the smooth succession and
continuity of the company’s executives, but also for sustaining the company’s
long-term development.
Adherence to good corporate governance standards also helps to
improve the decision-making process. For example, managers, directors and
shareholders are all likely to make more informed, quicker and better decisions
when the company’s governance structure allows them to clearly understand
their respective roles and responsibilities, as well as when communication
processes are regulated in an effective manner. This, in turn, should significantly
enhance the efficiency of the financial and business operations of the company
at all levels. High quality corporate governance streamlines all the company’s
business processes, and this leads to better operating performance and
lower capital expenditures,21 which, in turn, may contribute to the growth
21 Paul A. Gompers, Joy L. Ishii and Andrew Metrick, Corporate Governance and Equity Prices, NBER
Working Paper No. w8449, August 2001.
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Corporate governance practices can determine the ease with which companies
are able to access capital markets. Well-governed firms are perceived as investor
friendly, providing greater confidence in their ability to generate returns
without violating shareholder rights.
Good corporate governance is based on the principles of accessibility,
accuracy, completeness, efficiency, timeliness and transparency of information
at all levels. With the enhancement of transparency in a company, investors
benefit from being provided with an opportunity to gain insight into the
company’s business operations and financial data. Even if the information
disclosed by the company is negative, shareholders will benefit from the
decreased risk of uncertainty.
Of particular note is the observable, if recent trends among investors
to include corporate governance practices as a key decision-making criterion
in investment decisions. The better the corporate governance structure and
practices, the more likely that assets are being used in the interest of shareholders
and not being tunneled or otherwise misused by managers. Figure 6 illustrates
that corporate governance practices can take on particular importance in
emerging markets where shareholders do not always benefit from the same
protections available in more developed markets.
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of sales and profits with a simultaneous decrease in capital expenditures and
requirements.
An effective system of governance practices should ensure compliance
with applicable laws, standards, rules, rights, and duties of all interested parties.
Furthermore, it should allow companies to avoid costly litigation, including
costs related to shareholder claims and other disputes resulting from fraud,
conflicts of interest, corruption and bribery, and insider trading. A good system
of corporate governance will facilitate the resolution of corporate conflicts
between minority and controlling shareholders, executives and shareholders,
and between shareholders and stakeholders. Also, company officers will be
able to minimize the risk of personal liability.
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Figure 6: The Importance of Governance Compared to Financial Statements
How important is corporate governance relative to financial issues, e.g., profit
perfomance and growth potential, in evaluating which companies you will invest in?
Western Europe

Less important
Equally important

North America

More important

Asia
Latin America
Eastern Europe/Africa
Percentage of investors
Governance remains important compared to ﬁnancials, particularly in emerging markets
Source: McKinsey & Company, Global Investor Opinion Survey, July 2002

Finally, new listing requirements on many stock exchanges around
the world require companies to adhere to increasingly strict standards of
governance. Companies wishing to access both domestic and international
capital markets will need to adhere to specific corporate governance
standards.

3. Lowering the Company’s Cost of Capital and
Raising the Value of Assets
Companies committed to high standards of corporate governance are typically
successful in obtaining reduced costs when incurring debt and financing for
operations. As a result, they are able to decrease their capital costs. The cost of
capital depends upon the level of risk assigned to the company by investors the higher the risk, the higher the cost of capital. These risks include investor
rights violations. If investor rights are adequately protected, the cost of equity
and debt capital may decrease. It should be noted that investors providing debt
capital, i.e. creditors, have recently tended to include a company’s corporate
governance practices (for example, a transparent ownership structure and
appropriate financial reporting) as a key criterion in their investment decisionmaking process. Thus, the implementation of a good corporate governance
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Figure 7: A Premium for Better Corporate Governance
38
25

China

23

Poland

30%

40%

Source: McKinsey & Company, Global Investor Opinion Survey, July 2002

At the same time, there is a strong relationship between governance
practices and how investors perceive the value of company assets (such as
fixed assets, goodwill, human capital, product portfolios, receivables, and
research and development).
22 Leora F. Klapper, Inessa Love, Corporate Governance, Investor Protection and Performance in Emerging
Markets, World Bank Policy Research Working Paper 2818, April 2002.
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system should ultimately result in the company paying lower interest rates and
receiving longer maturity on loans and credits.
The level of risk and cost of capital also depend on a country’s economic
or political situation, institutional framework and enforcement mechanisms.
Corporate governance at a particular company thus plays a crucial role in
emerging markets, which often do not have as good a system of enforcing
investors’ rights as countries with developed market economies.
This holds particularly true in countries such as Vietnam where the
legal framework is relatively new and still being tested, and where courts do not
always provide investors with effective recourse when their rights are violated.
This means that even modest improvements in corporate governance relative
to other companies can make a large difference for investors and decrease the
cost of capital.22 Figure 7 tellingly demonstrates that a significant percentage
of investors are willing to pay a premium for a well-governed company (for
example, this premium amounts to 25% for Chinese companies).
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4. Building a Better Reputation
In today’s business environment, reputation has become a key element of a
company’s goodwill. A company’s reputation and image effectively constitute
an integral, if intangible, part of its assets. Good corporate governance
practices contribute to and improve a company’s reputation. Thus, those
companies that respect the rights of shareholders and creditors, and ensure
financial transparency and accountability, will be regarded as being an ardent
advocate of investors’ interests. As a result, such companies will enjoy more
public confidence and goodwill.
This public confidence and goodwill can lead to greater trust in
the company and its products, which in turn may lead to higher sales and,
ultimately, profits. A company’s positive image or goodwill is known to play a
significant role in the valuation of a company. Goodwill in accounting terms
is the amount that the purchase price exceeds the fair value of the acquired
company’s assets. It is the premium one company pays to buy another.

The following principles of corporate conduct are fundamental guidelines
underlying the formation, operation and enhancement of a company’s system
of corporate governance:
1. Corporate governance practice should provide shareholders with a real
opportunity to exercise their rights in relation to the company.
2. Corporate governance practice should provide for the equitable
treatment of all shareholders. Shareholders should have access to
effective recourse in the event of a violation of their rights.
3. Corporate governance practice should provide for the Board of
Directors’ direction and control of the executive bodies of the company
and for the accountability of the Board of Directors to shareholders.
4. Corporate governance practice should ensure that executive bodies
manage the day-to-day activities of the company without undue
interference, in good faith and solely in the interests of the company,
and ensure that executive bodies report in full and on a timely basis to
the Board of Directors and shareholders.
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5. Corporate governance practice should, in particular, provide for
the full, timely and accurate disclosure of all material information
(including information about a company’s financial position, financial
indicators, and ownership and management structure) in order to
enable shareholders and investors to make informed decisions.
6. Corporate governance practice should ensure compliance with
applicable laws as related to the statutory or contractual rights of all
stakeholders. Corporate governance practice should, more generally,
encourage the consideration of stakeholders’ interests, including
employees, even when they are not expressly set forth in law, and
support active co-operation between the company and stakeholders
with a view to increasing the assets and value of the company and
creating new jobs.
7. Corporate governance practice should provide for the effective control
of financial and business operations of the company to protect the
rights and lawful interests of shareholders.
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C. The Cost of Corporate Governance
Good governance entails real costs. Some of the costs include hiring dedicated
staff, such as corporate secretaries, experienced and independent directors,
internal auditors or other governance specialists. It will likely require the
payment of fees to external counsel, auditors, and consultants. The costs of
additional disclosure can be significant as well. Furthermore, it requires
considerable managerial and Board of Directors’ time, especially in the startup phase. These costs tend to make implementation considerably easier for
larger companies that may have the resources to spare than smaller companies
whose resources may be stretched thin.

Corporate governance is most, if not solely, applicable to larger, open joint
stock companies that are publicly traded on an exchange. A large, dispersed
shareholder base, where controlling shareholders and managers can wield
extraordinary powers and potentially abuse shareholder rights, often defines
such companies. Large companies are, moreover, important elements of a
country’s economy and thus require close public scrutiny and attention.
Notwithstanding, corporate governance is beneficial to all companies,
irrespective of size, legal form, number of shareholders, ownership structure
or other characteristics. Of course, a one-size-fits-all approach should be
avoided and companies should carefully apply corporate governance
standards. For example, smaller companies may not require a full set of Board
committees or a full-time Corporate Secretary. On the other hand, even a
small company may benefit from an advisory body.

A company will not always see instant improvements to its
performance due to better corporate governance practices. However,
returns, while sometimes difficult to quantify, generally exceed the costs,
in particular over the long term. This is especially true when one takes
into account potential invested capital, job and pension loss risks and the
disruption that may be caused to communities when companies collapse. In
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some cases, systemic governance problems may undermine faith in financial
markets and threaten market stability.
Finally, it must be noted that corporate governance is not a onetime exercise, but rather an ongoing process. No matter how many corporate
governance structures and processes the company has in place, it is advisable
to regularly update and review them. Markets tend to value long-term
commitment to good governance practices rather than a single action or “boxticking” exercises.
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D. The Corporate Governance Framework in Vietnam
1. Speciﬁcs of Corporate Governance in Vietnam
All countries have a unique history, culture, legal and regulatory framework,
each of which influences a company’s corporate governance framework. The
following is a list of features that characterize Vietnam’s corporate sector.
The role of SOEs: Since the early 1990s and especially in the last
10 years, many SOEs have been equitized and converted into joint stock
companies in which the State may hold a majority interest. Despite that fact,
many important sectors in Vietnam’s economy remain either State monopolies,
or largely dominated by wholly State-owned enterprises, such as those in the
banking, education, electricity, media and publishing, mining, oil and gas,
post and telecommunications, railways and shipbuilding sectors. In numerous
equitized SOEs, the State retains a majority interest of 51% and exercises its
control via the GMS and the directors appointed by the State to the company’s
Board of Directors.
Concentrated ownership: Many private companies in Vietnam start out
as small private companies owned either by a single controlling shareholder,
members of a family, or a small group of shareholders. Although many have
expanded significantly, the controlling shareholders have not changed. This
concentrated ownership structure often entails a lack of proper documents
(such as the company charter or financial regulations) and a lack of supervisory
activities and proper book-keeping. This impedes the ability of outsiders to
become shareholders and leaves room for minority shareholder abuses. Such
insider dominance and weak protection of external shareholders/investors has
resulted in failed deals and the underdevelopment of the capital markets in
Vietnam. A trend, albeit nascent, towards initial public offerings (IPOs) and
thus more dispersed ownership can, however, be witnessed. Whether these
majority shareholders are truly willing to reduce or even exit their investments
remains to be seen.
Little separation of ownership and control: Most controlling shareholders
also act as the company’s General Director and sit on the Board of Directors.
Those companies that separate ownership and control often do so only on paper.
It is not uncommon to find joint stock companies in which the General Director
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The legal and regulatory framework in Vietnam has some unique
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acts concurrently as the Chairman of the Board of Directors. Failure to separate
ownership and control typically results in weak accountability and control
structures (effectively, the majority/controlling shareholders oversee themselves
in their function as directors and managers), abusive related party transactions,
and poor information disclosure (insiders have access to all information and are
unmotivated to disclose to outsiders or minority shareholders).
Unwieldy holding structures: Some major business groups, especially
large SOEs, are set up in the form of parent companies controlling subsidiary
companies. While holding structures can serve legitimate purposes, crossshareholdings and lack of transparency have the tendency to create opaque
ownership structures. This could make a company difficult to understand
for shareholders and investors. Such structures could be used to expropriate
and circumvent the rights of individual shareholders. Poor consolidated
accounting, or even the absence thereof, is a further corporate governance
issue that has yet to be tackled.
Inexperienced and inadequate corporate bodies: Parts of Vietnam’s
current concept of Board of Directors, General Director and Supervisory
Board were first introduced in the Company Law in 1990 and the Law on SOEs
in 1995. However, these concepts were not taken seriously until recently, when
companies began to draft and adhere to elaborate charters with company rules
and regulations. However, in reality, it is still common for Boards of Directors
to attempt to bypass the supervision mechanisms put in place by the charter
(such as internal auditors or the Supervisory Board), and to limit direct
contact to the controlling shareholder (to the extent they are not one and the
same). The role of the Supervisory Board, as well as the Board Committees,
the General Director and Corporate Secretary often remain unclear in
the day-to-day company operations. The members of all these bodies are
supposed to be experienced and capable, but in reality they lack awareness
of their responsibilities, due to a historical lack of general good practice in
their areas. A lack of experience in the field of corporate governance is a big
obstacle for further economic development. Unfortunately, strong, vigilant
and independent corporate bodies remain a rarity.
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Vietnam’s economy. Prior to 1987, under the “command market economy”,
only SOEs were created and existed as corporate bodies. The introduction
of the Foreign Investment Law in 1987 brought the first concepts of
corporate governance to Vietnam, although it only applied to foreigninvested enterprises (FIEs). Throughout the 1990s and up until now, FIEs
have been growing fast in both number and size. Most FIEs have some
corporate governance structure in place.
As mentioned, the first comprehensive piece of legislation for domestic
companies was approved in 1999 with the Law on Enterprises. However, the
dominant players in the economy were SOEs and not subject to the Law. Over
the next 10 years, Vietnam’s legal and regulatory framework for corporate
governance has improved dramatically, but actual implementation and
adherence by Vietnamese companies to corporate governance practices is still
in its early stages.
Impact of World Trade Organization (WTO) commitments: From 2004
to 2006, Vietnam accelerated its efforts to get its legal framework ready to
join the WTO. Since 2006 to date, Vietnam has been making more efforts to
revamp its legal framework and comply with the commitments made when it
joined the WTO. As a result of these circumstances, from 1 January 2004 to 1
December 2009, the National Assembly adopted around 90 new laws. The laws
and the areas they regulate vary widely, but notably they include landmark laws
which promise to have significant impacts on companies and shareholders,
such as the Law on Enterprises and the Law on Investment (which unified the
previously separate domestic and foreign investment legal frameworks), the
Housing Law, the Law on Personal Income Tax and the Law on Securities.
Fragmentation: As a result of the economic transformation in 1987
(from a “command market economy” to a “market-oriented economy”) and
the history of legislative developments as described above, Vietnamese laws
and regulations are rather compartmentalized and fragmented. For instance,
prior to 1 July 2006, FIEs were regulated by the Foreign Investment Law, and
domestic companies were regulated by the Law on Enterprises and the Law
on Domestic Investment, and FIEs were not allowed to be converted into
joint stock companies and offer shares. The Law on Enterprises and the Law
on Investment have unified previously separated legal frameworks, and were
adopted with the aim of providing a level playing field for domestic and foreign
investors. However, since these two laws have been in effect for only just over
three years, ambiguities and uncertainties remain in the implementation of
these two laws.
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23 The LREB adopted by the National Assembly dated 29 June 2006.
24 LOE, Articles 104.2(d) & 111.1.
25 Chapter 2, section 3 of Circular 06/2010/TT-NHNN (Circular 06) of the SBV dated 26 February
2010, guiding the organization, governance, administration, charter capital, transfer of shares and
supplementation and modification of licenses or charters of commercial banks.
26 Article 13.2 of Decree 45 of the Government on the detailed implementation of several articles of the LIB.
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Application of industry-specific laws and regulations: In Vietnam,
companies are required to comply with the Law on Enterprises and other laws
and regulations which govern the specific industry and activities carried out
by such companies. Thus, a company in the insurance business is subject to
the Law on Enterprises and the Law on Insurance Business. Similarly, a bank
is subject to the Law on Enterprises and the Law on Credit Institutions. In
addition to these two laws, a listed bank is also subject to the Law on Securities.
A real estate brokerage company is subject to the Law on Enterprises and the
Law on Real Estate Business,23 and so on.
The Law on Enterprises: As an example, the Law on Enterprises
allows (i) the GMS of a joint stock company to elect members of the Board
of Directors and members of the Supervisory Board, and (ii) either the GMS
or the Board of Directors to elect the Chairman of the Board of Directors.24
However, banking regulations require that the appointment and dismissal of
the General Director, the Chairman and members of the Board of Directors,
and members of the Supervisory Board of a joint stock commercial bank be
approved by the Governor of the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV).25 Similarly,
insurance regulations require that the appointment and dismissal of the
General Director, the Chairman and members of the Board of Directors and
the members of the Supervisory Board of an insurance company be approved
by the MOF.26 This is one of many examples of how there are different
and overlapping legal requirements which are relevant to the corporate
governance of a company.
Article 3.2 of the Law on Enterprises expressly provides that “In special
cases where the establishment, organization, management and operation
of an enterprise are regulated by a specialized law, the provisions of such
law shall prevail”. However, in practice, there are numerous cases where the
distinctions are not clear-cut, and the overlapping laws and regulations have
created confusion, ambiguities and uncertainties to the companies trying to
follow the laws and implement good corporate governance practice. These
also create the danger of inconsistencies in the implementation of these laws
by Ministries, the courts and other law enforcement bodies.
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Thus, it is prudent that whilst companies should use this Manual for
reference for corporate governance practice, they should also review other laws
and regulations which may be applicable to their line of business, and comply
with such laws and regulations. Where it encounters what seems to be some
inconsistency or ambiguity of different legislation, a company should try to
clarify such an inconsistency or ambiguity, either by engaging the company’s
in-house legal department, internal compliance department, advice from
the company’s external legal counsel and clarification from law enforcement
agencies or law-making agencies, to achieve full compliance with the law and
best corporate governance practice.
Applicable laws and legal framework: As of 2009, all commercial
enterprises, regardless of their legal form, are subject to a comprehensive
set of laws, regulations, and governmental decrees as illustrated in Figure
8. In addition to the general legal and regulatory framework, there are
Ordinances, Decrees, Circulars and Decisions from the National Assembly,
the Government, Ministries and other law enforcement bodies that deal with
specific corporate issues in Vietnam in more detail for joint stock companies,
limited liability companies (LLCs) and other corporate entities.

Figure 8: Principal Laws and Regulations Impacting on Corporate Governance
Law/Regulation

Applicability

Comments

Law on Investment

All investment activities

Regulates the formations, licensing,
implementation, and liquidation of projects to
be carried out by all forms of corporate entities
(including FIEs), and indirect foreign investments.
In relation to new companies, the procedures for
licensing projects are also procedures for setting up
the companies.

Law on Enterprises

All corporate entities and
activities

Regulates founding, operation, reorganization,
and liquidation of all forms of corporate entities
(including FIEs), such as partnerships, LLCs, private
enterprises and joint stock companies.

Law on Securities

Joint stock companies
and investors

Regulates the issuance, offering, sale and purchase
of securities, securities-related services and
information disclosure.
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CG Regulations

Listed companies

Mandatory for listed joint stock companies. Nonmandatory, but advisable for non-listed joint stock
companies.

Ho Chi Minh
Stock Exchange
and Hanoi Stock
Exchange Listing
Requirements

Companies listed on the Ho
Chi Minh Stock Exchange and
Hanoi Stock Exchange

Regulates access to trading for issuers and investors.

Circular 09/2010/
TT-BTC

Public and listed companies

Mandatory governing the disclosure of information
on the securities market.

New 2010 Law on
Credit Institutions

Credit institutions operating
in Vietnam

This new law was adopted by the National Assembly
on 16 June 2010 and is effective from 1 January
2011.
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As discussed previously in this Chapter, the Law on Enterprises now
applies to all corporate entities in Vietnam,27 and in addition to this general
rule, companies in the banking, investment, and insurance industries need to
comply with specific legislation. The Law on Securities and its implementing
regulations applies to activities relating to the issuance, offering, sale and
purchase of securities, securities-related services and information disclosure
by corporate entities, shareholders and investors.
Vietnamese companies are also subject to other accounting, anticorruption, auditing, bankruptcy, commerce, competition, construction,
labor, tendering and taxation laws. Where appropriate, this Manual refers to
these laws and other legal documents.
The list of legal acts in Figure 8 is far from complete. Moreover,
Vietnamese legislation continues to change as it develops and improves.
For example, as discussed previously, the Law on Enterprises has evolved
from a number of laws. It has been amended several times to unify separate
legislation and eliminate inconsistencies in provisions that regulate the
activities of governing bodies, securities issuance, the exercise of shareholder
rights and other matters. Most of the laws and regulations that have an impact
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27 LOE, Articles 1 and 3.
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on corporate governance and will be used in this Manual have been enacted
in the last few years, although they may have evolved from past laws.
Finally, all Vietnamese companies are being encouraged to adhere
to the corporate governance rules included in the CG Regulations, although
these provisions are only mandatory for listed companies.

Best Practices:
Corporate governance frameworks typically comprise elements of legislation,
regulation, self-regulatory arrangements, voluntary commitments and
business practices that are the result of country specific circumstances,
history and tradition. The desirable mix between legislation, regulation, selfregulation, voluntary standards, etc. in this area will vary from country to
country. As new experiences accrue and business circumstances change, the
content and structure of this framework needs to be adjusted.28 Companies
will need to carefully monitor such adjustments on a regular basis and update
their governance systems accordingly.

3. The Corporate Governance Regulations
Applicable to Listed Companies in Vietnam
The CG Regulations were adopted by the MOF in March 2007 (see footnote1)
and draw upon generally accepted principles of corporate governance,
including the OECD Principles.

28 OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, Annotations to the OECD Principles of Corporate Governance,
ensuring an effective corporate governance framework. See also: www.oecd.org.
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There are numerous institutions that make-up the institutional framework
for corporate governance in Vietnam today, too many to list exhaustively. The
following institutions have at least one core activity focusing on corporate
governance.
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The CG Regulations comprise the following three categories of rules:
1. Legal requirements: The rules that refer to mandatory legal
requirements; these provisions are mandatory not because they are part of the
CG Regulations, but because they overwrite or rephrase legal requirements.
Legal requirements in the CG Regulations can be recognized by using words
“must”, “is obliged to”, “cannot”, etc.
2. Comply or explain rules: These rules are to be followed. Listed
companies are compelled to disclose and explain all deviations from these
rules in the declaration of compliance with the corporate governance
principles, comply or explain rules allow companies to deviate from certain
rules only when the deviation is justifiable. The comply or explain rules of
the CG Regulations are marked in the text by the use of the word “shall”.
3. Suggestions: These rules are recommendations in their nature.
Non-compliance with these rules requires neither disclosure nor explanation.
For these rules the CG Regulations use terms such as “should” or “can”.
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Good corporate governance practices are focused on respect for the lawful
interests of all participants in corporate activities. They can improve the quality
of a company’s operations by means of, among other things, increasing the
value of corporate assets, creating jobs and enhancing the financial stability
and profitability of a company. Trust among all those involved in corporate
activities is at the root of the effective operation of a company and the ability
to attract investment. The OECD Principles are aimed at the creation of trust
in relations arising in connection with corporate governance.
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Table 1: Corporate Governance Related Institutions in Vietnam
Courts
Supreme People’s Court of Vietnam

http://www.toaan.gov.vn

Supreme People’s Procuracy of Vietnam

http://www.vksndtc.gov.vn/

Provincial economic courts

N/A
Arbitration Center

Vietnam International Arbitration Center

http://www.viac.org.vn
Public Sector Institutions

National Assembly of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam

www.na.gov.vn/

The Government of Vietnam

http://www.chinhphu.vn/

Ministry of Justice

www.moj.gov.vn

Ministry of Finance

www.mof.gov.vn

State Securities Commission

www.ssc.gov.vn/

Ministry of Planning and Investment

www.mpi.gov.vn/

Departments of Planning and Investment of provinces and
cities

Please refer to the
specific province

Ministry of Police

N/A

Vietnam Securities Depository

www.vsd.org.vn/

State Bank of Vietnam

www.sbv.gov.vn

Official Gazette of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam

N/A

Vietnam Chamber of Commerce and Industries

www.vcci.com.vn

Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange

http://www.hsx.vn/

Hanoi Stock Exchange

http://hnx.vn/

The Securities Research and Training Center

http://www.srtc.org.vn/

www.worldbank.org
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Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD)
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The Chairman’s Checklist
What is a joint stock company?
Why do we need joint stock companies?
What are the key advantages of joint stock companies over
other legal forms? What is the dividing line between public and
private joint stock companies?
What is the significant governance difference between listed
and unlisted joint stock companies?
In addition to the GMS and Board of Directors, has the company
established an Executive Board, Supervisory Board, Audit Committee,
Human Resources Committee, Development Policy Committee,
Remuneration Committee and an Internal Audit Function?
Have these bodies been given the appropriate structures and
proper resources to be effective?
Does the company need to have a Corporate Secretary?

The Law on Enterprises defines a joint stock company’s status and provides for
the structure of its governing bodies. The CG Regulations and the Model Charter1
further includes recommendations to establish additional governing bodies for
listed companies,2 for example the Board Committees and Corporate Secretary. This
chapter discusses the concept and governance structure of joint stock companies
as they are defined by the Law on Enterprises and as recommended by the CG
Regulations and the Model Charter. The authorities, functions and structures of the
governing bodies are described in more detail in other chapters of this Manual.

1 The Model Charter is issued together with Decision 15 of the MOF dated 19 March 2007. All listed
companies need to adopt a charter that is in line with the Model Charter.
2 Listed company means any joint stock company approved to be listed on the Stock Exchange or a Securities
Trading Center within the territory of Vietnam (Article 2.1(b) of the CG Regulations).
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3 LOE, Article 78, Clause 2.
4 LOE, Article 77.
5 Founding shareholders of a joint stock company are the shareholders who prepare and sign the first charter
of the company (LOE, Article 4.11). A person who purchases shares from a founding shareholder within the
first three years after incorporation will also be regarded as a founding shareholder.
6 LOE, Article 84, Clause 3.
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Joint stock companies are the only legal entities that can issue shares.
Shares in a joint stock company may include (i) ordinary shares, (ii) voting
preference shares, (iii) redeemable preference shares, (iv) dividend preference
shares and (v) other preference shares as determined in the charter of the
company.3
The shareholders of a joint stock company are normally liable for the
debts and other property obligations of the company up to the amount of capital
they have contributed to the company.4 The Law on Enterprises, however,
contains certain specific exceptions to the limited liability principle, including:
a) Under the Law on Enterprises, founding shareholders5 are together
obliged to subscribe at least 20% of authorised ordinary shares and
make full payment of subscribed shares within 90 days from the
date of company registration. They are responsible for any failure
by any of the other founding shareholders to pay in full for the
shares to which they have subscribed. This obligation can be met
either by the other founding shareholders paying for such unpaid
shares or by finding third parties to purchase such unpaid shares.6
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Under Article 77 of the Law on Enterprises, a joint stock company has the
following characteristics:

 Limited liability
 Independent legal status and can enter into contracts in its own name
 Equity capital, referred as “charter capital”, is divided into shares which
are freely transferable
 At least three shareholders
 May issue shares and bonds.
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Until all subscribed founding shares are fully paid up, all founding
shareholders are jointly responsible for the debts and other
property obligations of the company up to the value of shares not
yet paid for.
b) An ordinary shareholder would be personally responsible if it
commits any of the following acts in the name of the company:7
(i)
Violates any laws
(ii) Conducts any business or other transactions for personal
benefit or for the benefit of other organizations or
individuals
(iii) Pays debts that are not due when the company is in financial
danger.
c) A joint stock company can only redeem shares from its shareholders
in certain cases and subject to various conditions.8 If the company
redeems shares from a shareholder in violation of the Law on
Enterprises, the shareholder whose shares have been redeemed and
all directors of the company are jointly liable for the debts of the
company. The limitation of the liability in such case would be up to
the amount of the money paid to such shareholder.9

2. Public and Private Joint Stock Companies
Vietnamese law does not distinguish clearly between public and private joint
stock companies. In general, a company is considered a private company if it
is out of the definition of a public company.10 Public companies require higher
charter capital, and are subject to stricter and more complex rules regarding
their governance and disclosure. Private companies may be better suited for
smaller enterprises for which a simple structure is usually preferable. Public
companies are generally better suited for larger and growing companies that
might wish to raise money in the equities markets.

7 LOE, Article 80, Clause 5.
8 LOE, Articles 90, 91 & 92.
9 LOE, Article 94.
10 A public company is defined to as a joint stock company which has: (i) share issued to the public, or
(ii) shares listed on a stock exchange or a securities trading center, or (iii) shares owned by at least 100
investors, excluding professional securities investors, and paid-up charter capital of VND10 billion or
more (LOS, Article 25, Clause 1).
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N/A(not required), except for
companies engaging in certain
specific sectors14

Open subscription. A closed subscription
is subject to the approval of the Securities
State Commission of Vietnam.15

Closed subscription (only among
founders or other pre-determined
groups of people). Cannot issue
shares through an open subscription.
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11 Vietnam currently has two stock exchanges, the Ho Chi Minh Stock Exchange (HOSE) and Hanoi Stock
Exchange (HNX).
12 LOS, Article 25, Clause1.
13 LOS, Article 25, Clause1(c) and Article 8.1(a) and 9.1(a) of Decree 14 of the Government dated 19 January
2007 implementing the LOS. The minimum charter capital applicable to companies listed on the HOSE is
VND80 billion and those listed on the HNX is VND10 billion only.
14 E.g. banking, finance or insurance. For instance, the minimum charter capital of a joint stock commercial
bank must be at least VND3,000 billion in 2010. The minimum charter capital of a finance company and
finance leasing company is VND500 billion and VND100 billion in 2010, respectively (Decree 141 of the
Government dated 22 November 2006 on legal capital of credit institutions). The minimum charter capital
of a life insurance company, a non-life insurance company and an insurance broker is VND600 billion,
VND300 billion and VND4 billion, respectively (Article 4 of Decree 46 of the Government dated 27 March
2007 on the financial regime of insurance companies and insurance brokers (Decision 46)).
15 Directive 20 of the Prime Minister dated 23 June 2008 on the management of the securities market and
Official Correspondence 14285 of the MOF dated 26 November 2008. A closed subscription of (i) a joint
stock commercial bank and joint stock finance company will be also subject to the approval of the SBV and
(ii) a joint stock insurance company will be also subject to MOF approval.
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Minimum Charter
Capital

- Public offering
- Listing shares11
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charter capital of VND10 billion or more12
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No restrictions allowed (except for voting
preference shares16 and shares held by
founding shareholders).17 Neither the
consent of other shareholders nor the
company is required.

Potentially restricted. Transferability
of shares is unrestricted, except for
voting preference shares and shares
held by founding shareholders and
some kind of restriction which may
be included in the charter of the
company.

Corporate Secretary

Mandatory for listed companies18

Unregulated

Disclosure

The company must disclose a wide range
of information regarding its financial
position, operations and governance.19

No legal requirements to publicly
disclose information.

Transferability of
Shares

Under certain circumstances, e.g. when the number of shareholders
reaches 100 and the charter capital reaches VND10 billion, a private company
must register with the State Securities Commission of Vietnam (SSC) to
become a public company.20 It is also possible for a private company to
voluntarily transform itself into a public company and vice-versa by following
legal requirements, in accordance with the Law on Securities (for example,
by increasing its shareholders to 100 and charter capital to VND10 billion,
by listing shares on a stock exchange). Procedurally, this has to be done by
amending the company’s charter and business registration certificate and is
not considered to be a conversion of the business organization’s legal form.
As this Manual focuses on public joint stock companies, each reference to
company, or public company, means “public joint stock company”.

16 LOE, Article 81, Clause 3.
17 Pursuant to the LOE, shares of founding shareholders may not be transferred during the first three years
following the issuance of the business registration certificate of a company except (i) to other founding
shareholders, or (ii) if the shareholders’ meeting approves a transfer to external shareholders (in such
case the transferring shareholder may not vote on the issue at the shareholders’ meeting). In addition, the
transferee of shares in these cases will automatically become founding shareholders and will be subject to
the statutory lock-up for the balance of the three year lock-up period.
18 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 1.
19 LOS, Chapter VIII.
20 LOS, Article 25, Clause 2.
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21 Doanh nghiệp tư nhân in Vietnamese.
22 Tổ hợp tác in Vietnamese. Decree 151 of the Government dated 10 October 2007 on organization and
operations of cooperatives.
23 Hộ kinh doanh cá thể in Vietnamese. Chapter VI of Decree 88 of the Government dated 29 August 2006
on business registration (Decree 88).
24 2008 Statistical Yearbook of Vietnam, page 123.
25 This is the total public companies which have registered with the SSC. In practice, the companies qualified
as public companies may be 4,000 (http://www.taichinhdientu.vn/Home/Gan-1000-cong-ty-dai-chungda-dang-ky/20095/47295.dfis).
26 http://www.hastc.org.vn/Quymo_niemyet.asp?stocktype=2;
http://www.hsx.vn/hsx/Modules/Statistic/QMNY.aspx.
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LLCs are the most popular form of commercial entity in Vietnam (about
50%), private enterprises are the second most common form (26%) and
private joint stock companies are the third most common form (14%) of
about 156,000 companies in operation as of 31 December 2007.24 There were
964 public companies as of 15 May 200925 and among them 421 were listed
companies.26
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a) Legal Forms of Commercial Entities
Vietnamese law allows for the establishment of the following types of
commercial entities:
 LLCs (one member and multi-member)
 Joint stock companies (public and private)
 Private enterprises21
 Partnerships
 Cooperatives22
 Individual household businesses.23
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b) Advantages of Public Companies Compared to Private
Companies and LLCs
The public company offers many advantages, including:
t"DDFTT UP JOWFTUPST Public companies have greater opportunities to
attract investment at lower cost. In comparison with other commercial
entities, public companies are more transparent to potential investors due
to information disclosure obligations. A better market position improves
their availability to attract investment under privileged conditions.
Furthermore, the scale of capital-intensive companies, such as banking,
is so large that few individual lenders or equity investors can provide the
needed capital.
tFree transferability of shares: Shares of the company can be
transferred without the consent of other shareholders, the company,
or its management in accordance with legal requirements.
tLimitation on the risks to shareholders: The risks carried by
shareholders are limited to the value of their investment and duties
set by Vietnamese legislation. Shareholders are not normally liable
for the legal and financial obligations of the company.
tDiversification of risks: The risks of a public company are spread
over a large number of shareholders.

c) Disadvantages of Public Companies
The principal economic advantage of the public company form is the
ease with which it can access financial markets. However, this special access is
not without disadvantages. A number of organizational, legal and regulatory
hurdles must be cleared for a company to have the right to offer its securities
to investors. A public company requires:

tCompliance with securities regulations: LLCs are generally outside
the purview of such regulation.

tA complex organizational structure: It is designed to protect
shareholders from abuse and allow professional managers to run the
company. The company bears the costs associated with supporting its
governing bodies.

tC ompliance with disclosure and other regulations: A public
company must ensure appropriate level of transparency and publicity
through timely, accurate and complete disclosure of all important
events that are significant for determination of legal and financial
position of the company. Disclosure obligations encompass the
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There are some differences in the rights of a shareholder on the basis of his/
her shareholding. These differences are designed to provide for enhanced
shareholder protection and/or easier administration of a joint stock company.
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business report of the company, financial reports and audit report,
as well as other reports and information that are important for the
company, in accordance with the securities market regulations.
Therefore, a public company must comply with more rigorous
legislation and regulations, and should follow codes and standards
designed to protect shareholder rights. It must ensure the proper
registration of issued shares.
tShareholders willing to invest in the company: The company should
be able to attract shareholders willing to accept the risk of investing in
the company and at the same time maintain good investor relations
once shares have been floated. These activities imply significant costs
for the company. Some of them are associated with marketing an
offer to investors and maintaining continuous communication with
shareholders after the IPO.
tProfessional management: The separation of ownership and
control provides investors with the possibility to hire professional
managers who devote their efforts and skills to run the company.
The separation of ownership and control also provides professional
managers with access to the capital needed to manage the company.
Finding, developing and retaining trustworthy professional managers
is, however, a difficult task.
t Higher minimum charter capital: This is more than other normal
legal requirements.
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Table 2: Diﬀerence in Rights According to the Shareholding
No.

Shareholding

Specific Rights

1

Fewer than 10%27

 Attend and vote on all issues within the authority of the GMS, with each
ordinary share having one vote
 Receive dividends as resolved by the GMS
 Have pre-emptive right to purchase new shares issued by the company
in proportion to its current shareholding
 Transfer shares to third parties or other shareholders
 To examine and obtain information from the shareholders register,
and examine and obtain information from the charter, minutes and
resolutions of the GMS
 Sell its shares back to the company in case it votes against the decision
of the GMS on changes to the rights and obligations of the shareholders
or on the restructuring of the company
 Receive a proportionate share of the remaining assets upon the
dissolution or bankruptcy of the company.

2

10% to less than 25%28

 All rights in (1) above
 Read and obtain an extract of minutes of meetings and resolutions of
the Board of Directors and mid-year and annual financial reports of the
Supervisory Board
 Request the Supervisory Board inspect certain management or
operational issues if the shareholder deems it necessary
 Convene a shareholders’ meeting in certain cases
 Examine and receive a copy or an excerpt of the list of shareholders who
are entitled to attend and vote at shareholders meetings
 Subject to specific shareholding, to nominate one or two candidates29 to
the Board of Directors or the Supervisory Board of the company (unless
otherwise provided by the charter or decided by the GMS).30

27 LOE, Article 79, Clause 1.
28 The shareholder is required to maintain this percentage within at least six consecutive months (LOE,
Article 79, Clause 2).
29 Two candidates applicable to shareholders holding 20% to less than 30% of shareholding (Article 29, Clause
3b of Decree 102 of the Government dated 1 October 2010 on implementing a number of articles of the
LOE (Decree 102).
30 Article 29, Clause 3 of Decree 102.
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 All rights in (2) above
 To veto all decisions of the GMS33
 Subject to specific shareholding, to appoint from three to six
candidates34 to the Board of Directors or the Supervisory Board of the
company (unless otherwise provided by the charter or decided by the
GMS).
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 All rights in (2) above
 To veto important decisions of the company which require the approval
of a number of shareholders representing at least 75% of the total
voting shares of all shareholders attending the shareholders meeting31
 Subject to specific shareholding, to nominate two or three
candidates32 to the Board of Directors or the Supervisory Board of the
company (unless otherwise provided by the charter or decided by the
GMS).
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31 I.e. decisions relating to classes of shares and the total number of shares of each class which may be
offered, on amendments of and additions to the charter of the company; on re-organization or dissolution
of the company, in respect of investments or sales of assets equal to or more than 50% of the total value of
assets recorded in the most recent financial statement of the company (Article 104.3(b) of the LOE). Note
that under Vietnam’s WTO Accession Commitments, notwithstanding the requirements of the LOE, the
charter of a joint stock company may provide that all decisions which required the approval from the GMS
may be passed on the basis of simple majority of 51%.
32 Applicable to shareholders holding 30% to less than 40% of shareholding (Article 29, Clause 3 of Decree
102).
33 Under the LOE, decisions of the GMS can only be passed by the approval by a number of shareholders
representing at least 65% or 75% of the total voting shares of all shareholders attending the shareholders
meeting, as the case may be.
34 Three candidates applicable to shareholders holding 30% to less than 40% of shareholding, four candidates
applicable to shareholders holding 40% to less than 50% of shareholding, five candidates applicable to
shareholders holding 50% to less than 60% of shareholding, six candidates applicable to shareholders
holding 60% to less than 70% of shareholding.
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65% to less than 75%

 All rights in (2) above
 To decide all ordinary matters under the authority of the GMS which
require the approval of a number of shareholders representing at
least 65% of the total voting shares of all shareholders attending the
shareholders meeting
 Subject to specific shareholding, to appoint six or seven candidates35 to
the Board of Directors or the Supervisory Board of the company (unless
otherwise provided by the charter or decided by the GMS).

75% or more

 All rights in (2) above
 To decide all matters under the authority of the GMS
 Subject to specific shareholding, to appoint seven or eight candidates36
to the Board of Directors or the Supervisory Board of the company
(unless otherwise provided by the charter or decided by the GMS).

35 Six candidates applicable to shareholders holding 60% to less than 70% of shareholding, seven candidates
applicable to shareholders holding 70% to less than 80% of shareholding.
36 Seven candidates applicable to shareholders holding 70% to less than 80% of shareholding, eight
candidates applicable to shareholders holding 80% to less than 90% of shareholding.
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37 LOE, Article 95.
38 Only joint stock companies with more than 11 shareholders or an institutional shareholder holding more
than 50% of the shares of the company must establish a Supervisory Board consisting of three to five
members who will be appointed by the GMS, unless otherwise provided under the charter (LOE, Articles
95 & 121).
39 CG Regulations and Model Charter.
40 CG Regulations, Article 15.
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In addition, it may establish the following Board Committees at its
discretion:40
t"VEJU$PNNJUUFF
t%FWFMPQNFOU1PMJDZ$PNNJUUFF
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Listed companies
In addition to the bodies required for non-listed joint stock companies,
listed companies must have:39
t&YFDVUJWF#PBSE
t&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS
t$PSQPSBUF4FDSFUBSZ
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Legislation provides companies with substantial flexibility in establishing
their governance structure. The bodies required by Law on Enterprises do not
depend on how many shareholders the company has or the amount of charter
capital. The only distinction which has legal consequences for the governance
structure of the company is the one between non-listed and listed joint stock
companies.
Non-listed joint stock companies
A non-listed joint stock company must have at least the following
bodies:37

t(.4

t#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST

t(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS

t4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE38
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t)VNBO3FTPVSDFT$PNNJUUFF
t3FNVOFSBUJPO$PNNJUUFF
t0UIFS#PBSE$PNNJUUFFT
The mandatory and voluntary governing and other bodies of the listed
companies and their responsibilities, as set forth by the Law on Enterprises,
CG Regulations and Model Charter respectively, are summarized in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Mandatory and Voluntary Governing and other Bodies

External Auditor

Audit
Committee

Supervisory Board
GMS

Development Policy
Committee
Human Resources
Committee

Internal Auditors
Board of Directors

Corporate Secretary

Remuneration
Committee
Other Board
Committees

General Director
and The Executive
Board

Governing bodies required by the Law on Enterprises, CG Regulations and Model Charter
Governing and other bodies recommended by CG Regulations and Best Practices
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41 Except for the amendment of the charter capital as a result of sale of new shares within the number of
authorized shares (LOE, Article 96, Clause 1(dd)).
42 The GMS would approve extraordinary transactions having value at 50% or more of the total asset
value of the company as recorded in the most recent financial statement (LOE, Article 120, Clause 3).
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The Board of Directors plays a central role in the corporate governance
framework. The Board of Directors is responsible for guiding and setting the
company’s strategy and business priorities, including the annual financial and
business plan, as well as guiding and controlling managerial performance. It
acts in the interests of the company, protects the rights of all shareholders,
oversees the work of the General Director and the Executive Board, as well as
financial control systems. An effective, professional, and independent Board
of Directors is essential for the implementation of good corporate governance
practices.
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2. The Board of Directors
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The GMS of a joint stock company is the highest decision-making body in the
company. All ordinary shareholders have the right to participate in the GMS
and have the number of votes corresponding to the respective ordinary shares
held by them. The GMS normally makes decisions only on major issues affecting
the company. The GMS approves nominations for the Board of Directors and
Supervisory Board membership. In addition, it approves the annual report and
the financial statements, the distribution of profits and losses (including the
payment of dividends), amended charter capital,41 amendments of the charter,
re-organization and dissolution, and extraordinary transactions.42
ÎSee Chapter 8.
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Best Practices:
Vietnamese companies are not able to choose between different corporate
governance frameworks, depending on the structure of the company’s Board
of Directors. Essentially, two opposite board models have been developed in
Europe, the one-tier board (unitary board system) and the two-tier board (dual
system). The tendency in Europe is towards an increase in flexibility, allowing
companies to choose between the different systems and adapt them to the
different business environments:
 The one-tier, or unitary board system is characterized by a single
board that governs the company, and includes both executive and
non-executive members. In such a setting, the supervisory body is
often called the Board of Directors. This governance structure can
facilitate strong leadership structures and efficient decision-making.
Non-executive and independent directors, however, play a crucial role
in monitoring managers and reducing agency costs. This system is
typical for companies based in countries with a common law tradition,
for example the U.S. and the U.K.
 The two-tiered, or dual system, on the other hand, is characterized
by the existence of distinct supervisory and management bodies. The
former is commonly referred to as the Supervisory Board, the latter as
the Executive Board. Under this system, the day-to-day management
of the company is handed down to the Executive Board, which is then
controlled by the Supervisory Board (which in turn is elected by the
GMS). These two bodies have distinct authorities and their composition
cannot be mixed, i.e. members of the Executive Board cannot sit on
the Supervisory Board and vice-versa. The advantage of the two-tiered
system is a clear oversight mechanism, but it has been criticized for
inefficient decision-making. This system is most famously represented
in Germany.
 Besides the one-tiered and the two-tiered systems, many countries
recognize a third governance structure, the hybrid system, which
is essentially an amalgam of the two abovementioned models.
According to this system, every joint stock company must establish
a Supervisory Board and a Board of Directors, with a possibility of
organizing an Executive Board as well.
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43 These differences are embedded in, among other things, national legislation (legal tradition), organizational
theory (composition requirements and functional distribution of authorities), corporate culture and will
affect the supervisory body’s authority, structure and operations. This Manual will not further discuss
distinct features of one- and two-tiered systems, because Vietnam has adopted a unitary system.
44 LOE, Article 116, Clause 2.
45 LOE, Article 116, Clause 1.
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a) The General Director
Every company must have a General Director (or director) who
is responsible for day-to-day management of the company.44 The General
Director is the legal representative of the company unless the company charter
appoints the Chairman of the Board of Directors to this position.45 The General
Director is accountable to the Board of Directors. Legislation, the charter and
internal regulations, and the contract signed between the General Director
and the company regulate the authority and election of the General Director,
as well as relations with other governing bodies.
ÎOn the authority of the General Director, see Chapter 5, Section A.1.
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2. While all systems have many elements in common, important differences
do exist and these will affect the board’s authority, structure and
operations, and consequently the duties and obligations of directors.43
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1. There is always a trade-off between efficiency and control. When the
agency problem and conflict of interests is high, shareholders may
choose the two-tiered system, but must realize that a tight monitoring
governance system could tie managers’ hands and render business
operations and decision-making inefficient. On the other hand, when
shareholders and managers trust each other and the company needs
better efficiency to explore more business opportunities, the company
may choose a more pro-management oriented, one-tier board system.

THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES

Regardless of which system a country allows, the following must be kept in
mind:
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b) The Executive Board
The Executive Board is composed of the General Director and the top
executives of the company. It may be referred to as a “board of management”,
“managerial board”, “executive team”, “directorate” or “collective executive body”
among other terms. The term “Executive Board” is used for the purposes of
this Manual. A listed joint stock company is required to establish an Executive
Board.46 The Executive Board is responsible for the day-to-day management of
the company and carries out the decisions set by the Board of Directors.
ÎFor a discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of an Executive Board,
see Chapter 5, Section A.

4. Board Committees
Board Committees are provided for by CG Regulations which are applicable
to listed companies. CG Regulations recommend the establishment of
certain Board Committees such as an Audit Committee, Development Policy
Committee, Human Resources Committee and Remuneration Committee. The
primary task of these committees is to assist the Board of Directors’ functions.
The discussion in this Manual as to the authority, composition, and functions
of individual Board Committees is mostly based on recommendations of the
CG Regulations and best practices.
ÎSee Chapter 4, Section C.

5. The External Auditor
Vietnamese regulations on auditing stipulate that an annual, independent
audit shall be conducted by a certified independent External Auditor
(licensed and accredited audit company/organization). It is an obligation for
a company that is:
a) Considered to be a compliance-audited company (a SOE, FIE,
commercial bank, credit institution, financial institution, insurance
company and listed company)
b) A controlling company that makes consolidated financial
statements
46 Model Charter, Article 29.
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47 See: http://www.vacpa.org.vn.
48 Model Charter, Article 48.
49 Ban Kiểm Soát in Vietnamese.
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According to current regulations, except for banks, Vietnamese public
companies are not obligated to establish an Internal Auditing function.
However, the role of Internal Auditing is increasingly becoming more important
in strengthening corporate governance of many public and listed companies.
An effective Internal Audit function plays a key role in assisting the Board (or
equivalent body) to discharge its governance responsibilities.
ÎSee Chapter 14, Section D.
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Non-listed joint stock companies with more than 11 shareholders or one
institutional shareholder holding more than a 50% shareholding and listed
companies are obligated to establish a Supervisory Board, the purpose of which
is to carry out internal control procedures on a daily basis. The Supervisory
Body should be independent of the Board of Directors and Executive Board.
The Supervisory Body reports directly to the GMS.
ÎSee Chapter 14, Section A.
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6. The Supervisory Board49
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c) Issuing securities or other financial instruments traded on the
organized market.
For listed companies, the External Auditor is a separate body of
the company, elected by the GMS within the list of auditors authorized by
the MOF to conduct the audit of financial statements of listed companies47,
prepare the report of the auditor and submit to the Board of Directors. The
External Auditor is permitted to attend all shareholder meetings, receive
notices and information in relation to the shareholder meetings and speak at
the shareholder meetings regarding the related-audit matters.48
ÎSee Chapter 14, Section B.
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8. The Corporate Secretary
It is mandatory for a listed company to appoint one (or more) Corporate
Secretary.50 The main task of the Corporate Secretary is to organize the meetings
of the GMS, Board of Directors and Supervisory Board and will ensure
Board of Directors’ resolutions are in compliance with law. The Corporate
Secretary is responsible for keeping the book of shareholders, the preparation
and recording minutes of all meetings of shareholders, Board of Directors,
and Supervisory Board, keeping minutes of all meetings of these corporate
bodies and other documents in accordance with the law and the charter of the
company as permanent records. The Corporate Secretary is required to keep
confidential all information of the company.51
ÎSee Chapter 6.

50 CG Regulations, Article 16 and Model Charter, Article 32.
51 CG Regulations, Article 16.
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The Chairman’s Checklist

The Chairman’s Checklist
Does the company have a valid charter, with provisions on
the protection of shareholder rights, equitable treatment of
shareholders, division of authority among the governing bodies
and information disclosure?
How detailed is the charter? Does the charter merely copy the
exact language of legislation?
Is the charter freely available to interested parties and accessible
on the internet?
Has the company adopted internal regulations? If yes, were
these internal regulations approved by the Board of Directors
or the GMS? Is adopting internal regulations a legal obligation
of the company? Is it possible for a company to be incorporated
without having internal regulations? Does the company
regularly consult and follow its internal regulations?
Has the company adopted its own corporate governance
code? If so, does the company code touch upon the principles
of fairness, responsibility, transparency, and accountability?
Does the company code provide recommendations on the
relationship between the corporate bodies, notably the
interaction between the Board of Directors and General Director
or Executive Board?
Has the company identified a core set of values? Does the
company have a code of ethics based on these values?
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1 LOE, Articles 19 & 26.
2 CG Regulations, Article 4.2.
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The charter is the founding document of a company. No company can
be established without a charter. A charter establishes the company, and
determines its structure and purpose. It is fundamental to the company’s
system of corporate governance, ensuring the protection and equitable
treatment of shareholders, distribution of authority between the governing
bodies, and disclosure and transparency of the company’s activities. It also
plays an important public role in relation to third parties since it provides
information about the company, especially on its corporate governance
system. The company is required to register the charter and its amendments
with a licensing authority.1
In addition to the charter, the company may adopt internal regulations
for different purposes. Certain internal regulations are compulsory for a
number of specific types of companies. For instance, a credit institution and an
insurance company are required to adopt financial regulations which provide
the framework for the financial administration of the company and aim to
maintain the integrity of the company’s financial system. Listed companies
(which include listed banks and listed insurance companies) are required to
adopt a corporate governance code which ensures that a company is effectively
operated and controlled in the interests of shareholders and related persons.2
A corporate governance code is useful in regulating detailed procedures for
the company’s governing bodies and can help avoid an unwieldy charter that
is difficult to understand. This internal regulation, however, must be consistent
with the charter.
The company-level corporate governance code and ethics code
allow the company to make its governance structure more transparent while
demonstrating the company’s commitment to good corporate governance and
good business practices.
This chapter examines corporate governance issues as related to charter
provisions. It also explains when and how a charter and internal regulations
can be amended, and how the amendments are registered. This chapter further
touches upon the important role that company-level corporate governance and
ethics codes play.
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A. The Company Charter
1. Charter Provisions
The charter must include minimum provisions related to the company’s
structure and charter capital, the authority of the governing bodies and
shareholder rights. Regardless of the company’s activities, ownership and
management structure, the charter must include the following mandatory
provisions:3

t/BNFT BEESFTTFTPGUIFIFBEPďDF CSBODI SFQSFTFOUBUJWFPďDF

t#VTJOFTTMJOFT

t$IBSUFSDBQJUBMNFUIPEPGJODSFBTJOHBOESFEVDJOHUIFDIBSUFSDBQJUBM

t/BNFT  BEESFTTFT  OBUJPOBMJUZ BOE PUIFS CBTJD DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT PG BMM
founding shareholders4

t/VNCFSPGTIBSFTTVCTDSJCFEGPSCZGPVOEJOHTIBSFIPMEFST QBSWBMVF
of shares and total number of shares of each type which may be
offered for sale in the case of the company

t3JHIUTBOEPCMJHBUJPOTPGTIBSFIPMEFST

t.BOBHFNFOUBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMTUSVDUVSF

t-FHBMSFQSFTFOUBUJWFPGUIFDPNQBOZ

t1SPDFEVSFTGPSQBTTJOHSFTPMVUJPOTPGUIFDPNQBOZ SVMFTGPSSFTPMVUJPO
of internal disputes

t(SPVOETBOENFUIPEPGDBMDVMBUJOHSFNVOFSBUJPO XBHFTBOECPOVTFT
of managers and members of the Supervisory Board

t$JSDVNTUBODFTJOXIJDIBTIBSFIPMEFSTNBZSFRVJSFUIFDPNQBOZUP
redeem its shares

t3VMFTGPSEJTUSJCVUJPOPGBGUFSUBYQSPGJUTBOEEFBMJOHXJUIMPTTFT
in the business

t$BTFTPGEJTTPMVUJPO QSPDFEVSFTGPSEJTTPMVUJPOBOEMJRVJEBUJPOPGUIF
company assets

t1SPDFEVSFT GPS BNFOENFOUT PGPS BEEJUJPOT UP UIF DIBSUFS PG UIF
company

3 LOE, Article 22.
4 Founding shareholder means a shareholder involved in formulating, approving and signing the first charter
of a joint stock company (LOE, Article 4.11).
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5 For a shareholding company equitised from a SOE, transformed from a LLC, divided, consolidated,
separated or merged with another shareholding company there can only be name and signature of the legal
representative or shareholders of common shares (Article 23, Clause 2 of Decree 102/2010/NĐ-CP).
6 LOE, Article 22, Clause 16.
7 CG Regulations, Article 4.1. Commercial joint stock banks would also need to follow regulations on charter
of Circular 06 of the SBV dated 26 February 2010.
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Many Vietnamese companies copy the exact language of legislation into the
charter and/or include many extraneous details. Neither practice contributes to
the quality of the charter. The charter should include the information required
by legislation (not the text of legislation) and other provisions that are needed
for sound corporate governance. For example, Article 104 of the Law on
Enterprises provides that a GMS resolution will be passed if it is approved by at
least 65% or 75% of voting shares of shareholders attending the shareholders’
meeting. The Law on Enterprises, however, allows the charter to provide a
higher percentage (e.g. 80% or 90%). The company, therefore, may provide a
higher statutory percentage required to pass certain specific matters for the
purpose of protecting the rights of minority shareholders. The company may
also provide additional matters subject to the approval of the GMS in addition
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Company Practices in Vietnam:

DIVIDENDS

All listed companies in Vietnam are required to follow a Model Charter issued
by the MOF.7
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2. Model Charter
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In addition to the foregoing mandatory provisions, the company’s
charter may set forth other matters as agreed by the shareholders, but may not be
inconsistent with provisions of the law.6 These provisions give the company and
its shareholders great flexibility in organizing the company structure, including
its activities, financial structure, and shareholder rights. In other words, the
charter largely determines the characteristics and activities of the company.

INFORMATION
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t/BNFT BOE TJHOBUVSFT PG UIF MFHBM SFQSFTFOUBUJWF BOE GPVOEJOH
shareholders.5
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to those listed in the Law on Enterprises (e.g. any proposal to accept strategic
investors in the company, the appointment of a liquidator or administrator
to the company). In addition, the charter may stipulate provisions that are
recommended by the Model Charter and best suit the company’s objectives
(for example, a director may appoint an alternative director to attend and vote
at a meeting of the Board of Directors on his/her behalf). 8

3. When to Amend the Charter?
The charter should be amended when changes occur that affect any provisions.9
For example, a decision of the company to expand its business scope, increase
its charter capital, change its corporate name or its registered office should
be accompanied by respective amendments of the charter. This rule is in
accordance with the principle of accuracy and reliability of all registered data,
and is advised to be followed as good corporate practice.
The charter should also be brought into conformity with changes
in legislation when new requirements are introduced that affect charter
provisions.

4. Who can Amend the Charter?
As a rule, only the GMS has the authority to amend the charter, except
for adjusting the charter capital as a result of the sale of new shares within
the number of authorized shares.10 The Board of Directors has the right to
decide the sale of new shares within the number of authorized shares.11 These
provisions seem to suggest that the Board of Directors should have the right to
amend the charter to the extent such amendments relate to the adjustment of
the charter capital due to the sale of new shares within the authorized shares.
However, such a charter amendment should be reported to the GMS at its
annual meeting.
8 Article 27 of the Model Charter. The SSC is in the process of amending the Model Charter and also the CG
Regulations.
9 Decree 88, Chapter V
10 LOE, Article 96, Clause 2(dd).
11 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(c).
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Figure 1 illustrates the procedure for amending the charter. The
procedure for restating the charter is similar.
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A company may amend its charter at any time to add or change a
provision that is required or permitted in the charter or delete a provision that
is not required in the charter.
There are three ways a company can amend its charter:

t$IBOHFFYJTUJOHDIBSUFSQSPWJTJPOT

t"EEOFXDIBSUFSQSPWJTJPOT

t"QQSPWFBOFOUJSFMZOFXWFSTJPOPGUIFDIBSUFS SFESBęJOHUIFDIBSUFS 
which is useful when many changes must be made.
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It is accepted practice that the company, through its legal counsel/
department, prepares the charter amendments in cooperation with outside
legal consultants and with the participation of the Corporate Secretary. The
General Director should closely follow the process, in order to ensure that
provisions of the charter are formulated in accordance with the Board’s
guidelines. The final text of the draft proposal must be evaluated and
accepted at the Board of Directors meeting. That text will be submitted to
the GMS as a proposal, except in those cases when amending the charter
falls within the Board’s authority. In that case, the Board of Directors will,
instead of a final proposal, adopt the decision that amends the charter.
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Best Practices:
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Preparing amendments to the charter requires legal drafting skills and
specialized knowledge of legislation.
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5. How to Amend the Charter?
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Figure 1: Procedure for Amending the Charter
Step 4
Register charter amendment(s) with
the licensing authority

Step 3

The GMS approves charter amendment(s)
Step 2
Submit amendment(s) to the GMS agenda
Step 1
Prepare draft charter amendment(s)

When under specific circumstances special regimes are introduced
(as illustrated in Figure 1), the procedure for amending the charter changes
in such a way that some of the above mentioned steps will be excluded or
broadened.
The GMS has the authority to approve the charter amendments with
at least 75% voting shares of all shareholders attending the shareholders’
meeting.12 The GMS may also approve the charter amendments by a written
resolution with at least 75% of voting shares.13 The charter can provide for
a higher percentage of votes.14

6. Objection to the Amendments of the Charter
By law, when a shareholder votes against a change of rights and/or obligations
of the shareholders provided in the charter, such shareholder has the right
to request the company redeem his shares. Such request must be sent to the
company within 10 working days from the date on which the resolution
approving such change is passed.15
The price to redeem shares may be:16
12 LOE, Article 104, Clause 3(b).
13 LOE, Article 104, Clause 5.
14 Notwithstanding the provisions of the LOE, Vietnam’s WTO accession commitments allow a foreignowned company to provide any matter under the authority of the GMS (which would include the charter
amendments) to be passed with simple a majority of voting shares.
15 LOE, Article 90, Clause 1.
16 LOE, Article 90, Clause 2.
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8. When do Charter Amendments Become Eﬀective?
Although the law is silent on when charter amendments become effective,
given the GMS is imposed a right to approve any amendments of the charter,
it is reasonable to conclude that the charter amendments will become effective
from the date they are duly approved by the GMS.18
17 Decree 88, Chapter V of the Government dated 29 August 2006 on business registration.
18 Amendments of the business registration contents of a company which are subject to the approval of the
licensing authority (e.g. business activities, legal representative or charter capital) would only come into
effect from the issuance of an amended business registration certificate, even though such changes have
been recorded in the amended charter duly approved by the GMS.
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Article 26 of the Law on Enterprises requires that any change in the business
registration document of a company, including the company charter, is registered
with the business registration authority. However, neither the Law on Enterprises
nor its implementing regulations provide for any procedure for registration of
amendments to a charter. In practice, a company normally registers an amended
charter with the business registration authority at the same time the company
applies for any change of contents recoded in the business registration certificate
(e.g. increase of charter capital, change of business activities).
The following documents should be submitted to the business
registration authority to reflect the change of contents recorded in the business
registration certificate:17

t/PUJĕDBUJPOPGUIFDIBOHF T PGCVTJOFTTSFHJTUSBUJPODPOUFOUT

t3FTPMVUJPOPGUIF(.4BQQSPWJOHTVDIDIBOHF T

t"NFOEFEDIBSUFS
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If the relevant shareholder and the company cannot reach a price to
redeem shares, the shareholder may sell his/her shares to another party.
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tćFNBSLFUQSJDF
t"QSJDFDBMDVMBUFEJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFQSJODJQMFTQSPWJEFEJOUIF
charter (if any)
t"QSJDFHJWFOCZBQSPGFTTJPOBMWBMVBUJPOPSHBOJ[BUJPOBQQPJOUFECZ
the parties.
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9. Disclosure of the Charter
The charter is an important source of information for shareholders and potential
investors. The original charter document, as well as all charter amendments,
should be kept at the registered office of the company.19 Shareholders of the
company are entitled to inspect and copy the charter and its amendments.20

19 LOE, Article 12.
20 LOE, Article 79, Clause 1(e).
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21 Labor Code, Article 82 of the National Assembly dated 23 June 1994 (as amended).
22 Credit institutions are also required to establish financial regulations (Article 29 of Decree 146 of the
Government dated 23 November 2005 on financial regimes applicable to credit institutions).
23 Decree 45 of the Government dated 27 March 2007 implementing the LIB and Decree 46 of the
Government dated 27 March 2007 on the financial regime applicable to insurance businesses.
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Internal regulations are internal company documents that specify charter
provisions and may contain any provision for managing the business and
regulating the affairs of a company.
Internal regulations may be an optional or compulsory subject to
each type of internal regulations and each type of company. In any case, the
company’s internal regulations must be consistent with the charter and cannot
conflict with legislation. As between the charter and internal regulations, the
charter is the dominant instrument so far as their provisions are mutually
conflicting, the charter prevails.
The company has no obligation to register its internal regulations
with the business registration authority for the purpose of establishment. In
other words, the company may be formed and may exist without the internal
regulations. The application for the formation of the company does not have to
be accompanied by the internal regulations.
There are various types of company internal regulations:

t$PSQPSBUF HPWFSOBODF JOUFSOBM SVMFT XIJDI BSF SFRVJSFE GPS MJTUFE
companies (see section C of Chapter 3 below)

t*OUFSOBMMBCPSSVMFTXIJDIBSFDPNQVMTPSZGPSBMMDPNQBOJFTXJUI
or more employees. The internal labor rules must be registered with
the relevant labor authority21

t0UIFS JOUFSOBM SFHVMBUJPOT TVDI BT ĕOBODJBM SFHVMBUJPOT 22 rules
on allocating responsibilities, rules on insurance underwriting,
assessment and compensation, investment regulations, or regulations
on internal control and audit which are compulsory for insurance
companies.23
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B. The Internal Regulations of the Company
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Best Practices:
Although certain provisions must be stipulated in the charter, internal
regulations have several advantages:
 Internal regulations do not need to be registered with the business
registration authority, saving the company resources by avoiding
registration fees and bureaucratic procedures
 In comparison with the charter, the procedure for amending internal
regulations is simplified, making it easier to adjust to changing
circumstances
 Internal regulations contribute to the protection of shareholders’
rights. In particular, internal regulations set out a sound and proper
framework for the administration and operations of the company.
Internal regulations also assist shareholders to understand the
implementation of the charter provisions in practice.

2. How to Adopt and Amend Internal Regulations?
By law, the General Director has the right to suggest and the Board of Directors
has the right to decide internal regulations of the company.24 It is a statutory
presumption that the Board of Directors has the authority to adopt or change
the internal regulations.

24 LOE, Articles 108, Clause 2(k) & 116, Clause 3(d). Although the term “internal management rules” is
not defined by law, it could be interpreted to include all internal regulations set out in B(1) above given
that such internal regulations are relevant to the management of the company.
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Best Practices:
Many companies in countries with well-developed corporate governance
practices have voluntary corporate governance codes or guidelines in
addition to their charter. Most codes are brief and simple statements of
principle that generally reflect the desire of the Board of Directors and
management to conduct company operations in an honest, fair, legal and
socially responsible manner.
Company codes and guidelines may cover a vast number of topics including:
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By adopting, following and updating a company-level corporate
governance code on a regular basis, the company confirms its desire to
demonstrably lead and promote good corporate governance. To foster
the confidence of its shareholders, employees, investors and the public, a
company-level corporate governance code should, however, go beyond the
established legal and regulatory framework and embrace both nationally and
internationally recognized best corporate governance practices.
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A company-level corporate governance code is a principle-based statement
on the company’s corporate governance practices. It is intended to make
the company’s governance structure more transparent and demonstrate the
company’s commitment to good corporate governance by developing and
furthering:

t3FTQPOTJCMF BDDPVOUBCMFBOEWBMVFCBTFENBOBHFNFOU

t"OFČFDUJWF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOEFYFDVUJWFCPEJFTUIBUBDUJOUIF
best interests of the company and its shareholders, including minority
shareholders and seek to enhance shareholder value in a sustainable
manner

t"QQSPQSJBUFJOGPSNBUJPOEJTDMPTVSFBOEUSBOTQBSFODZ BTXFMMBTBO
effective system of risk management and internal control.
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t
—
—
—

(FOFSBM*TTVFTPG$PSQPSBUF(PWFSOBODF
Goals and objectives of the company
Relationship between the shareholders and the Board of Directors
Relationship between the Board of Directors and the General
Director or Executive Board
— Relationship between controlling and minority shareholders.



t
—
—
—
—



t (PPE&YFDVUJWF#PBSE1SBDUJDFT
— Executive remuneration
— Interaction and relationship with the Board of Directors.



t (PPE4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE1SBDUJDFT
— Composition, including the qualifications of the Supervisory Board
members
— Responsibilities and working procedures of the Supervisory Board
— Relationship between the Supervisory Board and the Board of
Directors, the GMS and shareholders
— Mechanism to ensure the independence of the Supervisory Board
when conducting its responsibilities
— Remuneration of the Supervisory Board members.



t
—
—
—
—



t %JTDMPTVSFBOE5SBOTQBSFODZ*TTVFT
— Internal control function, including risk management
— Policy on the use of audit and consulting services and External
Auditor rotation
— Accounting policies and standards
— Disclosure of financial reports and important information about the
company.

(PPE#PBSE1SBDUJDFT
Composition, including the number of independent directors
Number and structure of committees
General working procedures
Remuneration of non-executive directors.

4IBSFIPMEFS3JHIUT
On organizing and conducting the GMS
Minority shareholder protection
Disclosure of related party transactions
The company’s dividend policy.
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25 CG Regulations, Article 4, Clause 2. Although most Vietnamese listed companies comply with the above
requirement and adopt their own code of corporate governance, the internal governance structures of
listed companies show a lack of flexibility, efficiency and accountability. The listed companies need to
improve their corporate governance to ensure market transparency, investor protection and effective
management in order to ensure better development of the securities market.
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Codes of corporate governance are important sources for corporate governance
in many economies ranging from advanced to transitional economies.
The framework for corporate governance in Vietnam, especially for listed
companies, is in the early stages of development. In 2007, the MOF adopted the
CG Regulations. The CG Regulations primarily address listed companies. The
purpose of the CG Regulations is to implement “the best international practice
on corporate management suitable to the conditions of Vietnam to ensure a
stable development of stock market and a transparent economy in Vietnam”. All
listed companies are obliged to follow the recommendations and to adopt their
own written corporate governance code.25 It is also recommended non-listed
companies follow the CG Regulations to the extent the rules are applicable.
A corporate governance code must cover at least the following:

t0SEFS BOE QSPDFEVSFT GPS DPOWFOJOH BOE WPUJOH BU TIBSFIPMEFST
meetings

t0SEFSBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSOPNJOBUJOH TUBOEJOHGPSFMFDUJPO FMFDUJOH
and dismissing directors
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2. Vietnamese Company Code of Corporate Governance
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Topics to be covered will depend upon the issues of greatest relevance to the
company. As a rule, company codes are approved by the Board of Directors,
communicated to shareholders and investors, and published on the company’s
website. Company codes or guidelines must be consistent with legislation, as
well as the charter, and should generally follow the provisions of the relevant
corporate governance code. They cannot, however, replace the charter.
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— Communications and relations with investors and other parties that
have an interest in a company.
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t0SEFSBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSIPMEJOH#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFFUJOHT
t0SEFSBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSTFMFDUJOH BQQPJOUJOHBOEEJTNJTTJOHTFOJPS
managers
t0SEFS BOE QSPDFEVSFT GPS DPPSEJOBUJPO CFUXFFO UIF #PBSE PG
Directors, the Supervisory Board and the Executive Board
t3VMFT PO BTTFTTJOH BDUJWJUJFT  SFXBSEJOH BOE EJTDJQMJOJOH #PBSE PG
Directors, members of the Supervisory Board, the Executive Board
and other managers.

A listed company must announce information on its corporate
governance status at the annual shareholders’ meeting and in annual reports
of the company. Such information must at least consist of:26

t.FNCFST BOE TUSVDUVSF PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST BOE PG UIF
Supervisory Board

t"DUJWJUJFTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOEPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE

t"DUJWJUJFT PG JOEFQFOEFOU OPOFYFDVUJWF NFNCFST PG UIF #PBSE PG
Directors

t"DUJWJUJFTPG#PBSE$PNNJUUFFT

t"QMBOUPJODSFBTFUIFFďDJFODZPGUIFDPNQBOZTBDUJWJUJFT

t3FNVOFSBUJPO BOE FYQFOTFT GPS UIF EJSFDUPST  NFNCFST PG UIF
Executive Board and the Supervisory Board

t*OGPSNBUJPO BCPVU USBOTBDUJPOT PG UIF DPNQBOZT TIBSFT CZ UIF
directors, members of Executive Board, the Supervisory Board and
major shareholders; and about other transactions by the directors,
members of Executive Board, the Supervisory Board and their
affiliated persons

tćFOVNCFSPGUIFEJSFDUPST NFNCFSTPGUIF&YFDVUJWF#PBSEBOE
the Supervisory Board attending training courses on corporate
governance

t"DUJPOTOPUZFUVOEFSUBLFO CVUSFRVJSFECZUIFDPSQPSBUFHPWFSOBODF
code, the reasons and proposed solutions.

26 CG Regulations, Article 28.
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A Code of Ethics:
t&OIBODFTUIFDPNQBOZTSFQVUBUJPOJNBHFA company’s reputation
and image constitutes an integral, if intangible, part of its assets.
Establishing a Code of Ethics is an effective way to communicate the
value a company places on good business practices.

tImproves risk and crisis management: A Code of Ethics can bring
potential problems to management’s and directors’ attention before a
full-blown crisis occurs, as it sensitizes and encourages employees to
react to ethical dilemmas.

tDevelops a corporate culture and brings corporate values to the
forefront: A Code of Ethics developed by and widely distributed
to the company’s officers and employees can help build a cohesive
corporate culture, based on a shared set of values, that helps guide
employees in their daily work.

tAdvances stakeholder communications: A Code of Ethics also has
a strong demonstration effect towards the company’s stakeholders
during times of crisis, communicating the company’s commitment
to ethical behavior and underlining that possible transgressions are
exceptions rather than the rule.

t Avoids litigation: A Code of Ethics, in combination with an effective
ethics program, can help minimize litigation risks resulting from
fraud, conflict of interest, corruption and bribery, and insider
trading.
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2. Why Adopt a Code of Ethics?
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A Code of Ethics (also referred to as a Code of Conduct, or Ethics or
Responsibility Statement) is a basic guide of conduct that imposes duties and
responsibilities on a company’s officers and employees towards its stakeholders,
including colleagues, customers and clients, business partners (e.g. suppliers),
government and society.
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1. What is a Code of Ethics?
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3. How to Implement a Code of Ethics?
Every company is different in terms of size and industry, and each has a different
business culture, set of values, and ethically sensitive operational areas. A Code
of Ethics should reflect these differences.
A company’s Code of Ethics should go beyond simple rules and,
instead, focus on core values. Before drafting a Code of Ethics, it is fundamental
that a company has identified and formulated its values.27
Drafting a Code of Ethics goes beyond paper. Developing a Code of
Ethics is a process as much as an outcome. In assessing the need for a Code
of Ethics, the company should begin by studying its internal ethics climate,
the amount and type of ethical guidance its employees and officers receive,
and the risk the company faces without such a Code.28 As a second step, the
company should seek buy-in from every part of the organization, from senior
management to workers, if the Code of Ethics is to truly guide the company’s
ethical practice. Most importantly, the company should ensure that a broad
consultative process takes place within the company.29 By the time the Code
of Ethics is submitted for the Board of Directors’ approval, every employee
should be familiar with it and have played a role in drafting it, a process that
ensures buy-in and helps with implementation.
The company must also recognize that the “tone at the top” matters,
and that public and demonstrable commitment by senior management and
directors is a key component to the implementation of a Code of Ethics.
A Code of Ethics should be user-friendly (i.e. provide practical guidance
to the company’s management and employees on how to handle ethics problems
that may arise in the day-to-day course of business).30 In support of a Code of
27 For more information on how to design, manage and implement Code of Ethics, see Kenneth Johnson and
Igor Abramov, Business Ethics: A Manual for Managing a Responsible Business Enterprise (Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce, 2004). See also: http://www.trade.gov/goodgovernance/business_
ethics/manual.asp.
28 Kenneth Johnson and Igor Abramov, Business Ethics: A Manual for Managing a Responsible Business
Enterprise, Chapter 3, pp. 45-46 and Chapter 5, pp. 93-97.
29 Many companies can choose to establish a working group or task force to produce a first draft of
the company’s Code of Ethics for the Board of Directors’ approval, consisting of representatives from
every level. See also: Kenneth Johnson and Igor Abramov, Business Ethics: A Manual for Managing a
Responsible Business Enterprise, pp. 57-61.
30 The Code of Ethics itself should include a practical procedure for raising an ethical issue (“first go to your
supervisor, then to...”), and even a procedure for suggesting changes in the Code. The Code should also include
an ethical decision-making model (“Step 1: Check your facts, Step 2....”). See also: Kenneth Johnson and Igor
Abramov, Business Ethics: A Manual for Managing a Responsible Business Enterprise, Chapter 6, pp. 138–144.
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31 A practical ethics training program should be organized around cases that might arise within the context
of an employee’s daily work and be organized in an interactive manner. See also: Kenneth Johnson and
Igor Abramov, Business Ethics: A Manual for Managing a Responsible Business Enterprise, Chapter 7,
pp. 155–165.
32 Circular 156, Chapter X, Article 3, Clause 3.7.
33 Article 12 of Decision 27 of the MOF dated 24 April 2007 issuing regulations on the organization and
operation of securities companies (Decision 27).
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Vietnam has not adopted a general Code of Ethics applicable to Vietnamese
companies. However, certain specific types of companies (such as insurance
companies32 and securities companies33) are required to adopt professional
ethics rules that establish the most important principles and rules of business
ethics.
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4. Vietnamese Code of Business Ethics
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Ethics, the company may wish to establish an ethics training program,31 as well
as appoint an ethics officer and create an ethics office and/or establish a Board
of Directors’ Ethics Committee to advise and educate officers and employees,
and provide guarantees for confidential counseling.
The Code of Ethics should be subject to continuous change, revision
and renewal by the Board of Directors’ Ethics Committee.
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Who nominates candidates to the Board of Directors? Is sufficient
information provided to shareholders about nominees? How does the
Board of Directors influence the nomination process?
Does the Board of Directors ensure that all shareholders understand how
cumulative voting works?
The Board of Directors’ Composition:
Has the Board of Directors designed, articulated, and implemented policies
relating to its size, composition and mix-of-skills, breadth of experience
and other pertinent qualities?
Is the Board of Directors’ composition, considering its competencies
and mix-of-skills, suited to its oversight duties and the development of
its strategy?
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Is the Board of Directors’ authority distinct from management’s, both on
paper and in practice?
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What is the Board of Directors’ role with respect to the company’s
governance, organization of the GMS, protection of company assets,
resolution of conflicts and supervision of internal controls and risk
management? How effective is the Board in guiding and setting
strategy? Does the Board of Directors have the tools to properly
oversee the operational and financial performance of the company? Is
a succession plan in place, in particular for the General Director?
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Is the Board of Directors’ focus on protecting the interests of the
company and its shareholders? Do all Board of Directors members
understand the role and priorities of the Board of Directors? Does the
Board of Directors have sufficient powers according to the charter
and the internal regulations to fulfill its oversight duties? Have these
authorities been properly communicated? Does the Board of Directors
use its powers in practice?
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The Chariman’s Checklist

How effectively does the Board of Directors work as a team? Does
the company have independent directors? Is the Board of Directors
constituted of a majority of non-executive directors?
How effective is the Board of Directors’ leadership, both at the Board and
committee level?
Is the number of directors consistent with the needs of the company?
Does the company have enough directors to establish Board of Directors
committees?
The Board of Directors’ Structure and Committees:
Does the Board of Directors have Human Resources, Development Policy,
Remuneration and Audit committees or other Board committees in
accordance with legal requirements and sound corporate governance
practices? What are the costs and benefits of these or other committees?
Are there sufficient independent (or non-executive) directors to chair
and sit on these committees? Do Board of Directors committees have
sufficient resources, both human and financial, to properly fulfill their
functions?
How well informed are non-committee members about the committee’s
deliberations? Is the information prepared by the committee for the
Board of Directors adequate for effective decision-making?
Do Board of Directors Committee members have sufficient expertise
on issues relevant to delegated competence? Do they have access to
information from the External Auditor, Internal Auditor and the executive
bodies involved in the financial, economic and other activities of the
company?
The Board of Directors’ Working Procedures:
Has the Board of Directors identified, prioritized and scheduled key issues
that should be reviewed on a regular basis? Has the Board identified the
information it requires to properly analyze these key issues?
Does the Chairman take an active role in organizing the work of the Board
of Directors? Does the Board of Directors meet regularly in accordance
with a fixed schedule?
Does the Chairman encourage a free and open exchange of views?
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The Board of Directors’ Self-Evaluation and Training:
Does the Board of Directors conduct annual self-evaluations? Has the
Board developed performance indicators or benchmarks for its work? Is
this process credible and are the results made available to shareholders?
Does the Board of Directors conduct regular training events on corporate
governance and other issues of importance for improving the future
work of this corporate body? Do all directors attend training sessions?
Does the company hold induction training for new Board members to
acquaint them with the company’s strategy, future plans and operations,
as well as the previous work of the Board of Directors?
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Does the company have contracts with directors? Do such contracts
describe their duties and liabilities?
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Do all Board of Directors members understand their duties to act
reasonably and in good faith in the best interests of the company and its
shareholders? Do Board members properly prepare themselves for Board
meetings? Does the Board of Directors give proper consideration to the
interests of other stakeholders?
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The Board of Directors’ Duties and Liabilities:
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How does the Board of Directors ensure that it properly oversees the
executive bodies? Does it receive periodic reports and updates from the
executive bodies? Does the Board of Directors invite members of the
executive bodies to Board meetings to inform its members on key issues?
How well does the Board of Directors interact with senior management,
including the General Director? Does the Board provide wise counsel and
clear direction to members of the executive bodies? Does it challenge
management sufficiently? How does it balance oversight against micromanagement?
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Are procedures in place that ensure the proper preparation and conduct
of Board of Directors meetings, e.g. advance notification on agenda
issues, distribution of materials and documents, proper determination
of the quorum, voting through absentee ballots and preparation of
the minutes? How efficient are Board of Directors meetings in practice?
Is the information provided to directors focused, succinct and to the
point, allowing for effective decision-making? Are key issues and risks
highlighted? Do the materials contain annexes with further relevant
details?
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The Board of Directors’ Remuneration:
Is the remuneration of directors competitive? Are all directors paid
the same amount? Is the remuneration structured in a manner that
provides incentives to take on additional responsibilities. For example,
the chairmanship of a committee? Does the remuneration package
jeopardize a director’s independence? Does the total remuneration
package constitute a significant portion of a director’s total annual
income?
Does the Board of Directors and its Human Resource Committee and
Remuneration Committee periodically review the remuneration paid to
directors? Is the remuneration of directors disclosed on an individual
basis?
Does the company have a policy in place that prohibits personal loans or
credits to its directors?
Are executive and non-executive directors compensated in the same
manner? Does the company have a policy on (not) remunerating
executive directors for their service on the Board of Directors beyond
their executive remuneration package?

An effective, professional and independent Board of Directors is essential for
good corporate governance. The Board of Directors acts in the best interests of
the company and its shareholders. It sets the strategy of the company, protects
shareholder rights and oversees the executive bodies and financial operations
of the company.
While the Board of Directors cannot substitute for talented
professional managers, or change the economic environment in which a
company operates, it can influence the performance of the company through
its strategic oversight and control over management. The Board of Directors’
activities may go entirely unnoticed when an economy is strong, share prices
are rising and everything appears to be going well. On the other hand, when
things go badly, the Board of Directors becomes the center of attention and
the importance of the Board of Directors becomes clear.
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t Excessive Compensation: The Enron Board approved excessive
compensation for company executives, failed to monitor the
cumulative cash drain caused by Enron’s financial year 2000 annual
bonus and performance unit plans, and failed to monitor or halt a
company-financed, multi-million dollar, personal credit line.
tHigh-Risk Accounting: The Enron Board knowingly allowed Enron
to engage in high risk accounting practices.
tExtensive Undisclosed Off-the-Book Activity: The Enron Board
knowingly allowed Enron to conduct billions of dollars in off-thebook activity to make its financial condition appear better than it
was and failed to ensure adequate public disclosure of material offthe-books liabilities that contributed to Enron’s collapse.
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1 107th Congress, 2nd Session, Report by the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, The Role of the
Board of Directors in Enron’s Collapse, 8 July 2002. See also: http://fl1.findlaw.com/news.findlaw.com/
hdocs/docs/enron/senpsi70802rpt.pdf.
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Source: IFC, March 2004
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t Conflicts of Interests: Despite clear conflicts of interests, the Enron
Board approved an unprecedented arrangement allowing Enron’s
Chief Financial Officer to establish and operate private equity funds
that transacted business with Enron and profited at Enron’s expense.
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tLack of Independence: Financial ties between the company and
certain Board members compromised the independence of the
Enron Board.
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t Fiduciary Failure: The Enron Board failed to safeguard Enron
shareholders and contributed to the collapse of the seventh largest
public company in the U.S.
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Certainly, the catastrophic collapse of Enron in the U.S. served to focus
public and government attention on boards and corporate governance. The
following illustration shows some of the shortcomings of the Enron Board
that contributed to the company’s downfall, the loss of many thousands of
jobs and pensions, and ultimately a loss in faith in U.S. financial markets. On
7 May 2002, the U.S. Senate concluded the following with respect to the
role of the Board in Enron’s collapse and bankruptcy:1
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The legal regime of the Board of Directors is characterized by
mandatory requirements, but is also accompanied by a degree of flexibility
enabling companies to tailor their internal organization to their own needs
and circumstances. This chapter describes the authority, election and dismissal,
composition, structure, working procedures, duties and liabilities, evaluation,
and remuneration of the Board of Directors. It also discusses corporate
governance principles and standards found in the CG Regulations and other
best practices.
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THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS’ AUTHORITY

A joint stock company must establish a Board of Directors.2
A company that wishes to establish a Board of Directors will want to
take the following steps illustrated in Figure 1:

Identify competencies and mix-of-skills required for the Board of Directors’
composition and develop corresponding profiles for directors (e.g. industry
experience, integrity, financial literacy, etc.).

Step 2
Step 1

Decide on the Board of Directors’ authorities, structure (number of executive, non-executive
and independent members, committees, etc.), and size (total number of directors).
Establish the Board of Directors’ purpose, goal, objectives and operating activities (e.g. meeting
schedule, time and place).
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Step 3

Develop a plan to find and hire directors, possibly using specialized
consultancies and/or institutes.
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Step 4

Develop an orientation training program for new directors.
Identify key performance indicators and corresponding
materials to be made available during meetings.
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Figure 1: Five Steps in Developing a Board of Directors
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2 LOE, Article 95.
3 LOE, Article 108.
4 LOE, Article 108 , Clause 2(p).
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The Law on Enterprises defines the Board of Directors’ authority.3 The Board
of Directors is responsible for setting the company’s strategy and business
priorities, as well as guiding and controlling managerial performance, and for
making decisions on matters that do not fall under the GMS’ authority. In
essence, the role of the Board of Directors is to direct and not to manage. The
charter can assign additional powers to the Board of Directors as well.4
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2. An Overview of the Board of Directors’ Authority
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Source: IFC, March 2004
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The Board of Directors

As a rule, the Board of Directors has the authority to decide all issues
that do not fall under the authority of the GMS and other corporate bodies.

Best Practices:
When additional powers and authorities are granted to the Board of Directors
in the charter, these should correspond with the typical functions of the
Board of Directors to avoid ambiguity with respect to the division of powers
between the GMS, Board of Directors, General Director and/or Executive
Board.

Matters under the Board of Directors’ authority cannot be delegated to
the General Director or the Executive Board.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the Board of Directors has the authority to
make decisions in the following areas:5

tćFTUSBUFHJDPWFSTJHIUBOEDPOUSPMPWFSNBOBHFNFOU BTXFMMBTUIF
election and oversight of the General Director and Executive Board

tćFPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGUIF(.4

tćFDIBSUFSDBQJUBMBOEBTTFUTPGUIFDPNQBOZ

t%JTDMPTVSFBOEUSBOTQBSFODZ

t0UIFSBSFBTEFUFSNJOFECZUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTPSUIFDIBSUFS

5 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2.
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3. The Board of Directors’ Authority in Relation to Strategic
Oversight and Control
The Board of Directors plays an important role in the company’s strategic
oversight and control. The Board of Directors has the following authorities in
this area:
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Conflict Resolution
t"QQSPWFTSFMBUFEQBSUZ
transactions valued at 50% or
more of the total value of assets
recorded in the latest financial
statements of the company (or
such smaller percentage as may
be stipulated in the charter)
t3FTPMWFTDPSQPSBUFDPOøJDUT
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Charter Capital and Assets
t1SPQPTFTDMBTTFTPGTIBSFTBOEUPUBMOVNCFS
of shares of each class to be offered
t%FDJEFTPOPòFSJOHOFXTIBSFTXJUIJOUIF
number of shares of each class which may
be offered
t%FDJEFTPOSBJTJOHBEEJUJPOBMGVOETJOPUIFS
forms
t%FDJEFTPOQSJDFTGPSPòFSJOHTIBSFTBOE
bonds of the company
t%FDJEFTPOSFEFNQUJPOPGTIBSFTPGOPNPSF
than 10% of the sold shares within each 12
month period
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Dividends
t3FDPNNFOETUIF(.4EJWJEFOE
to be paid, time-limit and
procedures for payment of
dividend

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

The Board of Directors

Shareholder Rights
The GMS
t0SHBOJ[FTUIF(.4
t"QQSPWFTUIFBHFOEB
t0SHBOJ[FTUPPCUBJOXSJUUFO
opinions in order for the GMS to
pass decisions
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Control, Disclosure and Transparency
t4VCNJUTBOOVBMöOBODJBMSFQPSUTUPUIF(.4
t1SPQPTFTUIFBEPQUJPOPGöOBODJBMSFQPSUT NBOBHJOHSFQPSUT BVEJUPSSFQPSUT BOE
Corporate Governance Reports of listed companies) to the GMS
t"EPQUTUIFSFQPSUPOJNQPSUBOUFWFOUTGPSUIFQVCMJDDPNQBOJFT
t&TUBCMJTIFTJOUFSOBMDPOUSPMBOESJTLNBOBHFNFOUNFDIBOJTNT

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

Strategic Oversight and Control
t%FDJEFTPONFEJVNUFSNEFWFMPQNFOU
strategies, and plans, and annual business
plans of the company
t%FDJEFTPOJOWFTUNFOUQMBOTBOEJOWFTUNFOU
projects within its authority
t%FDJEFTPOTPMVUJPOTGPSNBSLFUFYQBOTJPO 
marketing and technology
t"QQSPWFTDPOUSBDUTGPSQVSDIBTF TBMF 
borrowing, lending and other contracts valued
at 50% or more of the total value of assets
recorded in the latest financial statements of
the company (or such smaller percentage as
may be stipulated in the charter)
t"QQPJOUT EJTNJTTFTPSSFNPWFT BOETJHOTPS
terminates contracts with the General Director
and other key managers of the company
t"QQPJOUTBOBVUIPSJ[FESFQSFTFOUBUJWFUP
exercise ownership rights in other companies,
and to make decisions on the level of
remuneration and other benefits of such
persons
t4VQFSWJTFTBOEEJSFDUTUIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSBOE
other management personnel
t%FDJEFTPOPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMTUSVDUVSFPGUIF
company
t%FDJEFTPOUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGTVCTJEJBSJFT 
the establishment of branches and
representative offices and the purchase of
shares from other enterprises
t1SPQPTFTUIFSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOPSEJTTPMVUJPOPG
the company
t$SFBUFT#PBSEDPNNJUUFFTXJUISFTQFDUUP
listed companies
t"QQPJOUTPSEJTNJTTFTUIF$PSQPSBUF4FDSFUBSZ
t"EPQUTJOUFSOBMNBOBHFNFOUEPDVNFOUT
(and corporate governance code of listed
companies)
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Figure 2: Board of Directors’ Authority According to the Law on Enterprises and the
CG Regulations
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a) Setting Medium-Term Development Strategies, Plans and
Annual Business Plans of the Company
The Board of Directors has the authority to determine medium-term
development strategies and plans. In addition, the Board of Directors has the
right to determine or approve annual business plans of the company.6

Best Practices:
The Board of Directors sets the company’s strategic direction in the context
of the market environment, its financial position and other factors. It is very
important for the Board of Directors to determine the amount and type of
risks the company is ready to take in accomplishing its goals.
The strategic and business plans of the company should be reviewed and
evaluated at least on an annual basis. The evaluation should also cover
production, marketing and planned investments. Finally, the Board of Directors
should approve a single document that contains financial projections for one
year.
When the GMS appoint new members of the Board of Directors, the Corporate
Secretary should inform new members about the strategy and business plan
of the company.
Good corporate governance principles also suggest that:
t5IF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS BOE UIF &YFDVUJWF #PBSE TFFL UIF BQQSPWBM PG
the Board of Directors for transactions that fall outside the scope of the
financial and business plan (non-standard operations).
t5IFDPNQBOZEFWFMPQJOUFSOBMSFHVMBUJPOTXJUIEFUBJMFEQSPDFEVSFT
for the General Director and the Executive Board for obtaining the
approval of operations that fall outside the scope of the financial and
business plan.
t5IF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST CF HJWFO UIF SJHIU UP WFUP UIF EFDJTJPO PG UIF
General Director and the Executive Board to implement any nonstandard operations, provided such veto can be justified.
t5IF DPNQBOZ JOUFSOBM SFHVMBUJPOT EFUFSNJOF SJHIUT BOE EVUJFT PG
the executive bodies, as well as the responsibility for acting not in
accordance with these limitations.

6 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(a).
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7 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(h).
8 Arguably the General Director and other key managers of the company would be considered as employees of
the company and the provisions of the Labor Code would apply. Accordingly, terminating employment of the
General Director and such managers would be subject to the legitimate reasons as provided in the Labor Code.
9 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(h).
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It is common practice internationally for the Board of Directors’ Remuneration
Committee, chaired and comprised of independent directors, to set the
remuneration of the General Director and other senior managers. Criteria
for determining the level of compensation should include the tasks of the
Executive Board member, the economic (financial) situation of the company,
the performance outlook compared to competing companies, evaluation of
the member’s past performance as well as the performance of the Executive
Board as a whole, making connections between the future results of that
member and his/her remuneration and professional opinions.
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c) Approving Conditions in the Contracts with Members of the
Executive Board and Determining the Remuneration
The Board of Directors has the power to approve the remuneration,
the terms and conditions of the contract between the company and members
of the Executive Board.9 After the approval, the General Director will sign
the contract with each member of the Executive Board. The contract with the
General Director will be signed by the Chairman of the Board of Directors.
Article 117.1 of the Law on Enterprises states that the compensation of the
Executive Board is determined by the Board of Directors based on the business
results and efficiency of the company.

DIVIDENDS

b) Appointment and Removal of Members of the Executive Board
The Board of Directors has the authority and obligation to appoint the
General Director and other key managers of the company (i.e. Deputy General
Director(s) and Chief Accountant).7 The Board of Directors may remove such
persons in accordance with laws.8
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The Board of Directors is not, however, involved in the day-to-day
management of the company, which is the responsibility of the executive bodies.
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Î For more information on executive remuneration, see Chapter 5, Section G.
d) Supervising the Executive Board’s Operations
The Executive Board must be accountable to the Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors supervises the Executive Board in its work of conducting
the daily business of the company.10 Furthermore, the Board of Directors has
the right to:
1. Appoint and remove Executive Board members
2. Approve the conditions of the contracts between the company and
the members of the Executive Board.
In listed companies, it is the Executive Board’s obligation to send
reports to the Board of Directors and the GMS.11

Best Practices:
The executive bodies normally report to the Board of Directors. Most
shareholders, in particular minority shareholders, are not able to effectively
supervise management. This is the reason why this task is the responsibility
of the Board of Directors, which oversees the executive bodies on behalf of
all shareholders.
When establishing and selecting an Executive Board, an appropriate balance
must be struck between exercising oversight over the General Director and
allowing him/her sufficient autonomy to conduct corporate affairs. The dangers
of weak oversight are well known. Managers can operate in their own personal
interests and defraud shareholders. There are, on the other hand, dangers
associated with excessive oversight. These include micro-management and the
politicization of managerial decision-making. Both weak and excessive oversight
can lead to economic inefficiencies and legal problems. As a consequence,
charters, internal regulations and other policy documents should be developed
with a view towards dividing responsibilities among the governing bodies
of the company on the basis of what body is best suited for a particular task.
Managerial tasks should, clearly, be left to professional managers. Oversight
tasks should be carried out by oversight bodies, such as the Supervisory Board,
Internal Auditor or Audit Committee and GMS.

10 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(i).
11 Model Charter, Article 31, Clause 4.
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on corporate governance, risk management and internal control, as well
as ethics
t*NQMFNFOUBUJPOPGUIFDPNQBOZTTUSBUFHZ
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12 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(h). The appointment of the General Director of a credit institution or
insurance company will be also subject to the approval of the SBV or the MOF, respectively (Article 51
of the new 2010 LCI and Article 13, Clause 2 of Decree 45).
13 A commercial bank would be required to establish at least (i) a risk management committee and (ii)
a Human Resources Committee to assist the Board of Directors to carry out its duties and obligations
(Article 16, Clause 9 of Decree 59 of the Government dated 16 July 2009 on the organization and
operation of commercial banks and Article 43, Clause 6 of the new 2010 LCI).
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f) Creating the Board Committees
According to the CG Regulations, the Board of Directors of listed
committees may create one or more committees. The Board should create a
Human Resources Committee, Development Policy Committee, Remuneration
Committee, Audit Committee and other special Board committees in
accordance with the GMS’ resolution.13
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e) Appointing the General Director
The Board of Directors appoints the General Director of the company12
who would act as the Chairman of the Executive Board.
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t3FMBUJPOTXJUILFZTUBLFIPMEFST JODMVEJOHUIFDPNQBOZTTIBSFIPMEFST 
as well as employees, suppliers and customers.
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t$PNQBOZTPWFSBMMQFSGPSNBODF FTQFDJBMMZJODPNQBSJTPOUPDPNQFUJOH
companies
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The Board of Directors must understand what to monitor. A number of
key issues every Board of Directors will want to closely monitor should
include the:
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Best Practices:
The Board of Directors can create competent committees in order to manage
the company more efficiently and resolve complex problems. Creating the
committee is of extreme importance if the Board of Directors consists of a large
number of members or when a significant number of executive members is at
the same time on the Board of Directors.

g) Appointing and Dismissing the Corporate Secretary
Appointing the Corporate Secretary, and defining the terms and
conditions of the contract with the Corporate Secretary, including the amount of
remuneration, fall under the Board of Directors’ authority of listed companies.14
Moreover, the Corporate Secretary is accountable to and supervised by the
Board of Directors in accordance with the terms and conditions of his/her
employment contract.
Î For more information on the Corporate Secretary, see Chapter 6.
h) Adopting Internal Documents
The Board of Directors adopts the internal documents, excluding those
that must be approved by the GMS or the executive bodies of the company.
The CG Regulations advises listed companies that their Board of
Directors approves the following internal documents:

t*OUFSOBMEPDVNFOUTGPSFWFSZ#PBSE$PNNJUUFFUIBUJTDSFBUFE15

t3FHVMBUJPOT HVJEJOH TIBSFIPMEFST UP WPUF GPS #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
members by the method of cumulative voting16

t3VMFTPOBOOPVODJOHJOGPSNBUJPOJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFMBX17

14
15
16
17

CG Regulations, Article 16.
CG Regulations, Article 15, Clause 3.
CG Regulations, Article 9, Clause 5.
CG Regulations, Article 30, Clause 1(a).
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t"VEJUTPGUIFöOBODJBMBOECVTJOFTTBDUJWJUZPGUIFDPNQBOZ
t$PSQPSBUF4FDSFUBSZ

i) Establishing and Terminating Subsidiaries, Branches and
Representative Offices
The Board of Directors has authority to decide on the establishment of
subsidiaries, branches and representative offices of the company.18
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18 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(k).
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j) Adopting an Effective Code of Corporate Governance
The Board of Directors of a listed company has an overall responsibility
of ensuring that an effective code of corporate governance is adopted by the
company to protect shareholders’ rights. The approval authority of the code of
corporate governance belongs to the GMS and the Board of Directors should
review the code before submitting to the GMS.
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International corporate governance practices shows that the Board of Directors
can approve a number of internal documents dealing with a company’s:
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4. The Board of Directors’ Authority in Relation to Shareholder
Rights
a) Organizing the General Meeting of Shareholders19
The Board of Directors has the authority, and sometimes the obligation,
to include items on the agenda.20
The Board of Directors must include items on the agenda of the GMS
upon the request of a shareholder (or a group of shareholders) owning more
than 10% of voting shares within six consecutive months.21
ÎFor more information on who can request an GMS, see Chapter 8, Section D.
b) Resolving Corporate Conflicts

Best Practices:
A key Board of Directors function is to establish a system of compliance
with corporate procedures. The Board of Directors’ responsibility is to take
all necessary steps to prevent and resolve conflicts that may arise between
shareholders and the company. It may appoint officers to implement systems
of enforcement. The Board of Directors may also form a Conflict Resolution
Committee to this end.

5. The Board of Directors’ Authority in Relation to Assets and the
Charter Capital
The Board of Directors has the authority to decide on whether to issue shares
within the limitations of authorized capital.22 The Board of Directors also has
the authority to decide on class of bonds, total value of bonds and timing of
19 The general aspects of organizing the GMS, including the role of the Board of Directors, are discussed
at length in Chapter 8. In this section, this process is approached from the perspective of the Board of
Directors and focuses on the GMS agenda.
20 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(l).
21 LOE, Article 99, Clause 2.
22 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(c).
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LOE, Article 88, Clause 3.
Decree 52, Article 19, Clause 1.
LOE, Article 91.
LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(g).
LOE, Article 128, Clause 1.
LOE, Articles 108.2(m), articles 128, clauses 3 & 4.
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b) Preliminary Adoption of the Corporate Governance Report
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a) Preliminary Approving the Financial Reports
The Board of Directors prepares annual financial statements at the
end of the financial year.27 The Board of Directors has a role to preliminary
approve the audited financial statements and also needs to obtain a final review
by the Supervisor Board before submitting them to the annual GMS for final
approval.28
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issuance unless this authority has been provided to the GMS in the charter.
In such circumstances, the Board of Directors is required to report and
submit relevant documents in relation to the issuance of bonds to the nearest
shareholders’ meeting.23 The issuance of convertible bonds, however, would be
subject to the approval of the GMS.24
The Board of Directors has the authority to redeem no more than 10%
of the issued shares of each class of the company within each 12 months and
decide the redemption price of shares.25 The Board of Directors will decide the
sale and purchase contracts having value at 50% or more of the total value of
the company as recorded in the most recent financial statement.26
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Best Practices:
A listed company is required to make a public disclosure on the corporate
governance of the company at the annual GMS.29 The Board of Director is
obliged to prepare the annual management and operation report of the
company which should include the Corporate Governance Report of the
company and submit it to the annual GMS.30 The Corporate Governance
Report should enclose all important elements of the corporate governance
structure and practice in the company.31 In that report the Board of Directors
has to disclose how the company follows corporate governance principles
and to explain any discrepancy from the CG Regulations. Finally, the Board
of Directors is supposed to suggest improvements in the current corporate
governance practice in the company.32

c) Adoption of the Important Events Report
A listed company is obliged to publicly disclose in line with the law
and without delay any new facts which can have a significant influence on the
company, the price of the company’s securities and decisions of shareholders
and investors (the Important Events Report).33 The law requires a listed
company to appoint an officer in charge of public disclosure of information.34
The charter should provide for information and method of public disclosure.35
The Board of Directors should be in charge of preparing the Important Events
Report.
d) Implementing Risk Management
The Board of Directors should ensure that systems for evaluating and
managing risks are in place. Some of the key Board of Directors duties are
outlined in the box below and in Figure 3.

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

CG Regulations, Article 28, Clause 1.
LOE, Article 128.
CG Regulations, Article 28, Clause 1.
CG Regulations, Article 28, Clause 1(i).
CG Regulations, Article 27.
CG Regulations, Article 30, Clause 1(b).
CG Regulations, Article 27, Clause 1.
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t"OBMZ[F  FWBMVBUF BOE JNQSPWF UIF FòFDUJWFOFTT PG UIF JOUFSOBM SJTL
management procedures on a regular basis
t%FWFMPQBEFRVBUFJODFOUJWFTGPSUIFFYFDVUJWFCPEJFT EFQBSUNFOUTBOE
employees to apply internal control systems
t&TUBCMJTIB3JTL.BOBHFNFOU$PNNJUUFFPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTXIFO
necessary
t&OTVSF UIBU UIF DPNQBOZ DPNQMJFT XJUI MFHJTMBUJPO BOE DIBSUFS
provisions.

The Board of
Directors and its
Risk Management
Committee:

Interviews the Genaral
Director
and Chief Accountant

Obtains management
confirmation

Studies the audit
of financial statements
Reviews early warning mechanism
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on a monthly basis

Interviews the head of operations
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Figure 3: Sources of Assurance
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t"QQSPWFSJTLNBOBHFNFOUQSPDFEVSFTBOEFOTVSFDPNQMJBODFXJUITVDI
procedures (these procedures should provide that the company and
its employees notify the Board of Directors promptly of any substantial
deficiency in risk management mechanisms)
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Risk management is an important function of the Board of Directors. The
Board of Directors should ensure that systems are established that enable
the company to assess and control risks. Among other things, the Board of
Directors should:
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Source: The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales, Implementing Turnbull, a Boadroom Briefing, 1999.
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B. The Election and Dismissal of Directors
1. The Election and Term of Directors
The members of the Board of Directors are elected at either an AGM or
extraordinary shareholders’ meeting convened for that purpose.36 The GMS elects
directors37 for a term of no more than five years that starts from the moment that
they are elected.38 Note that the term of additional directors appointed during
the term of office of the Board of Directors will be the remaining term of the
relevant Board of Directors.39 Despite the expiration of a Board of Directors’
term, it continues to serve until a new Board of Directors is elected.
There are no limitations as to how many times directors can be
reelected.

Best Practices:
Companies can maintain their vitality and ability to adapt to new challenges
by changing the composition of their Board of Directors. Non-executive
directors may indeed lose some of their (independent) edge if they remain
on a Board too long. A company may wish to impose term-limits, either for
the entire Board of Directors or a certain percentage, to keep its members
focused. Either way, reappointment should not be automatic, but a conscious
decision by the shareholder(s) and the director concerned.
In accordance with French law, for example, a director’s mandate may not
exceed six years unless the GMS decides to renew this mandate, and directors
older than 70 years may not exceed one-third of Board membership. In this
respect, the Hellebuyk Commission recommends that directors’ mandates
should not exceed four years and the number of directors over 65 years should

36 LOE, Articles 97.3(b) & 115, Clause 3.
37 LOE, Article 96.2(c). The election of the directors of credit institutions will be subject to the approval of
the SBV (Article 51 of the new 2010 LCI).
38 LOE, Article 109, Clause 3.
39 The term of the Board of Directors is five years (LOE, Article 109, Clause 1).
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40 AFG ASFFI (Association Francaise de la Gestion Financiere). Hellebuyck Commission Recommendations
on Corporate Governance, § II.D.4 (June 29, 1998). See also: http://www.ecgi.org/codes/documents/
afg_asfff_amended_2001.pdf.
41 Report of the Committee on Corporate Governance (“the Vienot II Report”), July 1999.
42 LOE, Article 79, Clause 2.
43 Decree 102 (replaced Decree139/2007/ND-CP), Article 29, Clause 4.
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The shareholders or groups of shareholders holding more than 10% of ordinary
shares (or a lower percentage as provided in the charter) within six consecutive
months have the right to nominate candidates for the Board of Directors.42 The
existing Board of Directors, Supervisory Board and other shareholders may
nominate candidates for the Board of Directors if the number of candidates
nominated by the qualified shareholders is insufficient.43 These candidates must
satisfy certain specific conditions (see Section C.2 of Chapter 4).
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not exceed one-third of the Board membership.40 The French Corporate
Governance Code (Vienot II) provides in turn that the duration of a director’s
term of office, set by the internal regulations, should not exceed a maximum
of four years, in order to enable shareholders to rule upon their appointment
with sufficient frequency.41
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Table 1: Number of candidates to be nominated by shareholders to the Board of
Directors
Shareholding

Number of Candidates

Non-listed joint stock companies

44

Fewer than 10%

0

10% to less than 20%

1

20% to less than 30%

2

30% to less than 40%

3

40% to less than 50%

4

50% to less than 60%

5

60% to less than 70%

6

70% to less than 80%

7

80% to less than 90%

8
Listed companies45

Fewer than 10%46

1

10% to less than 30%

2

30% to less than 50%

3

50% to less than 65%

4

65% or more

All candidates

3. Information about Board of Directors Nominees
Information about Board of Directors nominees of a listed company must be
published before the shareholders’ meeting.47 Both the Law on Enterprises and
the CG Regulations do not specify what information must be disseminated.
44 Decree 102, Article 29, Clause 3.
45 CG Regulations, Article 9, Clause 3.
46 This percentage is not consistent with the one provided in the LOE. Furthermore, a listed company
would face difficulties to control the number of candidates to be appointed by hundreds of shareholders
holding less than a 10% shareholding. The charter of a listed company should follow the relevant
regulations of the LOE.
47 CG Regulations, Article 9, Clause 1.
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t5IFOBUVSFPGUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQUIFDBOEJEBUFIBTXJUIUIFDPNQBOZ
t0UIFS#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFNCFSTIJQTPSPóDJBMQPTJUJPOTIFMECZUIF
candidate
t0UIFS OPNJOBUJPOT PG UIF DBOEJEBUF GPS #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST PS PóDJBM
positions
t5IFDBOEJEBUFTSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUIBóMJBUFEQFSTPOTPGUIFDPNQBOZ
t5IF DBOEJEBUFT SFMBUJPOTIJQ XJUI NBKPS CVTJOFTT QBSUOFST PG UIF
company
t*OGPSNBUJPOSFMBUFEUPUIFöOBODJBMTUBUVTPGUIFDBOEJEBUFBOEPUIFS
circumstances that may affect the duties and independence of the
candidate as a Board member
t5IFSFGVTBMPGUIFDBOEJEBUFUPSFTQPOEUPBOJOGPSNBUJPOSFRVFTUPGUIF
company.
Information about Board of Directors nominees is one item of the AGM
materials that must be made available to shareholders before the AGM (i.e.
20 days prior to the AGM). It must be made available at the premises of the
company’s head office and any other places specified in the AGM notification.
This information (included in the AGM material) should be posted on the
internet, preferably on the company’s website. Electronic dissemination is a
simple and cost-effective method of allowing broad public access.
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t5IF&WBMVBUJPO3FQPSUBCPVUUIFDBOEJEBUFTVQUPEBUFXPSLGPS XJUI 
the company as a member of the Board of Directors, in case of his/her
reappointment
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t5IF JEFOUJUZ PG UIF TIBSFIPMEFS PS UIF HSPVQ PG TIBSFIPMEFST  UIBU
nominated the candidate
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t5IFJEFOUJUZPGUIFDBOEJEBUF

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

Shareholders should receive sufficient information to determine the abilities
of Board of Directors nominees to fulfill their duties and, if applicable, to
ascertain their independence. Some useful items of information include:
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4. The Election of Directors
All directors must be elected with cumulative voting.48 This rule is applicable
to all joint stock companies. Cumulative voting is a system that helps minority
shareholders pool their votes to elect a representative for the Board of Directors.







a) How Cumulative Voting Works
Cumulative voting works as follows:49
t$BOEJEBUFTGPSUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBSFWPUFEPODPMMFDUJWFMZ JFBT
a group
t&BDI TIBSFIPMEFS IBT B NBYJNVN OVNCFS PG WPUFT FRVBM UP UIF
number of directors that must be elected multiplied by the number of
voting shares held
t4IBSFIPMEFSTDBOBMMPDBUFUIFJSWPUFTUPPOFDBOEJEBUFPSEJWJEFUIFN
among several candidates as they please
tćF UPQ 9 DBOEJEBUFT XJUI UIF NPTU WPUFT BSF DPOTJEFSFE FMFDUFE 
whereby X equals the number of Board of Directors members to be
elected.

48 LOE, Article 104, Clause 3(c).
49 LOE, Article 104, Clause 3(c).
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For this formula to work, shareholders must know the number of voting shares
the company has in total (S), how many directors must be elected (D) and how
many candidates they want to elect to the Board of Directors. The formula
indicates that shareholders must have 13,501 votes to ensure that one director
is elected. Minority shareholders in this example hold 27,000 votes which will
enable them to elect at least one director, should they vote collectively.

b) Cumulative Voting and Collective Action
Cumulative voting increases the chance that minority shareholders
elect a representative to the Board of Directors. In order to be effective, minority
shareholders must organize themselves to vote. For this, they must:

t)BWFUIFSFTPVSDFTBOETLJMMTUPDBNQBJHOGPSDBOEJEBUFT

t.BLFVTFPGUIFTIBSFIPMEFSMJTUUPDPOUBDUPUIFSTIBSFIPMEFST

t#FBCMFUPVTFDVNVMBUJWFWPUJOHTUSBUFHJDBMMZ
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Where D — the number of directors to be elected, S — the number of outstanding
voting shares and n — the total number of directors the majority shareholder
wants to elect (n = 9 directors in this example).
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nS

———— + 1 = —————— + 1 = 13,501 shares
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A formula can be used to calculate a minimum number of votes to elect one
director:

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

In this case, a company has 2,500 minority shareholders holding a total of
3,000 (or 20% of ) voting shares, and one majority shareholder holding a
total of 12,000 (or 80% of ) voting shares. The charter states that the Board
of Directors has nine members. The 2,500 minority shareholders hold 27,000
votes (3,000 shares x 9 votes) and the majority shareholder has 108,000 votes
(12,000 shares x 9 votes). The nine candidates that receive the most votes are
elected to the Board of Directors.
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The following mini-case illustrates how shareholders, in particular minority
shareholders, can calculate the minimum number of votes required to elect
one Board of Directors member. Once they know this, it will help them organize
their collective action to put their representative on the Board of Directors.
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Best Practices:
In order to protect the interests of minority shareholders, a listed company
shall prepare guidelines for using cumulative voting effectively with all the
necessary clarifications.50 In the guidelines the company should particularly
explain all the shareholders’ rights in case of cumulative voting, as well as the
major negative consequences of using voting rights ineffectively.

Mini-case 1 above illustrates the importance of collective action and
voting strategy.
c) Relationship between the Number of Directors and the
Effectiveness of Cumulative Voting
There is a direct relationship between the effectiveness of cumulative
voting and the number of directors. The higher the number of directors to
be elected, the greater the opportunity for minority shareholders to elect a
representative to the Board of Directors. This conclusion can be drawn from
the results of the following three examples:
1. If the charter requires that a company elects five Board of Directors
members, a shareholder (or a group of shareholders) holding roughly
16.7% of the total number of voting shares could elect one director.51
2. If the company must have at least seven Board of Directors members,
a shareholder (or a group of shareholders) holding roughly 12.5% of
the total number of voting shares could elect one director.52
3. In a company with nine Board of Directors members, a shareholder
(or a group of shareholders) holding a mere 10% of voting shares
could secure one position on the Board of Directors.53

50 CG Regulations, Article 9, Clause 5.
51 Using the figures in the mini-case in section B.4.a) then ((1x15,000)/(5+1))+1=2,501 shares.
(2,501/15,000) x 100% = 16.7%
52 According to the formula: ((1x15,000)/(7+1))+1=1,876 shares. (1,876/15,000) x 100% = 12.5%
53 According to the formula: ((1x15,000)/(9+1))+1=1,501 shares. (1,501/15,000) x 100% = 10%
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54 LOE, Article 115, Clause 1.
55 Model Charter, Article 24, Clause 5, applicable to listed companies.
56 LOE, Article 115, Clause 2.
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Both international practices and the Vietnamese Law on Enterprises allow the
charter to provide for additional grounds for dismissing Board of Directors
members. Grounds may include providing false information to the company
as a candidate for the Board of Directors, willful neglect of Board of Directors
responsibilities, or conviction of a criminal act.
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The GMS may at any time issue a resolution to dismiss a director
before the end of his/her term.56
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A director may be removed from his office in the following circumstances:54

t'BJMVSFUPTBUJTGZUIFTUJQVMBUFEDSJUFSJBBOEDPOEJUJPOTPGBEJSFDUPS
(see Section C.2 of Chapter 4)

t'BJMVSF UP QBSUJDJQBUF JO BDUJWJUJFT PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST GPS TJY
consecutive months, except in the case of force majeure events

t6QPOXSJUUFOOPUJDFTPGSFTJHOBUJPO

t0UIFSDBTFTBTTUJQVMBUFEJOUIFDIBSUFSPGUIFDPNQBOZBOE

t4VČFSJOHBNFOUBMEJTPSEFSXJUINFEJDBMFYQFSUQSPPGPGTVDIMPTTPG
capacity for civil acts.55
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C. The Composition of the Board of Directors
1. The Number of Directors
Unless the charter specifies otherwise, the numbers of directors shall be
limited to the numbers set out in the Law on Enterprises. A Board of Directors
must have a minimum of three directors and a maximum of 11 directors.57 In
addition, the charter must specify the number of directors who must reside in
Vietnam.
Under the Model Charter and under the CG Regulations applicable to
listed companies, the Board of Directors must have a minimum of five directors
and a maximum of 11 directors.58 It also requires that approximately one-third
of the directors should be independent and non-executive directors.59

Best Practices:
Companies should choose a Board of Directors size that will enable it to:60
t)PMEQSPEVDUJWFBOEDPOTUSVDUJWFEJTDVTTJPOT
t.BLFQSPNQUBOESBUJPOBMEFDJTJPOT
t&óDJFOUMZPSHBOJ[FUIFXPSLPGJUTDPNNJUUFFT JGUIFTFBSFFTUBCMJTIFE
The number of directors should be guided by legal requirements, the specific
needs of the company and its shareholders.

Having either too few or too many directors can be a problem
for effective decision-making. A small Board of Directors may not allow
the company to benefit from an appropriate mix-of-skills and breadth of
experience. A larger Board of Directors is typically more difficult to manage
and can make consensus building a time-consuming and difficult task.
57
58
59
60

LOE, Article 109, Clause 1.
Model Charter, Article 24 and CG Regulations, Article 11, Clause 1.
CG Regulations, Article 11, Clause 1.
CG Regulations, Article 131.
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61 LOE, Article 110.
62 LOE, Article 13, Clause 2. There are other restrictions as may be set out in the laws and regulations on
bankruptcy and other industry specific regulations.
63 LOE, Article 109, Clause 4.
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Under the Law on Enterprises. A director must meet the following
requirements:61

t)BWF TVďDJFOU DBQBDJUZ GPS DJWJM BDUT BOE OPU CF QSPIJCJUFE GSPN
management of enterprises as provided for in the Law on Enterprises.
Some examples of persons who are prohibited from management of
enterprises include:
1. Public officials (subject to the laws and regulations on public
officials)
2. Army officers of all ranks and military workers serving in the
Vietnamese people’s army or the Ministry of Public Security
(MPS).
3. Leading officers of 100% SOEs (unless appointed to be the
authorised representative of the State capital contribution in
another enterprise).
4. Minor individuals or individuals of restricted capacity for civil
acts or who have lost capacity for civil acts.
5. Individuals who are serving imprisonment terms, or who are
prohibited to practice or do business under a court order.62

t# FJOH BO JOEJWJEVBM TIBSFIPMEFS XIP PXOT  PS NPSF PG UPUBM
ordinary shares, or a person who has expertise and experience in
business management or in any main business lines of the company,
although a director is not required to be a shareholder of the
company.63

t'PSTVCTJEJBSZDPNQBOJFTPGXIJDIUIF4UBUFIPMETNPSFUIBO
of the charter capital, in addition to requirements listed above, a
director must satisfy another requirement: he/she cannot be a
“related person” of (i) the managers of the parent company, or (ii)
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The challenge in selecting the correct Board of Directors size is striking an
appropriate balance.
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those who have authority to appoint the managers of the parent
company.64
Article 4.17 of the Law on Enterprises defines “related person” as an
organization or individual who is in direct or indirect relationship
with an enterprise in the following cases:
i.
In relation to a subsidiary company: the parent company and
any management officer thereof, and the person having the
authority to appoint such management officer
ii. In relation to a parent company: any of its subsidiaries
iii. A person or a group of persons who may, through the management
bodies in the enterprise, control the decision-making process
and control the operations of the company
iv. Any management officer of the company
v. Any of the spouse, father, adoptive father, mother, adoptive
mother, child, adopted child, siblings of a management officer,
or a shareholder who owns controlling capital contribution or
holds controlling shares in the company
vi. Any individual who is authorised to represent any of the persons
described in paragraphs (i) to (v)
vii. The company in which any person described in paragraphs
(i) to (v) above and paragraph (viii) below holds a controlling
ownership which may enable such person to control the decisionmaking process by the management bodies in the company
viii. Any group of persons who, by agreement, altogether possesses
a controlling proportion of shares or other interests in the
enterprise or to control the decision-making process in the
company.
Under the CG Regulations. A director of a listed company cannot
concurrently be a member of the Board of Directors of more than five other
companies.65
64 LOE, Article 110, Clause 2. The LOE seems to imply that, in these cases, the parent company would be
an SOE and this requirement would not apply to the cases where the parent company of a subsidiary
company is not an SOE. Article 15.1(c) of Decree 102of the Government on implementing the LOE
again clarifies this issue by saying that the “subsidiary companies of companies in which the State holds
more than 50% of the charter capital” and this article only sets out requirements for (General) Directors
of SOEs and subsidiaries of SOEs.
65 CG Regulations, Article 10, Clause 2.
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66 CG Regulations, Article 10, Clause 1.
67 Decision 1087, Article 3, Clause 4.
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At the beginning of his/her term, every Board of Directors member must fulfill
all the conditions required by the law, corporate governance regulations and
internal company documents. If something changes in that respect during
the term, the Board members should inform the Chairman of the Board. All
the conditions for the Board members shall be applicable to directors elected
after a Board of Directors vacancy.

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

Best Practices:

CONTROL
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PROCEDURES

Under the company’s charter. The company’s charter may also set out
additional criteria and conditions which a director or a prospective director
must satisfy, provided that such requirements do not violate basic rights of
shareholders.66
Other requirements. Although the Law on Enterprises does not
expressly require, it is implied that a legal entity cannot be a director,
although an individual who happens to be a representative of a legal entity
can be elected to the Board of Directors. In this case, the individual elected
to the Board of Directors may only serve in his capacity as a director and not
as a representative of the legal entity, i.e. he/she must act in the interest of
the company on whose Board of Directors he/she is sitting and not of the
company he/she is representing. The directors of a company which is subject
to industry-specific regulations, such as a bank, an insurance or securities
company, may be subject to stricter requirements. An example is that a person
who (i) used to serve as a director of a bankrupt company, or (ii) used to be
the legal representative of a company whose operation has been suspended
due to serious violation of the law, will not be eligible to be a director of a joint
stock commercial bank.67 It would be prudent for companies which are subject
to industry-specific regulations to investigate their industry’s requirements
carefully while selecting directors.
Î For more information on the fiduciary duties of a director, see Section F.2 of
this Chapter.
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Upon the Board of Directors’ proposal, the GMS shall adopt a resolution
about the necessary conditions for the election of the Board members, taking
into consideration the nature of the company’s activities and its purposes.
These conditions can be general, if applicable to all directors, and specific, if
applicable to a particular director.
To avoid conflicts of interest, individuals should not be elected to the
company’s Board of Directors when they are:
t"EJSFDUPSPGBDPNQFUJOHDPNQBOZ
t"NBOBHFSPGBDPNQFUJOHDPNQBOZ
t"OFNQMPZFFPGBDPNQFUJOHDPNQBOZ
Nominees for the Board of Directors should also not be related to suppliers,
affiliated persons, as well as employees of the independent External Auditor.

3. Qualiﬁcations of Directors
Directors should possess the necessary skills and experience to contribute to the
work of the Board of Directors. Figure 4 illustrates the personal characteristics
and competencies required for this task.

Figure 4: Recommended Characteristics and Competencies for Board of Director Members
Personal Characteristics

Competencies

t-FBEFSTIJQ
t*OUFHSJUZ
t"DDPVOUBCJMJUZ
t.BUVSJUZ
t8PSL&UIJD

t*OEVTUSZ&YQFSJFODF
t#VTJOFTT+VEHNFOU
t4QFDJBM4LJMMT GPSFYBNQMF
t'JOBODFBOE"DDPVOUJOH
t3JTL.BOBHFNFOUBOE*OUFSOBM$POUSPM
or
t4USBUFHJD.BOBHFNFOU
Source: IFC, March 2004
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68 Circular 155 of the MOF dated 20 December 2007 guiding the implementation of a number of articles of
Decree 45 of the Government dated 27 March 2007 guiding the implementation of a number of articles
of the LIB, as amended by Circular 86 of the MOF dated 28 April 2009.
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There are no legal requirements with regard to the qualification
criteria of directors. As a result, such criteria need to be specified elsewhere.
For example, companies may find it useful to include qualifications in their
internal company documents, such as their charters, internal regulations or
other company policies.
Notwithstanding the above, there are of course requirements
applicable to companies which are regulated by industry-specific laws
regulations, such as banks, insurance companies, securities companies, and
so on, in which case the directors of the Board of Directors may need to
satisfy certain qualification requirements. For instance, in addition to the
requirements set out in Section 2 (who can be a director?), directors of an
insurance company must also (i) have a college or a graduate degree, (ii) have
a minimum of either two years of management experience or three years
of working in the area of insurance, finance or banking.68 Again, it would
be prudent for companies which are subject to industry-specific regulations
to examine their industry’s requirements carefully while selecting their
directors.

THE EXECUTIVE
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Vietnamese companies feel that work experience within the company and
the industry, as well as personal maturity are important criteria when electing
directors. Other popular criteria include contacts and loyalty to the company.
On the other hand, criteria such as independence, expertise and leadership
are not considered important. It can thus be inferred that the benefits of
independent directors are not fully understood by Vietnamese companies.
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Best Practices:
The charter should set forth the qualification criteria for directors. Directors
should have the following qualifications:
t5IF USVTU PG TIBSFIPMEFST SFøFDUFE JO UIFJS TVQQPSUJOH WPUFT GPS TVDI
directors), other directors, managers, and employees of the company
t5IF BCJMJUZ UP SFMBUF UP UIF JOUFSFTUT PG BMM TUBLFIPMEFST BOE NBLF XFMM
reasoned decisions
t5IFQSPGFTTJPOBMFYQFSUJTFBOEFEVDBUJPOOFFEFEUPCFFòFDUJWF
t*OUFSOBUJPOBMCVTJOFTTFYQFSJFODF LOPXMFEHFPGOBUJPOBMJTTVFTBOEUSFOET 
knowledge of the market, products, and competitors
t5IFBCJMJUZUPUSBOTMBUFLOPXMFEHFBOEFYQFSJFODFJOUPTPMVUJPOT
It may, however, be difficult for the company to determine whether a potential
director possesses these qualifications. Moreover, a brief description of such
qualifications in the company’s charter may lead to ambiguity and thus be of
little use. Instead, companies may wish to include the above criteria in their
internal regulations or other internal documents. Indeed, many companies in
the U.S. use corporate governance guidelines for this purpose.
Shareholders should be informed of the directors’ qualifications and the list of
candidates for the Board of Directors should indicate whether, at the time of
election, the candidate is or will be:
t5IF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS
t"O&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFNCFS
t"OPóDFSPSFNQMPZFFPGUIFDPNQBOZ
t"CMFUPNFFUUIFRVBMJöDBUJPOTPGBOJOEFQFOEFOUEJSFDUPS
The background of Board of Directors candidates should be checked for a criminal
record and for past administrative offences that are not de minimis in nature, and
to see whether such candidates meet the requirements set out in the Law on
Enterprises, the CG Regulations and the charter of the company.
In every moment during its term, the Board of Directors should comprise
of members who in totality have the knowledge, capability and professional
experience necessary for the successful direction of the company. At least one
member needs to have the knowledge and experience of running finance and
accounting in listed companies.
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The fragmented regulations indicate that the concept of distinguishing
“executive”, “non-executive” and independent directors is fairly new in
Vietnam. Many Vietnamese public companies are controlled by a single
shareholder or a group of shareholders who are well informed about the affairs
of the company and able to closely monitor the company’s management.
The remaining ownership is often widely dispersed and many of these, often

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

International practices distinguish between different categories of directors
according to the degree to which such directors are involved (or related to) in
the affairs of the company, and divides them into three categories of executive,
non-executive and independent directors. In Vietnam, the Law on Enterprises is
silent on the issue, while the Model Charter and the CG regulations (applicable
to listed companies) only group directors into two categories: (i) executive
directors, and (ii) non-executive and independent directors. Under Article 22,
Decree 59 of the SBV, which is applicable to joint stock commercial banks, the
SBV attempts to define “independent directors” as those who meet the following
criteria:
t /PUCFJOHFNQMPZFECZUIFCBOLPSJUTTVCTJEJBSZOPUIBWFXPSLFEGPS
the bank or its subsidiary at any time currently or during the last three
years.
t /PUDVSSFOUMZFOUJUMFEUPTBMBSZBOESFNVOFSBUJPO PSPUIFSBMMPXBODFT 
from the bank other than allowance received for being a member of
the Board of Directors.
t /POF PG IJTIFS TQPVTF  GBUIFS  BEPQUJWF GBUIFS  NPUIFS  BEPQUJWF
mother, child, adoptive child or sibling owns 5% or more of voting
stocks of a bank, or is a manager or a member of the Supervisory
Board of the bank, or a dependent company of the bank (which has
been or will be set up by the bank) at any time currently or during the
last three years.
t /PUIBWFCFFOBNBOBHFSPSNFNCFSPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSEPGUIF
bank at any time during the five immediately preceding years; and not
either directly or as a representative own 1% or more of the voting
shareholding capital.
t /PU KPJOUMZXJUIBSFMBUFEQFSTPO BTEFĕOFEVOEFS"SUJDMFPGUIJT
Decree), own 5% or more of the voting shareholding capital.
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minority, shareholders lack the resources and information to effectively
monitor management and defend themselves against the potential abuses of
large shareholders. In these types of companies, independent directors have an
especially important role.
a) Executive Directors
Although the term “executive directors” is not specifically defined
under the Law on Enterprises, the CG Regulations69 and the Model Charter,
it is often interpreted to comprise of directors who also hold an executive
position in the company, namely that of:

tćF%JSFDUPSPS(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS %FQVUZ (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS

tćF$IJFG"DDPVOUBOU

t"O&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFNCFS
In other words, members of the Executive Board who act concurrently
as directors on the Board of Directors are considered executive directors.
The Law on Enterprises does not refer to executive directors as a
separate category, although the Model Charter and the CG Regulations do. The
Model Charter and the CG Regulations limit the number of Executive Board
members that can be directors on the Board of Directors in listed companies.
Executive Board members can occupy up to two-thirds of the total number of
Board of Directors seats.70

Best Practices:
In practice, many Vietnamese companies have Board of Directors dominated
by executive directors. Vietnamese companies wishing to adhere to good
corporate governance practices should not follow the letter but rather the spirit
of the law, and limit the number of executives, rather than merely Executive
Board members, to two-thirds of the total number of the Board members.

Further, it is recommended that the General Director (i.e. the
Chairman of the Executive Board) should not serve as the Chairman of the
Board of Directors at the same time (in international practices, so-called
69 Although Article 2, clause (d) of the CG Regulations gives a definition of an “independent director”, the
term “executive directors” was not mentioned specifically.
70 CG Regulations, Article 11.1 and Model Charter, Article 24, Clause 1.
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71 CG Regulations, Article 10, Clause 4; Model Charter, Article 26, Clause 1.
72 CG Regulations, Article 11, Clause 1.
73 Article 2, clause (d) of the CG Regulations defines “independent director” as “a member of the Board
of Directors other than the Director or General Director, Deputy Director or Deputy General Director,
Chief Accountant (or Chief Financial Officer) and other managerial officers appointed by the Board of
Directors or the principal shareholders of a company”.
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“CEO-duality”). The CG Regulations and the Model Charter applicable to
listed companies prohibit the Chairman to serve concurrently as the General
Director, unless this is expressly approved by the GMS annually.71
Executive directors are, by definition, not independent.
b) Non-Executive and Independent Directors
According to the CG Regulations, approximately one-third of directors
on the Board of Directors of a listed company should be non-executive
and independent directors.72 However, there is no specific definition of the
term “non-executive and independent directors” under either the Law on
Enterprises, the Model Charter or the CG Regulations.73 Without the precise
legal definition, it is difficult to fathom what the regulators possibly meant
when they require that listed companies have “non-executive and independent
directors”. In the absence of sufficient guidance from Vietnamese laws, this
section attempts to provide information on international perspectives on the
terms of “non-executive directors” and “independent directors”. Hopefully the
information in this section will serve as useful reference for companies when
setting out the relevant criteria for their “non-executive and independent
directors”.
(i) Non-executive Directors:
The term “non-executive directors” of a company is usually understood
to mean directors who do not hold an executive position in the company, i.e.,
those who are not members of the Executive Board. Effective non-executive
directors should have the following personal attributes:

t*OUFHSJUZBOEIJHIFUIJDBMTUBOEBSET

t4PVOEKVEHNFOU

tćFBCJMJUZBOEXJMMJOHOFTTUPDIBMMFOHFBOEQSPCF

t4USPOHJOUFSQFSTPOBMTLJMMT
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Best Practices:
Most international and national codes of corporate governance recommend
that Boards of Directors be composed of a majority of non-executive directors
who contribute:
t"OPVUTJEFQFSTQFDUJWFBOEHSFBUFSJNQBSUJBMJUZJOUIFJSKVEHNFOUT
t"EEJUJPOBMFYUFSOBMFYQFSJFODFBOELOPXMFEHF
t6TFGVMDPOUBDUT
In most EU countries, non-executive directors normally exercise oversight of
the financial and strategic decision-making functions of the company. Apart
from these, there are three areas in need of disinterested monitoring by nonexecutive directors:74
t/PNJOBUJPOPGEJSFDUPST
t3FNVOFSBUJPOPGTFOJPSNBOBHFSTBOEEJSFDUPST
t*OUFSOBMBOEFYUFSOBMBVEJU
In the U.K., the Higgs report groups the role of the non-executive director
around four issues:75
1. Strategy: Non-executive directors should constructively challenge and
contribute to the development of the company’s strategy.
2. Performance: Non-executive directors should scrutinize the
performance of management in meeting agreed upon goals and
objectives and monitor the reporting of performance.
3. Risk: Non-executive directors should satisfy themselves that financial
information is accurate, and that financial controls and systems of risk
management are robust and defensible.
4. People: Non-executive directors are responsible for determining
appropriate levels of remuneration for executive directors, have a
prime role in appointing, and where necessary removing, senior
management, and in succession planning.

74 Report of the High Level Group of Company Law Experts on a Modern Regulatory Framework for
Company Law in Europe, November 2002, page 60. See also: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/
company/docs/modern/report_en.pdf.
75 Derek Higgs, Review of the role and effectiveness of non-executive directors, January 2003. See also:
http://www.ecgi.org/codes/documents/higgsreport.pdf.
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Yes, unless prohibited by the charter.

Can the Chairman of the Board of Directors be the
General Director?

(a) Yes, for a non-listed joint stock company, unless
prohibited by the charter of the company.76
(b) No, for a listed company, unless confirmed by the
GMS, and approved by the GMS annually.77

Can the Chairman of the Board of Directors be a
member of the Executive Board other than the General
Director?

Yes, unless prohibited by the charter.
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Yes, but Executive Board members must occupy only
two-thirds of Board of Directors seats or less.
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76 LOE, Article 111, Clause 1.
77 Model Charter, Article 26.1 and CG Regulations, Article 10, Clause 4.
78 CG Regulations, Article 2, Clause 1(d).
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(ii) Independent Directors
The CG Regulations define “independent directors” to mean those
directors who are not the General Director, the Deputy General Director, the
Chief Accountant, other managers, or a major shareholder of a company.78
Thus, the CG Regulations’ attempt to define “independent directors” seem
analogous to the concept of “non-executive directors” in international
practices. By contrast, we note that the concept of “independent directors”
in the regulations on joint stock commercial banks seem to align better with
international practices (see section 4 above “(Categories of Directors”).
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Can a Board of Directors member be a member of the
Executive Board?
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THE CORPORATE
SECRETARY

Table 2: Restrictions on (i) Executive Directors and (ii) Non-Executive Directors
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The Model Charter and the CG Regulations refer to non-executive and
independent directors in the context of restricting the number of executive
directors that may sit on the Board of Directors. Table 2 summarizes the
relevant legal provisions and recommendations concerning executive and
non-executive directors’ functions.
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International practices distinguishes between independent directors
and non-independent directors. Good corporate governance practice suggests
that, an independent director is an individual who has not received substantial
financial or other benefits from such company in the last three years, such as:

tIBWFOPUCFFOBOFNQMPZFFPGUIFDPNQBOZPSBTIBSFIPMEFSPG
or more of the company

tIBWFOPUQBJEUPPSSFDFJWFEGSPNUIFDPNQBOZBTVCTUBOUJBMBNPVOU 
or been a major shareholder of a company that has paid to or received
from the company a substantial amount (the threshold of such
amount should be determined by the GMS and set out in the charter
of the company)

tIBWFOPUCFFOBO&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSPGUIFDPNQBOZ
Î For more information on related persons, see Chapter 4, Section C.2.

Best Practices:
Directors who are independent can make a substantial contribution to
important decisions of the company, especially in evaluating executive
performance, setting executive and director remuneration, reviewing financial
statements, and in resolving corporate conflicts. Independent directors give
investors additional confidence that the Board of Directors’ deliberations will
be free of obvious bias. Companies are advised to disclose information about
independent directors in the annual report.
IFC defines “Independent Director” as a director who:
1. Has not been employed by the Company or its Related Parties in the past
five years
2. Is not, and is not affiliated with a company that is an advisor or consultant
to the Company or its Related Parties
3. Is not affiliated with a significant customer or supplier of the Company or
its Related Parties
4. Has no personal service contracts with the Company, its Related Parties,
or its senior management
5. Is not affiliated with a non-profit organization that receives significant
funding from the Company or its Related Parties
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(For the purposes of this definition, a person shall be deemed to be “affiliated”
with a party if such person (i) has a direct or indirect ownership interest in; or (ii) is
employed by such party; “Related Party” shall mean, with respect to the Company,
any person or entity that controls, is controlled by or is under common control
with the Company).

Ƒ

Ƒ

Has the director been a member of the Board of Directors or the Executive
Board of the company, except as an independent director?

Ƒ

Ƒ

Has the director paid to or received from the company a substantial amount
apart from a fee received as non-executive director?79

Ƒ

Ƒ

79 The threshold of such amount should be determined by the GMS and set out in the charter of the
company.
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Is the director an employee of the company? Has the director been an
employee of the company over the last five years?
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Table 3: Are Directors on Your Board of Directors Independent?
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Directors should be disqualified from being independent if they answer “Yes”
to one or more of the following questions in Table 3:

THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES

9. Is not a controlling person of the Company (or member of a group of
individuals and/or entities that collectively exercise effective control over
the Company) or such person’s brother, sister, parent, grandparent, child,
cousin, aunt, uncle, nephew or niece or a spouse, widow, in-law, heir, legatee
and successor of any of the foregoing (or any trust or similar arrangement of
which any such persons or a combination thereof are the sole beneficiaries)
or the executor, administrator or personal representative of any Person
described in this sub-paragraph who is deceased or legally incompetent.
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8. Is not, nor in the past five years has been, affiliated with or employed by a
present or former auditor of the Company or of a Related Party
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7. Is not a member of the immediate family of an individual who is, or has
been during the past five years, employed by the Company or its Related
Parties as an executive officer
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6. Is not employed as an executive of another company where any of the
Company’s executives serve on that company’s board of directors
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Has the director been, directly or indirectly, a shareholder of more than 10%
of the company or an associated company (including affiliated person) of the
company? Has the director been a member of the Board of Directors or the
Executive Board of such a shareholder?

Ƒ

Ƒ

Has the director had within the last three years a significant business
relationship with the company or a related person or the company? Has the
director been in the same period a shareholder, partner, External Auditor,
director, member of the Board of Directors or the Executive Board of the entity
that had a significant business relationship with the company?

Ƒ

Ƒ

Has the director been a member of the Executive Board of another company
in which an executive director of the company is a member of the Board of
Directors?

Ƒ

Ƒ

Is the director a representative of the significant shareholder?

Ƒ

Ƒ

Has the director served as a member of the Board of Directors at least six terms
in a row, even if he/she was an independent member?

Ƒ

Ƒ

Is the director in any of the above-mentioned relationships with an associated
company, controlling shareholders of the associated company, directors
or members of the Board of Directors or Executive Board of the associated
company?

Ƒ

Ƒ

If a director ceases to be independent, the director should immediately notify
the Board of Directors with an explanation of why the criteria of independence
no longer apply. The Board of Directors is then advised to:
t/PUJGZTIBSFIPMEFSTUIBUUIFEJSFDUPSJTOPMPOHFSJOEFQFOEFOU
t%JTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUJOEFQFOEFOUEJSFDUPSTJOUIFBOOVBMSFQPSU
of the company, giving shareholders the opportunity to verify any
changes in the status of independent directors.
In any event, independent directors should refrain from actions that may
compromise their independent status.
Other international and national codes of corporate governance have similar
definitions for independent directors. In the U.K. for example, a non-executive
director is considered independent when the Board of Directors determines
that the director is independent in character and judgment, and there are
no relationships or circumstances which could affect, or appear to affect, the
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t3FQSFTFOUTBTJHOJöDBOUTIBSFIPMEFS
t)BTTFSWFEPOUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTGPSNPSFUIBOZFBST
The large number of definitions with their detailed qualifications may give
rise to confusion. In reality, understanding and defining independence need
not be complex. The Council of Institutional Investors (CII), a grouping of
some of the world’s largest institutional investors, defines an independent
director plainly in the following way: “Stated most simply, an independent
director is a person whose directorship constitutes his/her only connection
to the corporation.” This cuts to the heart of the matter. For those interested
in learning how to apply this simple definition in practice, the CII also lists
specific circumstances that compromise independence.81
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80 The Combined Code on Corporate Governance, July 2003, Section 1, A.3.1. See also: www.fsa.gov.uk/
pubs/ukla/lr_comcode2003.pdf.
81 For more information on the CII (in English), see: http://www.cii.org.
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Finally, it should be noted that director independence is not a panacea.
The New York Stock Exchange is a telling example. In 2003, the exchange
was enveloped in a scandal over the excessive compensation of its Chief
Executive Officer, despite the fact that compensation levels had been
approved by a committee staffed and chaired by independent directors.
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t)PMET DSPTTEJSFDUPSTIJQT PS IBT TJHOJöDBOU MJOLT XJUI PUIFS EJSFDUPST
through involvement in other companies or bodies
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t)BT DMPTF GBNJMZ UJFT XJUI BOZ PG UIF DPNQBOZT BEWJTFST  EJSFDUPST PS
senior employees
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t)BT SFDFJWFE PS SFDFJWFT BEEJUJPOBM SFNVOFSBUJPO GSPN UIF DPNQBOZ
apart from a director’s fee, participates in the company’s share option
or a performance related pay scheme, or is a member of the company’s
pension scheme
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t)BT  PS IBT IBE  XJUIJO UIF MBTU UISFF ZFBST  B NBUFSJBM CVTJOFTT
relationship with the company either directly, or as a partner,
shareholder, director, or senior employee of a body that has had such a
relationship with the company
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(or any other material connection) has ended less than five years ago
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director’s judgment. Such relationships and circumstances would include
those, in which the director:80
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D. The Structure and Committees of the Board of
Directors
1. Chairman
Vietnamese law is silent on which authority shall elect the Chairman in case
the company’s charter fails to specify. Thus, it is important that this issue is
clarified in the company’s charter. Either the Board of Directors or the GMS
must elect the Chairman of the Board of Directors, as determined in the
company’s charter.82
The Law on Enterprises allows the Chairman to act as the General
Director if the charter of the company does not provide otherwise. The Model
Charter, on the other hand, disallows the Chairman of listed companies to act
as the General Director, unless the GMS approves, annually, that the Chairman
can so act.83
The Model Charter also requires that the Board of Directors or the
GMS of listed companies elect a Deputy Chairman of the Board.84 In case
the Chairman is absent, the Deputy Chairman could exercise the rights and
perform the duties of the Chairman, provided that the Chairman has notified
the Board about his/her absence or his/her inability to exercise such rights and
perform such duties.85 The Chairman could also authorize another director
in writing to conduct the rights and duties of the Chairman as set out in the
charter of the company.86 In case there is neither a Deputy Chairman nor an
authorized person, the directors can, with a majority vote of present members,
select a director on the Board of Directors to substitute for the Chairman
in his/her absence (or until he/she is elected, in case the Chairman post is
temporarily vacant).87
82
83
84
85
86

LOE, Article 111.1 and Model Charter, Article 26, Clause 1.
LOE, Article 111.1 and Model Charter, Article 26.
Model Charter, Article 26, Clause 1.
Model Charter, Article 26, Clause 2.
LOE, Article 111, Clause 3. This seems to not apply in cases of joint stock companies which have already
elected a Deputy Chairman, since the LOE is silent on this issue, our view is that the provisions of the
Model Charter should apply to companies that already selected a Deputy Chairman, in which case the
Deputy Chairman should act when the Chairman is not available.
87 LOE, Article 111, Clause 3.
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DIVIDENDS




The Chairman has the authority to:88
t4FUVQXPSLJOHQSPHSBNTBOEQMBOTGPSUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
t1SFQBSF PS PSHBOJ[F UIF QSFQBSBUJPO PG  UIF BHFOEB  DPOUFOUT BOE
materials for the meetings of the Board of Directors, convene and
preside over such meetings
t0SHBOJ[FUIFBEPQUJPOPG#PBSESFTPMVUJPOT
t4VQFSWJTF UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG SFTPMVUJPOT PG UIF #PBSE PG
Directors
t1SFTJEFPWFSUIFTFTTJPOTPGUIF(.4
t1FSGPSNBOZPUIFSEVUJFTBTNBZCFTFUPVUJOUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT
and the charter of the company.
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There should be a clear division of responsibilities at the head of the company
between the running of the Board of Directors and the executive responsibility
for the running of the company’s day-to-day operations — both on paper, as
required by law, and in actual practice. Companies should define the authority
of the Chairman, as well as that of the General Director, in as much detail as
possible in the internal regulations.

THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

The ability of the Chairman to properly discharge his/her duties depends
on his/her being vested with sufficient and appropriate powers, and on his/
her personal and professional qualifications. The Chairman should have an
outstanding professional reputation and should be of the highest integrity, be
committed to the interests of the company, and enjoy the trust of shareholders
and the other directors.

THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES

Best Practices:
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88 LOE, Article 111, Clause 2 and Model Charter, Article 26, Clause 2.
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Best Practices:
The Chairman’s other duties, or responsibilities, should be defined in the
internal regulations for the Board of Directors. In addition, the company may
wish to draft a position description, or terms of reference, which could contain
the following elements:89
The Chairman:
t1SPWJEFTMFBEFSTIJQBOEFOTVSFTGPSUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTFòFDUJWFOFTT
t&TUBCMJTIFT JNQMFNFOUTBOESFWJFXTQSPDFEVSFTUIBUHPWFSOUIF#PBSE
of Directors’ work
t4DIFEVMFTB#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFFUJOHDBMFOEBSBOEDPPSEJOBUFTJUXJUI
the Board’s committee chairs
t0SHBOJ[FTBOEQSFTFOUTNFFUJOHBHFOEBTBOEFOTVSFTUIBUBMMEJSFDUPST
receive appropriate information on a timely basis
t1FSJPEJDBMMZ JOUFSBDUT XJUI UIF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS BOE BDUT BT B MJBJTPO
between the Board of Directors and executives
t&OTVSFTGPSBDDVSBUF UJNFMZ BOEDMFBSJOGPSNBUJPOUPBOEGSPNUIFPUIFS
directors
t&OTVSFTGPSFòFDUJWFDPNNVOJDBUJPOXJUITIBSFIPMEFST
t"SSBOHFTSFHVMBSFWBMVBUJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTQFSGPSNBODF BT
well as of its committees and individual directors
t'BDJMJUBUFT UIF FGGFDUJWF DPOUSJCVUJPO PG OPOFYFDVUJWF BOEPS
independent directors and enables constructive relations between
executive and non-executive directors
t$BSSJFT PVU PUIFS EVUJFT BT SFRVFTUFE CZ UIF (.4 BOE UIF #PBSE PG
Directors as a whole, depending on needs and circumstances.

2. Board of Directors Committees
As the business environment continues to become more complex, the demands
on and responsibilities of the Board of Directors and its members continue
89 These model terms of reference contain elements from the “Review of the Role and Effectiveness of
Non-executive Directors,” by Derek Higgs, January 2003 and the Report of the NACD Blue Ribbon
Commission on Director Professionalism, Appendix B.
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90 Model Charter, Articles 28.15 & 28.16 and CG Regulations, Article 15.
91 CG Regulations, Article 15.3.
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a) Types of Committees
A company may establish several types of committees, as discussed
in more detail in Table 4 below, if it decides that it is necessary. Committees
are not a must. One of the Law on Enterprises, the Model Charter and the
CG Regulations requires that a company should establish committees,
although they do recommend that companies establish committees if they
see that committees would facilitate the operations of the Board of Directors.
Both the CG Regulations and the Model Charter suggest that the Board of
Directors should set up committees in order to assist it in its activities. The
types of committees suggested by the CG Regulations include committees
for development policy, internal audit, personnel management, salary and
bonus. The CG Regulations also allow companies to set up other committees
according to resolutions of the GMS.

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

to grow. Board of Directors committees are widely considered a key tool for
Board of Directors to overcome and effectively deal with such challenges. More
specifically, committees:

t1FSNJUUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTUPIBOEMFBHSFBUFSOVNCFSPGDPNQMFY
issues in a more efficient manner, by allowing specialists to focus on
specific issues and provide detailed analysis and recommendations
back to the Board

t"MMPXUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTUPEFWFMPQTVCKFDUTQFDJĕDFYQFSUJTFPO
the company’s operations, most notably on financial reporting, risk,
and internal control

t&OIBODFUIFPCKFDUJWJUZBOEJOEFQFOEFODFPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
judgment, insulating it from potential undue influence of managers
and controlling shareholders.
It is of crucial importance that committees are understood to be part
of the Board of Directors. It is the Board of Directors that establish committees,
set their terms of reference through committee internal regulations, appoint
their members and turn their recommendations into action.90
The Board of Directors must issue detailed regulations on the
establishment and the duties and responsibilities for each Board of Directors
committee and its members.91
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It should be noted that a large number of committees can be hard
to manage and may lead to a fragmentation of the Board of Directors. It is
advisable to establish committees as the need arises, starting with the most
critical ones, and then establishing others as experience is gained. The Board
of Directors may establish either permanent or ad-hoc Board committees.
The most important committee from the shareholder perspective is the
Audit Committee. Some of the committees that a company should consider
establishing are described in Table 4.

Table 4: Diﬀerent Types of Committees

Human Resources Committee92

4.

Proposed Functions

Recommendations for the
Committee’s Composition

tC omments on proposals for the appointment of Board of
Directors or Executive Board members
tD efines qualifications for Board of Directors or Executive Board
members
tD rafts or evaluates the draft of appointment procedures for the
Board of Directors or Executive Board members
tP eriodically (the recommended interval is at least twice a year)
assesses the size and composition of the Board of Directors
and the Executive Board, conditions for the appointment and
makes recommendations with regard to any changes, which
will be presented to the shareholders at the next GMS
tL eads the preparation and filing of the internal labor rules of
the company
tP erforms any other task connected with the company’s
personnel policy that is part of the Board of Directors
competence, as assigned to it by the Board of Directors.

The majority of the Human
Resources Committee members
should be independent nonexecutive directors. One of
them should be appointed as
Chairman of the Committee.
The
Human
Resources
Committee members need to
be knowledgeable about the
basic principles of business
ethics, management, Law on
Enterprises, Labor Code and
other applicable regulations.

92 CG Regulations, Article 15, Clause 1.
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93 CG Regulations, Article 15, Clause 1.
94 CG Regulations, Article 15, Clause 1.
95 CG Regulations, Article 15, Clause 2.
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The majority of the Audit
Committee members should
be independent non-executive
directors. One of them should
be appointed as Chairman of
the Committee.
At least one member of the
Audit Committee needs to
be an expert in accounting
and finance and must not be
working for the accounting/
financial department of the
company.95

THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

tM
 akes a proposal or drafts a proposal for the Board of
Directors considering appointment, reappointment or
removal of the members of the internal audit
tC omments about the candidate for the External Auditor
tC omments about the draft contract that will be signed with
the External Auditor
tM
 onitors the applications of the accounting standards in
preparing the financial reports
tM
 onitors the application of the criteria for the consolidation
of accounts of affiliated companies
tE valuates the accuracy and completeness of financial
information before publication
tE valuates the independence of the External Auditor
tM
 onitors the Internal and External Audit Function
tE xamines all the conditions that can raise the question of
External Auditor’s removal, and gives its proposal in that
respect
tP erforms any other task connected with the audit function,
as assigned to it by the Board of Directors.

THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES

The majority of the
Remuneration Committee
members should be
independent non-executive
directors. One of them should
be appointed as Chairman of
the Committee.
The Remuneration Committee
members need to have
professional and moral
integrity and they should be
knowledgeable about the basic
principles of economy, finance
and Labor Code.

THE ROLE OF
THE CORPORATE
SECRETARY

Remuneration Committee93

tD rafts a proposal to the Board of Directors for the
remuneration policy or comments about the proposal for the
remuneration policy made by the Board of Directors
tD rafts a proposal for the remuneration of the individual
members of the Board of Directors, Executive Board and
External Auditor, or comments about the Board of Directors’
proposal. Such proposal shall deal with remuneration
structure and the amount of fixed remuneration
tP eriodically (the recommended interval is at least twice a
year) assesses the size and structure of the remuneration for
each Board of Directors and Executive Board member, as well
as External Auditor and make recommendations with regard
to any changes, which will be presented to the shareholders
at the next GMS
tP erforms any other task connected with the company’s
remuneration policy, as assigned by the Board of Directors.

Audit Committee94
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Development Policy
Committee96

The Board of Directors

Ethics Committee

tE nsures that the company complies with ethical standards
and contributes to the creation of an atmosphere of trust
within the company
tD etects and prevents violations by the company of legislation
and ethical standards.

Corporate Conflicts Resolution
Committee





tD efines the development strategies, objectives and plan, as
well as key performance indicators of the company
tD etermines operational priorities
tD evelops dividend policy
tE valuates the long-term productivity of the company’s
operations.

tE nsures that shareholder rights are appropriately and
specifically defined in the company’s charter, internal
regulations, and company-level corporate governance code
tD evelops policies and procedures for the protection of these
rights
tD evelops and periodically conducts reviews of the company’s
DPOøJDUSFTPMVUJPOQPMJDZBOEQSPDFEVSFT
tD evelops recommendations for the Board of Directors on
IPXUPFòFDUJWFMZEFBMXJUIDPSQPSBUFDPOøJDUTCFUXFFO
and among the company, its shareholders, directors and
managers.

Members of the Committee
need experience in the industry
in which the company is active.
The Committee will likely
benefit from members with
other areas of expertise such as
finance and operations.

Members of the Committee
must be of the highest
integrity, enjoy the trust
of all shareholders, and be
knowledgeable on legal and
ethical standards.

5IF$PSQPSBUF$POøJDUT
Resolution Committee should
be composed of independent
directors. When this is not
possible, an independent
director should chair the
committee.

b) Authority of Board of Directors Committees
The Board of Directors is a collective body in which:
t"MMNFNCFSTIBWFFRVBMSJHIUTBOEEVUJFT FYDFQUUIBUUIF$IBJSNBO
has the casting vote in case of a tie vote)97
t"MMNFNCFSTCFBSKPJOUBOETFWFSBMMJBCJMJUZ
t.FNCFSTBDUUPHFUIFSBTBCPEZBDDPSEJOHUPTQFDJĕDEFDJTJPONBLJOH
procedures.

96 CG Regulations, Article 15, Clause 1.
97 LOE, Article 112, Clause 8 and Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 11.
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98 Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 15.
99 CG Regulations, Article 15, Clause 3.
100 Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 15.
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Experienced and knowledgeable directors should staff Board of Directors
committees. There needs to be a sufficient number of members to accomplish
the work at hand. Since the work of Board of Directors committees may involve
time-consuming reviews, the participation of directors in multiple Board of
Directors committees should be restricted. Before allowing participation
in multiple committees, Board of Directors should review all the activities
assigned to the committee, estimate time necessary for effective realization
of these activities, as well as free time potential members can dedicate to

MATERIAL
CORPORATE
TRANSACTIONS

Best Practices:

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

c) The Composition of Board of Directors Committees
The number of members on a Board of Directors committee is
determined by the Board of Directors, but it is recommended that a Board of
Directors committee should have at least three members.99 The members of
the Board of Directors committees do not have to be members of the Board of
Directors. In every committee, at least one member should be a member of the
Board of Directors (in listed companies, this is compulsory)100 and at least one
member should fulfill all the conditions for an independent and non-executive
director. The Board of Directors should appoint one member as Chairman of
each committee. Other parties, most notably managers, who are not members
of the Board of Directors committee, may be invited to present or elaborate
on particular issues, but have observer status only, i.e., are precluded from
conferring or deciding on particular issues

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

Although the above suggests that the ultimate decision-making
responsibility rests with the entire Board of Directors, Board of Directors
committees can resolve and make decisions on issues delegated to them by
the Board of Directors, provided that resolutions of a committee are only valid
and enforceable if a majority of members of such committee who are present
and vote at the meeting of the committee are also members of the Board of
Directors.98
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the work of the committee. Board of Directors committees may occasionally
require the assistance of outside advisors. However, these advisors must not
receive Board of Directors committee member status.
Many stock exchanges further recommend that Board of Directors committees
be composed of and/or chaired by independent directors. The listing
requirements of some stock exchanges, for example the New York Stock
Exchange, go further and require a majority of independent directors, as well
as the Audit and Human Resources Committees to be composed solely of
independent directors.

3. The Chairman of a Board of Directors Committee
The Chairman of a committee is responsible for its effectiveness, regardless of
his/her other duties.

Best Practices:
The Chairman of a committee plays an important role in organizing its work.
Ideally, committees should be chaired by independent and non-executive
directors. This holds particularly true for the Audit and Remuneration
Committees which, according to best corporate governance practices, are to
be chaired by independent directors.
The Chairman of the committee should keep the Chairman of the Board of
Directors informed about its work. In addition, the committee Chairmen
should be present at the GMS to respond to shareholders’ questions.
A committee Chairman should:
t"UMFBTUPODFJOUISFFNPOUITJOGPSNUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBCPVUBMMUIF
questions important for the committee’s work
t8JUIPVUVOEVFEFMBZTVCNJUBMMEBUBSFRVFTUFECZUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
t5BLF OFDFTTBSZ BENJOJTUSBUJWF NFBTVSFT UP FOTVSF UIBU UIF DPNNJUUFF
performs its tasks.
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101
102
103
104

LOE, Article 111, Clause 2 and Model Charter, Article 26, Clause 2.
LOE, Article 111, Clause 2.
LOE, Article 112, Clause 8.
LOE, Article 111, Clause 2.
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More specifically, the Chairman facilitates the work of the Board of
Directors by:
t'BDJMJUBUJOHEFDJTJPONBLJOHPOBHFOEBJUFNT
t&ODPVSBHJOHPQFOEJTDVTTJPOTPOJTTVFTJOBGSJFOEMZBOEDPOTUSVDUJWF
atmosphere
t1SPWJEJOH#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFNCFSTXJUIBOPQQPSUVOJUZUPFYQSFTT
their points of view on matters being discussed
t4UFFSJOHUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTUPXBSETBDPOTFOTVT
In doing so, the Chairman should act with conviction and, at all times, in the
best interests of the company. Moreover, the internal regulations or other
internal documents should impress upon the Chairman the responsibility to:
t&ODPVSBHF EJSFDUPST UP GSFFMZ FYQSFTT UIFJS PQJOJPOT PO BHFOEB JUFNT
and other issues
t%JTDVTTPQJOJPOTPGEJSFDUPSTPQFOMZ
t*OJUJBUFUIFESBGUJOHPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTEFDJTJPOT

DIVIDENDS

Best Practices:

CORPORATE
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IMPLICATIONS
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The Chairman has the authority to:

t1SFQBSF PS PSHBOJ[F UIF QSFQBSBUJPO PG  UIF BHFOEB  DPOUFOUT BOE
materials for the meetings of the Board of Directors, convene and
preside over such meetings101

t0SHBOJ[FUIFBEPQUJPOPG#PBSESFTPMVUJPOT102

t$BTUBEFDJEJOHWPUFBU#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFFUJOHTJODBTFPGBUJFWPUF103

t1FSGPSNBOZPUIFSEVUJFTEFMFHBUFECZUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTSFTPMVUJPO104
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1. The Chairman and Board of Directors Meetings

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

The Board of Directors is a governing body, which operates according to
procedures defined by the Law on Enterprises, the charter, or the internal
regulations of the company.

CONTROL
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E. The Working Procedures of the Board of Directors
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2. The Board of Directors Meetings
Board Meetings. The Board of Directors must follow legal requirements in
making valid decisions, or risk having them overruled by the courts upon
complaints.

Best Practices:
Directors should ensure that Board of Directors and committee meetings
are well-organized and held on a regular basis. Directors should actively
participate in the Board of Directors meetings and each director should:
t5BLFQBSUJOEJTDVTTJPOTBOEWPUJOH
t1BSUJDJQBUFJOUIFXPSLPG#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTDPNNJUUFFT JGIFTIFJTB
member of the committee
t%FNBOEB#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFFUJOHUPEJTDVTTNBUUFSTPGDPODFSO
t/PUJGZUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTXIFOIFTIFJTVOBCMFUPBUUFOENFFUJOHT
In addition, Board of Directors members should have sufficient time for the
performance of their functions. The Board of Directors should develop rules
to regulate the participation of its members on other companies’ Boards of
Directors. The general rule for directorship on multiple Board of Directors
should, however, be based on time-constraints. If a director does not have the
time, he/she should not take on the responsibility.

Written Resolutions. Except to the extent that the charter or internal
regulations require action by the Board of Directors taken at a meeting, an
action required or permitted to be taken by the Board of Directors may be
taken without a meeting,105 provided that:

t*UNVTUCFBSUIFTJHOBUVSFTPGBMMUIFEJSFDUPSTXIPIBWFUIFSJHIUUP
vote on such resolution at a meeting of the Board

tćFOVNCFSPGEJSFDUPSTXIPBQQSPWFNVTUOPUIBWFCFFOMFTTUIBO
the minimum number of directors required to conduct a meeting of
the Board of Directors.

105 LOE, Article 108, Clause 3.

141

A company may also wish to develop an induction training for new Board
of Directors members that cover, among other topics, an overview of the
company’s:
t*OEVTUSZBOETFDUPSPGPQFSBUJPO
t#VTJOFTTPQFSBUJPOT
t$VSSFOUöOBODJBMTJUVBUJPO
t4USBUFHZ
t#VTJOFTTSJTLT
t,FZFNQMPZFFTCBDLHSPVOEBOETLJMMT

106 Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 13.
107 LOE, Article 112, Clause 1 and Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 1.
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t&MFDUDPNNJUUFFDIBJSNBO

DIVIDENDS

The first meeting of a newly elected Board of Directors should be held no later
than one month after it is elected. As a matter of convenience, the first Board
of Directors meeting can be organized to follow the GMS. In addition, it is
recommended that the first Board of Directors meeting:
t%FöOFBOEDPOöSNUIFQSJPSJUJFTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
t&TUBCMJTIDPNNJUUFFTJGBQQSPQSJBUF

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
IMPLICATIONS
OF CORPORATE
SECURITIES

Best Practices:

MATERIAL
CORPORATE
TRANSACTIONS

If the Board of Directors is delegated with electing the Chairman, the first
meeting of each new term of the Board of Directors should be held no later
than seven working days after it is elected. This meeting shall be convened by
the director who has been elected with the most number of votes. If there is
more than one director who has been elected with a majority of the votes, they
must come to an agreement and appoint one director amongst themselves to
convene the meeting of the Board of Directors.107

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

3. The First Board of Directors Meeting

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

A written resolution so adopted shall have the same effect and validity
as a resolution passed by directors of the Board of Directors at a meeting which
is convened and held in accordance with the normal procedure. A written
resolution may be passed by using several counterparts of the same document
so long as each counterpart bears the signature of at least one director.106
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4. The Schedule of Board of Directors Meetings
The charter or the internal regulations can specify the procedures for convening
and conducting Board of Directors meetings.

Best Practices:
The Board of Directors should have a working plan in addition to a schedule
for meetings that includes the topics to be addressed. The Board of Directors
should hold regular meetings. The Board of Directors should meet at least four
times a year.108 The Board of Directors may, however, wish to hold meetings as
often as deemed necessary. Here is some guidance on conducting productive
and efficient Board of Directors meetings:
t%FWFMPQBOBOOVBMDBMFOEBSPGNFFUJOHTThis will allow directors to
slot the meetings in their agendas. Note that this calendar should serve
as a guide, i.e. the Board of Directors should hold additional meetings
when warranted and, vice versa, cancel meetings when there are no
issues to be resolved.
t4FU BO BHFOEB XFMM JO BEWBODF Directors will thus be able to
properly focus on and prepare for the task at hand. The Chairman may
wish to send a draft agenda in advance, allowing for comments and
suggestions. Place important issues at the beginning of the agenda.
Directors often have other commitments and might need to leave early.
Scheduling meetings for the early, rather than latter part of the day, is
thus often more conducive to foster interactive discussions.
In addition to regular meetings, the Board of Directors needs to organize a
meeting to review and approve the annual report. This Board meeting needs
to take place at most two months prior to the AGM.

5. Who Has the Right to Convene a Board of Directors Meeting?
The Chairman normally convenes regular Board of Directors meetings. He/
she also has the obligation to convene a Board of Directors meeting in the
following cases:
108 LOE, Article 112, Clause 3 and Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 2.
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LOE, Article 112, Clause 4 and Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 3.
LOE, Article 112, Clause 5 and Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 4.
LOE, Article 112, Clause 6 and Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 7.
Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 7.
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DIVIDENDS

The necessary information and materials should be sent to directors together
with the notice of the Board of Directors meeting sufficiently in advance to
enable each director to thoroughly review the information. By law, the notice
has to be sent to directors at least five days prior to the meeting.111 The notice
has to be prepared in Vietnamese, and it must provide sufficient information
about the agenda, the time and location of the meeting. The notice must also
be accompanied with necessary documents on the issues to be discussed and
voted on at the meeting and include voting slips for directors who might be
unable to attend the meeting.112

AN
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6. Proper Notice for Board of Directors Meetings
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t6QPOUIFXSJUUFOSFRVFTUPG J UIFNBKPSJUZPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE 
(ii) the General Director or at least five other managerial officers, or
(iii) at least two members of the Executive Board

t0UIFSDJSDVNTUBODFTBTTUJQVMBUFEJOUIFDPNQBOZTDIBSUFS109
The request must clearly state the objectives and issues required to
be discussed and that the decisions are under the authority of the Board of
Directors.
The Chairman has an obligation to convene the meeting within 15
days from the date of the request. If the Chairman does not do so, he will be
held responsible for all losses and damages incurred by the company, and the
person which made the meeting request may convene a Board of Directors
meeting.110
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Best Practices:
Directors should properly prepare themselves to participate effectively in
meetings. They should not vote on items on which they have not been fully
informed or which they do not understand. The internal regulations or other
internal documents should determine the form of the notice and the way
materials are delivered that is most convenient and acceptable to all directors
(for example by mail, telegraph, fax, or e-mail). Such delivery method must
ensure that the notice reaches the director’s contact details which have been
registered at the company.113

7. The Quorum for Board of Directors Meetings
A quorum is the minimum number of directors that must participate in a
meeting for decisions to be valid. Unless the charter or internal regulations
require greater number, a quorum of the Board of Directors consists of threequarters (75%) of the number of the directors.114

8. How Directors Can Participate in Board of Directors Meetings
Directors can participate in voting when they are:

t1IZTJDBMMZQSFTFOUBUUIFNFFUJOH

t1BSUJDJQBUJOH CZ DPOGFSFODF DBMM PS PUIFS NFBOT PG DPNNVOJDBUJPO
(provided that all directors can hear each other clearly, and each
director may speak at the same time as other attending members if
he/she wishes to do so)115

t"CTFOU CVUIBWFTFOUIJTIFSXSJUUFOWPUFUPUIF$IBJSNBOJOBTFBMFE
envelope, at least one hour before the meeting starts and the envelope
is opened in front of other persons attending the meeting.116

113
114
115
116

LOE, Article 112, Clause 6 and Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 7.
LOE, Article 112, Clause 8 and Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 8.
Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 12.
LOE, Article 112, Clause 8.
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t$POWFOJOHPSSFGVTJOHBSFRVFTUCZUIJSEQBSUJFTUPDPOWFOFBO&(.
t5IFFMFDUJPOPGUIF$IBJSNBO
t5IFDSFBUJPOBOEFBSMZUFSNJOBUJPOPGUIFBVUIPSJUZPGFYFDVUJWFCPEJFT
t5IF TVTQFOTJPO PG UIF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS BOE UIF BQQPJOUNFOU PG BO
interim General Director
t5IFSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOPSMJRVJEBUJPOPGUIFDPNQBOZ
t*ODSFBTJOHUIFDIBSUFSDBQJUBMBOEJTTVJOHTIBSFT
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A director may delegate his/her right to vote at a Board of Directors
meeting to another person if such delegation receives the approval of the
majority of Board of Directors members.117
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t5IFQSFMJNJOBSZBQQSPWBMPGUIFBOOVBMSFQPSUPGUIFDPNQBOZ
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t$BMMJOH UIF "(.  BOE NBLJOH EFDJTJPOT PO JUFNT SFMBUFE UP UIF
organization of the AGM
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t5IF BQQSPWBM PG UIF TUSBUFHJD QMBO BOE UIF BQQSPWBM PG UIF DPNQBOZT
financial and business plan

THE GENERAL
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Although the law does not impose express requirement, certain items are of
such importance that directors need to be physically present, and the company
should consider making it compulsory that the directors adopt resolutions on
such matters in a physical meeting (rather than by written resolution or in a
telephone meeting). These items include:
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Best Practices:
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117 LOE, Article 112, Clause 9.
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Best Practices:
When participating in Board of Directors meetings, each director should:
t-JTUFOBOEVOEFSTUBOEPSBMQSFTFOUBUJPOT
t"TLRVFTUJPOT5IJTJTQBSUJDVMBSMZJNQPSUBOUGPSQSFTFOUBUJPOTPSSFQPSUT
given by executives during Board of Directors meetings, especially when
these materials are presented in a complex or ambiguous manner
t3FRVFTUTVQQPSUJOHNBUFSJBMT8IFOQSFTFOUFEXJUIBQBSUJDVMBSJTTVF
that does not correspond to the director’s area of expertise, additional
information in the form of studies, independent appraisals or opinions,
and other documentation on the subject should be requested prior to
the meeting.

9. The Consideration of Written Opinions (Absentee Ballots)
Good corporate governance suggests that the charter or internal regulations
should specify that written opinions of directors can be considered in
determining the existence of a quorum for Board of Directors meetingsand
the validity of the voting results.

Best Practices:
The charter, internal regulations, or other internal documents should enable
Board of Directors members to make decisions by absentee vote. However,
for resolutions required by the charter to be adopted by voting in person, the
votes of absentees expressing their opinion in written form should not be
counted for the quorum. Companies should develop procedures for absentee
voting, including the deadline for the delivery of voting ballots and deadline
for the return of completed ballots. It should give directors enough time to
receive the ballots and make decisions on agenda items.

147

LOE, Article 112, Clause 8.
LOE, Article 113, Clause 1.
LOE, Article 113, Clause 1.
LOE, Article 113, Clause 1.
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The Board of Directors must keep minutes of its meetings. Minutes must be
prepared in Vietnamese (and may be in another foreign language) and must
be logged in the minutes book of the company.119 At a minimum, the minutes
must contain the following:120

t/BNF IFBEPďDFBEESFTT OVNCFSBOEEBUFPGJTTVBODFPGUIF#VTJOFTT
Registration Certificate, and the place of business registration

t0CKFDUJWFT BHFOEBBOEDPOUFOUTPGUIFNFFUJOH

t5JNFBOEWFOVFPGUIFNFFUJOH

t'VMMOBNFPGFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUPGUIFNFFUJOHPSIJTIFSBVUIPSJ[FE
person, full name of absent directors and reasons for absence

t*TTVFTUPCFEJTDVTTFEBOEWPUFEPOEVSJOHUIFNFFUJOH

t4VNNBSZPGFBDIQBSUJDJQBOUTPQJOJPOT JOUIFPSEFSPGUIFNFFUJOH
progress)

tćFWPUJOHSFTVMUJOXIJDIiGPSw iBHBJOTUwBOEBCTUFOUJPOWPUFTNVTU
be clearly stated

t3FTPMVUJPOTXIJDIIBWFCFFOBEPQUFEBUUIFNFFUJOH

t'VMMOBNF TJHOBUVSFTPGBMMEJSFDUPSTPSUIFJSSFTQFDUJWFBVUIPSJ[FE
persons.
The Chairman and the secretary are responsible for the accuracy and
trustworthiness of the Board of Directors meeting minutes. The minutes must
be signed by the Chairman and each director of the Board of Directors, or
their authorized persons.121
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Board of Directors decisions must be approved by a simple majority vote of
present directors unless the charter or internal regulations require the vote of
greater number of directors for that decision. If the votes are equally divided,
the Chairman shall have a casting vote.118
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Best Practices:
As legal and regulatory requirements of directors become more onerous,
minutes are important records to show that the Board of Directors has
discharged its duty of care. Under good corporate governance practices, the
minutes will include the voting of each individual director.
The Board of Directors is often required to designate a secretary of the Board
of Directors to take notes and help prepare the minutes. In international
practices, the Corporate Secretary often serves as the secretary of the Board of
Directors and may sign the minutes as well.

The minutes provide only a brief summary of the Board of Directors
meeting. In addition to minutes, every meeting should be followed by making
verbatim reports that contain a word-for-word account of discussions held.
They should form an integral part of the minutes. Verbatim reports from
the meeting are supposed to be kept in company’s records as a part of the
minutes.

Best Practices:
Regardless of whether the company chooses to keep minutes and/or verbatim
reports, the following documents should be preserved together with the
minutes and/or the verbatim reports:
t5IFWPUJOHCBMMPUT
t5IFXSJUUFOPQJOJPOTPGEJSFDUPSTXIPXFSFOPUBCMFUPBUUFOE
Each director should also be given a summary of the deliberations of the Board
of Directors. The company should establish a procedure which ensures that all
directors will be provided with:
t$PQJFTPGUIFNJOVUFTBOEPSWFSCBUJNSFQPSUT
t3FQPSUTEFUBJMJOHUIFPVUDPNFPGUIFWPUJOH

149

t4FOEJOHWPUJOHCBMMPUT
t$PMMFDUJOHDPNQMFUFECBMMPUTBOEBCTFOUFFCBMMPUT
t&OTVSJOH DPNQMJBODF XJUI UIF QSPDFEVSFT GPS #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
meetings
t,FFQJOHUIFNJOVUFTBOEWFSCBUJNSFQPSUT

Î For more information on the Corporate Secretary, see Chapter 6.
122 LOE, Articles 106, Clause 1 & 106, Clause 3.
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The Corporate Secretary should be responsible for administrative and
organizational matters with respect to preparing and conducting Board of
Directors meetings. While the decision to conduct a Board of Directors meeting
is made by the Chairman, the Corporate Secretary should be responsible for
handling such matters as:
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Best Practices:

INFORMATION
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The Law on Enterprises is silent on the role of the Corporate Secretary and
Board of Directors meetings, although it does mention a secretary who should
be responsible for recording minutes of Board of Directors meetings and
sign such minutes, together with the president of the meeting (usually the
Chairman of the Board).122 However, the CG Regulations sheds some light on
the issue when it requires that the Board selects a person to act as the Corporate
Secretary, and sets out the duties of the Corporate Secretary, as follows:

t0SHBOJ[JOH NFFUJOHT PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST  UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ
Board and the GMS at the request of the Chairman of the Board of
Directors or the Supervisory Board

t$POTVMUJOHPOQSPDFEVSFTPGNFFUJOHT

t1SFQBSJOHNJOVUFTPGNFFUJOHT

t&OTVSJOHUIBUSFTPMVUJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTDPNQMZXJUI
the law

t1SPWJEJOHJOGPSNBUJPOSFMBUJOHUPĕOBODF DPQJFTPG#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
meeting minutes and other information to members of the Board of
Directors and Supervisory Board.
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12. The Corporate Secretary and Board of Directors Meetings
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F. The Duties and Liabilities of Directors
Directors shall act honestly, with diligence and due care, and in the best
interests of the company.123

Best Practices:
In some countries, the Board of Directors is legally required to solely act in
the interest of the company (without specifying the interest of the company
towards its shareholders and/or stakeholders). However, acting solely in
the best interest of the company can encourage management to entrench
themselves and shareholders (and indeed the legislator) will need to carefully
consider whether to require directors to act in the best interests of shareholders
as well.

Standards for the interpretation of the terms “due diligence,” and “due
care,” as well as standards for professional behavior, develop over time in a
country’s judicial system, economy and corporate culture. Vietnamese law
does not define clearly specify these standards.
It is important to note that when a court action is brought against a
director, reasonableness and good faith are presumed. However, the Law on
Enterprises does not define “good faith” or “reasonableness.”
Turning to other jurisdictions for guidance, for example the U.S. and
U.K., the concepts of reasonableness and good faith are viewed as fundamental
principles of a director’s duty, notably that of care and loyalty.

1. The Duty of Care
Directors on the Board of Directors are responsible for exercising their rights
and discharging their duties in good faith, with care and in a professional
manner.

123 LOE, Article 119.
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t%FNBOEUIBUUIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSBOE&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFNCFSTQSPWJEF
adequate information to the Board of Directors so that its members are
properly informed on corporate matters
t&YFSDJTFBSFBTPOBCMFBNPVOUPGTVQFSWJTJPOPWFSNBOBHFNFOU

2. The Duty of Loyalty
The Law on Enterprises requires that directors have a duty of loyalty to the
company and the benefits of the company and the shareholders. This means
that the directors cannot use information, know-how, business opportunities,
assets of the company, as well as his/her position, to seek personal benefits
or for benefits of other organizations or individuals.124 However, neither the
Model Charter nor the CG Regulations elaborates further on this duty.
In international corporate governance practice, the duty of loyalty is of
central importance to the governance framework, underpinning the effective
implementation of key corporate governance issues, for example, monitoring of
related party transactions and establishing remuneration policies for managers
and non-executive directors.
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t1MBDFNBUUFSTPOUIFBHFOEBPG#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFFUJOHT BOEEFNBOE
such meetings when necessary
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A director should:
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124 LOE, Article 119, Clause 1(c).
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The duty of loyalty requires directors to exercise their powers in the
interests of the company as a whole. Simply put, directors should not allow
personal interests to prevail over the company’s interests. The duty of loyalty
usually prohibits directors from:

t1BSUJDJQBUJOHJOBDPNQFUJOHDPNQBOZ

t&OUFSJOHJOUPBOZUSBOTBDUJPOXJUIUIFDPNQBOZXJUIPVUĕSTUEJTDMPTJOH
the transaction and obtaining Board of Directors or GMS approval

t6TJOHDPSQPSBUFQSPQFSUZBOEGBDJMJUJFTGPSQFSTPOBMOFFET

t%JTDMPTJOHOPOQVCMJD DPOĕEFOUJBMJOGPSNBUJPO

t6TJOH DPNQBOZ JOGPSNBUJPO PS CVTJOFTT PQQPSUVOJUJFT GPS QSJWBUF
advantage, i.e. personal profit or gain.
It is also a key principle for directors who are working within the
structure of a group of companies, even though a company might be controlled
by another enterprise, the duty of loyalty for a director relates to the company
and all its shareholders, and not to the controlling company of the group.125

Best Practices:
The duty of loyalty requires the director to act in the best interest of the
company regardless of:
t8IPOPNJOBUFEBOEFMFDUFETVDINFNCFS
t1SFTTVSFT GSPN PUIFS EJSFDUPST  TIBSFIPMEFST  PS PUIFS JOEJWJEVBMT UP
take actions or make decisions that are not in the best interest of the
company.
It is of fundamental importance that, in carrying out its duties, the Board
of Directors should not be viewed, or act, as an assembly of individual
representatives for various constituencies.126 While specific directors may
indeed be nominated or elected by certain shareholders (and sometimes
contested by others), it is an important feature of the Board of Directors’ work
that directors when they assume their responsibilities carry out their duties

125 OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, Annotations to Principle V.A. on the Responsibility of the
Board. See also: www.oecd.org.
126 OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, Annotations to Principle V.B. on the Responsibility of the
Board. See also: www.oecd.org.
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A conflict of interest may arise when a director or his/her related person:128
t&OUFSTJOUPDPOUSBDUVBMSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUIBDPNQBOZ
t)BT öOBODJBM JOUFSFTUT JO UIBU BDUJPO JO B XBZ UIBU DBO CF SFBTPOBCMZ
expected to influence the director’s behavior contrary to the interests of
the company.
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127 Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 9(b).
128 Model Charter, Articles 28, Clause 9(b) & Clause 10.
129 LOE, Article 120.
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The Law on Enterprises addresses the issue of conflicts of interest
within the context of related party transactions.129
ÎFor more information on related party transactions and the role of directors in
such transactions, see Chapter 12, Section B.3.
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a) Conflicts of Interest
A director should not discharge his/her duties if there is a conflict of
interest between him/her and the company and its shareholders.127

DIVIDENDS

Further, directors and affiliated persons (for example, family, friends, and
business partners) should not accept gifts from persons interested in Board
of Directors’ decisions, or accept any other direct or indirect benefits. An
exception can be made for symbolic gifts that are given as a common
courtesy or souvenirs that are given during official events. These exceptions
should be described in internal regulations or other internal documents of
the company.
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in an even-handed manner with respect to all shareholders. This principle is
particularly important to establish in the presence of controlling shareholders
that are able to select all directors.
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Directors should refrain from actions that may potentially result in a
conflict between their own interests and the interests of the company. They are also
advised to refrain from voting in situations where they have a personal interest in
the matter in question. Directors should immediately inform the Board of Directors
through the Corporate Secretary about any potential conflicts of interest.
A director must disclose to the Board of Directors information about
the existence of conflict of interest between him/her and the company. Such
information must be disclosed at the first Board meeting after the director is
aware of the conflict of interest.130
b) Confidentiality of Information

Best Practices:
Directors should not disclose confidential information or use their access
to company information for their personal interests or the interests of third
parties. The personal use of confidential information ultimately damages
shareholders. It is recommended that:
t%JSFDUPSTUBLFTUFQTUPQSPUFDUDPOöEFOUJBMJOGPSNBUJPO
t%JSFDUPSTTIPVMEOPUEJTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOPSVTFJUJOUIFJSPXOJOUFSFTUT
t4UBOEBSETGPSUIFVTFPGDPOöEFOUJBMJOGPSNBUJPOTIPVMECFTQFDJöFEJO
the internal documents of the company
t$POUSBDUTCFUXFFOUIFDPNQBOZBOEEJSFDUPSTTUJQVMBUFUIFPCMJHBUJPOPG
directors to not disclose confidential information for a period of 10 years
after they leave the company.
To create an effective mechanism to prevent the unauthorized use of
confidential information, the company should require directors to:
t/PUJGZUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTJOXSJUJOHPGUIFJSJOUFOUJPOUPFOUFSJOUP
transactions that involve securities of the company or its subsidiaries
t%JTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUQSFWJPVTUSBOTBDUJPOTXJUITFDVSJUJFTPGUIF
company in accordance with the procedures for disclosing material facts
as specified by securities legislation.
Board of Directors members, before taking over their position as a member,
should sign a special statement that they are aware of and that they will follow
all legal requirements and duties connected with confidential information.

130 Model Charter, Article 28, Clause 10.
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The company should create a mechanism to ensure that directors are
provided with information about the most important financial and business
developments of the company, as well as other developments that may
have an impact on shareholder interests. The internal regulations or other
internal documents should provide that the General Director, Executive Board
members, and heads of major divisions have the duty to promptly submit full
and reliable information to the Board of Directors. In reaching this goal it is of
particular importance to establish co-operation in this field between the nonexecutive members of the Board of Directors on one hand, and the Corporate
Secretary and the Supervisory Boards of the company, on the other hand.
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The company’s internal documents should include the right of directors to
demand information from the executive bodies.

THE ROLE OF
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Every director of the Board of Directors has a right to request the General
Director, Deputy General Director and other managers in the company to
provide the information and documents regarding the financial conditions,
business performance of various units in the company and of the company
itself.131 It is essential for directors to have access to the information they need
to properly discharge their duties, including full and accurate responses to their
inquiries from members of the executive bodies, and other company officers.
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The company should develop and incorporate into its internal documents a
list of clearly defined duties of Board of Directors members.
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c) Formalization of the Duties of Directors
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131 LOE, Article 114, Clause 1.
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4. Liabilities of Directors
A director who breaches the obligation to act honestly or who fails to fulfill
his/her obligations carefully, diligently and professionally shall be held liable
for any loss caused by such breach.132
If there are several directors that caused losses to the company, they
are jointly and severally liable. The representatives of State or municipal entities
on the Board of Directors are liable to the same extent as other directors. It is
important that customary business practices and other relevant circumstances
be taken into consideration to determine the grounds and the amount of
directors’ liability.

Best Practices:
The company should:
t&ODPVSBHFEJSFDUPSTUPQFSGPSNUIFJSEVUJFTJOBQSPQFSXBZ
t5BLFNFBTVSFTUPUFSNJOBUFUIFBVUIPSJUZPGEJSFDUPSTXIPBSFSFTQPOTJCMF
for inflicting losses
t)PME EJSFDUPST SFTQPOTJCMF XIFO UIFZ EP OPU GVMöMM UIFJS PCMJHBUJPOT
towards the company.

5. When Are Directors Relieved from Liability?
Managing the affairs of a company is a complex process with the risk that
decisions made by the Board of Directors, acting reasonably and in good faith,
will ultimately prove wrong and entail adverse consequences for the company.
Directors cannot generally be held liable for decisions made in good faith.
Directors are not relieved from liability after they have resigned from
the Board of Directors or when they are dismissed from the Board of Directors
for actions and decisions made during their tenure as a director.

132 Model Charter, Article 35, Clause 1.
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Article 25 of the new decree No. 102/2010/ND-CP, issued by the
Government on October 1, 2010 to replace Decree 139/2007/ND-CP, allows
a shareholder (or a group of shareholders) holding as low as 1% of share
capital of the company to ask the Supervisory Board to file a civil claim against
members of the Board of Directors of the company in several circumstances,
including the following:
t 'BJMVSF UP QFSGPSN UIFJS BTTJHOFE UBTLT PS DBSSJFE PVU UIFJS BTTJHOFE
duties in contradiction with laws, company charter or resolutions of the
GMS
t 6TJOHJOGPSNBUJPO TFDSFUT CVTJOFTTPQQPSUVOJUJFTPGUIFDPNQBOZ PS
taking advantage of his/her position in the company, the seal or assets
of the company for personal gain or for the benefits of some other
organisations or individuals
t 0UIFSDJSDVNTUBODFTBTNBZCFBMMPXFEVOEFSUIFMBXPSUIFDIBSUFSPG
the company.
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Although Vietnamese law does not specify, it would seem reasonable that
either the company or a shareholder (or a group of shareholders) holding at
least 5% of share capital would have the right to file a claim in court against
directors to cover the losses of the company that resulted from decisions taken
by the Board of Directors.
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6. Who Can File a Claim against Directors?
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7. The Minutes of Board of Directors Meetings and
Director Liability
Best Practices:
To effectively enforce provisions that regulate the liability of directors, it
is recommended that the company keep detailed minutes (and possibly
verbatim reports) of meetings. It is important for the Board of Directors to keep
detailed minutes of Board of Directors meetings to determine who voted for a
certain decision and who can be held liable (to the extent the court considers
such factors).

8. Protection from Liability for Directors
Best Practices:
Most companies should allow their directors to protect themselves from, or at
least limit the liability for, losses incurred while they fulfilled their duties. Such
mechanisms are:
t0óDFSBOEEJSFDUPSMJBCJMJUZJOTVSBODF
t1SPWJTJPOT JO UIF DIBSUFS BOE JOUFSOBM SFHVMBUJPOT UIBU JOEFNOJGZ
directors against claims, litigation expenses and liabilities in certain
circumstances.
Companies may reimburse a director for expenses incurred in defending a
claim related to his/her role as a Board of Directors member, if he acted:
t)POFTUMZ
t*OHPPEGBJUI
t*OUIFCFTUJOUFSFTUTPGUIFDPNQBOZ
t*ODPNQMJBODFXJUIMBX UIFDIBSUFSBOEJOUFSOBMSFHVMBUJPOT
A company may wish to obtain liability insurance for directors to cover the risk
that their actions might result in losses to the company or third parties. Liability
insurance for directors should allow the company to use civil law remedies
more productively. It is also often needed to attract competent directors.
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The importance of Board of Directors evaluations is widely recognized in the
international business community. It is also recommended that:
t5IF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTFWBMVBUFJUTQFSGPSNBODFBOOVBMMZ
t5IFBOOVBMSFQPSUSFøFDUTUIFSFTVMUTPGUIFQFSGPSNBODFFWBMVBUJPO
The performance evaluation of the Board of Directors and its members may
be carried out by:
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To be effective, Board of Directors should have the necessary resources
to develop and maintain the knowledge and skills of its directors. Training
programs, based on periodic evaluations of the Board of Directors and its
members, are fundamental to this end.
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A self-evaluation is a useful tool for the Board of Directors to privately assess
the quality of its work. Through critical reflection and self-evaluation, directors
can be more responsive to shareholders, investors, and other stakeholders.
Self-evaluation methods include:

t0SHBOJ[JOHBSFUSFBUBOEJOWJUJOHBOPVUTJEFGBDJMJUBUPS

t0SHBOJ[JOHBTQFDJBM#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFFUJOHUPFWBMVBUFUIFXPSL
of the Board of Directors or, alternatively, setting aside time during a
regular meeting to address performance issues
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1. Self-Evaluation by the Board of Directors

INFORMATION
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An alternative approach calls for confidential Board of Directors peer
evaluations coordinated by an external party, such as legal counsel or
specialized consultants.
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t$POTVMUBOUT QSPGFTTJPOBMBTTPDJBUJPOTBOEDPSQPSBUFHPWFSOBODFSBUJOH
organizations.
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t%FTJHOJOH DIFDLMJTUT UIBU #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST NFNCFST DBO VTF UP
assess their work
t1BSUJDJQBUJOH JO TQFDJBMJ[FE USBJOJOH QSPHSBNT  UIFSFCZ QSPWJEJOH
directors the opportunity to critically reflect on their performance
and develop and share new ideas.

Best Practices:
The CG Regulations requires that the internal corporate governance rules of
a company should include a mechanism to evaluate the effectiveness of the
Board’s performance, activities of every committee that it had established,
Executive Board and every member of the Board of Directors.133

Best Practices:
Another useful way to evaluate the Board of Directors is to invite a consultant,
advisor, institute of directors, or rating agency to independently assess the
Board of Directors. Rating agencies for example, not only evaluate the Board
of Directors, but also evaluate other aspects of the company’s corporate
governance system. The main advantage of inviting outside consultants is
enhanced level of their impartiality, while main disadvantages are high costs
for using these services and determining criteria for their independence.

2. Education and Training
In international practices, it is customary for directors to take vigorous
executive and professional training before they are appointed to the Board.
In many multi-national corporations, it is compulsory to give directors (i)
periodical corporate training, (ii) corporate governance training and (iii)
evaluation of their performance. The training and evaluation of directors
may be conducted internally or by a third party to ensure impartiality.

133 CG Regulations, Article 4, Clause 2(f).
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t/FXTLJMMT
t*ODSFBTFEQSPGFTTJPOBMJTN
t(SFBUFSBXBSFOFTTPGSFMFWBOUJTTVFT
t"DDFTTUPDVSSFOUUIJOLJOHPOHPWFSOBODFBOEPUIFSJTTVFT
t0QQPSUVOJUJFTUPEJTDVTTJTTVFTXJUIQFFSTBOENFOUPST
t"OJODSFBTFEBQQSFDJBUJPOPGUIFFUIJDTBOEWBMVFTVOEFSQJOOJOHFòFDUJWF
governance.
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Training can provide directors with:
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Director training is delivered primarily by two broad types of organizations.
One is corporate governance associations, which are devoted to improving
corporate governance and provide training as one aspect of that effort. The
other is organizations that are focused on directors and support, represent and
set standards for directors. Both types of organizations can be membership
associations, such as the National Association of Corporate Directors in the
United States, the Institute of Directors in the United Kingdom, and the
Brazilian Institute of Corporate Governance. They may serve directors without
having a membership base, such as the Corporate Governance Centre in Kenya
and the Corporate Governance Forum of Turkey.
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A variety of organizations contribute to the professional development and
training of directors. These include stock exchanges, financial institutions,
government and industry regulators, business associations, chambers of
commerce, institutions of higher education, institutes of directors and
associations set up to promote good corporate governance practices.
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The evaluation of the Board of Directors and its members can
result in important insights into the Board’s strengths and weaknesses. This
information can also be used by the Board of Directors to identify training
needs, both collectively and individually. Corporate training events take on
added importance in the context of transitional economies, as directors need
to be kept abreast of changes to the legal and regulatory framework, as well
as best practices. All this makes a company education policy for the Board of
Directors and its directors a key success factor in developing and supporting a
competent, knowledgeable and vigilant Board.
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H. The Remuneration of Directors
Directors may be remunerated for their work. The amount of such remuneration
is determined by the GMS.134
Details of the remuneration policy for directors generally and the
remuneration of the individual directors should be disclosed in detail in the
annual financial statements of the company. Details such as the annual salary
and bonus of each director must also be published in the annual financial
statements. It should be an explicit item on the agenda of the annual general
meeting (AGM) in order to give shareholders the opportunity to debate over
these matters.135
The issue of director remuneration is one of the more contentious in the
field of corporate governance, and companies are advised to choose a cautious
and circumspect approach to the question of Board of Directors remuneration.
Excessive compensation plans are often perceived as an unjustified privilege of
power. Therefore, it is of the utmost importance that director compensation be
competitive, yet stay within reasonable limits.
An important distinction in this respect must, however, be made
between executive and non-executive directors. As a rule, executive directors
do not receive additional fees for their participation on the Board of Directors.
Their executive compensation packages are generally thought to include
Board of Directors duties. Non-executive directors, on the other hand, should
be remunerated. The most common form of remuneration for non-executive
directors is a monetary fee. For example, directors can receive:

t"OBOOVBMGFF XIJDINBZCFQBJEJOUIFGPSNPGTIBSFTJOMJFVPG
cash)

t"GFF CBTFEVQPONFFUJOHBUUFOEBODF

t'FFT GPS BEEJUJPOBM XPSL  TVDI BT GPS XPSL PO #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
committees and

t'FFTGPSBEEJUJPOBMSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT TVDIBTGPSTFSWJOHBTUIF$IBJSNBO
of the Board of Directors or one of its committees.
Directors can also be reimbursed for travel costs and other business
expenses.
134 LOE, Article 117.
135 LOE, Article 117 and Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2(f).
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Great care needs to be exercised in establishing performance-based
remuneration, in particular, stock-based remuneration. Performance-based
remuneration is generally considered a factor that impinges on director
independence.
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Ideally, this should be done either by a remuneration committee, composed
entirely of independent directors, or by the independent directors. The
company should disclose its remuneration plan and the remuneration of each
director, either on an individual basis or in the aggregate, in its annual report.
The former is easiest to implement when all Board members receive the same
fees with a simple statement in the annual report: “All non-executive directors
receive fees of _____ per year.”
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The Board of Directors should regularly review the remuneration of
directors.

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

The remuneration payable to directors should be equal for all non-executive
directors. Moreover, the fees that a company pays should be competitive, i.e.
sufficient to attract competent individuals. They should be set so that they
are neither very much below nor above director fees paid at a peer group of
companies. Setting a reasonable level of director remuneration is particularly
important in order not to jeopardize the special status of independent directors.
Independent or not, a director’s judgment may be clouded if he/she receives
a significant percentage of his/her total income in the form of a director’s fee.
A director who relies on Board compensation for his/her livelihood will soon
become beholden to the company and may not be relied upon to fill his/her
responsibilities in an unbiased manner.
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Best Practices:
While stock-based remuneration is common in the U.S., it is a good deal less
common elsewhere and considerable controversy still surrounds it. Stockbased remuneration plans and, in particular, stock option plans are complex
arrangements. While they are generally thought to provide incentives for
managers and directors, they can also have a significant impact upon the
company and shareholders.
t4UPDL PQUJPOT  JU JT BSHVFE  DBVTF EJSFDUPST UP GPDVT PO TIPSUUFSN
performance and stock price movements
t*GTUPDLPQUJPOHSBOUTBSFMBSHF UIFZNBZBMTPDSFBUFDPNQMJDJUZCFUXFFO
directors and executives who stand to make enormous sums from shortterm price movements
t4IBSFIPMEFSTSJTLTIBSFEJMVUJPOXIFOMBSHFPQUJPOQMBOTBSFHSBOUFE
t'JOBMMZ  MBSHF PQUJPO HSBOUT IBWF OPU QSFWFOUFE NBOBHFST GSPN
manipulating companies and financial information to their benefit.
Consequently, option plans are coming under increasing scrutiny. Such
plans require careful consideration, good planning, and special disclosure.
Companies may be best served by avoiding stock options for directors.
If a company chooses to implement stock option plans, it should be
transparent about the costs in terms of share dilution. The company should
also be transparent about the accounting methods used to measure the costs
of stock and option grants. Best practices would call for shareholder approval
of stock, or option based compensation plans that could dilute shareholder
value or affect profits.

Personal loans or credits to the company’s directors are also a minefield
and a potential source of controversy that companies would be well advised to
avoid.
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The low level of remuneration compared to the importance of the Board of
Directors is striking. Whatever the explanation, it seems clear that director
remuneration needs to receive greater attention. Transparent systems of
remuneration, capable of attracting qualified directors, need to be put in
place.
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The Board of Directors

I. Summary Checklist to Determine the Board of Directors’
Eﬀectiveness136
Questions

Yes

No

1. Has the Board of Directors recently devoted a significant amount of time and
serious thought to the company’s longer-term objectives and to the strategic options
open to it for achieving them? If so, have these deliberations resulted in a Board
consensus or decision on its future objectives and strategies, and have these been
put in writing?

Ƒ

Ƒ

2. Has the Board of Directors consciously thought about and reached formal
conclusions on what is sometimes referred to as its basic corporate philosophy that
is, its value system, its ethical and social responsibilities, its desired ‘image’ and so
forth? If so, have these conclusions been set forth in explicit statements of policy,
for example, in respect of terms of employment? Does the company have formal
procedures for recording and promulgating major Board of Directors decisions as
policy guidelines for line managers?

Ƒ

Ƒ

3. Does the Board of Directors periodically review the organizational structure of the
company and consider how this may have to change in future? Does it review and
approve all senior appointments as a matter of course? Are adequate human resource
development programs in place?

Ƒ

Ƒ

4. Does the Board of Directors routinely receive all the information it needs to ensure
that it is in effective control of the company and its management? Have there been
any unpleasant surprises, for example, unfavorable results or unforeseen crises that
could be attributed to a lack of timely or accurate information?

Ƒ

Ƒ

5. Does the Board of Directors routinely require the General Director to present his/
her annual plans and budgets for their review and approval? Does the Board regularly
monitor the performance of the General Director and his/her immediate subordinate
managers in terms of actual results achieved against agreed plans and budgets?

Ƒ

Ƒ

136 Source: Parker, Hugh, Letters to a New Chairman, (1990) London: Director Publications, pp. 12-14.
(As cited in Cadbury, Adrian, Corporate Governance and Chairmanship, (2002) Oxford University
Press, pp. 47-48).
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If the answers to all of these questions are yes, it is safe to say that
the company’s Board of Directors can be considered effective. On the other
hand, if the answers are negative, or perhaps not clear, then the company
needs to reevaluate the composition and role of its Board of Directors and
undertake other activities on improving its work.
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Ƒ

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

Ƒ
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6. When the Board of Directors is required to take major decisions on questions of
future objectives, strategies, policies, major investments, senior appointments, does
it have adequate time and knowledge to make these decisions soundly, rather than
finding itself overtaken by events and, in effect, obliged to rubber-stamp decisions
already taken or commitments already made?
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Do all members of the executive bodies clearly understand their
duties to act reasonably and in good faith in the best interests of the
company? Does the Board of Directors take measures to ensure that
managers who fail to act in accordance with these duties are held
liable under civil, administrative, and/or criminal law?
Are thorough performance reviews of the executive bodies based
on periodically conducted analysis of key performance indicators?
Does the Board of Directors rigorously evaluate executives at least
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Do the General Director and the Executive Board regularly and
adequately inform the Board of Directors about all operations of the
company? Do the executive bodies provide all relevant information
to the Board of Directors, the Supervisory Board, the Committees of
the Board and the External Auditor in a timely manner?

DIVIDENDS

Do the executive bodies meet regularly to discuss the affairs of
the company? Are these meetings well prepared, with an agenda
and reference materials distributed in advance (in writing and/or
electronically)?
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IMPLICATIONS
OF CORPORATE
SECURITIES

Who elects members of the executive bodies? Is the General Director
sufficiently involved in the nomination process of other executives?

MATERIAL
CORPORATE
TRANSACTIONS

Do the General Director and all Executive Board members possess
the knowledge and skills necessary to manage the company? Do they
perform their functions on a full-time basis? Is there a transparent
division of tasks among the Executive Board members, such as finance,
legal, marketing and operations?

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

Does the company have a clear delineation and separation of
authorities between shareholders, directors, and managers? Has the
company properly established an Executive Board? Does the charter
or some other general act of the company clearly distinguish the
powers of the General Director from those of the Executive Board?
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The Chairman’s Checklist
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The Chairman’s Checklist

annually, if not more frequently? Does the Board of Directors clearly
link performance and remuneration when deciding on executive
remuneration?
Do all directors fully understand how stock options function? Are
all directors and shareholders aware of the different methods of
recording and reporting the cost of stock options? Has the Board of
Directors critically examined the use of options as an incentive tool,
ensured that option grants are not merely a management giveaway
and communicated this fully and effectively to shareholders? Is the
shareholders meeting properly informed before the shareholders
decide to issue stock options or to delegate that authority to the Board
of Directors?

The Law on Enterprises does not clearly define what the “executive bodies”
comprise of, and what their functions are. The main management function
in a joint stock company which is mentioned in the Law on Enterprises
is the General Director or director of that company.1 The Model Charter
helps shed some light on the issue, by reserving an article to set out the
detail of the “organization of the management body in listed companies”,
which consists of the General Director, one or several Deputy General
Directors and the Chief Accountant all shall be appointed by the Board of
Directors.2
Despite the lack of an express and precise legal definition, “executive
bodies” is the term broadly used to indicate executives who are entrusted with
managing the company’s day-to-day activities. They implement the strategic
direction set out by the Board of Directors and/or the GMS, and are an
essential part of the company’s governance structure. This chapter describes
the composition of “executive bodies” as they are often structured in practice,
and the authorities, formation and working procedures of such executive
bodies, as well as their interaction with the Board of Directors, their duties
evaluation, liabilities and remuneration.

1 LOE, Article 116.
2 Model Charter, Article 29.
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Vietnamese law requires that the GMS and/or the Board of Directors
decide certain key issues of a joint stock company. The GMS and the Board
of Directors may not delegate, to the executive bodies, matters that fall
within their respective authority. Furthermore, the charter and the internal
regulations should specify the authority of the executive bodies.
3 Model Charter, Article 29.
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The Executive Board assembles the key resources at the General Director’s
disposal to help achieve the company’s goals. Larger companies may
need an Executive Board to deal with more complex business models and
organizational structures. Smaller companies typically have simpler business
models and fewer resources to establish formal structures.
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Regardless of the fact that the establishment of the Executive Board is not
mandatory for all companies, it is always recommended. However, companies
could consider setting out a mechanism in their charters for the Executive
Board to make decisions on a collective rather than an individual approach,
at least for important company decisions. When such issues are brought
before the Executive Board, it can facilitate discussion and coordination
among key managers and help them to arrive at a decision which is most
beneficial to the company.
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Best Practices:

INFORMATION
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Executive bodies may comprise of:

t" UXP QFSTPO FYFDVUJWF CPEZ  JF  UIF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS BOE UIF
Deputy General Director; or

t" DPMMFDUJWF FYFDVUJWF CPEZ  JF UIF &YFDVUJWF #PBSE  DPOTJTUJOH PG
the General Director, the Deputy General Director, Chief Accountant
and one or more managers.
A listed company must have a management body (hereinafter called
the “Executive Board”) which consists of the General Director, one or several
Deputy General Directors and the Chief Accountant all shall be appointed
by the Board of Directors.3 The appointment of the General Director is
mandatory for all companies.
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Best Practices:
The work of the executive bodies should be guided by a financial and business
plan that is approved annually by the Board of Directors. The financial and
business plan should contain basic guidelines for the daily operations of the
company. Good corporate governance principles further recommend that:
t5IF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS BOE &YFDVUJWF #PBSE TFFL UIF BQQSPWBM PG UIF
Board of Directors for transactions that fall outside the scope of the
financial and business plan (non-standard operations)
t5IFDPNQBOZEFWFMPQJOUFSOBMSFHVMBUJPOTPSPUIFSJOUFSOBMEPDVNFOUT
detailing procedures for the General Director and Executive Board to
obtain such approval from the Board of Directors
t5IF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST IBT UIF SJHIU UP WFUP EFDJTJPOT NBEF CZ UIF
General Director and Executive Board to implement non-standard
operations.

1. The Authority of the Executive Board
Vietnamese law does not set out a legal framework for the Executive Board,
as an executive unit, to make decisions on a consensus basis. Any such
mechanism must be provided for in detail in the charter of the company. The
Law on Enterprises only specifies the General Director’s duties and obligations
towards the day-to-day management of the company, which include:

t&YFDVUJOHEFDJTJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST

t.BOBHJOHUIFDPNQBOZTEBZUPEBZBDUJWJUJFT VOMFTTUIFZBSFVOEFS
the authority of the GMS or the Board of Directors

t.BLJOHEFDJTJPOTPOBMMNBUUFSTJOUIFPSEJOBSZDPVSTFPGCVTJOFTT
which are not subject to the decisions of the Board of Directors

t*NQMFNFOUJOHUIFSFTPMVUJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST

t*NQMFNFOUJOHUIFCVTJOFTTBOEJOWFTUNFOUQMBOTPGUIFDPNQBOZ

t1SPQPTJOHUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMTUSVDUVSFBOEUIFJOUFSOBMNBOBHFNFOU
regulations of the company for decisions of the Board of Directors

t"QQPJOUJOH EJTNJTTJOHPSSFNPWJOHNBOBHFSTPGUIFDPNQBOZ FYDFQU
for those who are within the power of the Board of Directors.
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4 LOE, Article 116, Clause 3.
5 LOE, Article 116, Clause 1.
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It is a comparatively widely accepted in international corporate governance
practice that companies are allowed to employ an external manager, which is
typically either a commercial organization (management organization) or an
individual entrepreneur (manager), to fulfill the role of an executive body (the
external manager). Vietnamese law does not allow a commercial organization to
act as the General Director of a company. The position of a General Director must
be held by an individual, not an organization. On this basis, a company can engage
a commercial organization to provide them an individual to act as its General
Director. However, it seems that this is not common practice in Vietnam. The
most common practice amongst Vietnamese companies is to engage a recruitment
service to seek a suitable person to act as the General Director.
In any event, the Law on Enterprises5 allows a company to engage
a natural person, who is not a member of the Board, to act as the General
Director. This is commonly referred to as “hired General Director” (“giám đốc
thuê” in Vietnamese) as opposed to an “appointed General Director”, who is
chosen amongst the members of the Board of Directors (“giám đốc được bổ
nhiệm” in Vietnamese).
It seems that the only difference between the two is that the “hired
General Director” is not a member of the Board of Directors and may seem
an outsider to the company. However, a “hired General Director” is more
independent and may not have “conflicts of interest” in having the power to
issue decisions as a member of the Board of Directors and then carrying out
such a Board decision.
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2. The Authority and Qualiﬁcations of the External Manager
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t%FUFSNJOJOH UIF TBMBSZ BOE PUIFS BMMPXBODFT GPS FNQMPZFFT PG
the company, including those managers who are appointed by the
General Director
t3FDSVJUJOHFNQMPZFFT
t3FDPNNFOEJOH UIF QMBO PG EJWJEFOE EJTUSJCVUJPO PS EFBMJOH XJUI
losses
t0UIFSSJHIUTBOEPCMJHBUJPOTBTTUJQVMBUFEJOUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT 
the company’s charter and resolutions of the Board of Directors.4
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Best Practices:
Before delegating the authority of the General Director to an external
manager, the Board of Directors should have the clear justification for the use
of an external manager. This particularly includes the:
t3FBTPOTGPSFNQMPZJOHUIFFYUFSOBMNBOBHFS
t3JTLTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIUIBUEFDJTJPO
t$PNQBOZDPTUTBOECFOFöUT
t*OGPSNBUJPO BCPVU PUIFS DPNQBOJFT UIBU IBWF CFFO NBOBHFE CZ UIF
external manager
t3FMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFNCFST FYFDVUJWFCPEJFT
and major shareholders with the external manager, as well as any and
all information that may be required to identify potential conflicts of
interest.
The external manager signs an employment contract with the company,
fulfills the functions of the General Director and is accountable to the Board of
Directors. Terms of the employment contract with the External Manager are
negotiated and agreed by the Board of Directors on behalf of the company .
In relation to the external manager, the Board of Directors and the GMS
should have access to documents that prove that the external manager has
sufficient financial resources or adequate liability insurance in the event of
failure to perform obligations in accordance with the contractual agreement
with the company. The company and the external manager should also have
clear understanding of who is responsible for the external manager’s liability
and whether the external manager or the Board of Directors should obtain
director liability insurance for the external manager The Board of Directors
and the GMS should have access to the employment contract concluded with
the external manager including the:
- Goals that the external manager is asked to achieve
- Remuneration of the external manager
- Standards of liability applicable to the external manager
- Procedures for the removal of the external manager (contract termination
clause)
- List of reports, which the external manager must submit to the Board
of Directors, including the periodicity of these reports.
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The terms of the employment contract of the external manager should ensure
that the Board of Directors might terminate the authority of the external
manager at any time. If employment relations between the company and
external manager also needs to be terminated when the external manager
ceases to act as the General Director, (additional) compensation may be
payable to the external manager for premature termination of his/her
employment agreement.
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Furthermore, the external manager should not work for a competing
company in any capacity or have any significant connections with such
company.
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B. The Composition of the Executive Bodies
1. Who Can Be a General Director or an Executive Board Member?
Any individual can be the General Director or an Executive Board member.
Restrictions, however, do exist:

t The General Director must have sufficient capacity for civil acts and
must not be prohibited from management of enterprises6

tćF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS NVTU CF FJUIFS J  BO JOEJWJEVBM TIBSFIPMEFS
that owns 10% or more of total ordinary shares, or (ii) a person that
has expertise and experience in business management or in any main
business lines of the company, although the General Director is not
required to be a shareholder of the company7

tćF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSDBOOPUBDUBTUIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSPGBOPUIFS
company8

t"MFHBMFOUJUZDBOOPUCFBO&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFNCFS

t"O&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFNCFSDBOOPUBDUBTBNFNCFSPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ
Board9

tćF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSDBOOPUTFSWFDPODVSSFOUMZBTUIF$IBJSNBO
of the company, unless this is expressly approved by the GMS
annually.10
Î For more information on concepts of (i) persons who are prohibited from
management of enterprises and (ii) related persons, see Chapter 4, Section C.2.

6 LOE, Article 57.
7 LOE, Article 57.
8 LOE, Article 116, Clause 2.
9 LOE, Article 122, Clause 2.
10 LOE, Article 111, Clause 1 and Model Charter, Article 26.
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The charter or the internal regulations should specify the qualifications of
members of the executive bodies as well as heads of major divisions. Members
of the executive bodies, including the external manager, should generally
satisfy the following requirements:
t5P FOKPZ UIF USVTU PG TIBSFIPMEFST  EJSFDUPST  PUIFS NBOBHFST BOE
employees of the company
t5PPXOUIFBCJMJUZUPSFMBUFUPUIFJOUFSFTUTPGBMMTUBLFIPMEFSTBOEUPNBLF
well-reasoned decisions
t5P QPTTFTT UIF QSPGFTTJPOBM FYQFSUJTF  FEVDBUJPO BOE BQQSPQSJBUF
organizational skills
t5P QPTTFTT JOUFSOBUJPOBM  CVTJOFTT FYQFSJFODF  LOPXMFEHF PG OBUJPOBM
economic, political, legal and social issues, as well as trends and
knowledge of the market, products and competitors (national as well as
international)
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The executive bodies can only be effective when they have adequate financial
and human resources, as well as members with the necessary experience,
knowledge, skills and time to exercise their duties.
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2. Qualiﬁcations of the General Director and Executive Board
Members

INFORMATION
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Best practices dictate that individuals should not be appointed to executive
bodies when they are:
t%JSFDUPSTPGBDPNQFUJOHDPNQBOZ
t.BOBHFSTPGBDPNQFUJOHDPNQBOZPS
t&NQMPZFFTPGBDPNQFUJOHDPNQBOZ
The General Director should not be engaged in any business activities other
than those related to the management of the company and the governance
of its subsidiaries.
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t5PIBWFUIFBCJMJUZUPUSBOTMBUFLOPXMFEHFBOEFYQFSJFODFJOUPQSBDUJDBM
solutions that can be applied to the company.
Moreover, a background check on candidates should be conducted for a
possible record of criminal or administrative offenses. Evidence of such
offenses would likely result in the rejection of a candidate.

3. The Composition of the Executive Board
The number of Executive Board members should be set forth in the company’s
charter, the internal regulations or a specific resolution from the Board of
Directors.

Company Practices in Vietnam:
The size of the Executive Board will need to be adapted to the specific
circumstances of the company and, consequently, will vary in composition.
It will dominantly depend on the activities of the company, size (number of
employees), level of development and other characteristics of the company.
All this is important for determining the optimal number of executive
directors, their qualifications and professional skills. The Executive Board
might include the following persons:
t5IF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS
t5IF%FQVUZ(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS T 
t5IF$IJFG0QFSBUJOH0óDFS
t5IF$IJFG'JOBODJBM0óDFS PSUIF$IJFG"DDPVOUBOU
t$IJFG-FHBM$PVOTFM PSUIF(FOFSBM-FHBM$PVOTFM
t.BSLFUJOHBOE4BMFT%JSFDUPS
t)FBEPG1VSDIBTJOH
t)FBEPG3FTFBSDIBOE%FWFMPQNFOU
t)FBEPG*OGPSNBUJPO5FDIOPMPHZ
t)FBEPG1VCMJD*OWFTUPS3FMBUJPOT
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Except as otherwise noted in this chapter, members of the Executive
Board can at the same time be members of the Board of Directors or any other
persons allowed by the Law on Enterprises to act as members of the Board. The
Model Charter and the CG Regulations limit the number of Executive Board
members that can be Board of Directors members in listed companies, in a
way that the Executive Board members can occupy less than two-thirds of the
total number of Board of Directors seats.11
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11 Model Charter, Article 24, Clause 1 and CG Regulations, Article 11, Clause 1.
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C. The Formation and Termination of the
Executive Bodies
1. The Election and Term of the Executive Board Members
The Board of Directors has the authority and obligation to appoint the General
Director.12 The charter of the company can also specify other members of the
Executive Board which should be appointed by the Board of Directors.

Best Practices:
High-level personnel decisions, in general, and the selection of Executive
Board members, more specifically, are best accomplished by the General
Director, in tandem with the Board of Directors. Personnel decisions should
not be political decisions. The assessment of the skills and qualifications of
potential Executive Board members is best done by someone who works day
in, day out with potential candidates. Shareholders or Board of Directors that
insist on close control over this process may be better served by developing
policies that specify outcomes rather than getting involved in the details of
selection. Drafting precise and effective terms of reference for key executive
positions is but one example. At the very least, proposals for membership on
the Executive Board should be closely coordinated with the General Director,
by having him/her nominate and the Board of Directors approve candidates.
Almost every corporate governance system has the Board of Directors elect the
General Director and other Executive Board members. In Vietnam, although
the Law on Enterprises only expressly requires that the Board of Directors
elect the General Director and is silent on other Executive Board members,
it is common for joint stock companies to require that the Board of Directors
approve certain executive positions, such as Deputy General Director, Chief
Operating Officer, or Chief Accountant. The Board of Directors is in a better
position compared to shareholders to set the key criteria for what kind of
General Director the company needs, organize proper succession planning
and search for such a person. For this purpose, the Board of Directors may

12 LOE, Article 116, Clause 1.
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Shareholders should have the opportunity to receive sufficient information (in
writing and/or electronic form) about candidates for the position of General
Director and Executive Board before the GMS. Up-to-date information should
also be made available to all shareholders during the GMS. The information
about candidates for the executive bodies should include the:
t*EFOUJUZPGUIFDBOEJEBUF
t"HFBOEFEVDBUJPOBMCBDLHSPVOEPGUIFDBOEJEBUF
t1PTJUJPO T IFMECZUIFDBOEJEBUFEVSJOHUIFMBTUöWFZFBST
t1PTJUJPO T IFMECZUIFDBOEJEBUFBUUIFNPNFOUPGIJTIFSOPNJOBUJPO
t3FMBUJPOTIJQ T UIBUUIFDBOEJEBUFIBTXJUIUIFDPNQBOZ
t.FNCFSTIJQ T PGUIFDBOEJEBUFJOUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTPGPUIFSMFHBM
entities, or any other positions held in such entities
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t1FSJPEJDBMMZ BU MFBTU UXJDF B ZFBS  BTTFTT UIF TJ[F BOE DPNQPTJUJPO
of the Executive Board, conditions for the appointment and make
recommendations with regard to any changes, which will be presented
to the shareholders at the next GMS.
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t%SBGU PS FWBMVBUF UIF ESBGU PG BQQPJOUNFOU QSPDFEVSFT GPS &YFDVUJWF
Board members
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members originating from shareholders or the Board of Directors
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A public company may consider delegating the Human Resource Committee
(if any) with the following duties in connection with the appointment of
Executive Board members:
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set up an independent Human Resource Committee, which will be in charge
of making a recommendation as to potential candidates for the position of
General Director. Shareholder interests are not adversely affected, as Board of
Directors members are bound by their duties of loyalty and care to act in the
best interests of the company and its shareholders. It is especially advisable to
delegate this power to the Board of Directors in countries in transition such
as Vietnam, where Board of Directors are nascent in their development visà-vis controlling shareholders, and need to be strengthened. Finally, because
management oversight is one of the Board of Directors’ main authorities, the
Board’s authority to dismiss the General Director and other members of the
Executive Board should coincide with its authority to elect these important
individuals.
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t*OGPSNBUJPO PO UIF OPNJOBUJPO T  PG UIF DBOEJEBUF GPS B QPTJUJPO JO
executive bodies and other positions of other legal persons
t3FMBUJPOTIJQ T PGUIFDBOEJEBUFXJUIBóMJBUFEQFSTPOT
t3FMBUJPOTIJQ T UIBUUIFDBOEJEBUFIBTXJUINBKPSCVTJOFTTQBSUOFSTPG
the company
t*OGPSNBUJPOSFMBUFEUPUIFöOBODJBMTUBUVTPGUIFDBOEJEBUFBOEPUIFS
circumstances that may affect the duties of the candidate as a member
of executive bodies
t3FGVTBMPGUIFDBOEJEBUF JGBOZ UPQSPWJEFJOGPSNBUJPOUPUIFDPNQBOZ
It is recommended that candidates present a written statement to the Board
of Directors that indicates their willingness to accept the position of General
Director or Executive Board member, should they be elected for that position.
In the absence of such a statement, candidates should verbally confirm that
they are willing to accept the position.

The Law on Enterprises sets the maximum term of the General Director
at five years and allows the re-election of the General Director for an unlimited
number of terms.13 On the other hand, legislation does not specify the minimum
and maximum periods for which other members of the executive bodies are
elected. The charter, internal regulations, or the employment agreement can
specify the period for which Executive Board members other than the General
Director are elected.

Best Practices:
It is recommended that the executive bodies be elected for a period that will
enable them to become acquainted with the company’s business and not to
be constrained by short-term goals.

13 LOE, Article 116, Clause 2.
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3. The Termination of the Authority of the Executive Bodies
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14 This authorization could be voluntary or compulsory. If the General Director is the legal representative
of the company, Article 95 of the LOE requires that when the General Director is absent for more than
30 days, the General Director has to authorize someone in writing to act on his/her behalf to resolve dayto-day issues of the company. In other cases, authorization of the General Director can be optional.
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The authority of the executive bodies can be set out in the charter of the
company, or be established by the Board of Directors. If it is the former, the
authority of the executive bodies can only be terminated by amendments of the
company charter, unless the charter allows the Board of Directors the power to
decide to terminate such authority. If it is the latter, the Board of Directors can
terminate the authority of executive bodies it has established.
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An example of a limitation of an interim General Director’s authority could
be a prohibition to conclude significant transactions without prior Board of
Directors’ approval, or to conclude transactions in excess of a certain monetary
threshold. It is also good practice to limit the power of the interim General
Director to make decisions regarding the hiring and firing of personnel.
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An interim General Director can be an authorised Deputy General Director
acting on the basis of a power of attorney from the General Director while the
General Director is absent from the company.14 An interim General Director
can also be an “acting” General Director, chosen to act as the General Director
while the General Director position is vacant. In either case, interim General
Director has the same authority as the General Director unless the charter, the
internal regulations, or the particular power of attorney or a resolution by the
Board of Directors specifies otherwise.
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2. The Authority of the Interim General Director
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D. The Working Procedures of the Executive Bodies
1. The Chairman of the Executive Board
The Law on Enterprises does not provide for the structure and working
procedures of the Executive Board. How the Executive Board should be
structured and how it should work together depend entirely on the company’s
discretion. Such issues should be decided by the GMS and/or set out in the
charter of the company. Practice suggests that it makes sense for the General
Director, who is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the company, to
act as the Chairman of the Executive Board. For Executive Board meetings,
the General Director (or Chairman of the Executive Board) should have the
authority to:

t$POWFOF PSHBOJ[FBOEQSFTJEFPWFS&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFFUJOHT

t4JHOBMMEPDVNFOUT EFDJTJPOTBOENJOVUFTPGUIF&YFDVUJWF#PBSE

t1FSGPSN BOZ PUIFS EVUJFT BT TQFDJĕFE JO UIF DIBSUFS  JOUFSOBM
regulations or a resolution of the Board of Directors.

Best Practices:
In addition, the Chairman of the Executive Board can:
t'BDJMJUBUF EJTDVTTJPOT BOE EFDJTJPONBLJOH BOE DSFBUF B DPOTUSVDUJWF
atmosphere
t5BLF TUFQT UP FOTVSF UIBU BMM NFNCFST BSF TVóDJFOUMZ QSFQBSFE UP
contribute to the work of the Executive Board.

2. Executive Board Meetings
The charter, internal regulations or a specific resolution by the Board of
Directors should establish:

tćFGSFRVFODZPG&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFFUJOHT

tćF QSPDFEVSFT GPS PSHBOJ[JOH BOE DPOEVDUJOH &YFDVUJWF #PBSE
meetings

tćF QSPDFEVSFT GPS NBLJOH EFDJTJPOT EVSJOH &YFDVUJWF #PBSE
meetings.
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4. Meeting Notiﬁcation
Since the Executive Board is a management tool, it will likely need to respond
to the changing demands of the company and its external environment, and
be prepared to act quickly. While rapid response is necessary, it may make
careful and extensive preparation for meetings difficult and, in some cases,
impossible. Obviously, Executive Board members should be as well-prepared
as practical. They should be notified in advance to give them time to prepare
and effectively participate in meetings.
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The charter, internal regulations or a specific resolution by the Board
of Directors must specify the procedures for convening and conducting
Executive Board meetings.
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The Executive Board is a hands-on, problem-solving mechanism. Other
Executive Board members should also have a voice in calling Executive Board
meetings and setting the meeting agenda.
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The charter, internal regulations or a specific resolution by the Board of
Directors should establish who has the power to convene a meeting of the
Executive Board. It is recommended that the General Director (or Chairman
of the Executive Board) have this power.
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3. The Right to Call an Executive Board Meeting
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The precise frequency of meetings should, however, ultimately depend on the
unique circumstances of each company.
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Best Practices:
Executives should not vote on agenda items unless they are well informed.
Whenever possible, materials should be sent to Executive Board members
in advance, together with the notice and the meeting agenda, to give them
sufficient time to explore all the questions that will be raised at the meeting
and to decide how they will vote. This may, however, not always be the case
and, under some circumstances, sound decision-making may not be possible.
Decision-making may be postponed when members:
t$BOOPUCFOPUJöFEJOBUJNFMZNBOOFS
t)BWFOPUSFDFJWFEUIFSFRVJSFEJOGPSNBUJPOPOUJNF
t)BWF OPU CFFO QSPWJEFE XJUI TVóDJFOU UJNF UP QSFQBSF GPS UIF
meeting.

The internal regulations or other internal documents should determine
the form in which notice and materials are to be delivered to Executive Board
members in the most convenient and appropriate way.

5. The Quorum of Executive Board Meetings
The quorum of Executive Board meetings refers to the number of members
that must participate in the meeting before it can make a valid decision. The
charter, internal regulations or a specific resolution by the Board of Directors
should specify the required quorum for Executive Board meetings. The
quorum should not be less than one half of the total number of Executive
Board members. An Executive Board meeting that lacks a quorum cannot
make valid decisions.

6. Voting During Executive Board Meetings
A simple majority of Executive Board members who participate in the meeting
should be sufficient to approve Executive Board decisions, unless the charter,
internal regulations or a specific resolution by the Board of Directors require
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t5IFBHFOEBPGUIFNFFUJOH
t5IFJTTVFTPOUIFBHFOEB BTXFMMBTUIFWPUJOHSFTVMUTPOBOJOEJWJEVBM
basis
t5IFEFDJTJPOTNBEFCZUIF&YFDVUJWF#PBSE
t5IFSBUJPOBMFGPSUIFEFDJTJPOT

The General Director (or the Chairman of the Executive Board, if they
are two different persons) should sign the minutes.
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The minutes of Executive Board meetings should include the following
information:
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The Executive Board should keep minutes of each of its meetings. The
Corporate Secretary should be responsible for recording minutes of all
Executive Board meetings. Although there is no legal requirement that
minutes be kept in the company archives, as a matter of good corporate
practice, all minutes of Executive Board meetings should be kept in the
company archives or minutes book.
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7. The Minutes of Executive Board Meetings
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a supermajority vote. Each Executive Board member should have one vote.
The charter, internal regulations or a resolution by the Board of Directors can
specify that the Chairman of the Executive Board can cast a deciding vote in
the case of a tie.
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Best Practices:
Although it is not legally compulsory, in order to practice good corporate
governance and improve transparency, the minutes of the Executive Board
meeting should be made available upon the request of:
t#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSPS"VEJU$PNNJUUFFNFNCFST
t5IF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS
t5IF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSEBOEJUTNFNCFST
t"TIBSFIPMEFS PSBHSPVQPGTIBSFIPMEFST QPTTFTTJOHWPUJOHTIBSFT
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ÎFor an example of a self-evaluation framework, see Chapter 4, Section G.
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The charter or internal regulations of the company can stipulate that the
performance of the executive bodies be evaluated by the Board of Directors
at least annually, if not more frequently. The Board of Directors may also find
it useful to receive evaluations on the performance of the executive bodies
that are carried out by the General Director and Executive Board members
themselves, through self-evaluation within the framework of the company’s
human resources performance evaluation and planning process.
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Periodic performance evaluations of the executive bodies are an important
oversight tool. They can help create a system of constant performance
management. The results of periodic evaluations can be a solid ground for
defining measures for the work improvement of this corporate body.
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F. Performance Evaluations
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The members of the executive bodies have the same duties of care and loyalty
as Board of Directors members, and are subject to the same liability standards
as Board of Directors members, unless either the charter, internal regulations,
other general internal documents, or employment contract provide for stricter
standards.
ÎFor more information about the duties and liabilities of directors, see Chapter 4,
Section F.
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G. The Remuneration and Reimbursement of the
Executive Bodies
The Law on Enterprises explicitly specifies that the Board of Directors has the
power and authority to determine the remuneration of the General Director
and other important executive bodies whose appointment or dismissal fall
within the powers of the Board of Directors.15 The Model Charter requires
the Board of Directors of listed companies to (i) set the remuneration for the
General Director and (ii) set the remuneration for other executive bodies after
taking into account the recommendation of the General Director.16

Best Practices:
Executive remuneration is an important aspect in attracting managerial
talent. Excessive executive remuneration packages, on the other hand, are
often perceived as an unjustified privilege of power. Consequently, it is of the
utmost importance that executive compensation be competitive, yet stay
within reasonable limits, ideally in relation to a peer group of companies.
The remuneration of executives should not be left to the sole discretion of
the executive bodies themselves. This should fall under the Board of Directors’
authority. Companies should state in their charters that the approval of
executive remuneration is a prerogative of the Board of Directors. It is
important that the Board of Directors take into consideration performancerelated factors that are based on the company’s key performance indicators
when determining the remuneration of executives. Some of the issues that
have a bearing on remuneration are:
t4DPQFPGSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
t3FRVJSFEUZQFBOEMFWFMPGRVBMJöDBUJPOT
t&YQFSJFODFPGUIFDBOEJEBUFT
t1FSTPOBMBOECVTJOFTTRVBMJUJFTPGUIFDBOEJEBUFT

15 LOE, Article 108, Clause 2(h).
16 Model Charter, Article 30, Clause 2.
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As a matter of good corporate governance, the remuneration policy for
executive directors generally and the remuneration of the individual executive
directors should be disclosed in detail in the annual financial statements of
the company. It should be an explicit item on the agenda of the AGM to give
shareholders the opportunity to debate these matters.
The Remuneration Committee (if it is established) should draft
a proposal to the Board of Directors for the remuneration policy or give
an opinion on the remuneration policy proposal made by the Board of
Directors.
The remuneration of managers can consist of a fixed and a variable
component.
The fixed component typically consists of a base salary. The most
important factor in determining an executive’s base salary is compensation
practice among a peer group of similar companies.
The most important factor in determining an executive’s variable
remuneration is his/her contribution towards the short and long-term
financial performance of the company. The variable component often consists
of an annual bonus and is based on key performance indicators. Variable
compensation has come to represent a large part of an executive’s remuneration
package in many countries, to better motivate performance.
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Comparative corporate governance practice usually divides an executive
director’s remuneration into two parts, base salary and variable part
(performance-related remuneration). An executive’s base salary is usually
a function of his/her background and experience, whereas variable
compensation is generally based upon the executive’s performance.
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Best Practices:
The variable component of the remuneration should align the interests of
the executive directors with the long-term interests of the company and its
shareholders. There are many ways to link executive pay to individual and
company performance. Some common financial indicators utilized in variable
compensation plans are:
t&BSOJOHTCFGPSFJOUFSFTU UBYFT EFQSFDJBUJPOBOEBNPSUJ[BUJPO &#*5%"
t0QFSBUJOHQSPöU
t3FUVSOPO"TTFUT 30"
t3FUVSOPO*OWFTUNFOU 30* PS&RVJUZ 30&
t3FUVSOPO$BQJUBM&NQMPZFE 30$&
t&DPOPNJD7BMVF"EEFE &7" BOE
t"DIJFWFNFOUPGTQFDJöDJOEJWJEVBMPCKFDUJWFT
There are many other financial indicators. Non-financial indicators are equally
important and valuable in managing executive performance, and can be
organized around:
tCustomers: For example, customer satisfaction levels, retention rates,
customer loyalty and acquisitions
t Operational Processes and Efficiency: For example, quality, cycle time
and cost measures, and after sales service
tInternal Growth/Knowledge Management: For example, training
programs, employee satisfaction rates, absenteeism and turnover.
The Board of Directors will want to carefully develop key performance
indicators and link executive remuneration to these indicators.

Although the form of joint stock company model only emerged in
Vietnam more than 10 years ago, the practice of offering executives long-term
incentives such as stock options quickly caught on in Vietnam. Currently, it
is very common in Vietnam to offer a competitive compensation package, of
which stock options or performance-related bonuses comprise a major part, to
executives of public companies.
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Under Vietnamese laws, a company must enter into employment contracts
with the General Director and the Executive Board members.18
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While remuneration plans may serve to attract top executive talent and
motivate better performance, the field of executive remuneration is both
complex and a lightning rod for shareholder and public criticism. Companies
that introduce such plans, in particular stock-option plans, should do so with a
good deal of circumspection and a maximum level of transparency.
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While remuneration is generally considered a responsibility of the Board
of Directors, stock-and option-based compensation is increasingly an
issue for which shareholder approval is required. The reason is that equity
compensation contains considerable hidden costs for shareholders. These
costs are hidden since accounting practices do not generally reveal the
true price-tag of option-based compensation plans. For this reason, more
and more companies are attempting to disclose the true cost of option
compensation. In addition, some exchanges such as the New York Stock
Exchange and the NASDAQ now require shareholder approval of all equitybased compensation plans.17
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17 New York Stock Exchange Corporate Accountability and Listing Standards Committee, June 6, 2002.
18 Labor Code, Article 27 and Model Charter, Article 30, Clause 2.
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In addition to the general data of contracting parties (the name of the General
Director, or Executive Board member and the name of the company), these
employment contracts must include:
t5IFTUBSUJOHEBUFPGUIFDPOUSBDU
t5IF SJHIUT BOE EVUJFT PG UIF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS  PS &YFDVUJWF #PBSE
member
t5IFSJHIUTBOEEVUJFTPGUIFDPNQBOZ
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t3FNVOFSBUJPO
t5IFUFSNPGUIFDPOUSBDU
The company may consider including the following additional terms and
conditions in the employment contracts with the General Director and
Executive Board members:
t4BODUJPOTUPCFBQQMJFEGPSGBJMJOHUPDBSSZPVUPOFTSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT
t#FOFöUTBOEPUIFSQSJWJMFHFT FH EJTDPVOUTPOQVSDIBTFTPGDPNQBOZ
shares, health insurance, reimbursement for housing costs)
t*OEFNOJöDBUJPO
t$POöEFOUJBMJUZ DMBVTFT EVSJOH UIF UFSN PG UIF DPOUSBDU BOE BGUFS UIF
executive leaves the company regardless of the reason for leaving
t/PODPNQFUJUJPO DMBVTFT EVSJOH UIF TFSWJDF QFSJPE BOE BGUFS UIF
executive leaves the company for whatever reason
t" DPNNJUNFOU UP QSPUFDU UIF JOUFSFTUT PG UIF DPNQBOZ BOE JUT
shareholders
t(SPVOEGPSFBSMZUFSNJOBUJPO

If a Remuneration Committee is established, the company (via the
company’s charter a resolution by the Board of Directors) should require the
Remuneration Committee to draft a proposal for the remuneration of each
individual member of the Executive Board, or give an opinion about the Board
of Directors’ proposal.

Best Practices:
The Board of Directors should negotiate the employment contracts with
the General Director and Executive Board members. Good corporate
governance practice would suggest that executives should never determine
their own remuneration. The Board of Directors and, ideally, an independent
Remuneration Committee should do so. To avoid potential conflicts of interest,
executive directors who are also Board of Directors members should not vote
on their own employment contracts. In summary, it is recommended that
Board meetings deal with these issues:
t&YFDVUJWFEJSFDUPSTCFDPVOUFEGPSUIFRVPSVNPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
t5IF WPUFT PG FYFDVUJWF EJSFDUPST OPU CF DPVOUFE XIFO BQQSPWJOH UIF
terms and conditions of their own employment contracts
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It is recommended that the employment contracts of the General Director and
Executive Board members include a provision for severance payments when
their employment contracts are terminated prematurely without justifiable
reasons.
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In many other countries, executives may, under certain circumstances, be
dismissed without cause and yet receive severance payments. This may occur
when a company has been acquired and the acquirer wishes to install new
management. These severance plans are sometimes referred to as golden
parachutes. Golden parachutes can be defined as a clause in an executive’s
employment contract specifying that he/she will receive large benefits in
the event that the company is acquired and the executive’s employment is
terminated. These benefits can take the form of severance pay, a bonus, stock
options or a combination thereof. Like other forms of compensation, golden
parachutes are often the object of criticism.
In Vietnam, “golden parachutes” are not common, and executives will
not receive severance payments unless (i) the law allows them to receive such
payment, or (ii) they have specifically negotiated a severance payment clause
in their employment contract, which to date does not seem to be common
practice in the country.
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Board Members
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The Chairman’s Checklist

The Chairman’s Checklist
Does the company have a Corporate Secretary? Does the
company need a Corporate Secretary? What contributions can a
Corporate Secretary make to the company’s governing bodies?
Is the position of Corporate Secretary filled on a full-time basis,
or does the Corporate Secretary combine his/her functions with
other duties?
Does the Corporate Secretary have an adequate mix of
professional and personal skills and competencies?
How does the company regulate the activities of the Corporate
Secretary? Has the company mentioned the position of
Corporate Secretary in its charter or internal regulations, or
even adopted internal regulations for the Corporate Secretary?
Has the company determined the obligation of the Board of
Directors and executive bodies to ensure that the Corporate
Secretary has access to all information necessary to perform
his/her duties? Are directors and managers obliged to provide
the Corporate Secretary with all information requested or
needed by the Secretary to properly fulfil his/her duties? Does
the Corporate Secretary serve as an effective link between the
Board of Directors and executive bodies of the company?
What is the Corporate Secretary’s role in ensuring timely and
material disclosure to investors and the public? Does the
Corporate Secretary work together with the company’s legal
and investor relations departments?
What role does the Corporate Secretary play in planning and
organizing the GMS?
How does the Corporate Secretary assist the Board of Directors
in preparing for and conducting Board meetings? Does the
Corporate Secretary play a meaningful role in Board of Directors’
training and evaluation?
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From an international perspective, the work of the Corporate Secretary is
essential to the governance and administration of a company. The Corporate
Secretary helps the governing bodies perform their duties and execute their
responsibilities. This chapter focuses on the functions, qualifications and
authorities of the Corporate Secretary, and the role that the Corporate Secretary
plays in implementing good corporate governance practices.
In Vietnam’s regulatory framework, the Corporate Secretary is a
relatively new concept introduced and recognized by the CG Regulations
as obligatory for all listed companies. Considering the CG Regulations have
been enforce only since April 2007, it is still too early to talk about effects and
experience of domestic companies with the work of this corporate body. At
the same time, the experiences of other countries, especially those that have
gone through a transition period, can be very helpful in analyzing the role
of the Corporate Secretary in the context of developing an efficient system of
corporate governance. Therefore, this chapter will mostly include international
best practices and corporate practice experiences in other more developed
countries with the Corporate Secretary.
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A. The Role of the Corporate Secretary
1. The Need for and Importance of the Corporate Secretary
Many Vietnamese companies have a Board of Directors’ secretary1 or office.2
In contrast to the Board of Directors’ secretary, the Corporate Secretary is a
position relatively new to most Vietnamese companies.3
The CG Regulations and Model Charter, applicable to listed
companies, each have one article on the Corporate Secretary’s authority and
responsibilities.4
The Corporate Secretary ensures that the governing bodies follow
existing internal corporate rules and policies, changes them or institutes new
ones, when appropriate. The Corporate Secretary can also assist in establishing
and maintaining clear communication between the various governing
bodies of the company in compliance with the company’s charter, corporate
governance code and other internal regulations. In addition, the Corporate
Secretary helps to ensure that the governing bodies adhere to all relevant
regulatory requirements, both domestic and possibly foreign. Accordingly, the
Corporate Secretary often acts as an advisor to directors and senior executives
on regulatory requirements, listing rules and legislation related to corporate
governance. The Corporate Secretary may also identify gaps in corporate
governance matters and propose ways to address such weaknesses.
Figures 1 and 2 below demonstrate the increasingly prevalent view
that the Corporate Secretary can play an important role in companies and also
indicate the types of companies that might benefit the most from the creation
of such a position.
1 “Thư Ký Hội Đồng Quản Trị” in Vietnamese.
2 “Văn Phòng Hội Đồng Quản Trị” in Vietnamese. The main functions of the Board of Directors’ secretary or
office are to assist the Board of Directors in administrative formalities such as organizing the meetings of
the Board of Directors or GMS, drafting meeting minutes or conducting other administrative procedures
in relation to the functions of the Board of Directors (e.g. certifying the transfer of shares of shareholders
and issuing new share certificates).
3 Although the Board of Directors’ secretary or office may perform certain roles of a Corporate Secretary,
some important functions of the Corporate Secretary such as developing corporate governance policies
and practices of the company, providing legal and organizational support to the Board of Directors or
assisting in resolving corporate conflicts have not been covered. A background in law as required for a
Corporate Secretary has not been made a required qualification for a Board of Directors’ secretary in
most Vietnamese companies.
4 CG Regulations, Article 16 and Model Charter, Article 32.
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Figure 1: Does the Corporate Secretary’s Work Improve Corporate Governance?
Yes

61%

Most companies consider the position of Corporate Secretary of great
importance for joint stock companies, especially for companies with more than
1,000 shareholders.

Figure 2: Types of Companies that Require a Corporate Secretary
All Joint Stock Companies
Companies With More Than 1,000
Shareholders
All Types of Companies

44.9%
36.7%
18.4%

Holding Companies

14.6%

Only Listed Companies
Other

8.2%
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An increasing number of companies are introducing the position of Corporate
Secretary. A number (47%) of surveyed companies in Russia state that they have
a Corporate Secretary whose main function is to provide legal support to the
Board of Directors. An increasing number of companies also understand that
Corporate Secretaries contribute to improved corporate governance.
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In Vietnam, the appointment of the Corporate Secretary is not
mandatory for all companies. Only listed companies must have a Corporate
Secretary.5 Public companies and private joint stock companies can have a
Corporate Secretary, if they consider the establishment of this corporate body
to be in their best interest. Best international practices indicate that the bigger
companies, both public or private, appoint the Corporate Secretary as a part of
good corporate practice.

2. The Qualiﬁcations of a Corporate Secretary
A full-time staff member, exclusively dedicated to this task, can best fulfil the
functions of the Corporate Secretary.
When selecting a Corporate Secretary, the Board of Directors should
look for an individual with the highest qualifications and skills. According to
the CG Regulations applicable to listed companies, one of the conditions of
the Corporate Secretary is to have a good knowledge of the law.6 The Board
of Directors will need to assess the candidate’s education, work experience,
professional qualities and skills. The charter should outline the general
requirements for candidates, while other general documents adopted by the
Board of Directors should contain more detailed and specific criteria for
evaluating such candidates (for example, the corporate governance code or
the internal regulations for the Corporate Secretary). A detailed Corporate
Secretary job description, including rights and duties that are not determined
by the law, is the responsibility of the Board of Directors and needs to be
developed in conjunction with the contract signed between the Corporate
Secretary and the Board of Directors. At the same time it is important to note
that the term of office of the Corporate Secretary has to be stipulated by the
company charter.
The core qualifications for Corporate Secretaries are illustrated in
Figure 3.

5 CG Regulations, Article 16.
6 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 1.
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The Corporate Secretary needs to be a person with an impeccable
reputation. A company should avoid appointing individuals with a criminal
record or significant administrative offences.
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Comparative Practices:
Many companies that have Corporate Secretaries appear to understand the
required qualifications and mix-of-skills, as illustrated in Figure 4.7

Knowledge of Corporate Law
Higher Education
Knowledge of the Company’s
Business
Personality Characteristics
(communicative, Responsible)
Organization Skills
Special Professional Training
Analytical Skills
Loyalty to the Company
Other
To a high degree

To some degree

To a minimum degree

More than 93% of surveyed companies felt that the Corporate Secretary would
benefit from specialized training to more effectively meet the requirements of
the position. More than 79% of companies were confident that it was necessary
to develop a professional set of standards for Corporate Secretaries to ensure
the highest degree of professionalism.

3. The Independence of the Corporate Secretary
To act in the interests of the company and its shareholders at all times, the
Corporate Secretary must be shielded from undue influence from management
and other parties. The Corporate Secretary should, thus, be accountable to and
controlled by the Board of Directors. He/she may not concurrently work for

7 IFC-RID Survey on the Work of Corporate Secretaries in Russian Companies, April 2003.
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5.6 %
Source: IFC-RID Survey on the Work of Corporate Secretaries, April 2003

The Corporate Secretary should devote sufficient time to his/her
responsibilities and duties. Therefore, companies with a large number of
shareholders, a large Board of Directors and/or numerous Board of Directors
committees should prohibit the Corporate Secretary from concurrently
holding other positions within the company or other legal entities. In smaller
companies, the Legal Counsel or person holding a similar position, may carry
out the duties of the Corporate Secretary, if there are no adverse effects on
efficiency and quality of performing Corporate Secretary duties.

4. The Appointment of the Corporate Secretary
The procedure for selecting the Corporate Secretary can be set forth in the
charter. The company’s internal regulations are better suited to regulate this
8 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 1.
9 IFC-Russian Institute of Directors Survey on the Work of Corporate Secretaries in Russian Companies,
April 2003.
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Figure 5 shows that, in practice, most Corporate Secretaries surveyed
have been subject to some degree of influence by executives that could
compromise their independence. Approximately 43% reported directly to
either the General Director or the Executive Board.9
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the auditing company which currently audits the company8 and should not be
an affiliated person of the company or its officers, e.g. a family member of the
General Director or a business partner of the company.
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issue in detail. The Corporate Secretary is designated by appointment. The
CG Regulations delegate the authority to appoint a Corporate Secretary to
the Board of Directors.10 The Board of Directors should define the terms and
conditions of the employment contract and specifically address the issues of
remuneration and termination.
a) Information about Candidates for the Corporate Secretary
Before deciding who will be the Corporate Secretary, the Board of
Directors should possess all necessary information about potential candidates,
in order to adequately assess their qualifications, experience, personal
capabilities and qualities for that job. Therefore, a nominee for the position
of Corporate Secretary should provide the Board of Directors with sufficient
information to evaluate his/her candidacy. Candidates should, at a minimum,
be required to provide information on:

t&EVDBUJPOBMCBDLHSPVOE

t&NQMPZNFOUJOPUIFSDPNQBOJFT

t"OZSFMBUJPOTIJQUIFZNBZIBWFXJUIBďMJBUFEQFSTPOTBOEPSNBKPS
business partners of the company

tćFOVNCFSBOEUZQFPGDPNQBOZTIBSFTUIFZPXO JGBOZ

t%FDMBSBUJPO PG OPODPOWJDUJPO GPS DSJNJOBM PS TJHOJĕDBOU
administrative offences

t"OZ PUIFS BTQFDUT BOE DJSDVNTUBODFT UIBU NBZ JOĘVFODF UIFJS
performance as Corporate Secretary, in accordance with general
company documents and Board of Directors’ requests.
This information may be supplemented by personal references and
interviews with directors and, in particular, with the Chairman, since a good
personal rapport between the Chairman and other directors and the Corporate
Secretary will be important in maintaining effective working relationships. The
Corporate Secretary should notify the Board of Directors immediately of any
changes in circumstances that may influence his/her ability to effectively serve
as the company’s Corporate Secretary.
b) The Contract with the Corporate Secretary
Remuneration and other rights and duties of the Corporate Secretary
are precisely defined by the contract concluded between the Board of Directors
10 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 1.
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%

1 Employee
2 Employees

25

58

23

23

21

3 Employees
4 Employees
5-10 Employees

23

16

26

11

3

Over 10 Employees

2

16

Over 1,000

%

%

Number of Staﬀ in the Corporate Secretary’s Oﬃce
50
10
20
5

5

%

3

%

43

%

27

18

8

24

22

32

19

13

19

14

14

10

11

27

49

1

4

5

Source: Company Secretaries Responsibility and Salary Survey 2000/2001, Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators
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Many foreign companies, particularly publicly listed companies, have an
Office of the Corporate Secretary with several staff members. Figure 6 shows
the situation in U.K. companies.
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and the Corporate Secretary, in a form of an employment contract. The Board
of Directors may offer an employment contract to the Corporate Secretary.
An employment contract can be a fixed short-term contract. A fixed shortterm employment contract should not be longer than five years. As mentioned
above, large companies are well advised to employ the Corporate Secretary on
a full-time basis to allow them to properly execute their duties.
The Chairman of the Board of Directors is authorized to make a draft
of the contract that will be concluded with a Corporate Secretary.
c) The Office of the Corporate Secretary
Large companies may even find it necessary to establish an Office of
the Corporate Secretary, staffed by several assistants. Additional staffing may
be useful for companies with a large number of shareholders, a large Board of
Directors and/or numerous Board of Directors committees.
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Should a company want to establish a Corporate Secretary office, it
may wish to specify its responsibilities in the internal regulations or other
internal documents.
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Organizes the meetings of Executive Board
and Supervisory Board, and records the
minutes of all meetings

Protects shareholder rights by organizig a proper GMS,
records the minutes of all meetings, liaising during control
transactions, and helping to resolve corporate conflicts
11 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 2 and Model Charter, Article 32.

Source: IFC, March 2004
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Figure 7: The Authorities of the Corporate Secretary
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The CG Regulations and the Model Charter discuss the position and authority of
the Corporate Secretary in listed companies. Main authorities of the Corporate
Secretary include (i) organizing the meetings of GMS, Board of Directors
and Supervisory Board, (ii) advising meeting procedures, (iii) preparing the
meeting minutes, (iv) ensuring the conformity of the Board of Directors’
resolutions with Vietnamese law and (v) providing financial information and
a copy of meeting minutes of the Board of Directors and other information to
the members of the Board of Directors and Supervisory Board.11
Best practices suggest that the charter or other internal documents should
define in detail the Corporate Secretary’s authority and the duty of all governing
bodies to assist the Corporate Secretary in discharging his/her duties.
Figure 7 provides an overview of the Corporate Secretary’s authorities,
taking into consideration international best practices.
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2. Developing Corporate Governance Policies and Practices
Taking into consideration the authority of the Corporate Secretary, as well as
practical experiences in implementing corporate policies and practices, this
corporate body is ideally suited to help the company and its Board of Directors
develop a system of corporate governance. More specifically, the Corporate
Secretary can play an important role in the development of, compliance with
and periodic review of the company’s governance policies and practices.
In developing an explicit and clearly stated plan to improve the
company’s corporate governance policies and practices, the Corporate
Secretary lays the groundwork for reforms in this area. Perhaps more
importantly, he/she can demonstrate the company’s commitment to
corporate governance by monitoring compliance with these policies and
informing the Board of Directors of any breaches. Finally, by reviewing
the company’s policies on a regular basis (by keeping abreast of the
latest developments in corporate governance, changes in the legal and
regulatory framework, and international best practices), the Corporate
Secretary ensures that the company’s governance standards remain high
and up-to-date.

3. Legal and Organizational Support of the Board of Directors
Most of the Corporate Secretary’s time will be spent supporting the Board of
Directors as depicted in Figure 8.
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a) Organizing Board of Directors Meetings12
The Corporate Secretary of listed companies is responsible for
organizing Board of Directors meetings. Although Board of Directors meetings
are ultimately the responsibility of the Chairman, the Corporate Secretary
handles all administrative and organizational matters such as:

t)FMQJOHUIF$IBJSNBOQSFQBSFUIFBHFOEB

t%FWFMPQJOHQSFTFOUBUJPOTPOTVCTUBOUJWFBOEQSPDFEVSBMJTTVFTVOEFS
discussion

t1SFQBSJOHNPEFMCSJFGTGPSCPBSESPPNEJTDVTTJPOT
This is the reason why it is recommended that the Chairman organizes
Board of Directors meetings together with the Corporate Secretary.
It is also advisable that the Corporate Secretary is responsible for
communicating with other members of the Board of Directors connected with
organizing and conducting Board meetings. These activities include:

t(JWJOHOPUJDFPG#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFFUJOHTUPBMMEJSFDUPST

t%JTUSJCVUJOHWPUJOHCBMMPUTUPEJSFDUPST
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12 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 2 and Model Charter, Article 32(a).
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t$PMMFDUJOH DPNQMFUFE CBMMPUT BOE UIF XSJUUFO PQJOJPOT PG EJSFDUPST
who are not physically present at the meeting

t'PSXBSEJOHUIFCBMMPUTBOEXSJUUFOPQJOJPOTUPUIF$IBJSNBO

t$POEVDUJOH PUIFS BDUJWJUJFT JO PSEFS UP PSHBOJ[F NVUVBM
communication between members of the Board of Directors and the
Chairman in the period between Board meetings.
In addition, the Corporate Secretary should help ensure that
procedures for Board of Directors meetings are followed.
Along with the Chairman, the Corporate Secretary is responsible
for drafting the minutes of Board of Directors meetings, as well as keeping
them in the company’s archives.13
The Corporate Secretary should brief newly elected directors on:

tćFDPSQPSBUFQSPDFEVSFTUIBUSFHVMBUFUIFPQFSBUJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG
Directors and other governing bodies

tćFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMTUSVDUVSFBOEPďDFSTPGUIFDPNQBOZ

tćFDPNQBOZTJOUFSOBMEPDVNFOUT

tćF EFDJTJPOT PG UIF (.4 BOE UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST UIBU BSF JO
effect

tćF BWBJMBCJMJUZ PG JOGPSNBUJPO SFRVJSFE CZ EJSFDUPST GPS UIF QSPQFS
discharge of their duties.
b) Providing the Board of Directors with Access to Information14
The Corporate Secretary plays a key role in assisting directors in
obtaining the information they need for sound decision-making. The Corporate
Secretary provides directors with timely and full access to:

tćFNJOVUFTPG&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFFUJOHT

t%FDJTJPOTBOEEPDVNFOUTBQQSPWFECZUIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSBOEUIF
&YFDVUJWF#PBSE

tćF NJOVUFT PG NFFUJOHT BOE SFQPSUT QSFQBSFE CZ UIF "VEJU
Committee, the Internal Auditor, the Supervisory Board and/or the
&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS PSBOZPUIFS$PNNJUUFFTFTUBCMJTIFECZUIF#PBSE
of Directors

t'JOBODJBMEPDVNFOUT

13 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 2.
14 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 2 and Model Charter, Article 32(d).
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a) Organizing the General Meeting of Shareholders15
The Corporate Secretary plays an important role in organizing the
GMS. Figure 9, shows the functions of the Corporate Secretary according to
best practices in this regard:
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4. Protecting Shareholder Rights
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c) Providing Legal Assistance to Directors on Governance Issues
While Vietnamese law is silent on this authority of the Corporate
Secretary, best practices recommend that the Corporate Secretary should
assist directors with interpreting legal and regulatory acts related to
corporate governance, including listing rules, corporate governance codes,
and international regulations and developments. This also holds true for
procedural issues regulated in the charter, internal regulations and/or other
internal documents relating to preparing and conducting the GMS and Board
of Directors meetings, and on information disclosure. The Corporate Secretary
should not, however, render legal advice that falls outside the scope of his/
her duties. The duties of the Corporate Secretary should be clearly defined in
relation to those of the company’s Legal Counsel.
The Corporate Secretary should directly notify the Chairman of any
possible violations of corporate procedures, if and when he/she becomes aware
of such violations. Such violations may include, among others:

t"MMFHFEJMMFHBMBDUTPSPNJTTJPOTPGDPSQPSBUFPďDFSTPSPUIFSDPSQPSBUF
employees in fulfilling their legal duties and obligations

t7JPMBUJPOTPGQSPDFEVSFTSFHVMBUJOHUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGUIF(.4 #PBSE
of Directors meetings, the disclosure of information and protection of
shareholder rights.
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It would be useful for a company to describe the role of the Corporate
Secretary in the internal regulations or other internal documents of the
company.
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15 CG Regulations, Article 16, Clause 2 and Model Charter, Article 32(a).
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Figure 9: The Functions of the Corporate Secretary in Relation to the GMS
Ensures that the list of
shareholders of record is prepared
Answers procedural questions
during the GMS, and resolves
disputes related to preparing and
conducting the GMS

Notifies shareholders of the GMS

The
Corporate
Secretary:

Communicates the report
on the results of the GMS to
shareholders

Ensures that minutes on the
voting results and the GMS
minutes are kept

Distributes materials
(documents) before and
during the GMS

Collects voting ballots
and transfers them to the
Counting Commission

Ensures compliance with the procedures
of registration for the GMS

Source: IFC, March 2004

b) Liaising between Shareholders during Control Transactions
Vietnamese regulations do not cover this role of the Corporate
Secretary. However, according to best practices, the Corporate Secretary acts as
a liaison between the controlling shareholder(s) in a buyout of common shares
(and securities convertible into common shares) and the other shareholders of
the company during a control transaction. The Corporate Secretary does this
by ensuring that the mandatory offer is distributed to all shareholders. The
Corporate Secretary should follow the procedures for the distribution of the
mandatory offer to non-controlling shareholders. The same can be applied to
squeeze-out and sell-out procedures. This role of the Corporate Secretary also
includes active co-operation with external persons (like brokers, dealers and
banks), specialized and authorized for the realization of those activities. The
Corporate Secretary should also communicate with minority shareholders to
inform them about their rights in the context of takeovers.



c) Assisting in Enforcing Shareholder Rights
Best practices suggest that the Corporate Secretary:
t&OTVSFTUIBUUIFDPNQBOZUBLFTQSPQFSOPUJDFPGBMMEVMZTVCNJUUFE
shareholder petitions
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The Corporate Secretary can play an important role in helping the Board of
Directors and General Director fulfil their respective obligations to disclose
material information on a timely basis to external institutions and company’s
shareholders, in accordance with the financial market regulations. According
to best practices, the Corporate Secretary’s authority related to information
disclosure is shown in Figure 10.
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5. Providing for Information Disclosure and Transparency
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d) Assisting in Resolving Corporate Conflicts
It is recommended from best practices that the Corporate Secretary
should be responsible for recording corporate conflicts. The Corporate
Secretary registers inquiries, letters, or demands filed by shareholders, reviews
these and duly transmits them to the governing bodies that have the authority
to resolve the conflict. The effectiveness of the company in preventing and
resolving conflicts depends on its responsiveness to all legitimate complaints.
The Corporate Secretary also needs to periodically follow up on the status
of complaints in order to make sure that they have been properly and fully
addressed, and either resolved or rejected.
Conflicts can arise among Board of Directors members, executives
and shareholders. The Corporate Secretary should notify the Chairman of
any potential or existing conflicts so that they can be dealt with appropriately.
Best practices suggest that the Corporate Secretary acts as a liaison in case of
conflicts among Board of Directors members and other corporate bodies or
shareholders.

INFORMATION
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t$IBOOFMTBMMEVMZTVCNJUUFETIBSFIPMEFSJORVJSJFTUPUIFBQQSPQSJBUF
governing bodies and departments of the company.
The Corporate Secretary should try to resolve any conflicts, especially
those concerning the maintenance of the book of shareholders, promptly
and fairly.
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Figure 10: The Authorities of the Corporate Secretary Related to Information Disclosure
Ensures that the company operates in compliance with procedures for the
maintenance and disclosure of information about the company

Certifies copies of documents
before they are given to
shareholders

The Corporate Secretary:

Guarantees the safekeeping
of corporate documentation

Ensures unrestricted access for all shareholders to
information in accordance with the Law

Source: IFC, March 2004

The Corporate Secretary also helps to ensure the transparent control
procedures. More specifically, he/she acts as a liaison between the Supervisory
Board and the Board of Directors.
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16 IFC-Russian Institute of Directors Survey on the Work of Corporate Secretaries in Russian Companies,
April 2003.
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Figure 11: Percentage of Companies Where the Corporate Secretary Coordinates
Information Flows
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Figure 11 illustrates the views of some Russian companies on the role that the
Corporate Secretary plays in providing information about the company.16 Most
companies agree that the Corporate Secretary should provide information in
support of Board of Directors meetings, and to management and shareholders.
There is, however, considerably less agreement with respect to the Corporate
Secretary’s role in providing other types of information to outsiders, for example,
control and supervisory authorities.
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C. Professional Associations of Corporate
Secretaries
The position of Corporate Secretary is fairly new in the Vietnamese market,
although an increasing number of companies are establishing this position.
This position requires a unique skills-set, as shown in Figure 3 above. Ad-hoc
efforts are currently being implemented to promote the benefits of having
a Corporate Secretary, training efforts are also being organized to train the
nascent profession. In foreign markets, professional associations or Corporate
Secretaries institutes often perform this role.17 Typically, such organizations
unite corporate secretaries and have several functions, such as to:

t1SPNPUFHPPEHPWFSOBODF NBOBHFNFOU BOEFďDJFOUBENJOJTUSBUJPO
of companies

t4VQQPSU BOE QSPUFDU UIF DIBSBDUFS  TUBUVT  BOE JOUFSFTUT PG NFNCFS
Corporate Secretaries

t1SPNPUFUIFFGGJDJFODZBOEVTFGVMOFTTPGUIFTFSWJDFBOETUBOEBSE
of professional conduct provided by Corporate Secretaries

t5SBJO$PSQPSBUF4FDSFUBSJFT

t$ PNNFOUPOQSPQPTFEBOEFYJTUJOHMBXT SVMFTBOESFHVMBUJPOTJO
areas of particular interest to members

t1SPNPUF BOE BTTJTU JO UIF WPMVOUBSZ FYDIBOHF PG JOGPSNBUJPO BOE
experience relating to the duties, problems and practices of Corporate
Secretaries and their companies.

&TUBCMJTIJOHTVDIBQSPGFTTJPOBMBTTPDJBUJPOJO7JFUOBNXPVMECFBO
important step towards effectively promoting the introduction of Corporate
Secretaries in Vietnamese companies.

17 For more information, see www.icsa.org.uk.
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Does the Board of Directors ensure that the charter,
internal regulations and other internal documents do
not stipulate additional obligations of shareholders other
than the ones that are clearly defined by law?
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Does the Board of Directors encourage shareholders to
protect their rights by using all the mechanisms provided
by legislation and the CG Regulations?
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Does the Board of Directors provide competent registers
and institutions with timely, full and accurate information
about the company, especially in relation to shareholders’
rights?
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Are shareholders provided with free access to company
information beyond the requirements of the Law on
Enterprises and the Law on Securities? Are shareholder
requests processed properly and on time?
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Do all directors take measures to encourage shareholders
to exercise their rights, in particular, the right to vote? Do
shareholders exercise their rights collectively?
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Does the company charter protect shareholder rights as
stipulated by the Law on Enterprises, the Law on Securities,
the Model Charter for listed companies (issued together
with Decision 15 of the MOF dated 19 March 2007) and
the CG Regulations for listed companies (Decision 12
of the MOF dated 13 March 2007) and other relevant
regulations? Do all directors take appropriate measures to
ensure that these rights are respected?
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An Introduction to Shareholder Rights

By investing in shares, investors become shareholders and receive a number of
rights attached to these securities. Shareholders rely on the rights they receive
in return for their investment. For most shareholders, this includes the right
to participate in the profits of the company. Other rights are also important,
especially from the perspective of the maintenance and increase of investment.
These rights include, among others, the right to vote on the Board of Directors
composition, approve charter amendments and capital changes, approve the
annual report and financial statements, and the right to access information
about the company and its activities. Through these rights, shareholders ensure
that the managers of the company do not misappropriate their investment.
The quality of investor protection has several corporate governance
implications, such as the depth of capital markets, ownership patterns, dividend
policy, and the efficiency of allocating resources.1 Where laws are protective of
shareholders and well enforced, shareholders are willing to invest their capital,
financial markets are broader and more valuable. In contrast, where laws do
not adequately protect shareholders, the development of financial markets is
stunted. When shareholder rights are protected by the law, and indeed by the
company itself, outside investors are willing to pay more for financial assets
such as equity. They pay more because they recognize that, with better legal
protection, more of the firm’s profit will return to them as dividends and/or
capital gains as opposed to being expropriated by managers or controlling
shareholders.
The mere “law on the books” is not necessarily sufficient to ensure
UIBU TIBSFIPMEFS SJHIUT BSF BEFRVBUFMZ QSPUFDUFE &ČFDUJWF FOGPSDFNFOU JT
also required. Tantamount to shareholder rights protection is the company’s
behavior itself, especially for Vietnamese companies that do not benefit from
an effective enforcement regime and that have been blemished by the corporate
governance scandals that have occurred during the transition years.
This chapter provides an overview of shareholder rights and the rules
a public company must follow to protect these rights. Some specific rights,
such as the participation in the GMS, are discussed in detail in other chapters
of this Manual.

1 Rafael La Porta, Florencio Lopez-de-Silanes, Andrei Shleifer, Robert Vishny, Investor Protection and
$PSQPSBUF7BMVBUJPO /BUJPOBM#VSFBVPG&DPOPNJD3FTFBSDI 8PSLJOH1BQFS 0DUPCFS
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1. Reasons for Being a Shareholder

Figure 1: Common Reasons for Becoming a Shareholder

2. Types of Shares
Legislation specifies two types of shares, common and preferred.2 A shareholding
company must have common shares.3 In addition, a company may also issue
-0& "SUJDMF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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Source: IFC, March 2004
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Capital Gains: Investors purchase shares to
benefit from capital growth. Unlike dividends,
shares need to be sold to realize the gains
represented by rising share prices
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Dividends: Dividends play an important role in
the decision to invest. Regular dividend payments,
especially if an investor holds a portfolio of shares,
can generate predictable cash flows.
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Control: Shares provide investors with the opportunity to legally control the company and
influence decision-making by nominating directors and, possibly, management. The greater
the number of voting shares a shareholder holds, the greater the influence he wields.
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Investors purchase company shares for a variety of reasons. The most common
reasons are shown in Figure 1.
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preferred shares.4 Certificates issued by the company or recorded in the book
entry evidencing the ownership of one or more shares issued by the company
are referred to as share certificates.5 The face value of each share and the total
face value of shares will be specified in the share certificate. A share certificate
may be either a bearer share certificate or non-bearer certificate. Holders of
bearer share certificates shall be responsible to manage their share certificates
and the listed companies shall not be liable where such share certificates are
stolen or used for fraudulent purposes.6
ÎFor more information on charter capital and shares, see Chapters 9 and 11.
a) Common Shares
Owners of common shares have the right to participate in the decisionmaking process of the company, most commonly exercised by voting during
the GMS. They also have the right to share in the profits of the company either
through dividends or through capital gains.
Common shares have certain characteristics. They always represent
one class of shares.7&BDITIBSFXJMMIBWFUIFTBNFOPNJOBMWBMVFPSBDDPVOUBCMF
par, which is a portion of the charter capital of the company.8 The charter of
listed companies defines the number, nominal value or accountable par, and
rights attached to common shares.9 &WFSZ DPNNPO TIBSF DBSSJFT UIF TBNF
rights, interests and obligations to their owners in accordance with the Law
PO &OUFSQSJTFT  UIF DIBSUFS BOE UIF JOUFSOBM SFHVMBUJPOT SFHBSEMFTT UJNF PG
issuance.10 Common shares cannot be divided into different classes, nor can
they be converted into preferred shares or other securities of the company.11
b) Preferred Shares
A company has the right to issue various classes of preferred shares.12
Those investors entitled to purchase preferred shares shall be stated in the
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
6 Model Charter, Article 6, Clause 6.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
9 Model Charter, Article 5, Clause 1.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
15 CG Regulations, Article 3, Clause 5.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFT
18 Model Charter, Article 5, Clause 3
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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company’s charter or decided by the GMS.13 All preferred shares of the same
class must have the same nominal value and must provide the same rights,
interests and obligations to their owners.14 In the case of listed companies that
have various preferred stocks, the rights and obligations attached to those
preferred stocks must be fully disclosed to shareholders and approved by the
GMS.15 In contrast to common shares, preferred shares can be converted into
common shares subject to resolutions in the GMS.16 Under the current Law on
&OUFSQSJTFT UIFSFJTOPTQFDJĕDSFHVMBUJPOPOXIFUIFSQSFGFSSFETIBSFTDBOCF
converted into other classes of preferred shares or the price at which the shares
will be redeemed.
Preferred shares can give their owners preferential rights associated
with the distribution of dividends, voting rights and liquidation value
of shares.17 For listed companies, the charter must specify the rights and
obligations attached to each class of share, including preferred shares issued by
the company.18 Although there is no specific regulation, it is a good practice that
the company charter specifies the amount of dividends and/or the liquidation
value of preferred shares or, alternatively, the procedure for determining the
amount of dividends and the liquidation value of preferred shares.
Shareholders with redeemable preferred shares have the right to sell
such shares to the company at any time upon the holder’s request or under
circumstances as stated in the share certificate.19

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT EJTUJOHVJTIFT QSFGFSSFE TIBSFT BDDPSEJOH UP
the specific rights they grant.20 Preferred shares include shares of types as
described hereunder:
t7PUJOH QSFGFSSFE TIBSFT Voting preferred shares are shares which
carry more votes than common shares. The number of votes in a
voting preferred share shall be determined in the company’s charter.21
Voting preferred shareholders shall have other rights as common
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shareholders except that they are not allowed to transfer their shares.22
Voting preferred shares shall be held only by government-authorized
organizations and founding shareholders. Voting preferred shares of
founding shareholders shall be effective for three years from being
granted the certificate of business registration. After that, voting
preferred shares of founding shareholders shall be converted into
common shares.23
t%JWJEFOE QSFGFSSFE TIBSFT Dividend preferred shares are shares
which give their holders an entitlement to a higher annual dividend
than that of common shares, or to a fixed annual dividend. The annual
dividend of such a share is comprised of a fixed dividend and bonus
dividend. The fixed dividend is paid regardless of profit made by the
company. The amount of the fixed dividend and the calculation method
of the bonus dividend are stated on such dividend preferred shares.24
Under Clause 4a, Article 30, Section 3, Decree 59/2009/ND-CP dated
16 July 2009 on the organization and operations of commercial banks,
a fixed dividend shall be paid only when the bank makes a profit. In
case of losses, the fixed dividend payable to dividend preferred shares
shall be accumulated to the following years. The total face value of
dividend preferred shares shall be no more than 20% of the bank’s
charter capital.
t3FEFFNBCMFQSFGFSSFETIBSFT Redeemable preferred shares are shares
that can be repurchased by the company at any time upon the holder’s
request or under circumstances as stated in the share certificate.25

Dividend preferred shareholders and redeemable preferred
shareholders shall have the same rights as common shareholders except that
they are not entitled to vote, to attend the GMS, or to nominate member
candidates in the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board.26

6OEFS UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT  UIF QSJODJQBM DPNQBSJTPOT CFUXFFO
common and preferred shares of shareholding companies are summarized in
Figure 2.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFT
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMFT $MBVTF
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Yes, preferred shares can be
converted into common shares
subject to resolutions of the
Shareholders’ General Meeting

Do shareholders have the right
to vote, to attend the GMS to
nominate candidates to the
Board of Directors and the
Supervisory Board?

Yes, with certain statutory
exceptions

No, except for voting preferred
shares27
See Section B.1 of this Chapter

Do shareholders have the right
to freely transfer their shares?

Yes, with certain statutory
exceptions

Yes, except for voting preferred
shares

Can the charter grant additional
rights to shareholders?

Yes

Yes

3. Types of Shareholder Rights
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27 For listed companies, a GMS resolution to change or waiver special rights attached to a class of shares shall
be passed only when the written consent of the holders of at least 75% of the voting rights of the issued
shares of such class is obtained; Model Charter, Article 16, Clause 1.
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ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT EJTUJOHVJTIFT CFUXFFO UIF SJHIUT PG JOEJWJEVBM
shareholders and the rights held collectively by a group of shareholders. It is also
possible to distinguish shareholder rights according to their nature. Some rights
relate to the decision-making process and the organization of the company.
Others relate to the capital and the return on shareholder investment.
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Figure 3 below illustrates the two-sided nature of the shareholder rights.
Figure 3: The Two-Sided Nature of Shareholder Rights
Individual

Collective

Based on specific circumstances

General

Required by legislation

Optional

Transferable

Non-transferable

Source: IFC, March 2004

Figure 4 summarizes the rights of shareholders by types of shares, and
by the percentage of shares held. Neither the company nor its shareholders can
change these rights. The company charter can, however, provide additional
rights to shareholders as long as they are not prohibited by legislation.
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(*) A shareholder or a group of shareholders holding more than 10% of the total common shares or a lower
percentage as provided by the company’s charter for a consecutive period of six months or more.28 For listed
companies, the Model Charter recommends only 5% of the total common shares.29
(**) For listed companies, shareholders holding 50% of the currently circulating shares with rights to vote in
the election of members to the Board of Directors shall have the right to lodge a petition with a court requesting
dissolution of the company.30

Shareholders of listed companies are entitled to be sufficiently notified
about periodical and extraordinary disclosure of information on company
activities.31
For listed companies, a GMS resolution to change or waiver special
rights attached to a class of shares shall be passed only when the written consent
of the holders of at least 75% of the voting rights of the issued shares of such
class is obtained. Shareholders or authorized representatives participating in
such meetings may request a secret ballot.32
A shareholder or a group of shareholders owning more than 20%
of the common shares for at least six consecutive months are entitled to file
applications for opening bankruptcy procedures against the company in case
they realize that company falls into the state of bankruptcy.33
Shareholders holding shares of a company for at least one consecutive
year shall have the right to review the company’s reports, including the report
on the business operations of the company, the financial statements, the
evaluation report on the management and administration of the company, at
an appropriate time by themselves or with their lawyers, certified auditors or
accountants.34

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
29 Model Charter, Article 11, Clause 3.
30 Model Charter, Article 51.
31 CG Regulations, Article 3, Clause 1b.
32 Model Charter, Article 16, Clause 1.
33 LOB, 2004, Article 17, Clause 1.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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35 According to international practices, derivative action is a legal action brought by a shareholder on behalf
of a company, when the company cannot itself decide to sue. A company will usually sue in its own name,
but if those against whom it has a cause of action are in control of the company (e.g., directors or majority
shareholders), a shareholder may bring a derivative action.
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A shareholder should have the right to file suit against directors including
derivative and class action law suits. The country’s legal system should provide
and enforce mechanisms for minority shareholders to bring lawsuits when
they have reasonable grounds to believe that their rights have been violated
(see OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, pages 40 & 42).
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Currently, in Vietnam, shareholders cannot file a suit against directors
in the form of derivative actions.35 Recently, Decree 102/2010/NĐ-CP issued
by the Government on 1 October 2010 to replace Decree 139/2007/NĐ$1 i(VJEJOH PO JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFTw IBT BMMPXFE
shareholders to file a suit against directors. Article 25 of Decree 102 provides
that a shareholder or a group of shareholders holding at least 1% of the total
common shares for a consecutive period of six months or more can request the
Supervisory Board to file suit against a member of the Board of Directors or
the Director (General Director) in a number of cases.
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B. Specific Shareholder Rights
1. The Right to Vote
Shareholders can participate in the decision-making of the company through
their right to vote during the GMS. Important matters that fall within the
authority of voting at GMS include: i) amendments to company charter; ii)
development strategy of the company; iii) authorization of additional shares;
election or dismissal of the Board of Directors and Supervisory Board; iv)
extraordinary transactions such as investment or sales of assets in equivalent to
50% or more of the company’s total assets; vi) approval of dividend and annual
financial statements; and vi) reorganization or resolution of the company.

Best Practices:
Shareholders should be able to make their views known on the remuneration
policy for board members and key executives. The equity component of
compensation schemes for board members and employees should be subject
to shareholder approval (see OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, page
18).

The right to vote can be exercised personally or by proxy.36 A proxy
holder is authorized to act on behalf of the shareholder and to make any
decision the shareholder could have made during the GMS. A listed company
is not allowed to restrict the participation by its shareholders in the GMS and
should facilitate its shareholders’ authorization of their representatives to
participate in the GMS when shareholders so request.37 A standard form of
letter of proxy must be attached to GMS’ invitation and sent to shareholders
QSJPSUPUIF(.4&YDFQUGPSMJNJUBUJPOTQSPWJEFECZMFHJTMBUJPO BOZJOEJWJEVBM
can serve as a proxy so long as this person is given an appropriate written
proxy. Letters of proxy shall be in writing in the form as prescribed by the
company and need not be notarized.38
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFB
37 CG Regulations, Article 3, Clause 1.b.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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Common shares grant voting rights to their holders. However, there
are some circumstances when common shares become non-voting. These
circumstances are summarized in Table 1.
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ÎFor more information on the GMS, see Chapter 8.
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The corporate governance framework should ensure that proxies are voted
in accordance with the direction of the proxy holder and that disclosure is
provided in relation to how undirected proxies will be voted. It is important
to disclose how the Chairperson of the meeting (as the usual recipient of
shareholder proxies obtained by the company) will exercise the voting rights
attached to undirected proxies. The objective of facilitating shareholder
participation suggests that companies favorably consider the enlarged use
of information technology in voting, including secure electronic voting in
absentia (see OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, page 35). A common
electronic voting system that helps shareholders to vote in absentia is the
public network DRE (direct recording electronic) voting system which uses
electronic ballots and transmits vote data from the polling place to another
location over a public network. Voting data may be transmitted as individual
ballots as they are casted, periodically as batches of ballots throughout the
election day, or as one batch at the close of voting. This includes Internet
voting as well as telephone voting. Some countries that use this system for
voting include the Estonia, Ireland, Switzerland, the UK and the US.
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Table 1: Non-Voting Common Shares
Preconditions

Legal Consequences

Failure to fully pay for shares: When common shares placed
to the company’s founders are not fully paid for, unless the
charter provides otherwise.

The Board of Directors can request
withdrawal of such shares and shareholders
shall be required to waive their
shareholdership status with respect to such
shares.39

Treasury shares:40 When the company possesses issued
common shares of the company.

Precludes voting on all issues during the
GMS.

The approval of related party transactions: Common shares
that are owned by a shareholder who is an interested party in a
related party transaction.

Precludes voting on the approval of the related
party transaction in which the shareholder is
an interested party.41

Best Practices:
Current laws and regulations in Vietnam have not stipulated cases where
voting rights are precluded. The following cases are considered good
practices:

Preconditions
Violation of rules on the acquisition of shares
in control transactions: When a person (or a
group of affiliated persons) has not followed the
procedures specified by the Law on Securities when
acquiring these shares.

Legal Consequences

Precludes voting on all
issues during the GMS

39 Model Charter, Article 9, Clause 5.
-0& "SUJDMFTBOE$JSDVMBS4IBSFTBSFDPNNPOMZSFBDRVJSFECZBDPSQPSBUJPOUPCFSFUJSFEPS
resold at a later date. Treasury shares are issued, but not outstanding, and are not taken into consideration
when calculating earnings per share or dividends, or for voting purposes.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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Common shares cannot
be voted at the GMS

The right of squeeze-out: When the offeror
following the tender offer holds at least 80% of
shares of a target company, he/she can require all
the holders of the remaining shares to sell him/her
those shares under the conditions from the bid.

Precludes voting on the waiver
of the controlling shareholder’s
obligation to squeeze-out
the minority shareholders

Shares held by the subsidiary: When a subsidiary
directly or indirectly acquires shares in a parent
company.

The shares carry no voting rights at
the GMS

Preclusion of voting rights: When the GMS is
deciding the following issues:
Shareholders’ relief from duties to the company
or diminution of such duties
Whether to initiate or abandon legal proceedings
against the shareholder.

The shareholder may not vote at a
GMS when deciding these issues
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Acquisition of Shares in Control Transactions: Thus far, there has been
no recorded case of a hostile takeover in Vietnam. At present, there are limited
SVMFTBOEQSPDFEVSFTHPWFSOJOHDPSQPSBUFDPOUSPM6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT 
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Violation of rules concerning a mandatory bid
offer:
When a person (or a group of affiliated persons):
Acquires common shares of the target company
that exceed 25% of common shares (i.e. 25% of
votes in the GMS of that company) or
Holding 25% or more of the shares with voting
rights intends to buy more shares that leads
to ownership of 51%, 65% or 75% of the total
shares with voting rights of that company
That person (or group of affiliated persons) will have
to submit their public bid registration to the SSC. The
public bid is conducted only after it is approved by
the SSC and announced in advance by bid-making
organizations or individuals on the mass media.
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register with relevant business registration body within seven working days from
the day he/she reaches this threshold.42 For a public company, that shareholder
shall have to report to the company, the SSC and the stock exchange where that
company’s shares are listed.43 Takeover bids in listed companies need to be
registered with the SSC.44
Tender Rules/Mandatory Bid Rules: A mandatory tender offer is
required by law when an acquirer attempts to acquire 25% or more of the voting
shares of a public company. An organization, individual or related person
holding 25% or more of the voting shares are also required to make a tender
offer when they intend to buy more outstanding voting shares of the company
which leads to ownership of 51%, 65% and 75%.45 Before implementation
of the public tender offer, the acquirer has to report to the SSC and disclose
extraordinary information as required by law.46 Within seven days from the
date of receiving the SSC’s opinion, the acquirer must announce the offer in a
written or electronic newspaper for three consecutive issues.47 Within 14 days
from the date of receiving the bid registration materials, the Board of Directors
of the target company must submit the SSC and inform the shareholders of
the company’s opinion on the public tender offer. If after 14 days, the Board
of Directors do not have an opinion, it must make a request to the SSC for
an extension.48 The acquirer is not allowed to discriminate among sellers nor
provide separate information to shareholders at different level or time nor
refuse to buy shares of the target company during the tender offer. At the same
time, the acquirer is not allowed to sell the shares he/she is making tender offer
or buy the shares outside the public bid or with conditions contrary to those
disclosed in the tender offer registration.49 The duration of the execution of
the offer is not less than 30 days and not more than 60 days from the date of
announcement.50
Squeeze-Out Provisions: A provision for a squeeze-out right, by which
a bidder who obtains sufficient shares of a target can compel the remaining
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
43 LOS, Article 29.
44 Circular 194, Part II, Article 3.
45 Circular 194, Part II, Article 1.
46 Circular 194, Part II, Article 2.
47 Circular 194, Part II, Article 8.2.
48 Circular 194, Part II, Article 4.1.
49 Circular 194, Part II, Article 9.1.
50 Circular 194, Part II, Article 8.4.
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ćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTTQFDJĕDBMMZSFHVMBUFTUISFFUZQFTPGQSFGFSSFE
shares, namely voting preferred shares, dividend preferred shares and
SFEFFNBCMFQSFGFSSFETIBSFT&YDFQUGPSWPUJOHQSFGFSSFETIBSFTXIJDIDBSSZ
more votes than common shares, dividend preferred shares and redeemable
preferred shares do not have voting rights at the GMS.51
However, under the Model Charter, shareholders of a class of preferred
share can have the right to vote in case there is a change or waiver of special
rights attached to that class of share. A GMS resolution to change or waiver
special rights attached to a class of shares shall be passed only when the written
consent of the holders of at least 75% of the voting rights of the issued shares
of such class is obtained.52 The organization of such a meeting shall be valid
if at least two shareholders (or their authorized representatives) are presented
and the attendees hold at least one-third of the par value of the issued shares of
such class. Where the number of attendees as required above is insufficient, the
meeting shall be reconvened within 30 days and the holders of shares of such
class (not depending on the number of holders and the number of shares) who
are presented directly or via an authorized representative shall be considered
to be a sufficient number of attendees.53
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minority shareholders to sell their shares, is stipulated under Part II, Article 8.8
of Circular 194 and Article 32, Clause 9 of the Law on Securities. The threshold
at which the minority can be squeezed out is 80%. However, no information is
available on how it is practiced.
Violations of the regulations under those above cases will be fined
according to Decree 85/2010/ND-CP dated 2 August 2010 on sanctioning of
administrative violations in the domain of securities and the securities market.
However, no regulations on voting rights of shareholders of the related shares
are stipulated. Besides, there is no regulation on the voting rights of shares
held by subsidiaries, nor the preclusion of voting rights of shareholders when
deciding some issues related to them as under best practice.
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Best Practices:
All investors should be able to obtain information about the rights attached
to all series and classes of shares before they purchase. Any changes in voting
rights should be subject to approval by those classes of shares which are
negatively affected. (see OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, page 41).

2. The Right to Appeal Decisions of the General Meeting
of Shareholders
When a resolution of the GMS or the Board of Directors violates the law
or infringes upon shareholders’ fundamental benefits provided for by law,
shareholders of listed companies may request non-implementation of such
resolution according to the order and procedures prescribed by law.54
Within 90 days from the date of the receipt of the GMS minutes and/
or receipt of the written results of the GMS voting count, shareholders shall be
entitled to file a petition requesting the Court or an Arbitrator to consider and
cancel such resolution on the following cases:55

t0SEFSBOEQSPDFEVSFTPGUIFDPOWPDBUJPOPGUIFDPODFSOFETFTTJPOPG
UIF(.4GBJMUPDPNQMZXJUITUJQVMBUJPOTPGUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT
and the company’s charter.
t 0SEFSBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSBQQSPWJOHTVDISFTPMVUJPOBOEPOFPSNPSF
contents of such resolution of the GMS are in breach of laws or the
company’s charter.
ÎFor more information on appealing decisions of the GMS, see Chapter 8,
Section E.4.

54 CG Regulations, Article 3, Clause 2.
-0& "SUJDMF
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57 CG Regulations, Article 3, Clause 1d.
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&WFSZ TIBSFIPMEFS TIBMM IBWF UIF SJHIU UP SFWJFX  SFGFS  BOE FYUSBDU UIF
information in the list of shareholders who have voting rights, and request the
amendment of the inaccurate information, and to review, refer, extract or copy
the charter of the company, the minutes book of the GMS, and the resolutions
of the GMS meetings.56
In Vietnam, shareholders of listed companies can obtain information
about share classes from the company charter, the prospectus, and the annual
BOE RVBSUFSMZ SFQPSUT QVCMJDMZ BWBJMBCMF GSPN UIF )/9  )04& BOE 44$
Shareholders of listed companies are entitled to be sufficiently notified about
periodical and extraordinary disclosures of information on the company’s
activities.57
Public companies are also required to submit approved financial
TUBUFNFOUTUPUIFCVTJOFTTSFHJTUSBS&WFSZJOEJWJEVBMBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOIBTUIF
right to see and make copies of the financial statement as kept by the business
registrar. For unlisted companies, only a shareholder or a group of shareholders
owning over 10% of the total common shares for a continuous period of at least
six months or a smaller ratio as stipulated by the company charter shall have
the right to review and extract the minutes’ book and resolutions issued by
the Board of Directors, semi-annual reports under the standard forms of the
Vietnamese accounting system and reports made by the Supervisory Board.58
The charter and internal regulations should specify the procedures that
the company and shareholders must follow for the distribution of information
and documents. The information rights of common and preferred shareholders
under best practices are depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Shareholder Information Rights
Company Documentation
t The charter (including amendments to the charter or a new version of the charter)
t The certificate of state registration
t Title documents that verify the ownership of the company’s assets
t The internal regulations and other internal company documents
t Book of shareholders
Other information
t Prospectus of the company
t Data about corporate bodies
t Report on the activities of the
company submitted to state agencies
t Lists of affiliated parties of the
company
t Reports of Independent Appraisers
t Other documents specified by
legislation, the charter and by-laws.

Shareholders
Have the Right
to Receive
Information on:

Financial Information
t Annual reports
t Financial statements
t Reports of the supervisory
bodies, the External Auditor,
and state and municipal
financial control agencies.

GMS
t The minutes of the GMS, the Board of Directors, Board Committee, Supervisory Board
t Voting ballots and proxies for the GMS (or copies of these)
t Lists of persons entitled to participate in the GMS, or entitled to receive dividends, and any
other lists prepared by the company for exercising shareholder rights.
Source: IFC, March 2004.

With such a large number and variety of documents and information,
it is preferable for companies with large numbers of shareholders to define
in the charter or the internal regulations the procedures for realization of
shareholders’ rights to receive all information. These procedures should
ensure that shareholders are provided with all information within a reasonable
timeframe and without disturbing the company’s day-to-day activities.

Best Practices:
It is good practice to provide the requested documents to the shareholders
for their examination at the company’s premises within five days after the
request is received. The company should not charge shareholders more than
the actual cost of copying the requested documents.
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In certain circumstances, shareholders have pre-emptive rights that allow them
to purchase shares or convertible securities on a priority basis before they are
offered to third parties. Thus, a shareholder has the right to subscribe newly
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shareholders at the establishment of the company, the owners of common and
preferred shares of a company have the right to freely transfer their shares
to other shareholders and other persons who are not shareholders of the
company.59 They can sell their shares at any time and at any price, without the
consent of, or any pre-emptive right on the part of, the company and other
shareholders.
Voting preferred shares are held by only government-authorized
organizations and founding shareholders. The voting preference of founding
shareholders shall be effective for three years from being granted a business
registration license. After that, voting preferred shares of founding shareholders
shall be converted into common shares when they can be freely transferred by
the owners.60
There are some restrictions on the transfer of common shares
subscribed by founding shareholders at the establishment of the company.
Within three years from the date of being granted the business registration
certificate, founding shareholders may freely transfer their common shares
which are subscribed at the establishment of the company to other founding
shareholders and only may transfer those shares to other non-founding
shareholders upon the agreement of the GMS. After this three-year period, all
restrictions imposed upon founding shareholders shall be abolished.61
ÎFor more information on the transfer of shares, see also Chapter 11.
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issued shares in proportion to the par value of the shares or the book value of
no par value shares he/she owns at the time the company decides to issue new
shares.62 For listed companies, it is regulated that eexisting shareholders shall
be given priority to be offered ordinary shares for sale at the ratio corresponding
to their ownership percentage of ordinary shares in the company, except where
otherwise stipulated by the GMS.63 However, there is no specific regulation or
guidance in case the company issue additional preferred shares.
Shareholders can transfer their pre-emptive rights to others.64
a) The Purpose of Pre-Emptive Rights
Pre-emptive rights ensure that all shareholders of the same class are
treated equally. They provide the opportunity to purchase new shares when the
company wants to increase its charter capital. Pre-emptive rights help protect
shareholders from dilution, which can result in losing some of their rights due
to the decrease of the percentage of shares they hold.
b) When Pre-Emptive Rights Exist
Whenever the capital is increased by consideration in cash, the shares
must be offered on a pre-emptive basis to shareholders in proportion to the
capital represented by their shares.
c) Pre-Emptive Rights and Fractional Shares
When shareholders exercise pre-emptive rights, fractions of shares
(fractional shares) can result.65 Currently, in Vietnam, there is no specific
regulation on the treatment of fractional shares. However, market practice is
that the number of additional shares issued will be rounded down to the unit
of share. The Board of Directors can distribute the remaining shares due to
rounding to shareholders of the company or to others in an appropriate way
provided that the offering conditions of such remaining shares are not better
than that offered to existing shareholders.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFD
63 Model Charter, Article 5, Clause 6.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFD
65 For example, shareholder A has 123 common shares out of 1,000 common shares, which represent 12.3% of
all common shares. If the company is placing 250 additional common shares, shareholder A will be entitled
to purchase 12.3% of 250 shares or 30.75 shares.
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LOS, Article 13, Clause 1.
LOS, Article 20, Clause 3.
Decision 15/2008/QD-TTLK, Chapter III, Article 8, applicable to listed companies.
Decision 15/2008/QD-TTLK, Chapter III, Article 11, applicable to listed companies.
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d) The Procedure for Exercising Pre-Emptive Rights
Issuing organizations must register the issuance of additional shares
with the SSC.66 Within seven working days after a certificate of public offering
of securities becomes effective, the issuing organization shall publish an
issuance announcement on an electronic or printed newspaper for three
consecutive issues.67 The issuing organization will send a notice to the Vietnam
Securities Depository (VSD) to inform the record date for preparation of the
list of shareholders who are entitled to pre-emptive rights with regards of the
additional share issuance at least ten working days before the record date. The
VSD shall have to inform its depository members who then inform each related
investor of the record date within three working days from the notice date of
the VSD and send the list of shareholders to the VSD as required.68 Within six
working days after the record date, the VSD shall send the list of shareholders
with the right to buy additional shares to the issuing organization, who then
shall have to reply if it accepts the list or not within eight working days from
the record date. After receiving the detailed list of pre-emptive rights by each
depository member, each respective depository member shall send a notice to
shareholders of their right to buy additional shares. Shareholders can transfer
their emptive-rights to others within a specific period. After that, if they do
not transfer their emptive rights, they can register to buy additional shares
within a specific period and make payments accordingly. For shares that have
been registered at the VSD, the VSD shall then allocate the additional shares
to the depository account of the depository member. For shares that have not
been registered at the VSD, the issuing organization is responsible to grant
shareholders with a share certificate.69
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Best Practices:
A shareholder that has pre-emptive rights can exercise these rights fully or in
part by submitting to the company:
t"XSJUUFOTUBUFNFOUSFRVFTUJOHUIFQVSDIBTFPGBEEJUJPOBMMZJTTVFETIBSFTPS
other convertible securities, must include:


t5IFOBNFPGUIFTIBSFIPMEFS



t5IFQMBDFPGSFTJEFODF MPDBUJPO PGUIFTIBSFIPMEFS



t5IFOVNCFSPGTIBSFTUPCFQVSDIBTFECZUIFTIBSFIPMEFS



t"EPDVNFOUWFSJGZJOHUIFQBZNFOUGPSTIBSFT

6. The Right to Demand the Redemption of Shares
A shareholder has the right to have the company redeem all or a part of his/
her shares when he/she has voted against or abstained from voting concerning
the following:70
1) Alteration of his/her rights and obligations provided in the company
charter, on which he/she had to vote against.
2) Restructuring of the company in the form of mergers or divisions or
involving a change of its legal form (transformation), on which he/
she had to vote against.
The shareholder will send a request to the company within 10 working
days from the date of GMS resolutions on issues that he/she voted against.
The request shall be in writing, specifying the name and address of such
shareholder, the number of shares held under each type of class, the proposed
price and the reason for such request.71
The Board of Directors must determine the redemption price, which
can be the market price or a price as calculated by the net asset value method
or the discounted cash flows method or any other method as stated in the
company’s charter. Where such price fails to be agreed, the shareholder can sell
the shares to another person or the company and the shareholder can call for
a professional valuation organization. The company can recommend at least
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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Shareholders who voted against or abstained from voting on the agenda item(s) that trigger
redemption rights submit a written request with a demand to redeem all or part of their shares.
Step 3:

The Board of Directors determine the redemption price or call for a
professional valuation organization.
Step 4:

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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Shareholders are residual claimants when a company is being liquidated, i.e.
they will receive a portion of the assets remaining after creditor claims are
satisfied. Owners of common shares have a right to receive a portion of the
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The GMS approves the decision on the agenda item that may trigger
redemption rights.
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Figure 6: Procedures for Redemption
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three professional valuation organizations so that the shareholder can choose
and the decision of such valuation organization is final.72
The company must redeem the shares within 90 days from receipt of
the request.73
The steps required to redeem shares are summarized in Figure 6.
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company’s property in proportion to their holdings in the company after
the company has paid out its creditors and shareholders of other classes in
accordance with law.74
During liquidation, a company must first satisfy its priority claimants
(usually liquidation and administrative expenses, salaries, wages, employee benefits
and taxes), and then obligations to creditors. Finally, the liquidator divides the
remaining assets among the shareholders following a specific order of priority:75
1) Redeemable preferred shares
2) Dividend preferred shares
3) Voting preferred shares and common shares.
The company’s assets must be distributed to each group in order
of priority. For example, the company cannot pay the liquidation value of
preferred shares until it has paid the full liquidation value of higher priority
shares. If the company does not have sufficient assets to pay all shareholders of
the same priority class, then the assets must be distributed in proportion to the
number of shares in the class.

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT TUJQVMBUFT UIBU EJWJEFOE QSFGFSSFE
shareholders shall be entitled to receive part of the company’s remaining assets
corresponding to their paid-in shares after the company pay all debts and
redeemable preference shares when the company is dissolved or bankrupt.76

8. The Right to Review the Shareholder List
The list of shareholders shall be made on the basis of the date of establishing
the shareholders using an extract from the Register Book of Shareholders
or the VSD.77 The list of shareholders shall include the full name/registered
name and address/registered office, nationality, ID, passport or other legal
individual certification number, business registration number of each
shareholder, the number of shares of each type, total shares and the date of
registration under each type of each shareholder.78

&WFSZ TIBSFIPMEFS TIBMM IBWF UIF SJHIU UP DIFDL  TFBSDI  FYUSBDU BOE
copy the list of shareholders, to request amendment of incorrect information
or addition of necessary information.79
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFHBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFH
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFCBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFC
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF "SUJDMF $MBVTFEBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFF
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The new decree 102/2010/ND-CP issued by the Government on
HVJEJOHUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGDFSUBJOBSUJDMFTPGUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTOPX
introduces new regulations on the shareholders’ rights to file a claim against
the Board members or the Director (General Director) of the Company.
According to this Decree, a shareholder or a group of shareholders holding at
least 1% of common shares for a consecutive period of six months shall have
the right to request the Supervisory Board to file suit against members of the
Board of Directors, Director (or General Director) for their civil liability in the
following cases:
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A shareholder should have the right to file suit against directors including
derivative and class action law suits. The country’s legal system should provide
and enforce mechanisms for minority shareholders to bring lawsuits when
they have reasonable grounds to believe that their rights have been violated
(see OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, pages 40 & 42).
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ćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTJOUSPEVDFE JOQSJODJQMF UIFSJHIUPGTIBSFIPMEFSTUP
request the economic court to overturn GMS decisions. Shareholders cannot
directly file a suit against directors in the form of class action and derivative
actions, as they have not yet been introduced in Vietnam.
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This right gives shareholders the opportunity to contact other
shareholders and coordinate voting for collective action purposes. It is also
important for verifying the information in the shareholder list, as well as
exercising rights attached to shares.
The company is obliged to provide the following information:

tćFTIBSFIPMEFSMJTU

t"EPDVNFOUDPOĕSNJOHUIBUUIFJORVJSJOHTIBSFIPMEFSJTOPUJODMVEFE
in the shareholder list.
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t.FNCFSTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST %JSFDUPS (FOFSBM%JSFDUPS EPOPU
carry out rights and obligations as assigned adequately or appropriately
or these rights and obligations are not conducted in compliance with
laws and regulations, the company charter, or GMS resolutions.
t.FNCFSTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST %JSFDUPS (FOFSBM%JSFDUPS VTFE
the company’s information, know-how or a business opportunity for
their own interest or for other individual and/or another organization’s
interest.
t.FNCFST PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST  %JSFDUPS (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS 
abused their position, title and the company’s assets for their own
interest or for other individual and/or another organization’s interest.
t$IBJSNBO PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST  %JSFDUPS (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS 
kept and used the company’s seal for their own interest or for other
individual and/or another organization’s interest.
t0UIFSDBTFTBTSFHVMBUFECZMBXBOEUIFDPNQBOZTDIBSUFS

In cases that the company does not have a Supervisory Board or the
Supervisory Board did not take any actions according to current regulation, the
above-mentioned shareholder or group of shareholders could file a suit against
the Board members or the Director (General Director) directly. The order and
procedures of the lawsuit are carried out in accordance the regulations on civil
proceedings.
ÎFor more information on the liability of directors and managers, see Chapter
4, Section F, and Chapter 5, Section E, respectively.

10. The Right to Receive Dividends
Dividends play an important role in the decision to invest in a company. One
important right of shareholders is to receive dividends.80 The Board of Directors
shall make a proposal on the pay-out ratio for each class of shares and submit it
to the GMS for approval.81 For listed companies, the final decision is exclusively
vested with the GMS which shall not be higher than the rate proposed by the
Board.82 Dividends can be made in cash or in the form of common shares. The
Board of Directors may decide a mid-term payment of dividends when such
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFCBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFC
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFO
82 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2 and Article 40, Clause 1.
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86 Model Charter, Article 24, Clause 3.
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A shareholder or a group of shareholders representing at least 10% of the
voting rights, or a lower percentage as provided by the company’s charter,
for a consecutive period of six months or more have the right to nominate a
member to the Board of Directors and Supervisory Board.85
In practice, the majority shareholders often control the election
and removal of board members. For listed companies, the number of
candidates that can be nominated by majority shareholders to the Board
of Directors according to proportion of total shares with voting rights is
shown in Table 2.86
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12. The Right to Nominate Candidates to be Elected as Members
of the Board of Directors and Supervisory Board
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This right is very important to shareholders to protect their rights. A
shareholder or a group of shareholders who owns more than 10% of the total
common shares for a continuous period of at least six months or a smaller
ratio as stipulated in the company charter (5% as recommended by the Model
Charter) shall have the right to summon a GMS in the following cases:84

tćF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST JT JO CSFBDI PG B TFSJPVT WJPMBUJPO PG
shareholders’ rights, of the obligations of managers or issues any
decision which exceeds the Board’s delegation

tćFPďDFUFSNPGUIF#PBSEIBTFYQJSFECZNPSFUIBOTJYNPOUIT 
while the new Board has yet to be elected.
ÎFor more information on the Right to Summon a GMS, see Chapter 8.
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11. The Right to Summon a General Meeting of Shareholders
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payment is considered to conform with the profitability of the company.83
ÎFor more information on the Right to Receive Dividends, see Chapter 10.
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Table 2: Rights to nominate Board of Director member candidate
Proportion of Total Shares with Voting Rights

Number of Candidates
to be Nominated

From 5% to less than 10%

1

From 10% to less than 30%

2

From 30% to less than 50%

3

From 50% to less than 65%

4

65% or more

Full number of candidates

For the Supervisory Board, the proportion of total shares and the
corresponding number of candidates is as show in Table 3:87
Table 3: Rights to nominate supervisory Board member candidates
Proportion of Total Shares with Voting Rights

Number of Candidates
to be Nominated

Less than 10%

1

From 10% to less than 30%

2

From 30% to less than 50%

3

From 50% to less than 65%

4

65% or more

Full number of candidates

13. Restrictions on Founding Shareholders
The transfer of ordinary shares held by the founding shareholders to other
non-founding shareholders within the first three years is restricted unless
approved by the shareholders’ meeting. This restriction applies only to founding
shareholders of new joint stock companies within the first three years from the
date of company’s formation.88
87 Model Charter, Article 36, Clause 2.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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91 Decree 109, Article 35, Clause 2.
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The privileged rights of the State are in the form of voting preferred shares92
or majority shares. In some key areas as decided by the Government, the State
shall be entitled to these privileged rights. These rights shall ensure the security
of the State, or protect the morale, health, rights, and interests of its citizens.
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In this case, the influence of the State in a company is determined by the
percentage of owned shares.
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1. The State as an Ordinary Shareholder
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The State can become a shareholder in shareholding companies through
buying shares or through the conversion of State companies into shareholding
companies (i.e. this process is normally called as “equitization”). In Vietnam,
UIFMBUUFSDBTFJTNPSFDPNNPOGPSUIF4UBUFUPCFDPNFBTIBSFIPMEFS&YFDVUJOH
the annual conversion schedule, but no more than four years from the
FČFDUJWFEBUFPGUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT GSPN+VMZ89), State companies
FTUBCMJTIFEJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIF-BXPO4UBUF0XOFE&OUFSQSJTFTNVTU
be converted into LLCs or joint stock companies as provided by the Law on
&OUFSQSJTFT90 The percentage of State-held shares is based on the criteria for
classification of State enterprises publicized by the Prime Minister for each
period. For enterprises in which the State does not need to hold dominant
shares, the equitization agency shall decide on the percentage of State-held
shares as appropriate.91 Therefore, the State can participate in a company either
as an ordinary shareholder or as the holder of privileged rights.
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Comparative Practices:
Although enjoying the same rights as other shareholders in the company,
with the majority of shares or voting preferred shares with more votes than
common shares, the State in Vietnam may have the following rights:
t1SPQPTFJUFNTGPSUIFBHFOEBPGUIF(.4
t3FRVFTUBO&YUSBPSEJOBSZ(.4
t7FUPUIFGPMMPXJOHEFDJTJPOTPGUIF(.4
a) Amendments to the charter or approval of a new charter
b) Reorganization of the company
c) Liquidation of the company, appointment of the internal corporate
body, or approval of the intermediary and final liquidation balance
sheets
d) Amendments to the charter capital
e) Approval of extraordinary and related party transactions
f ) Access all corporate documents.
The State may appoint a representative to the Board of Directors and replace
this representative at any time.

Recently, the State has gradually reduced its ownership in companies
that do not need the comprehensive involvement and control of the State
through a program of selling a part of its shares in these companies.
In addition, State corporations, holding companies, and the State Capital
Investment Corporation (SCIC) can be shareholders without privileged rights.
In this case, their rights are identical to the rights of the company’s other
shareholders.
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State corporations and holding companies shall appoint one or more
persons to act as representatives for State capital amounts in equitized enterprises
which are their subsidiaries or affiliates and take responsibility for discharging
the rights and obligations of these representatives in accordance with law.94
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
94 Decree 109, Article 49, Clause 1.
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State authorities that own shares often use their statutory powers to intervene
in the business of the companies.
The State shall exercise the ownership rights of State investment capital
with the following principles:93

&YFSDJTFUIFPXOFSTIJQSJHIUTBTBDBQJUBMJOWFTUPS
- Preserve and develop the State capital’s value
- Separate the function of exercise of the ownership rights from the
function of State administrative management
- Separate the function of exercise of the ownership rights from the
implementation of State social duties
- Separate the function of exercise of the ownership rights from
enterprises’ business autonomy, respect enterprises’ rights to do
business

&YFSDJTF UIF SJHIUT BOE PCMJHBUJPOT PG UIF PXOFS PG DBQJUBM JO UIF
enterprises.
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(Foreign) investors are usually cautious about investing in companies where
shares are issued having privileged rights. Despite the fact that privileged
rights arrangements can play a useful role in protecting the interests of the
State and the public, it is recommended that State agencies carefully weigh all
the pros and cons of implementing privileged rights arrangements for each
company.
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For equitized enterprises with the ownership representative rights
of State capital to be transferred to the SCIC, ministries, ministerial-level
agencies, government-attached agencies or People’s Committees of provinces
and centrally run cities shall coordinate with the SCIC in appointing ownership
representatives for State capital amounts in enterprises.95

95 Decree 109, Article 49, Clause 2.
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A register book of shareholders shall be kept in the head office of the
company or the VSD. All shareholders shall have the right to check, refer to,
extract and copy the content of the register book of shareholders at any time
during the working hours of the company or of the VSD.98

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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A company shall make and maintain a register book of shareholders from the
date of being granted the certificate of business registration. Such a book may
be in writing, in electronic files, or both.96
The register book of shareholder shall include the following contents:97

t/BNFBOEBEESFTTPGUIFDPNQBOZTIFBEPďDF

t5PUBMOVNCFSPGBVUIPSJ[FETIBSFT UZQFTBOEBNPVOUPGTIBSFTPGFBDI
type

t5PUBMOVNCFSPGQBJEJOTIBSFTPGFBDIUZQFBOEWBMVFPGQBJEJOFRVJUZ
capital

t/BNF  QFSNBOFOU SFTJEFOUJBM BEESFTT  OBUJPOBMJUZ  *%  QBTTQPSU PS
other legal individual certification numbers, the number of the
establishment decision or the business registration number

t5PUBMTIBSFTPGFBDIUZQFGPSFBDITIBSFIPMEFSBOEEBUFPGTVCTDSJCJOH
shares.
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1. The Company Share Register – Register Book of Shareholders
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The shareholder register is an important document that identifies the
shareholders and the owners of other registered securities of the company. It
can be used to verify the number, nominal value, type, and class of shares and
other registered securities held. The shareholder register is also maintained to
secure shareholder rights and to monitor the circulation of shares and other
registered securities.
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"MUIPVHIUIFSFBSFOPTQFDJĕDSFHVMBUJPOTJOUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT
or the Model Charter and the CG Regulations protecting the shareholders’
rights, it is a good practice that the Board of Directors should be liable for the
proper and timely registration of company shares, as well as for the keeping
of the register of shares and its accuracy, and the damage caused to any
shareholder or third party by failure to perform this duty. There should be a
clear regulation that states in case there is a discrepancy between data in the
book of shareholders and data in the register of the VSD, the entry made in the
VSD will prevail.

2. Registration with the Vietnam Securities Depository
The VSD is established and operated under the model of LLCs or joint stock
companies in compliance with the Law on Securities and their charters. The
VSD is under the SSC’s supervision. It has the duty to organize and supervise
securities registration, depository, clearing and payment activities.99
The VSD shall have the right to promulgate regulations on securities
registration, depository, clearing and payment after such regulations are
approved by the SSC.100 It shall provide securities registration, depository,
clearing and payment services and other services related to the securities
depository at the request of customers.101
The registration of securities with the VSD is regulated as follows:102
1. Securities of public companies must be registered in a concentrated
manner at the VSD
2. Securities of other issuing organizations, which authorize the VSD to
act as their transfer agents, must be registered at the VSD
3. Public companies and issuing organizations as defined above shall
register their types of securities and information on securities owners
with the VSD.

99 LOS, Article 42.
100 LOS, Article 45, Clause 1.
101 LOS, Article 45, Clause 3.
102 LOS, Article 52.
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103 Decision 87, Article 15, Clause 1.
104 LOS, Article 54, Clause 1.
105 LOS, Article 25, Clause 1.
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"THVJEBODFVOEFSUIF0óDJBM-FUUFS6#$,2-1)EBUFE+VOF
by the SSC, the registration of securities of public companies shall be
DPOEVDUFEJOUISFFQIBTFT5IFöSTUQIBTF GSPNUP+VOF DPOTJTUT
of voluntary registration of public companies, the second phase (from 15
+VOF UP  4FQUFNCFS   JT GPS OPOMJTUFE QVCMJD DPNQBOJFT XIPTF
register books of shareholders are maintained by a securities company and
the third phase (from 30 September to 30 December 2009), is dedicated to
remaining public companies. However, up to now, many public companies
have not registered securities at the VSD. The main reason why companies
do not want to register their securities is because currently, there is no clear
and detailed procedure on management and transfer of securities issued for
public, non-listed companies. Another reason is that companies will have to
follow strict disclosure of information regulations. Currently, sanctions are
not strong enough to make them register their securities and this is causing
significant problems for the management of the securities market.
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Comparative Practices in Vietnam:

INFORMATION
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The transfer of securities already registered with the VSD shall be
made through the VSD:104
From a practical point of view, it is important to emphasize the
differences that exist between private and public joint stock companies. The
registration of securities issued at the VSD is obligatory only to public, listed
companies and other issuing organizations, which authorize the VSD to act
as their transfer agents. A public company is a joint stock company that has
already conducted the public offering of its share, has its shares listed at a stock
exchange or the securities trading center or has its shares owned by at least 100
investors, excluding professional securities investors, and has a contributed
charter capital of VND10 billion or more.105
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The issuing organizations are required to register the following
securities information with the VSD:103
1. Information on the issuing organization
2. Information on the securities issued
3. List of securities holders.
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The VSD has the responsibility to supply information related to
customers’ securities ownership at the request of public companies and issuing
organizations that register shares issued at the VSD.106 However, data about the
share ownership structure and a list of all shareholders of these companies are
not publicly available on VSD’s website. The VSD’s website only provides data
concerning the registered issue of shares. In addition, the Law on Securities
gives regulations on the public offering of securities, securities listing, trading
and investment, and provision of securities and securities market services
only.

3. Registration with Business Registrar
Shareholders holding 5% or more of the total number of the shares shall be
registered with a competent Business Registrar within seven working days
from the date of owning such a ratio of shares.107

106 LOS, Article 46, Clause 8.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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For example, the right of shareholders who own or represent a certain
QFSDFOUBHFPGTIBSFT BTQSPWJEFEVOEFS-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOEBT
provided in the Model Charter for listed companies) to make proposals to the
GMS agenda should be guaranteed by the following provision related to the
authority and obligations of the Board of Directors:

t%JSFDUPSTDBOOPUSFKFDUQSPQPTBMTPOPUIFSUIBOQSPDFEVSBMHSPVOET
FOWJTBHFECZUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIVTQSFWFOUJOHUIFSFNPWBMGSPN
the agenda of questions that directors simply do not wish to address.
A proposal can only be rejected in the following circumstances i)

CORPORATE
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IMPLICATIONS
OF CORPORATE
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DIVIDENDS

It is important for the charter to ensure that shareholder rights, and the
mechanisms designed to ensure and protect these rights, are clearly
defined.

THE ROLE OF
THE CORPORATE
SECRETARY

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT QSPWJEFT NBOZ HVBSBOUFFT UP SFBMJ[F BOE QSPUFDU
shareholder rights. Some of these guarantees are procedural in nature and
relate to the organization of the GMS. Others are reflected in the respective
obligations of the governing bodies and officers of the company, i.e. members of
UIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST UIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSBOE&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFNCFST
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1. Guarantees in the Law on Enterprises
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The protection of shareholder rights lies at the center of corporate governance
and is of particular importance for companies operating in emerging markets
or transition economies. This protection is realized both internally (i.e.
through internal corporate procedures and other guarantees envisaged by the
-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOEPUIFSMFHJTMBUJPO BOEFYUFSOBMMZ JFUISPVHIPVUTJEF
parties).
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The proposal is not sent within the time limit or does not contain all
information required, ii) the proposed issues do not fall under the
jurisdiction of the GMS or iii) other circumstances that are provided
in the company’s charter.

2. Judicial Protection
When shareholder rights are violated, shareholders have the right to judicial
protection. This is a fundamental shareholder right guaranteed by law. In
Vietnam, commercial courts are authorized to provide shareholders with
judicial protection. Under the prevailing law, in principle, shareholders have
the right to request the economic court to overturn GMS decisions. However,
shareholders cannot sue directors of joint stock companies, based on the rule
that the company shall bear the cost of the lawsuit. Shareholders cannot file
suit against directors in the forms of class action and derivative actions, as
these have not yet been introduced in Vietnam.
Depending on the nature and extent of the breaches made, those who
CSFBL B QSPWJTJPO PG UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT TIBMM CF EJTDJQMJOFE  FJUIFS CZ
receiving an administrative fine, or being subjected to criminal prosecution in
accordance with law. When the breaches cause damages to the companies or
the shareholders, the performers will be liable to make full compensation in
accordance with law.108
Failing to convene an irregular meeting of the GMS as requested
JOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTXJUIJOBTQFDJĕDQFSJPEPGUJNF 
the Chairman of the Board of Directors shall be responsible to the law and
compensate any damages and losses caused to the company.109
Shareholders can file a petition requesting the Court or an arbitrator
to consider and/or cancel resolutions of the GMS in certain specific cases.110
In case of a dispute between a shareholder and the company, or
between a shareholder and the Board of Directors, the Inspection Committee,
UIF.BOBHJOH%JSFDUPSPS$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0ďDFSDBOOPUCFSFTPMWFECZXBZPG
negotiation and conciliation within a specific period of time, the shareholder
may take the dispute to the economic arbitration or economic court.111
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF
111 Model Charter, Article 54.
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112 Model Charter, Article 51.
113 LOS, Article 8.
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According to the Law on Securities, the SSC has the following tasks and
powers:113

t5P HSBOU  FYUFOE  BOE XJUIESBX MJDFOTFT BOE DFSUJĕDBUFT SFMBUFE UP
securities activities and securities market, to approve changes related
to securities activities and securities market

t5P NBOBHF BOE TVQFSWJTF PQFSBUJPOT PG TUPDL FYDIBOHFT  TFDVSJUJFT
trading centers, the VSD and assistant organizations. To suspend
trading or depositing activities of stock exchanges, securities trading
centers, VSD in cases where they show signs of affecting the legitimate
rights and benefits of investors

t5PJOTQFDU TVQFSWJTFBOEIBOEMFBENJOJTUSBUJWFWJPMBUJPOTBOETFUUMF
complaints and denunciations in securities activities and securities
market

t5PPSHBOJ[FBOEDPPSEJOBUFXJUIDPODFSOFEBHFODJFTBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOT
in training and retraining the contingent of securities officials, civil
servants and staff. To raise public awareness of securities and securities
market

t5PHVJEFQSPGFTTJPOBMQSPDFEVSFTGPSTFDVSJUJFTBOETFDVSJUJFTNBSLFU
and relevant set forms.
The SSC shall accept written complaints and denunciations of
organizations and individuals that fall under its settling competence. When
receiving complaints or denunciations which fall outside its settling competence,

INFORMATION
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3. Protection by the State Securities Commission
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Shareholders holding half of the currently circulating shares with rights to vote
in the election of members to the Board of Directors shall have the right to
lodge a petition with a court requesting dissolution of the company in certain
specific circumstances.112
In Vietnam, the courts still lack of jurisprudent expertise in securities
market disputes and experienced magistrates. Courts are generally considered
less efficient in comparison to the international benchmark with numerous
and complicated procedures. These make it difficult for the protection of
shareholders’ rights through the court system.
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it shall promptly forward them to competent agencies, organizations or
individuals for settlement and notify such in writing to complainants or
denouncers.114
The SSC Chairman shall develop the programs or plans for inspections
PGTFDVSJUJFTBDUJWJUJFTBOETFDVSJUJFTNBSLFU&YUSBPSEJOBSZJOTQFDUJPOTNBZ
also be conducted upon detection of signs of violation of the Law on Securities
and the securities market by organizations or individuals participating in
investment and conducting activities on the securities market according to
the requirements of the settlement of complaints and denunciations, or under
assignment by the SSC Chairman.115
The legal consequences for not observing disclosure and reporting
rules may include fines or delisting.116 Accordingly, the SSC may impose
administrative fines, suspension of trading, administrative warnings and
delisting.

4. Non-Governmental Organizations for the Protection of
Shareholder Rights
Shareholders may seek assistance from associations, institutes, or other nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) dedicated to the protection of shareholder
rights.
In Vietnam, the Vietnam Association of Financial Investors (VAFI)
was established under the Decision No.74/2003/QD-BNV of the Ministry
of Home Affairs dated November 5, 2003 and began operations in January
2004 with the goal of creating a bridge between businesses, stock companies,
investors, and management agencies. The VAFI proposes suggestions for the
improvement of the investment environment. It provides training, consulting
and guidance for investment in the capital market. It also serves as a platform
for discussion and makes contributions to the drafting of legislation. One of
VAFI’s objectives is to “protect the rights of investors by helping investors attain
a thorough knowledge of laws and feel confidence in investing in businesses”.

114 LOS, Article 133, Clause 3.
115 LOS, Article 110.
116 LOS, Articles 118-129.
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A listed company shall build a rational corporate governance apparatus and an
effective system of communication with shareholders in order to ensure that:

t4IBSFIPMEFSTDBOGVMMZFYFSDJTFUIFSJHIUTQSPWJEFEGPSCZMBXBOEUIF
company’s charter

t4IBSFIPMEFSTBSFGBJSMZUSFBUFE
A listed company shall elaborate its charter according to the model
charter promulgated by the MOF.
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5. Company Charter and Internal Regulations
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rights
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In some countries, NGOs play an important role in exerting pressure
on companies, particularly those companies that wantonly disregard
shareholder interests. NGOs may do this in a number of different ways. They
may become shareholders themselves and participate in the GMS. They may
also conduct letter or media campaigns to exert pressure on companies and
draw public attention to the issue of shareholder rights protection. NGOs
have the right to assist shareholders with:
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However, one of VAFI’s sources of funds is from the State Budget and VAFI
has very close links with the Government. This, in combination with the lack
of detail as to which investors are actually represented by VAFI, creates doubt
as to whether it is a truly effective representative of shareholder rights for
investors.
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A listed company shall elaborate and promulgate internal regulations
on corporate governance. Internal regulations on corporate governance
contains the following principal details:117

t0SEFSBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSDPOWFOJOHBOEWPUJOHBUUIF(.4

t0SEFS BOE QSPDFEVSFT GPS OPNJOBUJPO  TFMGOPNJOBUJPO  FMFDUJPO 
removal from office and dismissal of members of the Board of
Directors

t0SEFSBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGNFFUJOHTPGUIF #PBSEPG
Directors

t0SEFSBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSTFMFDUJPO BQQPJOUNFOUBOESFNPWBMGSPN
office of senior managerial staff

t1SPDFTT BOE QSPDFEVSFT GPS DPPSEJOBUJPO PG PQFSBUJPOT BNPOH UIF
#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST UIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSEBOEUIF&YFDVUJWF#PBSE

t3FHVMBUJPOT PO QFSGPSNBODF BTTFTTNFOUT  DPNNFOEBUJPO BOE
disciplining of members of the Board of Directors, the Supervisory
#PBSEBOEUIF%JSFDUPSBUFBOE&YFDVUJWF#PBSE

6. Shareholder Activism and Collective Action
The protection of shareholder rights begins with good corporate behaviour,
an appropriate legal and regulatory framework and appropriate enforcement
procedures. Shareholders themselves must also play a role in this process.
Shareholders are often the only parties aware of violations to their rights
and are in the best position to either file a complaint with the company or,
ultimately, with the regulatory and judicial bodies.

117 CG Regulations, Chapter II, Article 4, Clause 2.
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Shareholder agreements can be an important device for exercising collective
action among shareholders. In fact, such agreements can enable minority
shareholders to make use of minority rights (e.g. acquiring the 10% necessary
to elect a fiduciary to examine the financial statements). The situation is more
complex if agreements are concluded between shareholders and the company
(or one of its governing bodies). In those circumstances, shareholders may
be “locked in” in a variety of ways, e.g. by obliging themselves to always
vote in favor of proposals by directors or to always follow the instructions of
management in matters relating to essential shareholder rights (the right to sell
their shares, the right to receive dividends and other rights).
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7. Shareholder Agreements
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Another aspect of shareholder rights protection is collective action.
Collective action is when a group of shareholders, unable to attain a right on
an individual basis combine their votes to reach a threshold (10% for joint
stock companies or 5% for listed companies) to obtain the right collectively.
.PSFPWFS UIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBMTPQSPWJEFTTIBSFIPMEFSTXJUIBDDFTTUP
shareholder lists that help them contact other shareholders to solicit their
cooperation.

INFORMATION
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The protection of minority shareholder rights remains a key concern
for many (international) investors considering investing in Vietnamese
DPNQBOJFT 1PXFSGVM PXOFSTNBOBHFST PGUFO QBZ MJUUMF PS OP IFFE UP
minority shareholders. On the other hand, shareholders themselves
are often passive, reflecting the lack of a shareholder culture among
Vietnamese investors. In fact, minority shareholders seldom participate in
shareholder meetings unless they are employees. This comes as no surprise
since citizens (often former employees of plants and factories) became
shareholders practically overnight during the equitization phase, typically
without having invested (material) funds before or having been educated
about their rights. This makes the role of regulatory and supervisory
bodies even more important in ensuring that proper attention is paid to
the protection of shareholder rights.
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Comparative Practices in Vietnam:
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Best Practices:
Shareholder agreements can often be used to abuse shareholder rights and
force (minority) shareholders to act in a way that is suitable for directors,
managers and/or controlling shareholders. Therefore, such agreements must
be carefully regulated. For example, in the U.K., shareholder agreements
cannot require a shareholder to vote in one of the following ways:
t"MXBZTUPGPMMPXUIFJOTUSVDUJPOTPGUIFDPNQBOZPSPOFPGJUTCPEJFT
t"MXBZTBQQSPWFUIFQSPQPTBMTPGUIFDPNQBOZPSPOFPGJUTCPEJFT
t5P WPUF JO B TQFDJöFE NBOOFS PS BCTUBJO JO DPOTJEFSBUJPO PG TQFDJBM
advantages.

Shareholder agreements are, in principle, a form of private, civil law
contract. Yet, because of their corporate governance implications, it is necessary
to make certain provisions.
First, shareholder agreements cannot substitute (or contradict) the
founding documents of the company. It is the founding document (charter)
that is mandatory, publicly regulated, and subject to disclosure (according to
the State registration regime and/or securities regime).
Second, it is necessary to prevent the above-mentioned forms of
abuse to the ability to control the voting power of minority shareholders by
prohibiting the inclusion of certain terms in such agreements.
Lastly, it is necessary (particularly for publicly traded companies) to
provide for greater transparency of voting control by requiring the disclosure
of such arrangements. Accordingly, shareholders are required to inform GMS
about the concluded contract on the next meeting of shareholders.
Under prevailing laws, there is no specific regulation on the terms of
shareholder agreements or on the disclosure of shareholder agreements.
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3. Other Obligations
Other responsibilities may exist. Shareholders are responsible to comply with
the charter and the other internal regulations of the company, to observe
resolutions of the GMS and the Board of Management, to provide the correct
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The shareholders shall be liable for debts and other liabilities of the company to
the extent of the paid-in capital. No withdrawal of the contributed capital for
common shares from the company is allowed in any form except the company
or other persons repurchasing the shares. If a shareholder withdraws a part or
the entire contributed capital which is contrary to this stipulation, all members
of the Board of Directors and the legal representative of the company shall be
jointly liable for all debts and other asset obligations of the company within the
amount of the withdrawn shares.120
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2. Obligation to be Liable to Debts and other Liabilities of the
Company
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In addition to rights, shareholders also have responsibilities. The main legal
responsibility of shareholders is to make full payment for shares for their
subscribed shares.118 Founding shareholders shall collectively subscribe at least
20% of the total common shares issued by the company and have to pay in full
for the subscribed shares within 90 days of the issuance date of the company’s
business registration license.119
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1. Obligation to Make Full Payment for their Subscribed Shares
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address when he/she registers subscription for shares and to perform other
obligations in accordance with current law.121
Besides, a shareholder shall be personally liable when he/she performs
one of the following acts in any form in the name of the company:

t#SFBDIFTUIFMBX

t$POEVDUTCVTJOFTTBOEPUIFSUSBOTBDUJPOTGPSQFSTPOBMCFOFĕUPSGPS
the benefit of other organizations or individuals

t1BZT VOEVF EFCUT QSJPS UP B UJNF XIFO UIF DPNQBOZ DPVME GBDF
financial danger.122
Other obligations may include disclosure obligations when certain
thresholds of ownership are passed, or disclosure of the intent to acquire further
shares or gain control of a company. These additional responsibilities generally
apply to larger shareholders and are described throughout the Manual.
ÎFor a discussion on the disclosure of beneficial ownership, see Chapter 13,
Section B.3.
Under certain conditions, shareholders may be held liable despite their
limited liability. In particular, this refers to controlling shareholders who have
the opportunity to determine the actions of or give mandatory instructions to
the company.
Finally, in some countries, shareholders (especially institutional investors)
may be required to vote their shares. In other countries, there is no legal requirement
but it may be considered a moral imperative. While no legal requirements for
voting exist in Vietnam, good corporate governance depends heavily on the active
participation of shareholders in the governance of the company.

Best Practices:
Institutional investors acting in a fiduciary capacity should disclose their
overall corporate governance and voting policies with respect to their
investments, including the procedures that they have in place for deciding
on the use of their voting rights. They should also disclose how they manage
material conflicts of interest that may affect the exercise of key ownership
rights regarding their investments (see OECD Principles of Corporate
Governance, page 19).
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Is sufficient information available for all shareholders to take wellinformed decisions on agenda items?
Does the charter require the company to provide additional information
to shareholders (or others having recognized interests) on specific
agenda items?
Does the company properly inform all shareholders of the GMS on its
website?
Conducting the General Meeting of Shareholders:
Is the venue of the GMS convenient and easily accessible for all company
shareholders?
Are shareholders (or their representatives) who attend the GMS properly
registered and do they have the opportunity to participate in the
GMS?
Does the company ensure that the quorum of the GMS is properly
verified and properly recorded?
Are members of the Board of Directors, Executive and Supervisory
Board, as well as the External Auditor, present during the GMS? Do
shareholders have the right and opportunity to ask questions to
executives and other presenters?
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Does the Board of Directors have a clear duty to ensure that the agenda
is not changed after it has been sent to all shareholders?
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Does the Board of Directors provide workable and timely mechanisms
to include all legitimate shareholder proposals on the agenda?
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Are there any powers of the GMS that the charter explicitly delegates to
the Board of Directors?
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Are the powers of the GMS clearly set forth in the charter?
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The Chaiman’s Checklist

Does the Board of Directors or other authorized corporate bodies
or persons in accordance with company’s general documents ensure
that effective and independent vote counting mechanisms are in place
during the GMS and that the voting results are properly recorded?
Does the Board of Directors ensure that all decisions are valid and that
all applicable legal requirements are met?
Are the voting results and decisions properly communicated to
shareholders?
The Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders:
Does the Board of Directors convene an EGM when circumstances
require in conformity with the law?
Does the Board of Directors convene an EGM when the shareholder (or
a group of shareholders) owning at least 10% or less of voting shares
as stipulated in the company charter (5% as under the Model Charter
for listed companies) for a consecutive period of six months requests
an EGM?

Shareholders are the main contributors of equity capital. However,
shareholders do not always wish to participate in the day-to-day management
of the company’s affairs. Most shareholders lack the necessary time or skills to
run a company. Thus, shareholders entrust professional managers to run the
company’s day-to-day operations, and elect directors to supervise and guide
the work of these managers. However, this does not mean that shareholders
completely give up their governance rights. Shareholders most commonly
exercise their governance rights through the GMS.
The GMS is the highest governing body of a company. It is through
the GMS that shareholders express their will with respect to such important
company matters as the approval of annual reports and financial statements, the
election and dismissal of directors, the payment of dividends and distribution
of company profits, reorganization, major corporate transactions and the
BQQPJOUNFOU PG UIF &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS ćF (.4 BMTP QSPWJEFT TIBSFIPMEFST
with the opportunity to, at least once a year, discuss these and other important
matters, meet in person with their directors and managers, ask questions and
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determine the future of the company. Hence, shareholders exercise their rights
to participate in the decision-making of the company through the GMS.
Preparing for and conducting the GMS is subject to detailed procedural
requirements as determined by law, corporate policies and procedures. This
chapter describes the authorities of the GMS, its organization and legal
requirements for adopting valid decisions.
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8.

The General Meeting of Shareholders

A. General Provisions
1. Types of General Meetings of Shareholders
ćFSFBSFUXPUZQFTPG(.4 UIF"(.BOEUIF&(.
a) The Annual General Meeting of Shareholders

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT SFRVJSFT DPNQBOJFT UP IPME B (.4 PODF B
year.1 This meeting is called the AGM. The AGM must be held within four
months from the end of the fiscal year, but can be extended to six months
subject to approval of the authorized business registration body.2
The Board of Directors shall convene the AGM and shall choose an
appropriate place for the AGM. For listed companies, the AGM may not be
held merely by written consent.3
The AGM must provide shareholders with the opportunity to attend.
b) The Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders
Besides the AGM, the company can hold more meetings of this corporate
CPEZ "MM (.4 PUIFS UIBO UIF "(. BSF DBMMFE UIF &(. ćFZ BSF DPOWFOFE
in response to specific company or shareholder needs, such as the issuance of
additional shares beyond the authority of the Board of Directors as regulated
in the charter, a corporate reorganization or for the election of directors. The
&(.NBZCFDPOEVDUFEVOEFSUIFDPNQBOZTEFDJTJPO)PXFWFS VOEFSDFSUBJO
DJSDVNTUBODFT UIFDPNQBOZNBZCFSFRVJSFECZMBXUPDBMMBO&(.

ćFSFBSFOPMJNJUBUJPOTPOUIFOVNCFSPG&(.TUIBUBDPNQBOZDBO
conduct during the year, between two AGMs.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
3 CG Regulations, Article 6, Clause 6 and Model Charter, Article 19, Clause 12.
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Transactions

Charter Capital

Securities
Dividends

More specifically, the GMS has the authority related to:6



B %FDJTJPOTPO.BUUFST3FMBUJOHUP(PWFSOJOH#PEJFT
t"QQPJOUNFOU EJTNJTTBMBOESFQMBDFNFOUPGNFNCFSTPGUIF#PBSEPG
Directors and of the Supervisory Board

-0& "SUJDMF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFL
.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMFBOE-0& "SUJDMFT
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Figure 1: The Authority of the General Meeting of Shareholders
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ćF BVUIPSJUJFT PG UIF (.4 BSF TFU GPSUI JO UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT4 The
charter may, however, provide additional authorities to the GMS (for example,
adoption of the internal regulations), unless otherwise determined by the
law.5 The Model Charter, which is applicable to companies listed on the stock
exchange, sets forth more authority to the GMS than stipulated by the Law on
&OUFSQSJTFT
ÎFor more information on the separation of authorities between the GMS and
the Board of Directors, see Chapter 4, Section A.4.a.
The authority of the GMS is summarized in Figure 1:
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t*OTQFDUJPO PG BOE EFBMJOH XJUI CSFBDIFT CZ UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
or the Supervisory Board which cause losses to the company and
shareholders.

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT JT TJMFOU PO XIJDI CPEZ TIPVME IBWF UIF
authority to decide the number of members of the Board of Directors and
on whether the GMS should approve Board of Directors members’ total
remuneration and remuneration reports. For listed companies, these matters
are under the decision of the GMS.7 Besides, a listed company’s GMS shall
have the authority to approve the appointment of the managing director or
General Director proposed by the Board of Directors.8 Whereas, under the
-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT GPSQVCMJD OPOMJTUFEDPNQBOJFT UIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
shall have full rights in appointing and dismissing the managing director or
General Director.9

Best Practices:
The GMS should approve the remuneration policy for Board of Directors
members.







C $POUSPMPWFSUIF0QFSBUJPOTPGUIF$PNQBOZ
t"QQSPWFBOOVBMSFQPSUTBOEBOOVBMĕOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUT
t%JTDVTTBOEBQQSPWFUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSESFQPSU
t%JTDVTTBOEBQQSPWFUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTSFQPSU
t#VTJOFTTMJOFT TIPSUUFSNBOEMPOHUFSNEFWFMPQNFOUBMQMBOTPGUIF
company.
For listed companies, the CG Regulations stipulate the minimum
contents that must be included in the Board of Directors and of the Supervisory
Board reports to be presented at the GMS.
An operation report of the Board of Directors to the GMS must contain
at least the following:10

.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFTDG
8 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2e.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFI
10 CG Regulations, Article 7.
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D %FDJTJPOTPOUIF*OUFSOBM1SPDFEVSFTGPS(PWFSOJOH#PEJFT
t"QQSPWFBOFXWFSTJPOPGUIFDIBSUFSPSBNFOEUIFDIBSUFS FYDFQUUIF
case where the charter capital is increased as a result of selling new
shares within the total amount of shares the company is authorized to
issue as stipulated in the company’s charter13

11 CG Regulations, Article 8.
12 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2d.
13 For public, non-listed companies, in case the charter capital is increased as a result of selling new shares
within the total amount of shares the company is authorized to issue as stipulated in the company’s charter,
UIF BNFOENFOU UP UIF DIBSUFS EPFT OPU OFFE (.4 BQQSPWBM -0&  "SUJDMF   $MBVTF E  'PS MJTUFE
companies, this will not happen as the GMS shall approve the issue of new shares (Model Charter, Article
14, Clause 2h).
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For public, non-listed companies, there is no specific regulation on the
format and contents of these reports to be presented in the GMS.

6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIFSFJTOPSFHVMBUJPOPOUIFBVUIPSJUZ
UPBQQPJOUBOEEJTNJTTUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSPGBQVCMJDDPNQBOZ8IFSFBTGPS
listed companies, the Model Charter stipulates that the GMS shall approve the
TFMFDUJPOPGUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSPGUIFDPNQBOZ12
ÎFor more information on internal and external control structures, see
Chapter 14.
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A Supervisory Board operations report to the GMS must contain at
least the following:11

t0QFSBUJPOTPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE

t3FWJFXPGNFFUJOHTBOEEFDJTJPOTPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE

t3FTVMUT PG TVQFSWJTJPO PG UIF DPNQBOZT PQFSBUJPO BOE ĕOBODJBM
status

t3FTVMUTPGTVQFSWJTJPOPGNFNCFSTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOEUIF
Management Board and managerial staff

t"TTFTTNFOUPGUIFDPPSEJOBUJPOCFUXFFOUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSEXJUI
the Board of Directors, the executives and shareholders.
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t"TTFTTNFOUPGUIFDPNQBOZTPQFSBUJPOTJOUIFĕTDBMZFBS
t0QFSBUJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
t3FWJFXPGNFFUJOHTBOEEFDJTJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
t3FTVMUTPGTVQFSWJTJPOPGUIFEJSFDUPSPSUIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS
t3FTVMUTPGTVQFSWJTJPOPGNBOBHFSJBMTUBČ
t1MBOTGPSGVUVSFBDUJWJUJFT
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t"QQSPWFJGUIFNBOBHJOHEJSFDUPSPS(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSDPODVSSFOUMZ
holds the post of Board’s Chairman.
The principal formalities and procedures for conducting the GMS
BOEWPUJOHIBWFCFFOQSPWJEFEGPSJOUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTGPSTIBSFIPMEJOH
companies and in the Model Charter for listed companies.14 The CG
Regulations also require that a listed company has to issue regulations on the
order and procedures for convening and voting at the GMS which need to
cover principal and necessary contents for conducting the GMS.15 However,
the CG Regulations do not mention the body to establish these regulations and
the authority to approve these regulations.


E %FDJTJPOTPOUIF$IBSUFS$BQJUBM
For a listed company, under the Model Charter, the GMS shall make
decisions on the increase in the company’s charter capital as it has the authority
to decide classes of shares and number of new shares to be issued for each class
of shares.16 However, for public, non-listed companies as regulated under the
-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTTIBMMIBWFUIJTBVUIPSJUZBTMPOHBT
the selling of new shares to increase the charter capital is within the number of
shares authorized to be offered for each type.17ćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTJTTJMFOU
on the time and other limits imposed on the Board of Directors in this case.
The GMS shall a make decision with regard to the repurchase of more than
10% (but no more than 30% of any one class of issued shares).18 Share repurchases
of less than 10% of issued shares shall be decided by the Board of Directors.
For public companies in general, the GMS shall also have the authority
to increase the charter capital by issuing shares for payment of dividends or by
issuing bonus shares to current shareholders from internal sources.19

6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIFSFJTOPSFHVMBUJPOPSHVJEBODFPOUIF
procedures and the authority for the decrease of the company’s charter capital.
However, it is required by the Ministry of Planning and Investment (MPI) that
the written decision and the meeting minutes of the GMS on the amendment
of the charter capital is needed for the registration of the amendment of the
-0& "SUJDMFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF
15 CG Regulations, Article 6, Clause 1.
16 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2h.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFD
-0& "SUJDMF"SUJDMF $MBVTFHBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFN
$JSDVMBS 4FDUJPO*7 "SUJDMFT
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G %FDJTJPOTPO.BUUFSTSFMBUJOHUP4FDVSJUJFT
t"QQSPWFUIFUSBOTGFSPGTIBSFTCZGPVOEJOHNFNCFSTXJUIJOUIFĕSTU
three years of the date of establishment
t"QQSPWFUIFCVZCBDLPGDPNQBOZTIBSFTJODBTFTTQFDJĕFECZUIF-BX
PO&OUFSQSJTFT(please see Item d. for more details).

20 Decree 43, Chapter V, Article 40, Clause 1.
21 Model Charter, Article 53, Clause 1.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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F %FDJTJPOTPO3FPSHBOJ[BUJPOBOE-JRVJEBUJPOPGB$PNQBOZ
t"QQSPWF UIF NFSHFST  EJWJTJPOT  TFQBSBUJPO  DPOTPMJEBUJPO PS
conversion of the company

t"QQSPWFUIFSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGUIFDPNQBOZ

t"QQSPWFUIFMJRVJEBUJPOUIFDPNQBOZ EFDJTJPOUPUFSNJOBUFUIF
company).
Further regulations are given in case the company is liquidated. For
listed companies, a Liquidation Committee must be established, of which two
members are appointed by the GMS and one member is appointed by the
Board of Directors from an independent auditing firm.21 For public, non-listed
companies, the Board of Directors shall directly organize the liquidation of the
company’s assets unless the company’s charter stipulates that it should set up a
Liquidation Committee.22
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company’s charter capital.20 This means that the GMS shall have the authority
to decide the change in the company’s charter capital, including the decrease
of the charter capital. Besides, Circular 19 also regulates some cases where a
company can decrease its charter capital and the methods for the decrease.
For joint stock banks, the GMS shall not have the full authority to
decide the change in the bank’s charter capital. Instead, the increase or
decrease in joint stock banks’ charter capital needs to be approved by the
SBV. The process and procedures as well as the application dossiers for the
approval of the change in joint stock banks’ charter capital are regulated
under Article 26 to Article 29, Section 2, Chapter III of Circular 06/2010/TT
– NHNN dated 26 February 2010 giving guidance on matters related to the
organization, management, charter capital, transferring of shares, amendment
and supplement of the business license and charter of joint stock banks.
ÎFor more information on the charter capital, see Chapter 9.
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6OEFS UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT  UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST TIBMM SFQPSU
the issuance of bonds to the GMS at an earliest GMS meeting in case it has
this issuing authority as stipulated in the company charter.23 The report must
consist of documents supporting the Board of Directors’ decision. However,
no further regulations or guidelines are given in case the GMS does not agree
with the issuance of bonds by the Board of Directors.
For listed companies, although the Model Charter does not mention
the authority to approve the issuance of bonds, convertible bonds and other
securities rights, it can be understood that the GMS shall reserve this right as
the Board of Directors shall only propose the issuance of bonds, convertible
bonds and other securities rights.24
ÎFor more information on securities, see Chapter 11.


H %FDJTJPOTPO%JWJEFOET
The GMS has the right to decide the annual dividend per share.25 The
Board of Directors may decide on the timing of dividend payment and how
dividends shall be paid to shareholders.26
For listed companies, the authority of the GMS is restricted as it is
stipulated that the rate of dividends as approved by the GMS shall not be higher
than the rate proposed by the Board of Directors.27
ÎFor more information on dividends, see Chapter 10.



I "QQSPWBMPG4QFDJBM5SBOTBDUJPOT
t"QQSPWFNBUFSJBMUSBOTBDUJPOT
The GMS shall approve contracts and transactions with a value of
50% or more of the company’s total asset value as stated in the latest financial
statements or the company charter may stipulate a smaller rate that will lead
to the requirement for the Board of Directors to approve such contracts and
transactions. The Board of Directors shall submit draft contracts or explain the
main content of intended transactions during the GMS or to collect written
opinion of shareholders. In this case, shareholders related to such contracts
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
24 Model Charter, Article 25, Clause 3g.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFC
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFO
27 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2b.
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-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFT
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
30 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2o.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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For listed companies, the GMS shall approve the above-mentioned
related party contracts or transactions only when their value is 20% or more of
the total value of the company’s assets and its branches recorded in the most
recent financial statements.30 For public and non-listed companies, the GMS
shall approve the above-mentioned related party contracts or transactions
only when their value is 50% or more of the total value of the company’s assets
recorded in the most recent financial statements. Other transactions with a
value less than 50% shall be approved by the Board of Directors. Shareholders
and directors related to such contracts or transactions cannot vote and the
contracts or transactions will be approved when shareholders representing
65% or more of the remaining votes approve.31
ÎFor more information on these transactions, see Chapter 12, Section B.
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or transactions cannot vote and the contract or transactions will be approved
when shareholders representing 65% of the remaining votes approve.28

t"QQSPWFSFMBUFEQBSUZUSBOTBDUJPOT

"DDPSEJOHUPUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTGPSQVCMJD OPOMJTUFEDPNQBOJFT 
all contracts and transactions between the company and the following entities
shall be approved by the GMS or Board of Directors:29
- Shareholders, authorized representatives of shareholders owning
more than 35% of the company’s common shares and related
persons
- Members of the Board of Directors, the director or the General
Director and related persons

&OUFSQSJTFT JO XIJDI NFNCFST PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST  UIF
Supervisory Board, the director, the General Director have capital
contribution or shares

&OUFSQSJTFT JO XIJDI SFMBUFE QFSTPOT PG NFNCFST PG UIF #PBSE PG
Directors, the Supervisory Board, the director and General Director
individually or collectively hold capital contributions or shares greater
than 35% of the charter capital.
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B. Preparing for the Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders
Preparing for the AGM requires careful planning and adherence to procedural
SFRVJSFNFOUTćFQSPDFEVSFTBSFTFUPVUJOUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOEEFUBJMFE
in the Model Charter.
The steps that must be followed are summarized in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Preparation for the GMS
Step 1a: Make the decision to conduct the GMS
Step 1b: Draft the agenda
Step 1
Take preliminary
decisions

Step 1c: Prepare materials and documents for the meeting
Step 1d: Prepare draft resolutions for each issue to be discussed in
the meeting agenda
Step 1e: Determine the date, place and time
Step 1f: Determine the record date

Step 2
Compile the
shareholder list

Step 2a: Compile the shareholder list
Step 2b: Provide information and resolve complaints regarding the
above list of shareholders

Step 3
Notify shareholders

Send invitations to shareholders eligible for participating in the
meeting

Step 4
Shareholders’ right to
amend the agenda

Approving the agenda – shareholders’ right to amend the agenda
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2. Making Preliminary Decisions
As depicted in Figure 3, the Board of Directors must make a number of key
decisions in preparing for the GMS.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
34 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 4.
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In the period preceding the decision to conduct the AGM, the Board of
Directors should review all the proposals, formal and informal, made by
shareholders to include specific items on the agenda. Mutual understanding
and cooperation between the Board of Directors and shareholders is very
important in the corporate governance framework. In that respect, good
practice would be to notify shareholders about rejected agenda items. This
by no means precludes the shareholders’ legal right to include items on the
agenda after the decision to conduct the GMS.
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Best Practices:

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

The first step in preparing for an AGM is to draft an agenda. The agenda
structures the AGM, and lists issues that must be addressed. Only the items
QSPQFSMZJODMVEFEJOUIFBHFOEBJODPOGPSNJUZXJUIUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT
may be decided on at general meetings. Other issues, not included in the
agenda may only be discussed. However, in the case where all shareholders
representing 100% of the voting shares attend the GMS directly or via an
authorized representative, the resolutions which are unanimously approved by
the GMS shall be deemed to be effective even if the items voted on were not
included on the agenda.32
For a public, non-listed company, the GMS shall have the right to alter
the meeting agenda being enclosed with the invitations sent to all shareholders.33
For listed companies, it is stipulated that all resolutions and issues included in
the agenda must be discussed and voted at the GMS.34
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Figure 3: Issues that the Board of Directors Must Decide
Mailing address to which shareholders send
their completed voting ballots

Agenda

Date, place, and time of the AGM

The form of the GMS (an
AGM is always held with
the physical participation of
shareholders)

Issues:

Format and text of the voting ballot

Record date, i.e. date on which the
list of persons who are entitled to
participate in the AGM is complied
Procedure for notifying
shareholders of the AGM

List of materials that will be made available to
shareholders prior to the AGM

Source: IFC, March 2004

a) The Decision to Conduct the GMS
The Board of Directors must decide to conduct the GMS before its
preparation may start. As part of this decision, the Board of Directors decides
the final agenda, date, place and time, address to which completed ballots must
be sent; notification procedures, list of materials and record date.
b) The Date of the GMS

"EJTUJODUJPOIBTUPCFNBEFCFUXFFOUIF"(.BOEUIF&(.ćF
-BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT BOE UIF .PEFM $IBSUFS SFHVMBUF UIBU UIF "(. TIBMM CF
conducted within four months from the end of the financial year, but can
be extended to six months subject to approval of the authorized business
registration body.35 The Board of Directors then determines the exact date for
each AGM, within the period stipulated by the charter.

0OUIFPUIFSIBOE UIFEBUFPGUIF&(.JTEFUFSNJOFECZUIFEFDJTJPO
to conduct the GMS or within 30 days from the date the circumstances as
required by law arising or from the date of receipt of the request (For more
information, see Section D.2 below).
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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t$PNQBOJFTTIPVMEFTUJNBUFIPXNBOZQBSUJDJQBOUTBSFMJLFMZUPBUUFOE
the GMS and plan accordingly.

d) The Record Date
The record date, sometimes referred to as the fixing date, is the date
used to determine who is entitled to participate in the GMS. The Law on
&OUFSQSJTFTBOEUIF.PEFM$IBSUFSTUJQVMBUFUIBUUIFDPOWFOPSPGUIF(.4
shall make the list of shareholders entitled to participate in the GMS sessions
based on the register book of shareholders. Listed company will have to send
a notice together with related documents to the stock exchange and VSD
to inform the record date for preparation of the list of shareholders who
are entitled to participate in the GMS at least ten working days before the
record date.38"DDPSEJOHUP-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT TVDIMJTUTIBMMCFNBEFXIFO
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFC
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
38 Circular 09, Section IV, Article 5.
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t$PNQBOJFT UIBU BSF MPDBUFE XIFSF BDDFTT JT EJóDVMU TIPVME DIPPTF
a venue that is easy to access, for example by public transport. This
location should be specified in the charter
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defined by the charter
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t5IF (.4 TIPVME CF IFME BU B MPDBUJPO BOE UJNF UIBU BMMPXT
shareholders to participate and does not impose undue expenses
upon them
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Comparative corporate governance practices recommend that:

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

Comparative Practices:

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

c) The Place of the GMS

"DDPSEJOH UP UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT BOE UIF .PEFM $IBSUFS  UIF
convenors of the GMS will determine the venue of the GMS.36 The venue of
the GMS must be in the territory of Vietnam.37 Although there are no specific
rules for the place of the GMS, it should be held in a place that offers the
optimal conditions for the presence of shareholders.
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there is a resolution to make convocation of the GMS and must be completed
no later than 30 days prior to the date of opening the GMS.39 However, for
listed companies, the Model Charter stipulates that the list of shareholders
be compiled within 30 days before the date of opening the GMS.40 For listed
DPNQBOJFTUPCFJODPNQMJBODFXJUIUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIJTNFBOTUIBU
the record date must be exactly 30 days before the date of the GMS.

3. Preparing the Shareholder List
The next step in preparing for the GMS is to compile the list of shareholders
who are entitled to participate in the GMS.
Once the Board of Directors has set the record date, the next step is
to compile the shareholder list according to data from the register book of
shareholders at the company or from the VSD for securities which have been
registered at the VSD. In the latter case, the depository members of the VSD
shall be responsible for the preparation of the list of shareholders entitled
to participate in the GMS based on the information in the register book of
shareholders on the record date.41
The shareholder list is prepared to:

t%FUFSNJOFXIJDITIBSFIPMEFSTBSFFOUJUMFEUPQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIF(.4

t/PUJGZTIBSFIPMEFSTPGUIF(.4

t%FUFSNJOFXIJDITIBSFIPMEFSTIBWFUIFSJHIUUPBNFOEUIFBHFOEB

t(JWF TIBSFIPMEFST UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP WFSJGZ UIBU UIFJS SJHIUT BSF
registered properly.
a) Who Should be Included on the Shareholder List
Only persons included on the shareholder list are entitled to participate
in the GMS. The distinction has to be made between right to participate in
UIFNFFUJOHBOEUIFSJHIUUPWPUF6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT PXOFSTPG
dividend preferred shares and redeemable preferred shares are not entitled
to attend and to vote at the GMS. However, for listed companies, the Model
Charter stipulates that shareholders of these types of preferred shares shall
have the authority to vote in case of a GMS resolution on the change or waiver
of special rights attached to a class of shares.42
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
40 Model Charter, Article 17, Clause 2a.
41 Decision 87, Article 20, Clause 2 and Decision 15, Article 5, Clause 2.
42 Model Charter, Article 16, Clause 1.
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c) Information in the Shareholder List
The shareholder list must contain information on each individual and
legal entity including:43

t'VMMOBNF

t*EFOUJĕDBUJPOEFUBJMT BEESFTTSFHJTUFSFEPďDF *% QBTTQPSUPSMFHBM
individual certification number, business registration number and
nationality)

tćFOVNCFS UZQFBOEDMBTTPGTIBSFTIFME

tćFEBUFPGSFHJTUSBUJPOVOEFSFBDIUZQF

Best Practices:
It would be considered a good corporate practice to include the email
addresses of each shareholder in the shareholder list.
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ÎSee Chapter 13, Section B.3 for more information on the disclosure of beneficial
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To ensure that all shareholders are included in the shareholder list, nominal
shareholders are required to provide the company with information on the
ultimate or beneficial owners they represent.
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b) Nominal Shareholders and the Shareholder List

MATERIAL
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The right to participate in the GMS is a fundamental shareholder right.
1SPDFTTFTBOEQSPDFEVSFTGPSUIF(.4TIPVMEBMMPXGPSFRVJUBCMFUSFBUNFOUPG
BMMTIBSFIPMEFST 4FF0&$%1SJODJQMFT QBHF 5IFSFGPSF UIFTIBSFIPMEFSMJTU
should encompass all registered shareholders on the record date.
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d) Disclosure of Information in the Shareholder List
All shareholders shall have the right to check, refer to, extract and
copy the contents of the register book of shareholders at any time during the
working hours of the company or of the VSD.44 In some countries, information
regarding physical persons, including their mailing address, may only be
disclosed with their permission.
Shareholders are entitled to verify the accuracy of the information in
the register about themselves and their holdings. They are entitled to make
objections to any irregularity on the list and request the amendment of
incorrect information or addition of necessary information.45 It would be a
good corporate practice for a company to issue a statement within a couple of
days highlighting any objection.
The Board of Directors may amend the shareholder list after the
record date only to restore the rights of persons who were omitted or to
correct other errors.
e) Shareholder Obligations when Selling Shares after the Record
date but Prior to the Annual General Meeting of Shareholders
Shareholders lose voting rights when they sell their shares, as voting
SJHIUTBSFUSBOTGFSSFEBVUPNBUJDBMMZUPUIFOFXPXOFSćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT
stipulates that in this case, the transferee shall have the right to participate in
the GMS in place of the transferor with respect to such shares.46 However, no
procedures are given to ensure that right of the new shareholder.
In practice, if the shareholder list is not updated after the record date,
the selling shareholder still has the right to attend the meeting and vote. This
shareholder must ensure that the new shareholder may vote at the GMS. There
are two ways for the selling shareholder to fulfil this obligation:

t(SBOUBQPXFSPGBUUPSOFZUPUIFOFXPXOFSPS

t1BSUJDJQBUFJOUIF(.4BOEWPUFJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFJOTUSVDUJPOT
of the new owner.
In practice, these two options only work when the shareholder knows:

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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t*GWPUJOHTIBSFTBSFCFJOHDJSDVMBUFEJOGPSFJHONBSLFUTJOUIFGPSNPG
depositary receipts, voting must be based on the instructions of the
depositary receipt holders.

ÎFor more information on depositary receipts, see Chapter 11, Section G.
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in accordance with the instructions of new owners
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There are some ways to ensure the right of the new shareholders as follows:
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tćF JEFOUJUZ PG UIF CVZFS Shares are generally sold anonymously
through intermediaries, thus making it impossible for the seller to
identify and contact the buyer. It gets more complicated when shares
are sold to multiple shareholders or during multiple and sequential
transactions.
tćFSFDPSEEBUF In practice, shareholders are not notified about the
record date before they are notified of the GMS. This makes it difficult
for the seller to know if he/she is obliged to act in order to allow the
new shareholder to participate in the GMS.
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4. Providing Proper Notice
Once the procedures set out in Section B.3 are completed, all shareholders
eligible for participation in the GMS must be notified of the GMS no later
than seven working days prior to the opening date of the GMS.47 For listed
companies, the Model Charter requires the notice of the GMS must be sent at
least 15 days before the date of the meeting.48

Best Practices:
It is good practice that notification of the GMS:
t"MMPXTTVóDJFOUUJNFGPSBMMTIBSFIPMEFSTUPQSFQBSFGPSUIF(.4
t*THJWFOUPBMMTIBSFIPMEFST
t"MMPXTTVóDJFOUUJNFGPSTIBSFIPMEFSTUPDPOUBDUPUIFSTIBSFIPMEFST
t0DDVSTBUMFBTUEBZTJOBEWBODF

a) How to Notify
Shareholders must be notified of the AGM by registered mail to the
permanent address of the shareholder.49 If the company has a website, the
company shall publish the notice of the general meeting on the company
website together with the dispatch of the notice to shareholders.50
For listed companies, under the Model Charter, the GMS notice
may be:51

t'PSPXOFSTPGTIBSFTXIJDIIBWFCFFOEFQPTJUFE TFOUUPUIF74%BOE
at the same time shall be announced on the information network of
UIF 4UPDL &YDIBOHF  PO UIF XFCTJUF PG UIF DPNQBOZ  JO B OBUJPOBM
newspaper or a local newspaper where the company’s office is based

t'PSPXOFSTPGTIBSFTXIJDIIBWFOPUCFFOEFQPTJUFE TFOUUPTVDI

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
48 Model Charter, Article 17, Clause 3.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
51 Model Charter, Article 17, Clause 3.
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Best Practices:
Every reasonable effort should be made to inform shareholders of an
upcoming GMS. A broader reach may be achieved by:
t1FSNJUUJOHUIFVTFPGFNBJMBOEUIFJOUFSOFU
t6TJOHXJEFMZSFBEQSJOUNFEJBUPEJTTFNJOBUFOPUJDF
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b) Information Included in the AGM Notification
The AGM notification should contain sufficient information to enable
shareholders to participate and tell them how they will participate. It must
JODMVEFJOGPSNBUJPOSFRVJSFECZUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT52 Legal requirements
and recommendations for this notification are summarized in Table 1.
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The company may also notify shareholders of a GMS by television or
radio, or other methods such as the internet. These other methods may not,
IPXFWFS SFQMBDFUIPTFSFRVJSFECZUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOEUIPTFTQFDJĕFE
in the charter.
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shareholders by direct delivery or by registered courier to the
registered address of the shareholders or to the address provided by
such shareholders in order to receive information
t'PSTIBSFIPMEFSTXIPIBWFOPUJĕFEUIFDPNQBOZJOXSJUJOHPGUIFJSGBY
number or email address, sent to such fax number or email address
t'PSTIBSFIPMEFSTXIPBSFFNQMPZFFTPGUIFDPNQBOZ UIFOPUJDFPGUIF
meeting may be placed in a sealed envelope and sent directly to them
at their work place.
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Table 1: Information to Include in the GMS Notification
Required

Recommended by the
Comparative CG practice

1. Full name and location of the company

D

D

2. Number and date of the business registration certificate

D

3. Date, place, and time of the GMS

D

4. Name and address of shareholders or of the shareholders’
authorized person

D

Information

D

D

5. Record date of the GMS
6. Agenda

D

7. Proxy form

D

8. Voting ballot and discussion materials, draft resolutions

D

D

9. Information about place and time where shareholders can
inform themselves and take materials for the meeting (when
the GMS notification was public)

D

10. Procedures for receiving background information

D

11. The time when the registration of participants starts (*)

D

12. The place where registration takes place

D

13. The person to whom shareholders may report violations of the
registration procedure

D

14. Mailing address and identity of a person to whom shareholders
are sending written voting instructions

D

(*) There is a difference between the Law on Enterprises and the Model
Charter regarding the time when the registration of participants starts. Under
the Law on Enterprises, registration of participants shall be conducted on the day
prior to the date of opening the GMS.53 However, the Model Charter stipulates
that the registration take place on the same day of the GMS, right before the
opening of the GMS.54
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
54 Model Charter, Article 19, Clause 1.
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Recommended materials that should be made available to shareholders
before the GMS by comparative corporate governance practices are summarized
in Table 2.
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Companies should identify materials that need to be provided to shareholders
in their charter.
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Best Practices:

THE ROLE OF
THE CORPORATE
SECRETARY

THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES

In most cases, the invitation merely includes instructions on where and when
shareholders may get documentation for the meeting. In some companies,
copies of documentation and handouts are provided at the meeting.

THE INTERNAL
CORPORATE
DOCUMENTS

Comparative Practices in Vietnam:

THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

c) Information and Materials for the GMS

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT BOE $JSDVMBS  EP OPU MJTU UIF TQFDJĕD
background materials that must be made available to shareholders before the
GMS. It only stipulates that discussion materials must be enclosed with the
meeting invitation.
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Table 2: GMS Materials
1. The annual report and financial statements
2. The report of the External Auditor
3. The report of the supervisory body (Supervisory Board, Internal Auditor)
4. The operation report of the Board of Directors
5. Draft charter amendments, draft of the new version of the charter, if any
6. Drafts of resolutions of the AGM
7. Information on proposed candidates for members of the Board of Directors and Supervisory Board
8. Consent of nominees to accept the position if they are elected
9. The position of the Board of Directors on each agenda item and any dissenting opinions
10. Materials that must be made available when the agenda includes the reorganization of the company:
t5IFKVTUJöDBUJPOPGUIFUFSNTBOEQSPDFEVSFTPGUIFSFPSHBOJ[BUJPO DPOUBJOFEJOUIFEFDJTJPOPOUIFEJWJTJPO 
separation, or transformation, or in the contract on merger or accession approved by the Board of Directors (the
Board of Directors report)
t5IFBOOVBMSFQPSUTBOEöOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTPGBMMDPNQBOJFTJOWPMWFEJOUIFSFPSHBOJ[BUJPOGPSUIFMBTUUISFFöTDBM
years or for all completed fiscal years if the company was established less than three years ago
t5IFRVBSUFSMZBDDPVOUJOHEPDVNFOUTGPSUIFRVBSUFSUIBUQSFDFEFTUIFEFDJTJPO
t5IFSFQPSUPGUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS
t5IFSFQPSUPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE JGFYJTUT

d) When and Where Materials Must Be Made Available
GMS materials are delivered with written notice to every shareholder.
For public, non listed companies, if the company has a website, the GMS
materials should be posted on the website at the same time of sending the GMS
notice.55 For listed companies, it is required that the GMS materials, including
meeting notice, proxy form, meeting agenda, voting ballots, discussion
materials and draft resolution for each item in the agenda be posted on the
website at least seven working days before the date of the GMS.56
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
56 Circular 09, Section IV, Article 1.4.
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F 8IFOBOE)PX7PUJOH#BMMPUT"SF4FOUUP4IBSFIPMEFST

6OEFS"SUJDMFPGUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIFWPUJOHCBMMPUTNVTU
be sent together with notice of the GMS to shareholders. However, Article
103 stipulates that prior to the opening of the GMS, registration must be
undertaken and upon registration, participants shall be provided with voting
ballots corresponding with the number of issues to be voted in the meeting
agenda. This same procedure is also stipulated in the Model Charter.57 The
voting ballots will state the registration number, full name of the shareholder,
full name of the authorized representative and the number of votes of such
shareholder.
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&BDI TIBSFIPMEFS PG SFDPSE IBT UIF SJHIU UP SFDFJWF DPQJFT PG (.4
materials. The charter or internal regulations can specify a short period, for
example three days after the request, when copies must be provided to the
shareholder.
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It would be good corporate practice to determine in the company’s
charter the deadline for making all the materials for the AGM available to
shareholders. Thirty days prior to the AGM could be an appropriate solution.
Although it is stipulated under the Law on Enterprises that the GMS materials
must be delivered together with written notice to every shareholder, it is
advisable that these materials be posted on the internet, preferably on the
company’s website as electronic dissemination is a simple and cost effective
method of allowing broad public access. Besides, the GMS materials should
also be made available at the company’s headquarters during its working
hours. Information and materials may also be made available at other places,
preferably in an area where a significant number of shareholders reside, as
long as the address is specified in the GMS notification.
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Best Practices:
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Comparative Practices:
Voting ballots must be distributed to all shareholders of record:
t/PMBUFSUIBOEBZTQSJPSUPUIF"(.
t#ZSFHJTUFSFENBJM JGUIFDIBSUFSEPFTOPUQSPWJEFPUIFSXJTFPS
t#ZIBOEXJUIBEFMJWFSZSFDFJQU
In some countries, for companies with more than certain number of
shareholders (for example, 500,000) with voting rights, the charter may
allow for the publication of voting ballots in the print media.

G 8IFOBOE)PXUP6TFBO0QUJPOPG8SJUUFO7PUJOH
Although there are no guidelines under current law and regulations,
the company should allow its shareholders and their proxies to use a written
voting option. Written voting consists of giving written instructions to a person
delegated by the company to vote in his/her name in his/her absence. When
the company allows written voting, shareholders should be notified about the
possibility of written voting and the identity of a person who is in charge of
receiving written instructions.

Best Practices:
When the company allows written voting, the Voting Committee should
adopt the written voting manual. This manual should be applicable for every
shareholders meeting where written voting is allowed. The company should
publish the manual on its website and make available written copies to
shareholders without charge.

g) Nominal Shareholders and Shareholder Notification
If instead of data about beneficial shareholders, in a register of
shareholders there is only data about a person or organization that represents
his/her nominal shareholder, the GMS notification must be sent to nominal
shareholders if the mailing address of the beneficial owner is unknown. In
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The Board of Directors may include:
t*UFNTJOBEEJUJPOUPUIPTFSFRVJSFECZUIFMBXPSUIPTFQSPQPTFECZ
shareholders.
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In addition to the meeting agenda, a shareholder or a group of
shareholders may have the right to nominate candidates for governing bodies
of the company.60 Figure 4 shows the items that the AGM agenda must include
VOEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT61
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For a public, non-listed company, it is stipulated that the GMS shall have the
right to alter the meeting agenda being enclosed with the invitations sent to all
shareholders.59
The agenda is composed of items that are:

t*ODMVEFEVQPOUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTJOJUJBUJWF

t1SPQPTFECZTIBSFIPMEFST
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5. Approving the Agenda – Shareholders’ Rights to Amend the
Agenda

DIVIDENDS

Vietnam, for shares which have been deposited at the VSD, the VSD and its
depository members shall be the nominal shareholders. The GMS notification
shall be sent to the VSD which then informs its depository members to
conduct necessary procedures for the exercise of beneficial owners’ rights.
The depository members must inform the beneficial owner of the AGM. The
depository members must give notice in accordance with the procedure and
time specified by legislation.58
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Figure 4: Required AGM Agenda Items
Approve of the annual
report and annual fiancial
statements

Approval of the
dividends for each
type of shares

Required
items:
Approval of the report of the
Board of Directors and the report
of the Supervisory Board

Other issues within the authority
Source: IFC, March 2004

For listed companies, the AGM shall also discuss and approve the
short-term and long-term developmental plans of the company.62
The GMS is bound by the determined agenda, so the Law on
&OUFSQSJTFT TQFDJĕFT UIF DPOEJUJPOT GPS BNFOEJOH JU 4IBSFIPMEFST IBWF UIF
right to propose issues to be included in the GMS meeting agenda.63
a) Who May Submit Agenda Items
A shareholder (or a group of shareholders) holding at least 10% or
a smaller ratio as stipulated in the company charter of common shares of
a public, non-listed company for a continuous period of six months may
propose agenda items, including the nomination of candidates to the Board of
Directors or the Supervisory Board.64 For a listed company, the ratio required
for a shareholder or a group of shareholders to have this right is at least 5% of
common shares.65
The signatory of the proposal is considered the individual who submits
the proposal. The date on which a shareholder’s ownership should be verified
is the date of legal submission.
62 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 1d.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
65 Model Charter, Article 17, Clause 4.
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t#ZPUIFSNFBOT TVDIBTFNBJMPSGBY JGBMMPXFECZUIFDIBSUFSBOEPS
internal regulations). In this case, the charter or internal regulations
determine the date of submission.
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c) Required Proposal Information
&BDIQSPQPTBMPGBHFOEBJUFNTGSPNTIBSFIPMEFSTNVTUDPOUBJO67
tćFOBNFPGUIFTVCNJUUJOHTIBSFIPMEFS T
tćFOVNCFS UZQFT BOEDMBTTFTPGTIBSFTIFMECZUIFTIBSFIPMEFS T
t/VNCFSBOEEBUFPGTIBSFIPMEFSSFHJTUSBUJPOJOUIFDPNQBOZ
tćFJTTVFTQSPQPTFEUPCFJODMVEFEJOUIFBHFOEB
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Secretary, or any other person entitled to receive mail on behalf of the
company). The delivery must be verified by dated receipt. The date of
receipt of such a proposal is deemed to be the date of submission
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are considered submitted as of the postmark date
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Shareholders may submit the proposals of agenda items in writing:
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b) How and When to Submit Agenda Proposals

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT TUJQVMBUFT UIBU TIBSFIPMEFST NVTU TVCNJU
proposals in writing to the company no later than three days prior to the
opening date of the GMS if the company charter does not stipulate otherwise.66
There is no specific regulation on the way of submission, to whom the proposal
is submitted or how to determine the date of submission. It is good practice
that the company charter stipulates these matters in detail.
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It is good practice that the proposal also includes the following items:
tćFTJHOBUVSF T PGUIFTVCNJUUJOHTIBSFIPMEFS T
tćFSFBTPOTGPSNBLJOHUIBUQSPQPTBM

If a shareholder representative signs the proposal, a valid power of
attorney must be attached.

Best Practices:
Shareholder proposals should be included as separate items on the agenda.
However, certain agenda items should be grouped together. For example, a
decision on reorganization through spin-off may only be approved if the GMS
also approves the following related issues:
t5IFTQJOPòQSPDFEVSF
t5FSNTBOEDPOEJUJPOTPGUIFTQJOPò
t5IFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGOFXDPNQBOJFTBTBSFTVMUPGSFPSHBOJ[BUJPO
t5IFQSPDFEVSFUPDPOWFSUUIFSFPSHBOJ[FEDPNQBOZTTIBSFTJOUPTIBSFT
of new companies
t5IFBQQSPWBMPGBUSBOTGFSCBMBODFTIFFU

d) Information to be Included in Candidate Proposals
A shareholder (or a group of shareholders) owning at least 10% of
common shares of a public, non-listed company or at least 5% of common
shares of a listed company for a continuous period of six months may propose
candidates for:

tćF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST

tćF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE
The number of candidates that may be proposed is limited to the size
of the body specified in the charter or internal regulations.
In practice, the majority shareholders often control the election and
removal of board members. The number of candidates that can be nominated
by majority shareholders to the Board of Directors or Supervisory Board
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From 20% to less than 30%

2

From 30% to less than 40%

3

From 40% to less than 50%

4

From 50% to less than 60%

5

From 60% to less than 70%

6

From 70% to less than 80%

7

From 80% to less than 90%

8
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Number of Candidates
to be Nominated

From 10% to less than 30%

2

From 30% to less than 50%

3

From 50% to less than 65%

4

65% or more

Full number of candidates

68 Decree 102, Article 29, Clause 3.
69 Model Charter, Article 24, Clause 3 and Model Charter, Article 36, Clause 2.
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Table 3: For non-listed companies:68
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Although there is no regulation under current law, candidate proposals
should contain the:

t/BNFPGDBOEJEBUFT

t/BNFPGUIFCPEZGPSXIJDIDBOEJEBUFTBSFOPNJOBUFE

t/BNF T PGUIFTIBSFIPMEFS T TVCNJUUJOHUIFQSPQPTBM

t/VNCFS  UZQFT BOE DMBTTFT PG TIBSFT IFME CZ UIF TVCNJUUJOH
shareholder(s)

t4JHOBUVSF T PGUIFTIBSFIPMEFS T

t$BOEJEBUFT$7

t&WBMVBUJPOPGIJTIFSQSJPSXPSL JODBTFPGQSPQPTBMGPSUIFSF
election

t"MMPUIFSJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUDBOCFPGJNQPSUBODFGPSTIBSFIPMEFST
when they are deciding who will be elected such as professional
experience, information relevant for his/her independence, etc.
The charter or other internal regulations of the company may require
additional information.
If a shareholder representative signs the proposal, a valid power of
attorney must be attached.

Best Practices:
Candidates should be informed of their nomination. In addition, the GMS
documents should contain an agreement that, if elected, candidates will
accept the position. In the absence of such an agreement, it is recommended
that the candidate physically attend the GMS and verbally confirm his/her
acceptance if elected, before shareholders vote on his/her candidacy.

e) Proposal Review by the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors must decide whether to accept or reject
shareholder proposals. It may reject a proposal only when:70

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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71 Model Charter, Article 17, Clause 5.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
73 Model Charter, Article 19, Clause 5.
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f) The Notification of Shareholders of Rejected Proposals
The Board of Directors should notify shareholders if their proposals
BSFSFKFDUFEPSBDDFQUFEćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTEPFTOPUTQFDJGZXIFOUIJT
decision has to be made and how shareholders should be notified.
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ćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBMMPXTUIFDPNQBOZDIBSUFSUPTUJQVMBUFPUIFS
cases when the Board of Directors are entitled to refuse such proposal.
For listed companies, the Board of Directors may also reject a proposal
when the shareholder (or a group of shareholders) submitting the proposal
does not possess at least 5% of common shares for a consecutive period of six
months.71
It is a good practice that the Board of Directors is entitled to refuse
if the proposal does not otherwise comply with legislation, such as if the
shareholder proposes to declare dividends when this recommendation may
only be made by the Board of Directors.
The convenors of the GMS shall put all shareholder proposals that
were not rejected in the proposed meeting agenda and contents. The proposed
items will be officially added to the agenda upon the approval of the GMS.72
For listed companies, any decision of the GMS Chairman on the order and
procedures or on events arising outside the agenda of the GMS shall be final.73
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tćFQSPQPTBMJTOPUTVCNJUUFEXJUIJOUIFQFSJPEEFUFSNJOFECZMBX
and the charter
tćFQSPQPTBMJTJODPNQMFUFPSJTJOSFMBUJPOUPBOJSSFMFWBOUNBUUFS
tćFJUFNTQSPQPTFEEPOPUGBMMXJUIJOUIFBVUIPSJUZPGUIF(.4GPS
discussion and approval.
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Best Practices:
The Board of Directors should notify shareholders within three days of
making the decision if their proposals are rejected. It must provide them with
the text of its decision stating the reasons for the rejection. Shareholders
should be notified by registered mail.

In Vietnam, it is difficult to apply the above best practice as shareholders’
proposals can be sent to the Board of Directors only three days prior to the
GMS. Therefore, in practice, shareholders only know if their proposal is
rejected or accepted once they attend the GMS.

ćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTEPFTOPUTUJQVMBUFJGTIBSFIPMEFSTDBOBQQFBM
to a court in case the Board of Directors rejects or fails to make a decision on
shareholder proposals.

Comparative Practices:
The rejection of or failure to make a decision on shareholder proposals may
be appealed to a court. The court is authorized to issue an order, at request
of such shareholders, and render a decision to that effect within 48 hours
from receipt of the request.

6. Preparing Draft Resolutions on Each of the Items
on the Agenda
The Board of Directors must prepare draft resolutions on each of the items
on the agenda.74 These draft resolutions shall be sent to shareholders together
with notice of the GMS meeting.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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Approving the annual report and financial statements are some
of the most important decisions made by the AGM. Therefore, it is a good
practice that the Board of Directors preliminarily approves the annual report
and financial statements. Before it does so, the company’s Supervisory Board
should verify the annual report and financial statements.
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C. Conducting the General Meeting of Shareholders
The company may conduct the GMS once all the preparatory steps have been
completed. The GMS is a key corporate governance event and its proper
implementation thus takes on added importance.

Best Practices:
The GMS should be used to inform shareholders about company activities,
achievements, plans and to involve shareholders in important decisions.
For a minority shareholder, the GMS is often the only chance to obtain
detailed information about the company’s operations, and to meet
management and directors.

Convening and conducting the GMS is a complex task and a number
of steps must be followed to ensure that the GMS meets legal requirements and
good corporate governance recommendations.
Clearly, one should steer away from a marathon GMS in order to
avoid exhausting participants. This may pose considerable organizational
challenges when the issues to be decided are either complex, contentious
and/or numerous. The overriding principle for organizing the GMS is that it
should be conducted in such a manner so as to facilitate effective shareholder
participation and decision-making.
An overview of the steps necessary to organize the GMS is provided in
Figure 5.
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The GMS Chairman appoints the GMS secretary, who will take minutes of the GMS. C.4
Step 6:
Shareholders elect a Voting Committee. C.5
Step 7:
The GMS Chairman presents the proposed agenda and the rules of order and the GMS approve the agenda. C.7
Step 8:
The GMS Chairman opens the discussion on agenda items. C.8
Step 9:
Shareholders vote on agenda items. C.9
Step 10:
The Voting Committee counts votes and prepares the minutes on the voting results. C.10
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Step 4:
Shareholders elect the GMS Chairman, if the charter or other company documents do not define who will
preside. C.4
Step 5:
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Step 3:
The Chairman of the Board of Directors or the convenor of the GMS opens the GMS, except in special cases. C.4
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Registration of persons attending the GMS. C.2
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Figure 5: Steps for Conducting the GMS
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Step 13:
The Voting Committee archives voting ballots and voting instructions. C.13
Step 14:
The company secretary prepares and archives the GMS minutes. C.14
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1. Shareholder Participation Options
Shareholders may attend the GMS in person or grant a power of attorney to
a representative (proxy) who attends the GMS on the shareholder’s behalf.75
Besides, shareholders may also attend the GMS by sending completed voting
ballots to the Board of Directors by registered mail at least one day before
the GMS.76 For listed companies, in case where more than one authorized
representative is appointed, the specific number of shares and the specific
number of votes of each representative must be specified.77
If participation is by proxy, letters of proxy shall be in writing in the
form as prescribed by the company with adequate signatures and need not
be notarized.78 Any person authorized to attend a GMS must submit his/
her written authorization prior to entering the meeting room. In case the
authorizer is dead or his/her capability of civil acts is either lost or restricted
or the authorizer has cancelled such authorization, such authorization is still
effective unless the company receives a written notice of one of these events no
less than 24 hours prior to the opening of the GMS.79 For listed companies, the
time period required for such notification is 48 hours prior to the opening of
the GMS.80
The current law and other related regulations are silent on the case
where an individual shareholder dies or a legal entity shareholder reorganizes
after the record date. Comparative practice suggests that in this case the legal
heir or the new shareholder should be entitled to attend the GMS.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
76 Decree 102, Article 26, Clause 1b.
77 Model Charter, Article 15, Clause 1.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFT
80 Model Charter, Article 15, Clause 4.
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81 Decree 102, Article 26, Clause 1b.
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83 CG Regulations, Article 6, Clause 1b.
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a) Who Registers Shareholders

6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTGPSTIBSFIPMEJOHDPNQBOJFTPSUIF.PEFM
Charter for listed companies, there is no guideline on how the registration will
be conducted and who is responsible for these actions. They only regulate that
on the date of the GMS, the company must carry out procedures to register
its shareholders and such registration shall continue until all shareholders
entitled to attend the meeting and who are present have been registered.82 It
is stipulated by the CG Regulations that a listed company issue regulations on
the order and procedures for convening and voting at the GMS, including the
method of registration of participants at the GMS.83
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To avoid company officials preventing shareholders from participating in
the GMS, e.g. by blocking registration, the registration procedure should be
described in detail in the internal regulations of the company and in the GMS
notification.
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Best Practices:
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The company registers shareholders and shareholder representatives before
the GMS may begin. Participants must be registered to verify the quorum.
Under prevailing regulations, shareholders are considered as participating
in the GMS in case they send the completed voting ballots to the Board of
Directors at least one day before the opening of the GMS.81 However, there
is no specific guidance on how these shareholders shall be registered as those
directly participate in the GMS.
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Best Practices:
The charter, the internal regulations or other internal corporate documents
should specify the body or the person who is responsible to conduct the
registration of participants of GMS. Registering shareholders can be seen as a
Corporate Secretary authority, because this corporate body is responsible for
GMS preparations.



C 8IBU%PDVNFOUT.VTU#F7FSJĕFEGPSUIF3FHJTUSBUJPO
The Board of Directors or those who convene the GMS may require
shareholders or authorized representatives entitled to attend the GMS to be
checked or subject to other security measures which it considers appropriate.
They may also ask competent agencies to maintain the order of the meeting,
expel those who do not comply with the Chairman’s instructions or intentionally
cause disorder and hinder the smooth progress of the GMS or refuse to comply
with the security checking requirement.84 However, no specific regulations on
how to check and what documents must be verified are given.
It is a normal practice in Vietnam that in the notification of the GMS,
a company usually states the documents that a shareholders or authorized
person need to bring to and present for the registration at the GMS, including
ID card, passport or copy of business registration certificate, invitation letter
and letter of proxy (in case of being authorized).


D 3FHJTUSBUJPOPG1BSUJDJQBOUTBOE7PUJOH#BMMPUT
Where a shareholder is registered, the company shall grant such
shareholder with voting rights or his/her authorized representative a voting
card which states the number of registration, full name of the shareholder,
full name of the authorized representative and the number of votes of such
shareholder.85
d) The Time for the Registration of Participants
The registration of participants of the GMS officially starts at the
time stated in the notice of the GMS and ends after the discussion of the last
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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e) Where Participants Must Be Registered
Registration must take place where the GMS is held.
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The registration of participants should be carried out on the same day just
QSJPS UP DPOEVDUJOH UIF (.4 1PPSMZ PSHBOJ[FE SFHJTUSBUJPO NBZ SFTVMU
in shareholders having to wait in line while the GMS starts. Accordingly,
companies should make every effort to ensure that the registration process is
quick and efficient, and that participants are not prevented from participating
in the GMS due to administrative delays. This means that the registration desk
needs to be adequately staffed and open well in advance of the GMS.
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agenda item. Any shareholder or authorized representative who comes after
the opening of the GMS shall be entitled to register and shall have the right to
vote after registration. The effectiveness of votes that have already been made
shall not be affected.86

'PS QVCMJD DPNQBOJFT  UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT TUJQVMBUFT UIBU UIF
registration be conducted on the day prior to the opening of the GMS.87 For
listed companies, it is required that the registration be taken on the date of the
GMS.88
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Charter for these activities. It is best practice that the charter, the internal
regulations or other internal corporate documents should specify the body
or the person who is responsible to verify and announce the quorum. The
quorum should be announced after the registration completed and before
shareholders may vote.
Owners of at least 65% of voting shares must participate in the GMS for
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3. Verifying and Announcing the Quorum
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it to commence and its decisions to be valid.89 The shareholders participating
in the GMS are those who are registered (in person or by proxy). Shareholders
who send the completed voting ballots to the Board of Directors at least one
day before the opening of the GMS are also considered as participating in the
GMS.90
When the number of attendees required is insufficient within 30
minutes from the time set to open the meeting, the meeting shall be reconvened
within a period of 30 days from the scheduled date for holding the first GMS.
The second called GMS shall be conducted when the number of attending
shareholders and authorized representatives represent at least 51% of the
voting shares.91
When the second GMS cannot take place, the GMS may be convened
for a third time within 20 days from the scheduled date for holding the second
GMS. In such a case, the GMS shall be conducted irrespective of the number
of attending shareholders or authorized representatives and shall be deemed
valid. This third-called GMS shall have the right to make decisions on issues
which may have been approved at the first GMS.92

&WFOJGTVďDJFOUBUUFOEFFTBTSFRVJSFEBSFQSFTFOU UIF$IBJSNBOPG
the GMS may adjourn the GMS to another time or change the location of the
meeting with or without obtaining opinions of the GMS if the GMS Chairman
considers that (a) the location of the GMS fails to provide suitable seating for
all attendees, (b) there is an attendee who disrupts or is likely to disrupt order
at the meeting, or (c) an adjournment is necessary so that the work of the GMS
will be carried out validly. The maximum time for any meeting adjournment
shall be three days as from the date of the proposed opening of the meeting.
The GMS which is reconvened shall review the work which should have been
legally carried out at the previous adjourned meeting.93
For listed companies, the quorum for a resolution of the GMS on the
change or waiver of special rights attached to a class of shares is at least two
shareholders (or their authorized representatives) and each of them holds at
least one-third of the par value of the issued shares of such class.94 When the
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
90 Decree 102, Article 26, Clause 1b.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
94 Model Charter, Article 16, Clause 2.
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95 Model Charter, Article 16, Clause 2.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFB
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFC
99 Model Charter, Article 19, Clause 4.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFDBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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A GMS session shall be deemed valid where it is attended by a number of
shareholders that own at least 65% of the voting shares.96
For a GMS convened by the Board of Directors, the Chairman of the
Board of Directors shall chair the meeting. When the Chairman is absent or
temporarily lost the ability to work, the remaining members shall select one of
them to be the GMS Chairman of the meeting. In case none of the Board of
Directors members can be the GMS Chairman, the highest ranking member of
the Board shall guide the GMS to vote for a GMS Chairman.97 In other cases,
the person who signs the decision to convene the meeting shall guide the GMS
to vote for a GMS Chairman.98
For listed companies, in every case, the Chairman of the Board of
Directors shall preside over the GMS. In a case where the Chairman of the
Board of Directors is absent, the deputy chairman of the Board of Directors
or the person elected by the GMS shall preside over the GMS. Where none
of such persons is able to preside over the GMS, the member of the Board of
Directors holding the highest position and who is present at the GMS shall
organize a meeting to elect the GMS Chairman who need not necessarily be a
member of the Board of Directors.99
The Chairman of the GMS shall nominate a person to be the secretary
of the meeting.100
The GMS Chairman and the secretary shall have the right to perform
activities that they find relevant in order to chair the meeting properly, in order
and in compliance with the approved agenda, or to make the meeting reflect
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number of attendees as required above is insufficient, the meeting shall be
reconvened within 30 days and the holders of shares of such class who are
present directly or via an authorized representative shall be considered to be a
sufficient number of attendees.95
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the opinions of the majority participants.101
In the case of electing a GMS Chairman, the names of the nominees
and the number of votes for each nominee shall be announced. The person
receiving the highest number of votes shall chair the meeting.102

5. Electing the Voting Committee
The Chairman of the GMS must request the GMS elect Voting Committee
members at each GMS.103 It is recommended that the company establish a
Voting Committee, conditions and method for the election of its members
and to determine its authority and procedures in the charter, the internal
regulations or some other general internal documents of the company. The
Voting Committee must have at least three members and it is advisable that
one of them is a graduated lawyer.

Best Practices:
It is recommended that at least one member of the Voting Committee is the
representative of the minority shareholders.

To ensure that the Voting Committee performs its functions
JOEFQFOEFOUMZ PG UIF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS  UIF &YFDVUJWF #PBSE  BOE UIF #PBSE
of Directors, it is recommended that the following individuals may not be its
members:

t#PBSE PG %JSFDUPST NFNCFST BOE DBOEJEBUFT GPS UIF #PBSE PG
Directors

t&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFNCFSTBOEDBOEJEBUFTGPSUIF&YFDVUJWF#PBSE

t1FSTPOTDPOOFDUFEXJUIUIFBCPWFNFOUJPOFENFNCFSTPSDBOEJEBUFT

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFEBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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As a practical matter, the company may invite creditors, potential investors,
employees, government officials, journalists, experts and other individuals
and organizations that do not own company shares to the GMS. The charter
and internal regulations may specify procedures on inviting guests to the
GMS. For listed companies, the CG Regulations recommend that auditors or
representatives of audit companies may be invited to attend and express their
opinions on audit issues at meetings of the GMS.104 This is further clearly stated
in the Model Charter that independent auditors shall be invited to attend the
GMS to give their opinions on the annual financial statements.105
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6. Inviting Outside Guests as Observers
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Under the current law and regulations, the Voting Committee is
responsible to count the votes or to supervise the counting of the votes. In the
case of a physical GMS, the current law does not give regulations or guidance
on how the Voting Committee minutes its work of counting the votes and
how the minutes of counting is filed. It is recommended that after the GMS,
the Voting Committee prepares a written report about its work. The company
will make this report available to shareholders electronically on the company’s
website and in written form at the General Director’s headquarters. The report
has to be signed by all members of the Voting Committee. Any member who
refuses to sign the report is obliged to give his/her explanation, which will be
in the annex of the report.
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104 CG Regulations, Article 6, Clause 4.
105 Model Charter, Article 13, Clause 2.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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The Chairman of the GMS presents the agenda to the GMS participants. In
addition, the GMS Chairman explains the rules of order as specified either in
the charter and internal regulations or in a decision of the GMS. The meeting
agenda must define details and timing for each of the issues to be discussed.
The meeting agenda and contents must be approved by the GMS in the opening
session.106 Only the GMS has the right to amend the agenda which has been

DIVIDENDS

7. Presenting the Agenda and the Rules of Order

8.

The General Meeting of Shareholders

sent to shareholders together with the GMS invitation.107
For listed companies, any decisions by the GMS Chairman on the
order and procedures or on events arising outside the agenda of the GMS shall
be final.108

8. Discussing Agenda Items
Although there is no regulation under current law, beside shareholders, the
Chairman of the Board of Directors should invite Board of Directors and
Supervisory Board members to the GMS. The CG Regulations for listed
companies suggests that auditors or representatives of audit companies be
invited to attend and express their opinions on audit issues at GMS meetings.
The invited experts are supposed to comment on agenda items before
the shareholders vote. The GMS Chairman may also ask invited experts to
explain agenda items to shareholders. The presence of the above mentioned
experts is very important for an AGM, because of the nature of decisions it has
to adopt.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
108 Model Charter, Article 19, Clause 5.
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t,FZPóDFSTPGUIFDPNQBOZ JODMVEJOHUIF$IBJSNFOPG#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
committees, speak at the GMS
t5PTFUBTJEFTPNFUJNFGPSQSFTFOUBUJPOTCZTIBSFIPMEFST
t5IF$IBJSNBOPGUIF(.4JOUFSSVQUTTQFBLFSTPOMZUPNBJOUBJOPSEFSPS
comply with procedural requirements.

9. Voting
After one or several agenda items have been thoroughly discussed, the
Chairman of the GMS invites shareholders to vote. Voting is based upon the
principle of “one voting share — one vote,” except for voting preferred shares
and cumulative voting. The voting for electing members of the Board of
Directors and the Supervisory Board shall be implemented by the method of
accumulatively calculating the votes, by which each shareholder shall have the
total votes equal to the votes acquired as a result of his/her shares ownership
multiplied by the number of members of the Board of Directors or of the
Supervisory Board to be elected and that shareholder may decide to use all of
his/her votes for one or several candidates.109
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t5IF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS UIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS BOENFNCFSTPGUIF#PBSE
of Directors, the Supervisory Board, other subcommittees of the Board
of Directors (if any) and members of the Management Board are present
at the GMS. If they are not, the GMS Chairman should explain their
absence
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t5IF(.4CFDPOEVDUFETPUIBUBMMTIBSFIPMEFSTIBWFBOPQQPSUVOJUZUP
make balanced and informed decisions on all agenda items
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t2VFTUJPOT GSPN TIBSFIPMEFST BSF BOTXFSFE JNNFEJBUFMZ *G B RVFTUJPO
cannot be answered immediately, a written response should be given as
soon as possible after the GMS

DIVIDENDS

t4IBSFIPMEFSTSFDFJWFDMFBSBOTXFSTUPRVFTUJPOT
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t4IBSFIPMEFSTIBWFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPRVFTUJPONFNCFSTPGUIF#PBSEPG
Directors, the Supervisory Board and the External Auditor
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It is good practice that:

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

Best Practices:
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Any shareholder who comes late shall be registered and shall have the
right to immediately participate in voting at the GMS. The effectiveness of any
voting which has already been conducted before the late shareholders attended
shall not be affected.110
The voting at a GMS can be public or secret. The public voting is
presumed, unless the secret voting is determined for a concrete decision.

&BDI TIBSFIPMEFS XJUI WPUJOH SJHIUT PS IJTIFS BVUIPSJ[FE
representative shall be granted with voting ballots corresponding with the
number of issues to be voted in the meeting after being registered.111 Under
UIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIFSFJTOPSFHVMBUJPOPOXIFUIFSUIFWPUFTIBMMCF
public or secret and no regulation on the specific format and details to be
included in the voting ballots. However, under the Model Charter, for listed
companies, the voting ballots shall include the number of registrations,
full name of the shareholder, full name of the authorized representative
and the number of votes of such shareholder.112 This means that, for listed
companies, voting shall be public except when holders of shares of a class or
their authorized representatives request a secret ballot to pass a resolution on
change or waiver of special rights attached to such class.113
Information recommended to be included in the voting ballots is
summarized in Table 5.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
112 Model Charter, Article 19, Clause 2.
113 Model Charter, Article 16, Clause 2.
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9. The instruction that the ballot must be signed by the shareholder, unless the voting ballots are used as a method
of secret voting
10. An explanation of cumulative voting with the following text: “When Board of Directors members are elected
with cumulative voting, the shareholder may cast all his/her votes for one candidate or for several candidates”
11. The ballot must have a designated area where shareholders must insert the number of votes they cast for each
candidate
12. The ballot must show the number of votes each shareholder may cast to decide on each decision based on
information from the shareholder list
13. Instructions on how to complete the ballot
14. The instruction that an individual who completes the ballot on behalf of a shareholder that is a legal entity
must indicate his/her name and position and the full name of the legal entity which he/she represents
15. The instruction that a copy of the power of attorney must be attached to the ballot, and that the
representative of the shareholder must sign the voting ballot (if the voting is by proxy).

A ballot is valid if a shareholder marks only one of the possible options
for a particular item. A failure to do so invalidates the ballot with regard to that
item. Improperly completed voting ballots with respect to one or more items
do not cause the voting ballot to be invalid for other agenda items.
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8. The mailing address to which completed ballots must be sent (if they have to be sent to the company)
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7. Deadline prior to which completed ballots must be sent to the company (if they have to be sent to the
company)
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6. In the case of the appointment of Board of Directors or Supervisory Board members, the name of each
candidate
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5. Voting options “for”, “against” or “abstained” on each issue
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4. Issues to be voted on in the order given in the agenda
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3. The date, place and time of the GMS
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2. The form of the GMS

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

1. The full name and location of the company
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Table 5: Information That Must or Should Be Included on the Voting Ballot
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Best Practices:
The procedure for counting votes should be transparent. To avoid any
perception that the voting results have been manipulated, the Voting
Committee should be independently monitored when counting votes. The
charter and other internal regulations should provide for such monitoring
and, additionally, define the authority of those persons appointed to monitor
the counting process.

10. Counting and Documenting Votes
The votes which agree with the resolution shall be collected first, thereafter the
votes which do not agree with the resolution shall be collected, and finally the
overall number of votes which agree and do not agree with the resolution shall
be counted for a final decision.114

Comparative Practices:
The Voting Committee must summarize voting results in its minutes. The
Voting Committee minutes should contain specific information. All Voting
Committee members must sign the minutes of the voting results.

ÎSee Section C.15 of this Chapter.

11. Announcing the Voting Results and Decisions
For public, non-listed companies, the voting results shall be announced by
the GMS Chairman before the meeting is closed.115 For a listed company, the
overall numbers of votes which agree, do not agree and abstentions shall be
announced immediately after an issue is voted on.116
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
116 Model Charter, Article 19, Clause 2
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The minutes of the GMS must be completed and approved before closing the
meeting.117 The GMS Chairman and the secretary shall be jointly responsible
for the honesty and accuracy of the minutes.118 The minutes of the GMS shall be
sent to all shareholders within 15 days from the closing of the meeting.119 The
GMS Chairman and the GMS secretary must sign the minutes of the meeting.120

Best Practices:
The GMS should appoint two shareholders to verify the minutes. These two
shareholders should also sign the minutes.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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14. Preparing the General Meeting of Shareholders Minutes
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After the GMS, the Voting Committee must ensure that the voting ballots and
written voting instructions are sealed and transferred to the archives.

DIVIDENDS

13. Archiving Voting Ballots
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The company should close the GMS on the same day to avoid unnecessary
expenses for shareholders. If the GMS cannot be completed within one day,
the company should continue the meeting on the next day.
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Best Practices:

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

The GMS Chairman closes the GMS when:

t"MMBHFOEBJUFNTIBWFCFFOEJTDVTTFEBOEWPUFEVQPO

tćFWPUJOHSFTVMUTIBWFCFFOBOOPVODFE
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12. Closing the General Meeting of Shareholders
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ÎFor more information on the information that must be contained in the GMS
minutes, see Section C.15 of this Chapter.
The GMS minutes are inserted in the minute book. The company must
provide a copy of the GMS minutes to shareholders upon request. Shareholders
may be asked to reimburse the company for reasonable copying costs.
The GMS minutes can be in Vietnamese or a foreign language with
equal value and must include specific information.121 For listed companies, it
is required that the minutes be prepared in Vietnamese.122
The following documents must be attached to the GMS minutes:123

t-JTUPGTIBSFIPMEFSTSFHJTUSBUJPO

t%PDVNFOUTBQQSPWFEBOEEFDJTJPOTBEPQUFECZUIF(.4

t"MMNBUFSJBMTBUUBDIFEXJUIUIFNFFUJOHJOWJUBUJPO
For listed companies, it is required that the written authorization letter
to attend the GMS be archived at the head office of the company together with
the GMS minutes.124

15. Documents of the General Meeting of Shareholders
Table 6 presents a summary of information that must be included in the GMS
minutes and information that is recommended to be included in the minutes
on the voting results.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
122 Model Charter, Article 22.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
124 Model Charter, Article 22.
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ᅛ

ᅛ

4. Number of votes cast on each agenda item

ᅛ

ᅛ

5. Number of votes on each agenda item and the required quorum

ᅛ

ᅛ

6. Agenda

ᅛ

ᅛ

7. Voting results (number of votes “for”, “against”, and “abstained” on each
agenda item with a quorum)

ᅛ

ᅛ

8. Type of GMS (AGM or EGM)

ᅛ

9. Time when registration of participants started and ended

ᅛ

10. Number of votes on each agenda item that were not counted because
they were invalid

ᅛ

11. Method of voting

Recommended

ᅛ

12. Names of Voting Committee members

Recommended

ᅛ

13. Date of writing the Voting Committee minutes on the voting results
of the GMS

ᅛ

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

14. Name of the GMS Chairman and Secretary

ᅛ
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3. Date of the GMS

THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

ᅛ

THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES

ᅛ

THE ROLE OF
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2. GMS address, i.e. location where it was held
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ᅛ
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ᅛ
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1. Full name and location of the company

Information

DIVIDENDS

Recommended
to be Included
in the Minutes
on the Voting
Results
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Must be
Included
in the GMS
Minutes125
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Table 6: Information Related to the Results of the GMS
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15. Name of the two appointed shareholders (verifiers of the minutes)

recommended

16. Text of approved decisions

ᅛ

17. Summary of speeches and discussions

ᅛ

18. Time when the GMS was opened and closed

Recommended

19. Time when the calculation of votes started, if the decisions approved by
Recommended
the GMS and the voting results were announced during the meeting
20. Mailing address of the company to which the completed voting ballots
were submitted by shareholders, if the company distributed ballots Recommended
prior to the GMS
21. Date when the GMS minutes were prepared

Recommended

ᅛ
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b) When Requested by Certain Corporate Bodies or Persons
"OVNCFSPGQBSUJFTIBWFUIFSJHIUUPSFRVFTUBO&(. JODMVEJOH128
tćF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
tćF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFCBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFD
127 Model Charter, Article 13, Clause 3b.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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a) When Required by Law

ćF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTJTSFRVJSFECZMBXUPDPOEVDUBO&(.XIFO
the number of members of the Board of Directors is less than the number of
members required by law or less than half of the number of members required
by the charter.126
For listed companies, it is also required by law that the Board of
%JSFDUPSTDPOEVDUTBO&(.XIFOUIFBOOVBMCBMBODFTIFFU TJYNPOUIMZPS
quarterly statements or audited reports of a financial year reflect that half of
the charter capital has been lost.127
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1. When to Conduct an Extraordinary General Meeting
of Shareholders

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

"O &(. NBZ CF DPOWFOFE GPS UIF DPNQBOZ UP NBLF JNQPSUBOU EFDJTJPOT
CFUXFFO UXP "(.T ćF PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG BO &(. JT NPTUMZ UIF TBNF BT UIF
procedure for preparing and conducting the GMS explained in Parts B and C.
ćFQBSUJDVMBSJUJFTJOUIFPSHBOJ[BUJPOPGBO&(.BSFUIFGPDVTPGUIJTTFDUJPO
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D. An Overview of the Extraordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders
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t"TIBSFIPMEFSPSBHSPVQPGTIBSFIPMEFSTPXOJOHBUMFBTU GPSMJTUFE
companies) or 10% (for public companies) of total common shares for
a consecutive period of six months.


ćF QPXFS UP SFRVFTU BO &(. JT BO JNQPSUBOU TIBSFIPMEFS SJHIU
Though rarely exercised in practice, it allows the controlling bodies of the
DPNQBOZUPDPOWFOFBO&(.XIFOUIFZEFFNJUOFDFTTBSZBOEBQQSPQSJBUF

2. Preparatory Procedures
6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOEUIF.PEFM$IBSUFS UIFSFJTOPEJČFSFODF
JOQSFQBSJOHBOEDPOEVDUJOHUIF&(.BOE"(.FYDFQUGPSUIFUJNJOHPGUIF
meeting.
a) Initiating Preparation
The Board of Directors initiates preparations if required by the Law on
&OUFSQSJTFTPSBUJUTPXOEJTDSFUJPO

*UJTTUJQVMBUFEUIBUUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNVTUDPOWFOFUIF&(.XJUIJO
30 days from the date of the arising circumstances as required by law, or from
the date of receipt of the request.129 If the Board of Directors fails to convene
the meeting within this time period, the Supervisory Board shall convene the
meeting within the following 30 days. 130 If the meeting is still not convened, the
shareholder or group of shareholders making the request shall have the right to
convene the meeting within the following 30 days. In this case, the shareholder
or group of shareholders may request the business registrar to supervise the
convening and conduct of the meeting if they consider it necessary.131
If the Board of Directors or the Supervisory Board fails to convene
the meeting, the Chairman of the Board of Directors and the head of the
Supervisory Board shall be responsible to law and to compensate damages and
losses caused to the company.132
The Board of Directors has the right to reject the request when:

tćFSFRVFTUUPDPOEVDUUIF&(.JTJODPOTJTUFOUXJUIUIFSFRVJSFNFOUT
PGUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFB
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTFC
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Best Practices:
The agenda may contain different items, including the election of directors.
However, in the event that the number of directors becomes less than the
quorum as specified by the charter, the EGM agenda may only include a single
item, that is to elect the new Board of Directors. For another mandatory EGM,
the agenda may include additional items.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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b) Drafting the Agenda

ćFDPOWFOPSTPGUIF&(.TIBMMESBęUIF&(.BHFOEB134
A shareholder or shareholders having at least 5% (for listed companies)
or 10% (for public, non-listed companies) of voting shares for a consecutive
period of six months shall be entitled to make proposal as to matters to be
included in the meeting agenda.135 The proposal has to be made in writing
and forwarded to the company no later than three working days prior to the
opening date of such meeting.

DIVIDENDS

All expenses arising from the convocation and process of the GMS as
mentioned above shall be reimbursed by the company.123
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Rejection may be appealed to the courts. The court should be obliged to
render a decision, in extra-judiciary proceedings within a regulated period
of time from receipt of the request.
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Comparative Practices:
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t" TIBSFIPMEFS PS B HSPVQ PG TIBSFIPMEFST  EP OPU PXO PS EP OPU
represent the required percentage of votes (at least 5% of shares
HJWJOHUIFNUIFSJHIUUPWPUFPOUIFJTTVFQVUCFGPSFUIF&(.GPSB
consecutive period of six months)
tćF QSPQPTFE BHFOEB JUFNT EP OPU GBMM XJUIJO UIF BVUIPSJUZ PG UIF
&(.
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c) Specific Requirements Depending on the Agenda Item
In Vietnam, all time periods for procedural steps in connection with the
&(.DPOWPDBUJPOBSFFRVBMćFTQFDJĕDBHFOEBJTTVFEPFTOPUDIBOHFUIJTSVMF

Comparative Practices:
Different time periods can exist for different procedural steps, depending
on whether the election of Board of Directors members, which must be
conducted by cumulative voting, is on the agenda. Time periods are longer
in case of cumulative voting. These differences are connected with the
following procedural steps:
t.BYJNVNQFSJPECFUXFFOUIFEFDJTJPOUPDPOEVDUBNBOEBUPSZ&(.
and the meeting
t.BYJNVN QFSJPE CFUXFFO UIF SFRVFTU UP DPOEVDU B WPMVOUBSZ &(.
and the meeting
t5IFSFDPSEEBUF
t5IFOPUJöDBUJPOPGTIBSFIPMEFST

3. Conducting the Extraordinary General Meeting of
Shareholders by Written Consent
The Board of Directors shall have the right to collect written opinions in order
to pass a GMS resolution at any time, if considered necessary in the interests
of the company.136

"O&(.IFMECZXSJUUFODPOTFOUNBZEFDJEFBMMJTTVFTUIBUGBMMXJUIJO
the GMS’ authority except for the following which must be voted during
physical sessions of the GMS:137

t4VQQMFNFOUTBOEBNFOENFOUTUPUIFDPNQBOZDIBSUFS

t"QQSPWBMPGUIFDPNQBOZTEFWFMPQNFOUEJSFDUJPOT

t%FDJTJPOPGTIBSFUZQFTBOEUIFUPUBMBVUIPSJ[FETIBSFTPGFBDIUZQF

t&MFDUJPO BOE EJTNJTTBM PG #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST BOE UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ
Board members
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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ćF QSPDFEVSFT GPS DPOEVDUJOH UIF &(. CZ XSJUUFO DPOTFOU BSF BT
follows:138
The Board of Directors must prepare written opinion forms, a draft
of the GMS resolution and other documents explaining the draft resolution.
The written opinion form together with the draft resolution and documents
explaining it must be sent by registered mail to the permanent address of each
shareholder.
The written opinion form must contain the following basic
particulars:

t/BNF  IFBE PďDF BEESFTT  OVNCFS BOE EBUF PG JTTVBODF PG UIF
business registration certificate and place of business registration of
the company

t1VSQPTFPGDPMMFDUJOHXSJUUFOPQJOJPOT

t'VMM OBNF  QFSNBOFOU BEESFTT  OBUJPOBMJUZ BOE UIF OVNCFST PG
the people’s identity cards or passports or other lawful personal
identification, business registration number, number of shares of each
class and number of votes of the shareholder

t*TTVFPOXIJDIJUJTOFDFTTBSZUPPCUBJOPQJOJPOTJOPSEFSUPQBTTB
resolution

t7PUJOHPQUJPOTDPNQSJTJOHBHSFFNFOU OPOBHSFFNFOU PSOPPQJOJPO
[abstention]

t5JNFMJNJUXJUIJOXIJDIUIFDPNQMFUFEXSJUUFOPQJOJPOGPSNNVTUCF
returned to the company

t'VMMOBNFBOETJHOBUVSFPGUIF$IBJSNBOPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
and of the legal representative of the company.
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t%FDJTJPOT PO UIF JOWFTUNFOU BOE TBMFT PG QSPQFSUZ XJUI UIF WBMVF
equal to or more than 50% of the total property value as stated in
the company’s most recent financial statements unless otherwise
stipulated by the company’s charter
t"QQSPWBMPGUIFBOOVBMĕOBODJBMSFQPSU
t3FPSHBOJ[BUJPOPSMJRVJEBUJPOPGUIFDPNQBOZ
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The General Meeting of Shareholders

Any completed written opinion form must bear the signature of a
shareholder or of the authorized representative or of the legal representative of
a shareholder being an organization.
Written opinion forms which are returned to the company must be
placed in a sealed envelope and no one shall be permitted to open the envelope
prior to counting of the votes. Any completed written form which is returned
to the company after the expiry of the time-limit stipulated in the written
opinion form, or any form which has been opened, shall be invalid.
The Board of Directors shall conduct counting of the votes and shall
prepare minutes of the counting of the votes in the presence of the Supervisory
Board or of a shareholder who does not hold a managerial position in the
company. The minutes of counting of votes shall contain the following basic
particulars:

t/BNF  IFBE PďDF BEESFTT  OVNCFS BOE EBUF PG JTTVBODF PG UIF
business registration certificate and place of business registration of
the company

t1VSQPTF PG DPMMFDUJPO PG XSJUUFO PQJOJPOT BOE JTTVFT PO XIJDI JU JT
necessary to obtain written opinions in order to pass a resolution

t/VNCFS PG TIBSFIPMEFST XJUI UPUBM OVNCFST PG WPUFT XIP IBWF
participated in the voting, classifying the votes into valid and invalid,
and including an appendix being a list of the shareholders who
participated in the voting

t5PUBM OVNCFS PG WPUFT GPS  BHBJOTU BOE BCTUFOUJPOT PO FBDI NBUUFS
voted upon

t3FTPMVUJPOTXIJDIIBWFCFFOQBTTFE

t'VMMOBNFBOETJHOBUVSFPGUIF$IBJSNBOPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST 
of the legal representative of the company and of the person who
supervised the counting of votes.
The Board of Directors members and the person who supervised the
vote counting shall be jointly liable for the truthfulness and accuracy of the
vote counting minutes and shall be jointly liable for any loss arising from a
resolution which is passed due to an untruthful or inaccurate counting of
votes.
The minutes of the vote counting results must be sent to the shareholders
within 15 days as from the date the counting of votes ended.
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Written opinion forms which were returned, the minutes of counting of votes,
the full text of the resolution which was passed and related documents sent
with all of the written opinion forms must be archived at the head office of the
company.
A resolution which is passed by the form of collecting written opinions
of shareholders shall have the same validity as a resolution passed by the
GMS.
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8.

The General Meeting of Shareholders

E. Decisions of the General Meeting of
Shareholders
It is important to follow procedures for preparing and conducting the GMS
to ensure the validity and lawfulness of decisions reached by this governing
body. However, resolutions approved during GMS sessions by shareholders
and their authorized representatives representing 100% of the voting shares
shall be lawful and take immediate effect even in the case where the order and
procedures of convention, the meeting agenda and the conducting procedures
are not in accordance with regulations.139

1. Decisions Requiring a Simple Majority Vote
6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOEUIF.PEFM$IBSUFS BMMEFDJTJPOTPGUIF(.4
must be approved by a supermajority vote of participating shareholders.

Comparative Practices:
In some countries such as Serbia, most GMS decisions can be approved by a
simple majority vote of participating shareholders.

2. Decisions Requiring a Supermajority Vote
All resolutions of the GMS shall require approval by no less than 65% of total
votes of participating shareholders,140 except vital resolutions which require at
least 75% of the total vote.
Resolutions of the GMS that require approval of at least 75% of total
votes of participating shareholders include:141
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFBBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFCBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT VOBOJNPVTWPUJOHJTSFRVJSFEXIFOFWBMVBUJOH
the capital contributions of shareholders, at the time of incorporation.144
For listed companies, the issue of other classes of securities must be
passed through by the GMS with unanimous approval in writing in accordance
with the law on securities and the securities market.145
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143 Model Charter, Article 16, Clause 1.
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145 Model Charter, Article 5, Clause 8.
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Under certain circumstances, GMS decisions may be appealed to (and
potentially invalidated by) the courts. Decisions may be appealed when legal
and/or charter requirements have not been met. GMS decisions may be
appealed by:146
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4. Appealing Decisions
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In the case where a GMS resolution is approved by collecting written
opinions, such a resolution shall be passed if approved by no less than 75% of
the total votes or otherwise stipulated in the company charter.142
For listed companies, a GMS resolution on the change or waiver of
special rights attached to a class of shares shall be passed only when the written
consent of the holders of at least 75% of the voting rights of the issued shares of
such class is obtained.143
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tćFBNFOENFOUPGBOEBEEJUJPOUPUIFDPNQBOZDIBSUFS
t$MBTTFTPGTIBSFTBOEOVNCFSPGTIBSFTPČFSFEGPSTBMF
t.FSHFS SFPSHBOJ[BUJPOBOEEJTTPMVUJPOPGUIFDPNQBOZ
t4BMFPGBTTFUTPGUIFDPNQBOZPSJUTCSBODIFTPSQVSDIBTFPGBTTFUTCZ
the company or its branches valued at 50% or more of the total value
of assets of the company and its branches determined on the basis of
the most recent audited accounting books.
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t"TIBSFIPMEFS PSBHSPVQPGTIBSFIPMEFST 
t"OZNFNCFSPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
t"OZNFNCFSPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE
tćF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS
Decisions by the GMS may be appealed in the following cases:
t0SEFS BOE QSPDFEVSFT PG UIF DPOWPDBUJPO PG UIF DPODFSOFE (.4
TFTTJPOGBJMUPDPNQMZXJUITUJQVMBUJPOJOUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOE
the company’s charter
t4VDISFTPMVUJPOPGUIF(.4DPOUBJOTPOFPSNPSFDPOUFOUTJOCSFBDI
of laws or the company’s charter.

A GMS decision may be appealed within 90 days from the date of
receipt of the GMS minutes or minutes of the vote counting results being
written opinions from the GMS.147
Under the prevailing laws, there is no specific rule on whether the
court may leave the contested decision intact or be revoked

Comparative Practices:
Any of the following violations are significant enough to revoke a decision
taken by the GMS:
t'BJMVSFUPQSPWJEFUJNFMZOPUJDFPGUIF(.4UPBMMTIBSFIPMEFST
t%FQSJWJOHBTIBSFIPMEFSUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPGBNJMJBSJ[FIJNIFSTFMGXJUI
materials for the GMS
t5IF(.4MBDLFEBRVPSVN
t5IFEFDJTJPOIBTCFFOBQQSPWFEJOWJPMBUJPOPGUIF(.4BVUIPSJUZ
t5IFJTTVFJORVFTUJPOXBTOPUJODMVEFEJOUIFBHFOEB
The court may leave the contested decision intact when the:
t7JPMBUJPOPGUIFDIBSUFSPSJOUFSOBMSFHVMBUJPOTSFRVJSFNFOUTSFTVMUTJO
the minor infringement of a claimant’s rights or some other person or if
such a violation has no substantial legal consequences
t$POUFTUBUJPOTVCTUBOUJBMMZSFTUSJDUTUIFSJHIUTPGUIJSEQBSUJFTBDRVJSFE
in good faith
t5IF HSPVOET GPS DPOUFTUJOH UIF (.4 EFDJTJPO XFSF DPOUSBSZ UP MBX 
charter or internal regulations, remedied in conformity with the law.

-0& "SUJDMFBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF
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9.

The Chairman’s Checklist

The Chairman’s Checklist
Has the founding GMS established whether shares have been
subscribed and paid in properly and whether the contributions in
kind have been brought in conformity with the law? Whether the
founding GMS has decided that the company’s founders have paid
their initial contributions and that in-kind contributions have been
properly valued?
Does the Board of Directors understand the financial needs of
the company and the different techniques of corporate finance? Is
the Board of Directors authorized to increase the charter capital?
Is the Board of Directors careful not to dilute the ownership of
shareholders when deciding to restrict or preclude pre-emptive
rights of shareholders?
Are capital increases justified?
Does the Board of Directors ensure that the charter capital and
consequently the creditors are adequately protected in cases
of charter capital decreases? Does the Board of Directors make
decisions regarding the buyback of company shares? Has the Board
of Directors ensured that all shareholders who submit their shares
are treated equitably?
How does the Board of Directors ensure that the reserve fund is
utilized in the best interests of the company? What other funds has
the company established?

ćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOEPUIFSSFMBUFESFHVMBUJPOTBUUBDIDFSUBJOQSPUFDUJWF
functions to charter capital, protecting shareholders from dilution and
providing a minimum guarantee that obligations toward company creditors
will be fulfilled. Although the charter capital per se cannot fulfil that role, it
is still considered one of the elements guaranteeing the interests of creditors.
Regarding shareholders, the charter capital plays an important role since many
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shareholder rights are directly linked to the size of their investment in the
charter capital.
Charter capital has a legal, rather than economic meaning. It only
exists in accounting terms, as fixed in the balance sheet. For this reason, its
protective function is often criticized as a formality. Regardless, it is a legal
requirement when establishing and operating a company. Legislation provides
for certain rules that govern both increases and decreases in the charter capital.
In addition, there are other procedural guarantees of shareholder and creditor
rights, such as the buyback by the company of its own shares, the redemption
of shares, reciprocal shareholdings and the maintenance of statutory reserves,
all of which are discussed in this chapter.
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9.

Corporate Governance Implications of the Charter Capital

A. General Provisions Related to the Charter
Capital
The charter capital is an important element of the legal definition of a joint
stock company, which is defined as a commercial entity, whose charter capital
is determined and divided into a specified number of shares, certifying the
company shareholders’ rights in relation to the company. The charter capital
has important legal implications for:

t%FUFSNJOJOHUIFNJOJNVNBNPVOUPGBTIBSFIPMEFSTMJBCJMJUZ

t%FUFSNJOJOH TIBSFIPMEFS SJHIUT JO SFMBUJPO UP UIFJS QSPQPSUJPOBUF
share in the charter capital

t0ČFSJOH TVQQPSU UP QSPUFDU DSFEJUPS SJHIUT CZ TFUUJOH UIF NJOJNVN
amount of assets a company must have. This is one of the legal
instruments upon which creditors can rely when seeking to ensure
that the company will fulfil its contractual obligations.

1. The Deﬁnition of Charter Capital
The charter capital is defined as the amount of capital that is contributed or
committed within a specific period by all shareholders and is recorded in the
company’s charter.1 For a joint stock company, the charter capital is divided into
several equal proportions being called shares.2 Only shares that have been issued
comprise the charter capital. This includes treasury shares, i.e. shares repurchased
by the company for re-sale or for retirement that are issued but not outstanding.
Bonds and other credit instruments are not part of the charter capital.

2. Legal Capital or Minimum Charter Capital
Legal capital means the minimum level of capital as stipulated by law to establish
a company.3 In Vietnam, the legal capital is regulated separately for each kind
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFB
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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4 Decree 102, Article 10, Clause 3.
5 Decree 102, Article 6, Clause 5.
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Authorized shares are the maximum number of shares that a company can
issue. This number is specified initially in the company’s charter, but it can be
changed with shareholder approval. Authorized shares are defined as the total
shares that the GMS decides to issue to raise additional capital. The authorized
shares at the time of business registration are the total shares subscribed by
founding shareholders and other common shareholders at the time of business
registration and shares that shall be issued within three years since the date
of the business registration license and are recorded in the company charter.5
The company is not required to issue all shares it has authorized.
Generally a much greater number of shares are authorized than required, to give
the company flexibility to issue more shares as needed. If the company chooses
not to issue authorized shares, these shares are referred to as authorized, but
not issued.
Only those shares that are issued and fully paid constitute the charter
DBQJUBM)PXFWFS BDDPSEJOHUPUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIFDIBSUFSDBQJUBMJT
defined as the amount of capital that is contributed or committed within a
specific period by all shareholders and is recorded in the company’s charter.6
Decree 102 regulates that the charter capital of a joint stock company is the
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of business and industry by the Government under specialized legislation and
is different among different industries. Not all kinds of businesses are required
to have the minimum charter capital to be entitled to establish a company.
Some kinds of businesses required to meet legal capital requirements are those
in the banking, securities, insurance, travel and tourism, labor services and
gold trading sectors. For these businesses, the business registration dossiers
need to include the certification of the legal capital of the authorized state body
in charge.4 Companies doing business in industries that require legal capital
need to maintain their charter capital at no less than this level of capital during
their operations.
The legal capital requirement is to protect the benefits of consumers
and creditors of companies operating in an industry.
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total nominal value of shares that have been issued. Shares issued are shares
that have been fully paid. However, this Decree also states that the company’s
charter capital at the time of business registration is the total par value of shares
subscribed by founding shareholders and other shareholders and is recorded
in the company charter; these shares must be paid in full within 90 days since
the date of the business registration.7 This helps companies to disclose a huge
amount of charter capital in its business registration license, while the paid
in capital may be very small. This may lead to a misunderstanding of the
company’s financial capability.
The total authorized capital that a company sets forth in its charter is
based upon the amount of money that the company requires at its establishment
for further financial development. In addition, this decision is conditioned by
the percentage of dilution its founders are willing to accept in the future.
During its business operation, the company may decide to issue
additional shares to increase the charter capital. One of the purposes of
authorized shares is to avoid costly and time-consuming GMS organization
procedures every time the company seeks additional capital. However, in
Vietnam, this is only true for a non-listed company when the Board of
Directors is given the authority to decide the issue of new shares limited to the
number of shares authorized to offer for each type.8 For listed companies, the
Model Charter requires that the GMS approve classes of shares and number of
new shares to be issued for each class of shares.9

Best Practices:
Good corporate governance practices stipulate that the charter should
authorize the Board of Directors to increase the charter capital by issuing
authorized shares. When doing so, the charter should include the following
information:
t.BYJNVN OVNCFS PG BVUIPSJ[FE TIBSFT *O HFOFSBM  UIF NBYJNVN
amount must not exceed 50% of the charter capital at the moment of
the authorization for the Board of Directors to issue authorized shares.
t5ZQFTBOEDMBTTFTPGBVUIPSJ[FETIBSFT
t'PSNPGQBZNFOUGPSBEEJUJPOBMMZJTTVFETIBSFT

7 Decree 102, Article 6, Clause 4.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFD
9 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2h.
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When all subscribed shares of all founding shareholders are not paid in
full, all founding shareholders shall jointly responsible for all the debts and other
obligations of the company to the extent of the value of the unpaid shares.

'PSPUIFSDBTFT UIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTTUJQVMBUFTUIBUTIBSFTPGUIF
company must be paid in full in lump sum.12
For listed companies, the Model Charter stipulates that where a
shareholder fails to pay in full and on time the committed amount to purchase
shares, the Board of Directors shall notify and have the right to request such
shareholder to pay the unpaid amount together with interest on such sum,
plus costs arising from failure to pay in full to the company within a specified
period of time (at least seven days from the date on which the announcement
is sent). If the shareholders still do not pay for the shares purchased within
this time period, the Board of Directors shall have the right to withdraw the
relevant number of shares before all amounts payable including interest and
relevant costs are paid for in full. Any withdrawn shares shall be the assets of
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Founding shareholders shall subscribe together at least 20% of the total
common shares issued by the company. Shares issued and subscribed during
the establishment of the company must be paid in full within 90 days since the
issuance date of the business license.10
If any founding shareholder does not pay in full for his/her subscribed
shares, the uncontributed shares shall be resolved by one of the following
methods:11

t"MMPGUIFPUIFSGPVOEJOHTIBSFIPMEFSTXJMMCVZUIFVOQBJETVCTDSJCFE
shares corresponding to their share proportion owned in the
company

t0OFPSBOVNCFSPGGPVOEJOHTIBSFIPMEFSTBHSFFUPGVMMZDPOUSJCVUF
the unpaid shares

t$BMM GPS PUIFS QFSTPOT XIP BSF OPU TIBSFIPMEFST UP DPOUSJCVUF UIF
unpaid shares and that person shall become the founding shareholders
of the company.
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the company. The Board of Directors may directly sell or authorize to sell or
re-distribute such shares to, or resolve them in favor of, the individuals who
owned such withdrawn shares or to other entities, on conditions and in the
manner the Board of Directors considers appropriate.13
Shareholders holding withdrawn shares shall be required to waive their
shareholdership status with respect to such shares, but shall still be required to
pay all relevant amounts plus proportional interest at the rate stipulated at the
time of withdrawal, from the date of withdrawal up to the date of payment, in
accordance with a Board of Directors decision. The Board of Directors shall
have full power to make a decision on enforcement of payment of amounts
payable as at the time of withdrawal, or may make a decision on remission of
part or all of such amounts.14

Comparative Practices:
1FOBMUJFT PS PCMJHBUJPOT JO DBTFT PG OPOQBZNFOU PS GBJMVSF UP QBZ JO GVMM
should be stipulated in the company’s charter or shareholder agreement.

5. Contributions to the Charter Capital
In general, shares issued during the establishment of the company and in the
course of business can be paid in Vietnamese Dong, freely convertible foreign
currency or contributions in-kind, including gold, land use rights, intellectual
property rights, technology and technical know-how and other types of assets
as stated in the company’s charter.15 In-kind contributions are, however,
subject to certain rules. In-kind contributions upon the establishment of
the company shall be appraised by founding shareholders under unanimous
principles. If the value of assets is appraised higher than their actual value at
the time of capital contribution, shareholders shall jointly assume their liability
with respect to the company’s debts and other obligations by the difference

13 Model Charter, Article 9.
14 Model Charter, Article 9, Clause 5.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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A company should use a licensed Independent Appraiser to determine the
market value of property, value debts and assess liabilities. An Independent
Appraiser can also play an important role in assisting management and
shareholders during the company reorganization.
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18 Model Charter, Article 25, Clause 4h.
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It is a good comparative corporate practice to insure an Independent
Appraiser against civil liability.
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Any individual (or a legal entity) needs a license to be an Independent
Appraiser. An Independent Appraiser cannot be a founder, an owner,
shareholder, employee, contractor, or any other person affiliated with the
company.
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DIVIDENDS

between the value determined and the actual value of the assets at the time the
valuation is completed.16
The assets used for capital contributions during the course of business
need to be evaluated either as agreed upon between the company and the
contributors or by a professional appraiser, in which case, the value of the
assets should be accepted by both the company and the contributors. If the
value of assets is appraised higher than their actual value at the time of capital
contribution, the contributors or the appraiser and the legal representative of
the company shall jointly assume their liability with respect to the company’s
debts and other obligations by the difference between the value determined
and the actual value of the assets at the time the valuation is completed.17 For
a listed company, valuation of in-kind assets contributed to the company must
be approved by the Board of Directors.18
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B. Increasing the Charter Capital
A number of different factors, such as market conditions, reorganizations,
development programs and growth, may necessitate an increase in charter
capital. The charter capital can be increased from:

t6UJMJ[JOHFYUFSOBMTPVSDFT TVDIBTXIFOUIFDPNQBOZBUUSBDUTĕOBODJBM
resources from existing shareholders or third parties

t'SPN JOUFSOBM TPVSDFT XIFO UIF DPNQBOZ VTFT JUT PXO GVOET UP
capitalize its internal reserves.
As discussed further in this subchapter, the most important questions
when considering increasing the charter capital will be evaluated mostly from
the public companies’ point of view. In that respect, these questions will be
observed through relevant legislature that regulates the organization and
operation of companies, as well as the securities market.

1. Methods of Increasing the Charter Capital
Increases in charter capital are regulated under Circular 19/2003/TT-BTC
dated 20 March 2003 by the MOF giving guidance on the increase and
reduction of charter capital and management of treasury shares in joint stock
companies (“Circular 19”). This circular is still in effect although the current
-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTXBTJTTVFEMBUFSJOBOEUIFSFBSFTPNFPQJOJPOTPO
whether this circular is in accordance with the new regulations in the Law on
&OUFSQSJTFTćF.0'JTOPXESBęJOHUIFOFXDJSDVMBSPOUIFJODSFBTFBOE
reduction of the charter capital and is receiving opinions from organizations,
experts and companies to improve it before officially issued for implementation.
Therefore, companies in Vietnam are still following Circular 19 for the increase
or reduction of a company’s charter capital.
Under this circular, the Board of Directors has to prepare plans on
increasing the charter capital and then submit to the GMS for approval.
Also according to this circular, the charter capital of a company shall
be increased in the following cases:19
19 Circular 19, Section II, Part A, Article 1.
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Technically, every method of increasing the charter capital can be done
by issuance of additional shares. In many countries, companies can increase
their charter capital by issuing shares with a higher nominal value.
All methods to increase the charter capital are summarized in Table 1.
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Regarding the conversion of issued convertible bonds into shares,
the increase of charter capital shall be affected only when the conditions for
converting bonds into shares as prescribed by law and stated in the plan on
issuance of convertible bonds are fully met.
In general, the increase in the charter capital can be conducted under
three methods as follows:
1) A capital increase against contribution
2) A conditional capital increase
3) A capital increase out of a capital surplus, retained earnings and
other funds available from internal sources.
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t*TTVBODFPGOFXTIBSFTUPNPCJMJ[FDBQJUBM JODMVEJOHUIFSFTUSVDUVSJOH
of the company’s debts by ways of converting the debts into shares as
agreed between the company and the creditors
t$POWFSTJPOPGJTTVFEDPOWFSUJCMFCPOETJOUPTIBSFT
t1BZNFOUPGEJWJEFOETJOUIFGPSNPGTIBSFT
t*TTVBODFPGOFXTIBSFTGPSNFSHJOHQBSUPSXIPMFPGBOPUIFSFOUFSQSJTF
into the company
t*ODSFBTFDIBSUFSDBQJUBMPVUPGBDBQJUBMTVSQMVT
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Table 1: Increasing the Charter Capital

Capital Increase
Against Contributions

Conditional Capital
Increase

Capital Increase
out of a Capital
Surplus, Retained
Earnings and
Other Funds

External

External

Internal

Contributors

Shareholders and third parties

The owners of convertible
bonds

The company (using
funds available from
internal sources as
defined by legislation)

Purpose

To attract additional funding.
It will, however, dilute
the holdings of existing
shareholders if they are
unwilling/unable to make use
of their pre-emptive rights

To allow owners of
convertible bonds to use
their rights of conversion
into shares

To increase the
company’s equity
and to decrease the
company’s funds and
reserves available for
distribution

Recipients

Existing shareholders and third
parties

The owners of convertible
bonds

Only existing
shareholders

Changing the
Company’s
Ownership
Structure

Possibly

Yes

No

Method of Capital
Increase

Issue of additional shares

Issue of additional shares

Issue of additional
shares

Method of
Placement

Subscription (open or closed)

Conversion

Distribution

Approving
Governing Bodies

The GMS, unless delegated to
the Board of Directors

The GMS

The GMS

Pre-emptive
Rights

Yes

No

No

Source
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21 Circular 19, Section II, Part A, Article 2.
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The right to gratis shares based on an increase in the share capital of a
company from internal sources that are available for such purposes is reserved
exclusively for company shareholders as of the date specified in the decision
to issue new shares out of internal sources. The shareholder has that right in
proportion to their shares in the existing company share capital.
Under Circular 19, there are some rules for the increase of charter
capital out of a capital surplus. For a capital surplus from treasury shares, the
company can use the whole surplus to increase the charter capital. For a surplus
from newly issued shares for new investment projects, the surplus can be used
to increase the charter capital only three years after the new project is put into
use. For a surplus from newly issued shares for restructuring debts, the surplus
can be used to increase the charter capital one year after the issuance.21

DIVIDENDS

Depending on the method chosen to increase the charter capital, the company
can use the funds of shareholders and/or third parties. It can also choose to
capitalize using its internal resources. The company may use the following
internal resources for capitalization purposes:20

tćFDBQJUBMTVSQMVT

t'VOETGPSJOWFTUNFOUBOEEFWFMPQNFOU

t3FUBJOFEFBSOJOHT

t0UIFSSFTFSWFGVOETBTEFĕOFECZTQFDJBMJ[FEMBXBOESFHVMBUJPO
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3. Internal Sources for Increasing the Charter Capital
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Under Circular 19, the new shares can be distributed to the company’s
creditors for the purpose of converting the debts into shares as agreed between
the company and the creditors.
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There are three methods of placing shares:
1) Distribution among existing shareholders
2) Conversion of convertible bonds
3) Subscription by shareholders and third parties.
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2. Methods of Placement
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Public companies that wish to issue shares for payment of dividends
to current shareholders to increase charter capital must have that issuance
adopted by the GMS and have sufficient sources for issuance from after-tax
profits which are reflected on their latest audited financial statements.22
Public companies that wish to issue bonus shares to current
shareholders to increase charter capital must have that issuance adopted by
the GMS and have sufficient sources for issuance from the internal resources.23
Companies are not allowed to use the increased fixed assets value due
to self-revaluation of assets (without the State’s policies) to increase the charter
capital.24
The issuance of shares for payment of dividends or issuance of bonus
shares must be supported by the GMS decision approving the issuance plan
and the latest audited financial statements or other necessary documents
proving lawful capital sources to be used for issuance of additional shares.25

4. Ownership Rights Protection When Increasing the
Charter Capital
The company’s ownership structure will likely change if the charter capital is
increased from external sources. As previously mentioned, issuing additional
shares results in the dilution of the ownership rights of existing shareholders.
Therefore, the default rule is that the existing shareholders have pre-emptive
rights to protect them from dilution.26
ÎFor a more detailed discussion on pre-emptive rights, see Chapter 7, Section B.5.
When increasing the charter capital from internal sources, additional
shares must be distributed to all owners of shares of each type and class. In
addition, the number of new shares of each type and class that are distributed
to each shareholder must be pro rated to the number of shares already held by
him/her. Currently, in Vietnam, there is no specific regulation on the treatment
of fractional shares. However, market practice is that the number of additional
22 Circular 18, Section IV, Article 1.
23 Circular 18, Section IV, Article 2.
24 Circular 19, Section II, Part A, Article 4.
25 Circular 18, Section IV, Article 3.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFDBOE.PEFM$IBSUFS "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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At a company level, the GMS or the Board of Directors play the leading
role in increasing the charter capital, depending on the method chosen and the
authority for decision-making in the procedure for increasing the charter capital.

DIVIDENDS

ćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTBOETFDVSJUJFTMFHJTMBUJPOQSPWJEFEFUBJMFEQSPDFEVSFT
that public companies must follow to increase charter capital. These
procedures are aimed at guaranteeing that shareholder rights are protected.
The SSC, by giving approval and registering share issues, plays an important
role in overseeing the legality of the increase, thus enforcing proper corporate
governance practices in such cases.
For joint stock banks, the increase in charter capital needs to be
approved by the SBV. The process and procedures as well as the application
dossiers for the approval of the change in joint stock banks’ charter capital
are regulated under Article 26 to Article 29, Section 2, Chapter III of Circular
06/2010/TT–NHNN dated 26 February 2010 giving guidance on matters
related to the organization, management, charter capital, transferring of shares,
amendment and supplement of the business license and charter of joint stock
banks.
Under Decree 01/2010/ND-CP on private placement of shares (Decree
01) by the Government dated 4 January 2010, the private placement of shares
shall be managed by the following State authorities:27
- SBV: in case the issuing organization is a credit institution
- MOF: in case the issuing organization is a joint stock insurance
company.
- SSC: for other public companies (except for credit institutions and
joint stock insurance companies).
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5. Procedural Guarantees for Increasing the Charter Capital
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shares issued will be rounded down to a unit of share. The Board of Directors
shall decide on how to treat the remaining shares due to rounding. Some
companies may transfer the face value of those shares to fund for investment
and development, some may repurchase those shares for treasury shares.
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27 Decree 01, Article 6.
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a) The GMS Makes the Decision to Increase Capital

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT TUJQVMBUFT UIBU UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST TIBMM
make a decision on the issuance of new shares within the number of authorized
shares which have been approved by the GMS.
However, for public companies, it is required that the GMS approve
the issuance of shares for payment of dividends and the issuance of bonus
shares.28 There is no specific regulation on the issuance of additional shares for
capital increases against contributions.
For listed companies, shareholders’ approval for the issuance of
additional shares is needed. Under the Model Charter applicable to a company
MJTUFE PO UIF 4UPDL &YDIBOHF  UIF (.4 TIBMM NBLF B EFDJTJPO PO DMBTTFT PG
shares and number of new shares to be issued for each class of shares.29 It is
required that the Board of Directors propose the classes of shares which may
be issued and the total number of shares of each class to be issued to the GMS.30
A shareholder (or a group of shareholders) holding at least 5% of voting shares
for a consecutive period of six months may propose the item for the agenda.31
ÎFor a more detailed discussion of shareholders right to amend the agenda, see
Chapter 8, Section B.5.
The decision to increase the charter capital of a joint stock company
entails the making amendments to its charter. In Vietnam, in the GMS
meeting minutes, the GMS often authorize the Board of Directors to amend
the company charter regarding the article on charter capital to reflect the new
charter capital increased from the issuance of additional shares.
b) The Board of Directors’ Involvements in the Decisions to Increase
Capital
In public companies, unless otherwise provided in the charter, the
power to decide private placement of shares rests with the board. The current
law is silent on the time and other limits imposed on the board in this case.
6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIF(.4TIBMMEFDJEFUIFUZQFBOEUPUBMBNPVOU

28
29
30
31

Circular 18, Section IV, Article 3.
Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2h.
Model Charter, Article 25, Clause 3f.
Model Charter, Article 17, Clause 4.
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c) Information that Must Be Included in the Decision to Place
Shares

ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT TUJQVMBUFT UIBU UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST TIBMM
decide the time, method and offer prices of shares within the shares to be
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The Board of Directors should conduct a meeting where directors are physically
present to approve the decision to place shares. The Board of Directors may
only approve the decision to place shares if the number of additional shares
of each type and class to be issued does not exceed the total number of
authorized shares of each type and class as set forth in the charter.
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of shares under each type the company is authorized to issue.32 The Board of
Directors shall decide the issue of new shares limited to the number of shares
authorized to offer for each type and has the right to determine the raising
of additional capital for the company through other means.33 The Board of
Directors has the right to decide the time, method and offer price of shares
within the shares to be offered.34 In general, the purpose of authorized shares
is to enable the company to attract additional capital in an uncomplicated
manner. Procedural requirements for increasing the charter capital by a
GMS decision are cumbersome, time consuming and costly. This may make
it harder for the company to attract financing quickly in a rapidly changing
CVTJOFTT FOWJSPONFOU 'PS UIJT QVSQPTF  UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT QFSNJUT
companies to empower the Board of Directors to issue authorized shares
against contributions. However, the Law on Securities limits this authority
of the Board of Directors by allowing it to make decision on the issuance
of new shares by ways of private placement only. A simple majority vote of
directors participating in the Board of Directors meeting must approve the
decision. In the event there is equality in the numbers of contradicting votes,
the Chairman’s decision shall be final.35
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offered. However, there is no requirement on what information needs to be
included in the decision to place shares.
The public offering of shares shall need to be registered with the SSC
which will then grant the company a public offering of shares certificate. For
the registration of the public offering of shares, the issuing organization must
submit the SSC with the following documents:36

t"XSJUUFOSFHJTUSBUJPOPGQVCMJDPČFSJOHPGTIBSFT

t"QSPTQFDUVT

tćFJTTVJOHPSHBOJ[BUJPOTDIBSUFS

tćF(.4EFDJTJPOBEPQUJOHUIFJTTVBODFQMBOBOEUIFDBQJUBMVTBHF
plan generated from the public offering of shares

t"OJTTVBODFVOEFSXSJUJOHDPNNJUNFOU JGBOZ 
Public offering of shares registration dossiers must be accompanied
with Boards of Directors’ decisions approving those dossiers. For the public
offering of credit institution securities those dossiers must be approved in
writing by the SBV.37
Within seven days after a public offering of securities certificate
becomes effective, the issuing organization shall publish an issuance
announcement in an electronic or printed newspaper for three consecutive
issues.38

36 LOS, Article 14, Clause 1.
37 LOS, Article 14, Clause 4.
38 LOS, Article 20, Clause 3.
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The amount of increase

ᅛ

ᅛ

ᅛ

The method of placement (subscription, conversion or
distribution)

ᅛ

ᅛ

ᅛ

Time of paying or contributing the consideration to
the company

ᅛ

ᅛ

ᅛ

Rate of conversion

ᅛ

Record date for preparing the shareholders’ list

ᅛ

ᅛ

To whom the shares are issued

ᅛ

ᅛ

Sources of the issuance

ᅛ

Distribution period

ᅛ

ᅛ

Price at which the shares are issued or methods by
which it may be fixed for the purpose of allowing the
shareholders to exercise their rights

ᅛ

ᅛ

Class of shares

ᅛ

Time for transferring purchase rights

ᅛ

Place for registration of buying shares, transferring
purchasing rights and receiving prospectus

ᅛ

Bank where account is opened for receiving money
from shares issued.

ᅛ
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Record date for holders of convertible bonds who
may exercise the rights of preferential subscriptions
to shares
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Information

THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

Table 2: Information Included in the Announcement to Place Shares

THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES

1SBDUJDBMMZJO7JFUOBN EFQFOEJOHPOUIFNFUIPEPGQMBDFNFOU UIFBOOPVODFNFOU
to place shares shall include the information presented in Table 2.
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For the private placement of shares, issuing organizations have to
register with State authorities as required at least 20 days before the placement
date. In the share placement plan, it must be clearly stated those entitled
to buying shares, the number of investors must be less than 100 and those
shares shall not be entitled to be sold within one year from the completion
of the placement.39 In case shares are sold to strategic partners, criteria for
determination and selection of strategic partners must be established.40 The
following documents shall need to be submitted to State authorities:41
- Report on private placement of shares
- The decision of the GMS or Board of Directors adopting the issuance
plan and the plan on use of capital generated from the offering of
shares
- Resolution of the GMS or Board of Directors or the delegation of
authority by the GMS on approving the criteria for the strategic
partners or employees
- The decision of the Board of Directors on the approval of the list of
strategic partners or employees
- Materials for information disclosures on the private placement as
required
- Other documents as required.
Materials for information disclosures on the private placement shall
include:42
- Name, address of the company
- Industry
- Major goods and services
- Major assets
- List of parent companies and subsidiaries
- Business operation status and results before the private placement
- The company’s position as compared with other companies in the
same industry
- Some major information on the investment plan and development
strategy
39
40
41
42

Decree 01, Article 8, Clause 3.
Decree 01, Article 8, Clause 2.
Decree 01, Article 9.
Decree 01, Appendix II.
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d) Issue of Shares for In-Kind Contributions
Shares of a joint stock company can be paid in either Vietnamese
Dong, freely convertible foreign currencies, gold, value of land use rights,
value of intellectual property rights, technology and know-how or other assets
as stipulated in the company’s charter.43"MUIPVHI UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT
allows a company to issue shares for in-kind contributions, there is no specific
regulation or guidance relating to procedures or the information to be included
in the decision to place shares.
It is good practice that if the decision to place shares allows shareholders
to pay for additional shares with other securities, or with other assets having
monetary value, such a decision should include the:

t%FUBJMFEEFTDSJQUJPOPGUIFJOLJOEDPOUSJCVUJPO

t1FSTPOGSPNXIJDIUIFZBSFUPCFBDRVJSFE

t/VNCFS BOE OPNJOBM WBMVF PS BDDPVOUBCMF QBS JO DBTF PG TIBSFT
without nominal value) of shares which are to be acquired by such
contribution.
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- Information on the private placement:
o Type of share
o Par value
o Outstanding shares
o Number of shares intended for private placement
o Intended offering price
o Pricing method
o Distribution method
o Time of placement
o Registration for buying shares
o Plan for the use of money from the placement
o Limit on the holdings of foreign investors
o Other information on the limitation on the transfer of shares.
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C. Protecting the Charter Capital
One of the purposes of the charter capital is to provide a minimum guarantee
that the company will fulfil its obligations toward creditors. However, this
function will only exist in theory if it is not linked to preserving a minimum
level of company assets. The company has to send a notice of the decision to
reduce the company’s charter capital to the authorized business registration
body. The company has to commit that it will make payments to all debts
and other obligations after the reduction of the charter capital.44 Where the
company operates in an industry that requires legal capital, the company can
only register to reduce the charter capital if the registered capital after reduction
is not lower than the applicable legal capital.45
There are other actions that may, in one way or another, affect the
charter capital and net assets. Such actions and mechanisms, which protect
against the distribution of the company’s assets to shareholders or other parties
to the detriment of creditors, are listed in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Protection of the Charter Capital
Buyback by the company of shares
issued by the company

Decrease in the charter capital

Distribution of dividends

Redemption of shares

Items:

Reciprocal shareholdings

Maintaining statutory reserves
Source: IFC, March 2004.

44 Decree 43, Chapter V, Article 31, Clause 1.
45 Decree 43, Chapter V, Article 40, Clause 3.
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46 Circular 19, Section II, Part B, Article 1.
47 Circular 19, Section II, Part B, Article 1.
48 Circular 19, Section II, Part B, Article 2.
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a) Methods of Decreasing the Charter Capital
The charter capital of joint stock companies shall be reduced in the
following cases:

t3FEVDUJPO PG DIBSUFS DBQJUBM VQPO UIF MFTTFOJOH PG UIF DPNQBOJFT
capital demands due to changes in their business lines and trades or
their down-sized reorganization.46

t.BOEBUPSZDBODFMMBUJPOPGUIFJSUSFBTVSZTIBSFT47

t3FEVDUJPO PG DIBSUFS DBQJUBM BęFS DPNQBOJFT IBWF DPOEVDUFE
business operations at a loss for three consecutive years and suffer an
accumulative loss equal to 50% or more of shareholders’ capital, but
they have not yet lost their capability to repay due debts.48

DIVIDENDS

The question of decreasing the charter capital is of great importance because
of the potential for abuse in practice, because it can be used as a tool to create
returns for shareholders without paying dividends. A decrease in the charter
capital can favor some shareholders at the expense of others. It is essential
to ensure the equitable treatment of all shareholders. This holds particularly
true if the company has several classes of shareholders with different rights or
holders of other securities. At the same time, a decrease in the charter capital
reduces the level of shareholders’ liability and the minimum amount of assets
intended to serve as a guarantee that the company will fulfil its obligations
toward creditors.
Thus, any decrease in the charter capital can be:

tReal when it involves a share buyback from shareholders; or

tNominal when the charter capital is decreased by writing off losses,
intended to reorganize the company’s financial position, or when the
charter capital is transformed into reserves that can be used for future
distribution.
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The charter capital can be decreased using the following methods:49
tćFDPNQBOZTIBMMQVSDIBTFBOEDBODFMBOVNCFSPGUSFBTVSZTUPDLT
with par value equal to the amount of capital planned to be reduced
as approved by the GMS, or the company cancels the treasury shares
which must be cancelled. By this mode, companies shall not have to
return money to their shareholders.
t$PNQBOJFT TIBMM XJUIESBX BOE DBODFM B RVBOUJUZ PG TIBSFT GSPN
shareholders with a total par value equal to the amount of capital
reduced. By this mode, the company shall buy back a number of shares
from each shareholder in accordance with his/her equity proportion
in the company. The company shall have to pay their shareholders an
amount of money equal to the number of shares withdrawn times the
par value of shares.
t3FEVDJOHUIFOPNJOBMWBMVFPGTIBSFTXJUIPVUDIBOHJOHUIFOVNCFS
of shares. By this mode, the company shall withdraw shares from
shareholders and issue new shares with reduced par value. The
company shall have to pay to their shareholders an amount of money
equal to the number of shares of each shareholder times the difference
between old and new par values.
t$PNCJOBUJPO PG UIF BCPWF NFUIPET CBTFE PO UIF BDUVBM TJUVBUJPO 
joint stock companies may apply the above-mentioned methods in
combination in reducing the charter capital.

For listed companies, in case a shareholder does not pay the full
amount of shares purchased on time, these shares can be withdrawn under
the request of the Board of Directors.50 Any withdrawn shares shall be assets
of the company. The Board of Directors may directly sell or authorize to sell or
re-distribute such shares to, or resolve them in favor of, the individuals who
owned such withdrawn shares or to other entities, on conditions and in the
manner the Board of Directors considers appropriate.51 It is not clear whether
the Board of Directors can decide not to issue those shares.

49 Circular 19, Section II, Part B, Article 1.
50 Model Charter, Article 9, Clause 3.
51 Model Charter, Article 9, Clause 4.
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52 Circular 19, Section V, Article 5.
53 Decree 43, Chapter V, Article 40, Clause 1.
54 Decree 102, Article 23, Clause 9.
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c) Procedures for Decreasing the Charter Capital
It is regulated by the MPI regarding the registration of amendment of
charter capital that the company has to send a notice to the MPI. Together with
this notice are the written decision and the meeting minutes of the GMS on the
amendment of the charter capital.53)PXFWFS VOEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT
and Decree 139 giving guidance on the implementation of some articles of
UIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIFSFJTOPSFHVMBUJPOPSHVJEBODFPOUIFQSPDFEVSFT
in case the company decide to decrease the charter capital. In fact, the Law on
&OUFSQSJTFT BOE JUT TVCSFHVMBUJPO SFHVMBUF POMZ POF DBTF UIBU UIF DPNQBOZ
can decrease the charter capital. That is, after three years from the date of the
business license, if the shares to be offered are not sold out, the company shall
register the decrease of its equity capital to a level equal to the quantity of
issued shares.54 In the official Letter No. 5625/BKH-PTDN dated 1 August
2008 by the MPI replying to Letter 03922/KHĐT-ĐKKD dated 27 June 2008 of
the Ho Chi Minh City Department of Planning and Investment, it is confirmed
that “The decrease of the capital of joint stock companies is conducted in
accordance with Clause 3, Article 15 of Decree 139 dated 5 September 2007
by the Government giving guidance on the implementation of some articles in
UIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTw %FDSFFUIBUSFQMBDFE%FDSFFEPFTOPUIBWF
different regulation in terms of this matter).
However, under Circular 19, it is stipulated that the charter capital can
be decreased in some cases as mentioned above. It is good practice that the
-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTSFHVMBUFTJONPSFTQFDJĕDEFUBJMBOEHJWFTNPSFDPOEJUJPOT
under which a joint stock company can decrease its charter capital to be
relevant with the current situation of the company’s operations.
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C .BOEBUPSZBOE7PMVOUBSZ%FDSFBTFTPGUIF$IBSUFS$BQJUBM
A decrease in the charter capital is required by legislation where the
companies have purchased treasury shares, but not used them for three years
and the capital contributed by their shareholders is smaller than the charter
capital. In this case, they shall have to cancel treasury shares and at the same
time reduce their charter capital.52
In all other cases, decreasing the charter capital is voluntary.
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Comparative Practices:
The decision to decrease the charter capital must be taken by a simple
majority vote of shareholders participating in the GMS.
The Board of Directors can make the following decisions in connection with
the capital decrease:
t'JSTU UIFEFDJTJPOUPSFUJSFUSFBTVSZTIBSFT VOMFTTPUIFSXJTFQSPWJEFE
by the charter or the internal regulations. Therefore, the Board of
Directors is presumed to decrease the charter capital in the described
manner.
t4FDPOE UIFEFDJTJPOUPEFDSFBTFUIFDIBSUFSDBQJUBMVTJOHPUIFSXBZT
(for example, by decreasing the nominal value of issued shares), if the
charter or the internal regulations authorize the Board of Directors for
such a procedure.
If the GMS is authorized to decide on decreasing the charter capital, that is
the legal presumption except for retiring treasury shares, the proposal to
decrease the charter capital can be placed on the GMS agenda either by a
shareholder proposal or a Board of Directors’ initiative.
If the proposal to decrease the charter capital is submitted by the Board of
Directors, a simple majority vote of its members participating in the Board
of Directors meeting is required, unless the charter or internal regulations
require a higher percentage of votes.

Best Practices:
The quorum for the Board of Directors meeting proposing or deciding to
decrease the charter capital should be defined as two-thirds of all directors.

d) Information Included in the Decision to Decrease the Charter
Capital

6OEFS UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT BOE SFMBUFE SFHVMBUJPOT  UIFSF BSF OP
specific requirements on the information that must be included in the decision
to decrease the charter capital.
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t5IFBNPVOUPGEFDSFBTF
t5IFQVSQPTFPGEFDSFBTF
t5IFQSPDFEVSFGPSEFDSFBTJOHUIFDIBSUFSDBQJUBM
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-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
56 Decree 43, Chapter V, Article 40, Clause 1.
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The company should notify creditors of a reduction in the charter capital. The
announcement duties fall under the authority of the General Director who will
commonly assign this task to the Corporate Secretary or another person.
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Best Practices:
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e) Decreases in the Charter Capital and Creditor Protection
A decrease in charter capital typically affects creditor rights since it
decreases the minimum amount of the company’s assets serving as a guarantee
that the company can meet its obligations toward creditors. Under the Law
PO&OUFSQSJTFTBOESFMBUFESFHVMBUJPOT UIFSFJTOPSFHVMBUJPOPOXIFUIFSUIF
company has to notify creditors of a reduction in the charter capital. It is only
required that where a full payment of shares to be bought back causes a decline
in the total value of the company assets by more than 10%, the company shall
notify all its creditors within 15 days from the date of such payment.55 There
is no further regulation or guidance on the procedures on how to protect
creditors’ rights. The company only has to commit that it will make payments
to all debts and other obligations after the reduction of the charter capital when
it registers the charter capital decrease with the MPI.56
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Creditors are protected through the Civil Code and through the Law
on Bankruptcy. Under the Law on Bankruptcy, when realizing that a company
falls into the state of bankruptcy, the unguaranteed or partially guaranteed
creditors shall all have the right to submit applications for the opening of
bankruptcy procedures applicable to such company.57 Companies, which are
incapable of repaying their due debts at creditors’ requests, shall be regarded as
falling into the state of bankruptcy.58

2. Share Buybacks
Under certain circumstances and conditions, companies have the right to
repurchase their own shares. This is called a share buyback. Share buybacks
may have a number of corporate governance implications. First, there may
be a financial planning concern, since cash is used to purchase shares, fewer
funds may be available for further business development. Second, shareholder
rights can be abused if the company does not provide equal opportunities to
all shareholders to sell their shares back to the company. In this respect, the
-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTTUJQVMBUFTUIBUBDPNQBOZJTFOUJUMFEUPCVZCBDLBOVNCFS
of shares from each shareholder in accordance with his/her equity proportion
in the company and a notice of such decision shall be sent by registered mail
to all shareholders within 30 days from the date of approval of such decision.59
Third, the company distributes cash directly to selling shareholders and may,
therefore, diminish the company’s ability to service its debts or otherwise meet
its obligations to creditors.
Certain rules specify how to conduct a share buyback and are
summarized in Table 3. They differ depending on whether the buyback is to
decrease the charter capital (specific buyback) or for any other reason (general
buyback).

57 LOB, Chapter II, Article 13, Clause 1.
58 LOB, Chapter II, Article 3.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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a) Buyback Procedures
To repurchase its own shares, a company must follow the steps
summarized in Table 4.
Table 4: General Buyback Procedure
Procedural steps

Buyback

Initiation

At the discretion of the Board of Directors or a shareholder proposal

Decision-making

The Board of Directors shall have the right to decide a buyback of 10% or less of each
type of shares offered for every 12 months. In other cases, buyback of shares shall be
decided by the GMS60

Limitations

A joint stock company is entitled to buy back no more than 30% of its issued common
shares, a portion or all of its sold preferred shares61

Share retiring

Must be retired within a certain period (three years) or re-placed in case the capital
contributed by shareholders is smaller than the charter capital.62

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF
62 Circular 19, Section V, Article 5.
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section of this chapter.
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The decision to decrease charter capital by retiring treasury The decision to purchase is carried out by the GMS.
shares is made by the GMS, unless otherwise provided by Under specific legal circumstances this decision can be
the charter or by-laws
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The company must have a plan on redemption clearly stating the
redemption time and pricing principles.63
The decision to buy back shares issued by the company must be
approved by either:

t/P MFTT UIBO  PG UPUBM WPUFT PG TIBSFIPMEFST QBSUJDJQBUJOH JO UIF
GMS64

t" TJNQMF NBKPSJUZ WPUF PG EJSFDUPST QBSUJDJQBUJOH JO UIF #PBSE PG
Directors meeting in case the share repurchase is 10% or less of each
type of outstanding shares. If the number of contradicting votes is
equal, the Chairman’s decision shall be final.65
The repurchase of its own shares by joint stok banks that leads to a
reduction in the charter capital must be approved by the SBV.66
The company must have sufficient capital from the following sources
for redemption of treasury shares, a capital surplus, retained earnings and
other sources stipulated by law.67
Where a public company redeems its own shares, thus increasing the
amount of its treasury shares to 25% or more of total outstanding shares, it
shall conduct public bids according to the Law on Securities.68
Where a full payment of shares to be bought back causes a decline in
the total value of the company assets by more than 10%, the company shall
notify all its creditors within 15 days from the date of such payment.69
Public companies shall complete the redemption of shares within
the time limit stated in their written information disclosures which must not
exceed 90 days after the date of starting transactions.70
b) Information Included in the Buyback Decision
There is no specific regulation regarding the required information to
CFJODMVEFEJOUIFEFDJTJPOUPCVZCBDLTIBSFTćF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFTPOMZ

63 Circular 18, Section II, Article 1, Clause 1.3.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTFB
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
66 Circular 06, Chapter III, Section 2, Article 29
67 Circular 18, Section II, Article 1, Clause 1.2.
68 Circular 18, Section II, Article 1, Clause 1.1.
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
70 Circular 18, Section II, Article 5, Clause 5.3.
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-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
75 Circular 18, Section II, Article 2, Clause 2.1.
76 Circular 18, Section II, Article 2, Clause 2.2.
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c) Limitations on Share Buybacks
A joint stock company is entitled to buy back no more than 30% of its
issued common shares, a portion or all of its sold preferred shares.73
A joint stock company shall only be entitled to make full payment for
the shares repurchased where subsequent to such payment, the company shall
still be able to pay its mature debts and other liabilities.74
A company is not allowed to repurchase its own shares in the following
75
cases:

t*UJTDPOEVDUJOHCVTJOFTTPQFSBUJPOTBUBMPTTPSPXFTPWFSEVFEFCUT

t*UJTPČFSJOHTIBSFTUPNPCJMJ[FNPSFDBQJUBM

t*UJTTQMJUUJOHVQPSTQMJUUJOHEPXOTIBSFT

t*UTTIBSFTBSFTVCKFDUUPQVCMJDCJET
A company is not allowed to purchase shares from the following
entities for use as treasury shares:76
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6OEFSUIF-BXPO&OUFSQSJTFT UIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTTIBMMEFUFSNJOF
the price of the repurchase. With respect to common shares, the determined
price shall not exceed their market price at the time of the repurchase. The
repurchase price of other types of shares shall not be lower than their market
price, unless otherwise stipulated by the company’s charter or otherwise agreed
between the company and related shareholders.72
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stipulates information that must be included in the notice of such decision to
be sent to all shareholders as follows:71

t/BNFBOEIFBEPďDFTBEESFTTPGUIFDPNQBOZ

t5PUBMOVNCFSBOEUZQFPGTIBSFTUPCFSFQVSDIBTFE

t1SJDFPGTVDISFQVSDIBTF

t1SPDFEVSFTBOEUJNFMJNJUGPSQBZNFOU

t1SPDFEVSFTBOEUJNFMJNJUGPSBTIBSFIPMEFSUPPČFSIJTIFSTIBSFTUP
the company.
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t*UTNBOBHFSBOETQPVTF QBSFOUT BEPQUFEQBSFOUT DIJMESFO BEPQUFE
children or blood siblings of that individual
t4IBSFPXOFSTTVCKFDUUPUSBOTGFSSFTUSJDUJPOTBDDPSEJOHUPMBXBOEJUT
charter
t4IBSFIPMEFST IPMEJOH DPOUSPMMJOH TIBSFT  FYDFQU GPS DBTFT XIFSF UIF
State sells its shares to reduce its ownership percentage.

d) Implementing a Share Buyback Pro-Rata
A company must notify all shareholders in writing about its decision
to buy back shares by registered mail within 30 days from the date of approval
of such decision.77 The shareholder notification must contain necessary
information including the company’s name and head office address, total
number and type of shares to be repurchased, price of such repurchase,
procedures and time-limit for payment, procedures and time-limit for a
shareholder to offer his/her shares to the company.78
Any shareholder who owns shares of the type and class to be
repurchased by the company has the right to sell shares to the company within
the specified period. The company must pay for these shares within the period
that has been specified in the decision and communicated to shareholders in
the notice.
Shareholders who agree to resell their shares must send their offers to
the company within 30 days from the notice date by registered mail. The offer
shall include the following information:79

t'VMMOBNF QFSNBOFOUBEESFTT OBUJPOBMJUZ

t*%PSQBTTQPSUOVNCFS CVTJOFTTMJDFOTFOVNCFS

t5PUBMTIBSFTPXOFEBOEUIFOVNCFSPGTIBSFTGPSTBMF

t1BZNFOUNFUIPE

t4JHOBUVSFPGTIBSFIPMEFSPSPGIJTIFSMFHBMSFQSFTFOUBUJWF

6OEFS UIF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT  UIFSF JT OP TQFDJĕD SFHVMBUJPO PS
guidance in case shareholders offer more shares for sale than the company
intends to buy.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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If the company announces the redeeming price, that price shall be
clearly stated as a projected price. The redeeming price shall be determined
and announced before the date of redemption.82 Upon completion of the
redemption, public companies have to report the results of the redemption to
UIF44$BOEUIF4UPDL&YDIBOHFXJUIJOUFOEBZT83
80
81
82
83

Circular 18, Section III, Article 3, Clause 3.7.
Circular 18, Section II, Article 4, Clause 4.1 ; Circular 09, Section II, Article 5, Clause 5.1.
Circular 18, Section II, Article 4, Clause 4.2.
Circular 09, Section II, Article 5, Clause 5.2.
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F 3FQPSUJOHBOE*OGPSNBUJPO%JTDMPTVSFPO4IBSF#VZCBDLT
A public company that repurchases its own shares shall report such in
writing to the SSC and concurrently disclose information via the mass media
at least seven days before the date of redemption or sale. A report and written
information disclosure must contain the following principal contents:81

t1VSQPTFPGTIBSFTSFEFNQUJPO

t.BYJNVNBNPVOUPGTIBSFTFYQFDUFEUPCFSFEFFNFE

t$BQJUBMTPVSDFTGPSSFEFNQUJPO

t1SJDJOHQSJODJQMFT

t5SBOTBDUJPOUJNF

t/BNF PG UIF TFDVSJUJFT DPNQBOZ EFTJHOBUFE UP DPOEVDU UIF
transaction

t1SJDFRVPUFEJOUIFXSJUUFOJOGPSNBUJPOEJTDMPTVSF JGBOZ 
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In other countries, the company shall purchase shares from all shareholders
in a number that is proportionate to the number of shares that have been
offered by shareholders for sale.
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In the case where a share repurchase public bid is required, when the
amount of shares put on sale is larger than the amount of bid shares, shares shall
be purchased proportionately.80 It is not clear whether this is proportionate to
the number of shares that each shareholder has or proportionate to the number
of shares that have been offered by shareholders for sale.
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When repurchasing their own shares, public companies that have their
TIBSFTMJTUFEPOUIF4UPDL&YDIBOHFTIBMMDPODVSSFOUMZSFQPSUTVDIUPUIF4UPDL
&YDIBOHFBOEEJTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOWJBUIFEJTDMPTVSFNFEJBNFDIBOJTNTPG
UIF4UPDL&YDIBOHF84

3. Reciprocal Shareholdings
Reciprocal or cross-shareholdings are quite common between different
companies and may be set up to establish mutual influence or diversify
portfolios. Such shareholding structures between two or more companies
often cause governance problems. For example:

t*G DPNQBOJFT JODSFBTF UIFJS DIBSUFS DBQJUBM CZ NFBOT PG SFDJQSPDBM
subscriptions to shares, the same initial contribution serves to cause
two capital increases

t8IFOUXPDPNQBOJFTDSFBUFBSFDJQSPDBMTIBSFIPMEJOHCZBDRVJSJOH
issued shares of each other, they are causing, at least partially, an
indirect distribution or repayment to shareholders whose shares are
purchased

t3FDJQSPDBM TIBSFIPMEJOHT DBO EFDSFBTF UIF OPSNBM JOĘVFODF PG
independent directors in both companies, and replace the normal
control exercised by the shareholders over directors and officers, with
a self-controlling system.
Vietnamese legislation, however, does not provide any specific
rules regarding reciprocal shareholdings. Recently, the MOF issued Circular
242/2009/TT-BTC dated 30 December 2009 giving guidance on the financial
management of State enterprises and management of State capital invested
into enterprises. This circular stipulates that subsidiaries are not allowed to
make capital contributions to a parent company. Subsidiaries and dependent
enterprises are not allowed to buy shares of companies in the same group,
corporation.
For commercial banks, Article 103, Clause 6 of the new 2010 Law
on Credit Institutions only allow commercial banks and its subsidiaries to
make capital contributions or buy shares of other credit institutions within
conditions and limitation provided by the State Bank of Vietnam.
84 Circular 18, Section II, Article 4, Clause 4.3.
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2. Other Funds
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Beside statutory reserves, a company may also establish other funds (voluntary,
OPOPCMJHBUPSZ SFTFSWFT  ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT EPFT OPU SFHVMBUF UIF
distribution of profits. Currently, only the distribution of profits in State
enterprises is regulated by the Government under Decree 09/2009/ND-CP
dated 5 February 2009 on the Regulations on Financial Management of State
&OUFSQSJTFT BOE 4UBUF 'VOET JOWFTUFE JO PUIFS DPNQBOJFT 'PS KPJOU TUPDL
companies, other funds can be established under the company’s charter or
according to a GMS resolution.
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ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT EPFT OPU SFRVJSF DPNQBOJFT UP IBWF B NBOEBUPSZ
reserve fund (statutory reserve). On the other hand, statutory reserves can
be stipulated by specialized legislation. Usually, financial organizations (for
example, banks or insurance companies) must have statutory funds. Its main
purpose is to protect creditors by ensuring that part of the company’s assets, in
addition to the charter capital, cannot be distributed among shareholders.
For listed companies, irrespective of what kind of industry the
companies are in, it is regulated that each year the company shall take an
amount from its after-tax profit and transfer it into a reserve fund to supplement
charter capital in accordance with law. Such amount shall not exceed 5% of the
after-tax profit of the company and shall be taken until the reserve fund is
equivalent to 10% of the charter capital of the company.85
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Protecting the charter capital to safeguard creditor rights is further extended
by the possibility of creating certain additional reserves. As with the charter
capital, such reserves only exist in accounting terms.
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85 Model Charter, Article 43.
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a) Employees’ Fund
The GMS can establish a special fund from its net profits for company
FNQMPZFFT ćF -BX PO &OUFSQSJTFT EPFT OPU SFRVJSF PS EFĕOF TQFDJĕD
requirements for such a fund. Its establishment is, therefore, optional and all
provisions governing such a fund should be specified in the charter or in the
internal regulations. For example, this fund can be used for acquiring shares,
provided that such shares are to be transferred to the company’s employees.
b) Other Funds of a Company
The charter, internal regulations or a GMS decision may establish other
internal funds, such as financial reserve, investment and development funds.
Such internal funds are financed through a deduction from the company’s net
profits.

3. Additional Paid-In Capital
Additional paid-in capital is part of the company’s equity and is typically
composed of the following sources:

t"OZJODSFBTFSFTVMUJOHGSPNUIFSFWBMVBUJPOPGOPODVSSFOUBTTFUT

tćFQPTJUJWFEJČFSFODFCFUXFFOUIFOPNJOBMWBMVFBOEUIFQMBDFNFOU
value of the company’s shares.
Additional paid-in capital has an accounting meaning only and there
is no actual accumulation of funds. Additional paid-in capital can be used, for
example, to:

t0ČTFUUIFMPTTFTBTUIFSFTVMUPGSFWBMVBUJOHOPODVSSFOUBTTFUT

t*ODSFBTFUIFDIBSUFSDBQJUBMGSPNJOUFSOBMSFTPVSDFTPGUIFDPNQBOZ
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The Chairman’s Checklist

The Chairman’s Checklist
Has the company developed a dividend policy? What are the primary
issues addressed by this policy?
Does the company properly weigh using net profits for the payment
of dividends versus re-investing these profits?
Does the Board of Directors properly communicate its dividend policy
to shareholders and potential investors. If it deviates from this policy,
what are the reasons for doing so?
Does the company properly disclose information about its dividend
policy and dividend history in a timely manner?
Does the Board of Directors propose intermediary dividends?
How does the Board of Directors ensure that this is done in the best
interests of the company?
How does the company calculate its dividends? Does the Board of
Directors ensure that preferred and common shareholders are treated
equitably when distributing dividends?
Does the Board of Directors ensure that creditor rights are protected
when it declares and pays dividends to shareholders?

Successful companies produce profits that can either be retained in the
company or distributed to shareholders as dividends. In Vietnam there is an
expectation, in particular among minority shareholders with small holdings,
for companies to make (a reasonable amount of) dividend payments and not
exclusively retain its earnings. The vast majority of Vietnamese companies
need additional capital, for which there is no immediate alternate source other
than company earnings. Since internally generated financing is one of the few
viable sources of funding, the decision of dividend payment is often difficult
for many Vietnamese companies.
This chapter discusses dividends from the shareholder and creditor
protection perspectives, the procedure for declaring and paying dividends, as
well as a company’s dividend policy.
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The accounting treatment of dividend payments is determined both by the Law
PO&OUFSQSJTFTBOEBDDPVOUJOHTUBOEBSET%JWJEFOETQBJEPODPNNPOTIBSFT
shall be based on the net profit and the dividend payment shall be made out of
the retained earnings of the company.2 Besides profits from the previous fiscal
year, the retained earnings of the company include other undistributed profits
as well. In Vietnam, there is no regulation or guidance on whether companies
can establish separate funds for making dividend payments on preferred
shares. Whereas, under common practices, dividends on preferred shares can
be paid out of funds that are specifically established for that purpose. Under no
circumstances can dividends be paid out of the charter capital.
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Shareholders have a right to share in the profits of a company. They may do
so by enjoying capital gains (an increase in the market value of shares they
hold in the company) and/or through receiving dividend payments. From this
perspective, dividends are an important shareholder right, which play a very
important role in the decision to invest in a company.
Dividend is defined as the amount of net profit distributed to each
share by cash or other assets from the company’s remaining profit after all
financial obligations have been completed.1
On the contrary, the payment of dividends by means of paying out
cash to shareholders may decrease the company’s cash and assets needed to
service debt on a timely basis. From this vantage point, dividends are also
viewed in the light of preserving creditor rights by following certain rules. To
protect creditor rights, legislation imposes certain limitations on the types and
payment of dividends.
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3. Dividend Rights
Owners of common and dividend preferred shares have different dividend
rights. Distributing dividends on common shares is solely at the discretion of
the company. On the other hand, owners of preferred shares have a right to
receive dividend payments in accordance with specific conditions applicable
to each type of preferred shares. The annual dividend on preferred shares may
comprise fixed and bonus dividends. A fixed dividend is paid regardless of
profits made by the company. The specific rate of fixed dividend and calculation
method of bonus dividend shall be in accordance with the terms of issue of
such shares as stated on the preferred share certificates.3

Company Practices in the United States:4
Fama and French, who have studied dividend payments in the United States,
found that only about a fifth of public companies pay a dividend. Others paid
dividends in the past, but then fell on hard times and were forced to conserve
cash. The other non-dividend-payers are mostly growth companies. They also
found that the proportion of dividend payers had declined sharply from a
peak of 67% in 1978 to only 20.7% in 1998.

Shareholders paying only a portion of subscribed shares shall be
entitled to receive a dividend corresponding to the number of shares that have
been paid.5
For listed companies, it is clearly stated that the owners of shares which
have not been fully paid shall not be entitled to receive a dividend.6 Although
there is no specific regulation on the treatment of dividend rights regarding
treasury shares, it is common practice that the company’s treasury shares do
not carry the right to receive dividends.

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
&''BNBBOE,3'SFODI i%JTBQQFBSJOH%JWJEFOET$IBOHJOH'JSN$IBSBDUFSJTUJDTPS-PXFS1SPQFOTJUZUP
1BZ w +PVSOBMPG'JOBODJBM&DPOPNJDT  QQ
5 Decree 102, Article 23, Clause 5b.
6 Model Charter, Article 8, Clause 2.
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In Vietnam, like in other countries, for common shares and voting
preferred shares, dividends are often paid at a variable rate based on the
nominal value of shares.
Preferred share dividends consist of fixed and bonus dividends. A
bonus dividend is often paid at a variable rate based on the nominal value of
shares. For commercial joint stock banks, it is clearly stated that if the bank
cannot pay fixed dividends for preferred shares (in case of making losses),
this fixed dividend shall be accumulated in the following years.7 For public
companies in general, there is no specific regulation on whether the dividends
TIBMM CF DVNVMBUJWF PS OPU &BDI DPNQBOZ NBLFT UIJT EFDJTJPO CBTFE PO JUT
own dividend policy.
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PARTICIPATING DIVIDENDS are
when owners of preferred shares after
receiving priority dividends have a
right to participate with owners of
common shares in remaining profit.
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CUMULATIVE DIVIDENDS are
dividends on preferred shares that
when undeclared or partially declared
must be accumulated, declared and
paid during a certain period.

Types of
Dividends:

DIVIDENDS AT A VARIABLE
RATE stipulate a variable
percentage of dividends that is
based on the nominal value of
shares or a percentage of the net
profit of the company.

DIVIDENDS

ANNUAL DIVIDENDS are
paid annually.

FIXED DIVIDENDS are defined as
a fixed percentage of the nominal
value of preferred shares.
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during the financial year, unless
otherwise provided by the charter.
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Figure 1: Types of Dividends
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Under common practice, a company may declare dividends for common and
preferred shares as shown in Figure 1.
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7 Decree 59, Section 3, Article 30, Clause 4.
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5. Forms of Dividend Payments
It is the most common practice to pay dividends in cash. Besides, dividends
can be paid in company shares or by other assets as stipulated in the company’s
charter. In the case of cash dividends, the payments are made in Vietnamese
Dong (this can also be done by check, or by money order sent to permanent
residential addresses of the shareholders).8 In the case of dividend share
payments, the GMS must approve the shares’ issuance. The company is also
required to submit the GMS’ resolution on the issuance to the SSC together
with the latest audited financial statements as well as to make a public
announcement at least 10 working days before the issuance.9

Company Practices in Vietnam:
According to a study and analysis by VAFI, during 1994 to 2003, cash dividends
were the most common form of dividend payments adopted by Vietnamese
companies. Stock dividends only came into existence in Vietnam from 2001.
During 2004-2007, stock dividends became a popular form of dividend
payment. However, due to the financial crisis, in 2008, the payment of cash
dividends increased with a number of companies paying cash dividends at
a rate of 20% to 30% of charter capital or 40% to 50% of net profit after tax.10
Up to now, Masan Food Company is the only example of a company paying
dividends using its assets, which were corporate bonds issued by Masan
Group, the holding company of Masan Food. The dividend payments using its
BTTFUTXFSFNBEFJO+VOF 11

-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
$JSDVMBS 4FDUJPO*7 "SUJDMFT
10 VAFI’s assessment on the dividend policy of public companies over the last 15 years, Source: VAFI at
http://vafi.org.vn.
11 http://www.masanfood.com/masan_info.php?id=192
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16 Model Charter, Article 25, Clause 3j.
17 Model Charter, Article 40, Clause 1.
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The Board of Directors should seek to maximize shareholder value when
formulating its recommendation on the amount of dividends to be distributed.
The target payout ratio, defined as the percentage of net income to be paid out as
cash dividends, should be based on shareholder preferences. More specifically,
the Board of Directors will want to determine shareholder preferences for
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7. The Amount of Dividends
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The Board of Directors has the authority to propose the amounts of dividends
to be paid, to the GMS.12 Then the GMS shall discuss and approve dividends
for each type of shares.13 The GMS shall decide the annual dividend only.14
Based on this decision, the Board of Directors shall determine the amount
of dividend per share, the time and form in which such payment is made.15
The Board of Directors has the authority to determine the temporary dividend
payments.16
The GMS approves or disapproves the Board of Directors’ dividend
payment proposal with no less than 65% of total votes of participating
shareholders.
For a listed company, the GMS’ authority regarding this issue is limited
as it is stipulated that the GMS approved dividends shall not exceed the levels
proposed by the Board of Directors.17
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generally unsuited and unpopular for dividend payments.
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capital gains (for example, using excess cash to buy back shares or re-invest
in the company) versus receiving dividends. The Board of Directors will
then need to define its optimal dividend policy, which ideally should strike a
balance between current dividends and future growth. For any given company,
the optimal payout ratio is determined by four factors:
1) Investor preference for capital gains versus dividends
2) The company’s investment opportunities (for example, companies
with excess cash, but limited investment opportunities, would
typically distribute a large percentage of their income to shareholders
via dividends, while companies in high-growth sectors typically
reinvest their earnings in the business)
3) The company’s target capital structure
4) The availability and cost of external capital.

Company Practices in the United States:
A study by Harry DeAngelo, Linda DeAngelo and Douglas Skinner18 shows
that even though fewer corporations were paying dividends, the largest 100
companies in the United States increased their inflation-adjusted dividends
by 23% from 1978 to 2000. According to their study, approximately 100 large,
extremely profitable companies had a fairly stable payout ratio of around
42%. Whereas, two types of non-dividend payers included financially troubled
marginally profitable or money-losing companies and/or companies related
to technology where companies typically used share repurchasing as a
substitute for dividends.

8. The Importance of Receiving Stable Dividends
The stability of dividends is important to shareholders. Dividend payments
tend to vary over time, since company cash flows can fluctuate. Many
shareholders rely on dividends to meet expenses and would consequently
suffer from unstable dividend streams. A company needs to carefully balance
the stability and dependability of its dividend policy.
18 Harry DeAngelo, Linda DeAngelo, and Douglas Skinner, “Are dividends disappearing? Dividend
$PODFOUSBUJPOBOEUIF$POTPMJEBUJPOPG&BSOJOHTw +PVSOBMPG'JOBODJBM&DPOPNJDT 
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Ideally, the company should formulate and communicate a dividend policy to
its shareholders. For example, to “pay approximately 30% of its current year’s
earnings as dividends, which will permit the company to retain sufficient
capital to provide for future growth.”
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B. Procedures for Declaring and Paying Dividends
To declare and pay dividends, a company must follow specific steps, summarized
in Figure 2.
Figure 2: The Usual Procedure for Declaring and Paying Dividends
Step 1:
Step 1: The Board of Directors makes a proposal to the GMS on the
amount of dividends to be paid

Step 2:
Step 2: The GMS discusses and approves the annual dividend for
each type of share

Step 3:
Step 3: The Board of Directors decides and declares the time and amount of
dividend payment based on the GMS’ approval of the annual dividend

Step 4:
Step 4: The Board of Directors prepares a list of shareholders entitled to receive
dividends

Step 5:
Step 5: The company pays the declared dividends.

For an interim dividend payment, the procedures start from Step 3
when the Board of Directors decides and declares the time and amount of
dividend payment based on the financial targets and the year–to-date actual
results.

1. How Are Dividends Declared?
A public company may declare dividends annually, or at any time between
AGMs. The decision to declare dividends is made by the Board of Directors
based on the decision regarding the distribution of profits (losses) of the
company approved by the AGM.
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In order to help shareholders properly assess a company’s capacity to make
dividend payments, companies are advised to:
t&TUBCMJTI B USBOTQBSFOU BOE TIBSFIPMEFSGSJFOEMZ NFDIBOJTN GPS
evaluating the payment of dividends
t1SPWJEF TVóDJFOU JOGPSNBUJPO UP TIBSFIPMEFST UP FOBCMF UIFN UP
understand the conditions that must be met before the company will
pay dividends
t1SPWJEF TVóDJFOU JOGPSNBUJPO UP TIBSFIPMEFST UP FOBCMF UIFN UP
understand the procedures for the payment of dividends
t1SFWFOU UIF EJTTFNJOBUJPO PG BOZ NJTMFBEJOH JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU UIF
company that might influence shareholders’ assessment of policies
governing dividend payments
t1SPWJEFTJNQMFEJWJEFOEQBZNFOUQSPDFEVSFT
t*NQPTF öOBODJBM  TBODUJPOT PO UIF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS BOE &YFDVUJWF
Board members for incomplete or delayed payments of declared
dividends.
Dividend reports are a useful tool for assessing a company’s dividend
policy and its dividend payment record. Dividend reports are published by
commercial firms that track the dividend performance of companies. These
reports are usually available for a fee.
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The public company decision to pay interim dividends can be made
on condition that:
1) It can be seen from the interim accounts drawn up for such purposes
that the available funds are sufficient for making such payments
2) The amount to be paid out is not greater than the total profit at the
end of the previous year, for which the financial statement has been
drawn up. Also, the non-distributed profit and amounts drawn from
the reserves that can be used for such purposes, and less the amount
that has to be put into the reserves, is in conformity with applicable
regulations, the company charter or internal regulations.
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A company needs to address two basic issues in deciding to declare
dividends:
1) The percentage of profits to be distributed or the dividend rate as per
the nominal value of each share
2) The frequency of payments, i.e. should the dividends vary from yearto-year, or remain stable over time.
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In Vietnam, although it is stipulated that the company can issue shares
of different types and classes, currently there is no regulation on the sequence
for declaring dividends for these types and classes.

Best Practices:
A certain sequence for declaring dividends for different types and
classes of shares should be established. The order for declaring and
paying dividends can be as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Order of Declaring and Paying Dividends
1. All accumulated
dividends for
cumulative preferred
shares that were not
declared and paid.

2. The dividends on
preferred shares as
specified by the charter
starting with the
highest and ending with
the lowest priority.

3. The dividends on
preferred shares, for
which the amount
of dividends is not
specified in the charter,
and on common shares.

In other words, until the company has declared and paid all dividends
(including accumulated dividends) for preferred shares in full, as
specified by the charter, it cannot declare and pay dividends for other
preferred or common shares. Furthermore, the company cannot
declare dividends if the claims of a higher priority shareholder are not
satisfied in full.

2. The Shareholder List for Dividends
Upon and for the purpose of making a dividend payment, the Board of
Directors shall make a list of shareholders who will get paid. This list must be
prepared at least 30 days prior to the date on which the payment is proposed to
be made.19 The list of shareholders entitled to receive dividends is determined
from the record of shareholders in the register book of shareholders kept at
the company’s headquarters or kept by VSD on a specific date. This date, upon
-0& "SUJDMF $MBVTF
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21 Circular 84, Part D, Section II, Article 1, Clause.2.2.
22 Circular 62, Article 7, Clause 2.
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To gain trust from investors, companies need to make dividend
payments once dividends have been declared. Besides, to protect shareholders’
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The period for paying dividends can be established either in the charter or
by a GMS decision. If not specified, companies are required to pay declared
dividends within 60 days after they are declared.
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A company is obliged to pay dividends after they have been declared. In
case of dividend payments in cash to individual investors, the company has
to withhold personal income tax, which is equal to five percent of the total
dividend to be paid before making the payment.21 For individuals who are
entitled to dividends in cash but do not receive them and wish to record an
increase in their investment capital, they will not have to pay personal income
tax upon the increase in their investment capital.22 Therefore, the company will
not have to withhold personal income tax in this case.
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which such record is to be compiled is called the “ex-dividend date”.
There is no specific regulation or guidance on the determination of the
ex-dividend date. Company practice is that the Board of Directors shall decide
the ex-dividend date for the payment of dividends.
Shareholders included on the list as of the ex-dividend date are
entitled to receive any dividends that the company pays out to shareholders.
Consequently, shareholders who own shares on the ex-dividend date and sell
them after that date, but before the dividend payment, retain the right to receive
dividends.20 Shareholders who purchase shares after the ex-dividend date are
not entitled to receive dividends until the next declaration of dividends.
In the event that dividends on shares of a specified type and class are
declared, each shareholder must receive dividends in accordance with the
number of shares of the type and class he/she owns.
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rights, companies are obliged to pay dividends after they have been declared.
However, under prevailing law and related documents, there is no specific
regulation on how to deal with cases where the company cannot pay declared
dividends in full and/or on time.

Best Practices:
It is recommended that companies penalize the General Director or Executive
Board members when dividend payments are incomplete or in arrears. In
particular, it is recommended that the Board of Directors have the authority
to reduce the remuneration of the General Director and/or Executive Board
members, or to terminate their authority, when the company fails to pay
declared dividends in full and/or on time.

4. When the Company Cannot Declare Dividends?
In Vietnam, there are no limitations on declaring dividends.

Best Practices:
The company should be prohibited from declaring dividends under the
circumstances illustrated in Figure 4
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The company has not redeemed
all shares upon demand of
shareholders

Limitations

The company will become
bankrupt if dividends are
paid

A shareholding company is entitled to pay dividends to its shareholders
only if:23

t*UTUBYBOEPUIFSĕOBODJBMPCMJHBUJPOTIBWFCFFOGVMĕMMFEJOBDDPSEBODF
with the law

t$POUSJCVUJPOTUPUIFDPNQBOZTGVOETBOEDPWFSBHFPGMPTTFTDBSSJFE
over from previous years have been made in accordance with the law
and the company’s charter

t*NNFEJBUFMZ BęFS TFUUMJOH EJWJEFOET  UIF DPNQBOZ NVTU CF BCMF UP
assure the settlement of other due debts and obligations.
The company is not allowed to pay a declared dividend if the above
mentioned circumstances are not met. If the dividends are paid contrary to
the above requirements, all shareholders shall have to pay back the company
the paid money or assets taken. If a shareholder is not able to do so, that
shareholder and members of the Board of Directors shall be jointly liable for
all the debts and other obligations of the company to the extent of the amount
of money and the value of assets paid to the shareholder which have not been
returned.24
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and their nominal value
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liquidation value of preferred shares
of all classes and their nominal value
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C. The Disclosure of Information on Dividends
Legislation usually regulates information disclosure pertaining to dividends.
A company must make available to all its shareholders the GMS or Board
of Directors resolution regarding the amount of dividends to be paid.25 In
Vietnam, this resolution usually includes information on the type of shares, the
rate of dividends, the ex-dividend date, the time for payment and procedure
for the payment of such dividends.
It is also regulated that the annual dividends paid to shareholders need to
be disclosed in the annual report.26 It is good practice that the company provides a
summary of its dividend payment record in its annual report so that shareholders
can have a better understanding of the company’s dividend payment history.
However, currently in Vietnam, there is no such disclosure requirement.

Best Practices:
It is recommended that the company adopt an internal regulation on
information disclosure and that this internal regulation include a list of
information, documents and materials that must be submitted to shareholders
to enable them to make decisions regarding dividends. The information should
refer to agenda items for the GMS, such as:
t3FDPNNFOEBUJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTSFHBSEJOHUIFEJTUSJCVUJPO
of profits
t3FDPNNFOEBUJPOT PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST PO UIF QBZNFOU PG
dividends
t3FBTPOTGPSFBDISFDPNNFOEBUJPO
Companies should also disclose information on dividend payments, or when
dividends have not been paid and the reasons for dividend non-payment.
Companies are required to include the following information on dividends in
the prospectus and quarterly reports:
t5IF BNPVOU PG EJWJEFOET EFDMBSFE XJUIJO UIF MBTU öWF ZFBST PS  JG UIF
company has been in operation for less than five years, during each year
of operation
t5IFQSPDFEVSFGPSEJWJEFOEQBZNFOU

25 Circular 09, Section II, Article 2g.
26 Circular 09, Appendix II – Annual Report.
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t5IF DSJUFSJB UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST VTF JO EFDJEJOH PO UIF
recommendation to declare dividends
t5IFQSPDFEVSFGPSEJWJEFOEQBZNFOU JODMVEJOHUIFUJNF QMBDFBOEGPSN
of payment.
Companies should further implement a transparent and easy-to-understand
mechanism for determining dividends. To do so, the company should approve
an internal regulation on dividends that includes information on:
t5IFQFSDFOUBHFPGOFUQSPöUTGPSEJWJEFOEQBZNFOUT
t5IFUFSNTBOEDPOEJUJPOTGPSEJWJEFOEQBZNFOUT
t5IFBNPVOUPGEJWJEFOETQBZBCMFGPSTIBSFTPGBTQFDJöDUZQFBOEDMBTT
if this amount is not specified by the charter
t5IFNJOJNVNBNPVOUPGEJWJEFOETQBZBCMFGPSTIBSFTPGFBDIUZQFBOE
class
t5IF QSPDFEVSF GPS UIF QBZNFOU PG EJWJEFOET  JODMVEJOH UIF TDIFEVMF 
place, and methods
t$JSDVNTUBODFTXIFOEJWJEFOETXJMMOPUCFEFDMBSFE PSXIFOEJWJEFOET
may be partially declared on preferred shares.
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t5IFNFUIPEUIFDPNQBOZVTFTJOEFUFSNJOJOHUIFQPSUJPOPGQSPöUTUIBU
may be paid as dividends

DIVIDENDS

It is essential that shareholders receive information, at a very minimum, on the
following issues:
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Companies should inform the markets of their dividend policy, for example
through the print media. This disclosure should be in the same publication
specified by the charter for publishing the GMS notice. The company should
also consider using the internet for this purpose.
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Best Practices:
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Companies are best served by adopting a clearly stated and rational dividend
policy.
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D. Dividend Policy
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10.

Dividends

Companies are free to change their dividend policies at any time.
However, corporate officers should be aware that this may cause inconveniences
to their shareholders and send adverse, if unintended, signals to the markets.
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The Chairman’s Checklist
When was the last time the company rigorously examined its
financial needs?
If the company is in need of external financing, what are the
alternative sources? What are the advantages and disadvantages
of debt versus equity financing? What are the costs? What is the
company’s optimal debt-to-equity ratio? What are the corporate
governance implications of each of the alternatives?
What is the most appropriate financing method for the company
and why?
Has the company explored international financing options?
What are the advantages and disadvantages of accessing capital in
foreign markets? What are the corporate governance implications
of listing on foreign exchanges?
What are the disadvantages and advantages of stock options?

Companies have a number of financing options. They may fund their
investment needs from internally generated capital or seek external financing.
Among external sources of funding, they may borrow from banks or issue
securities.
Financing decisions are usually quite complex. The method(s) that a
company chooses to finance its operations will depend upon a large number
of internal and external factors. Some of the company specific factors include
the intended use of the funds (whether for short-term working capital needs
or long-term capital investment), the capacity to service interest payments
and repay the principal, and the nature (and the degree of risk) of the
business. Important external factors include the level of a country’s economic
development, political stability, its banking system and financial markets.
Each financing option, whether bank lending or the sale of shares or
bonds, has different financial and legal characteristics and will have different
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corporate governance implications. In addition, each form of capital has a
different cost. Equity finance has some important advantages for companies.
Although it is not the cheapest source of funding, equity finance has the
advantage of permitting companies to access large amounts of capital that do
not need to be paid back in the same manner as debt financing.
However, access to the enormous potential of securities markets,
with its millions of potential investors, comes at a price. Securities markets
are traditionally tightly regulated to limit the manifest potential for abuse.
Regulators, therefore, make significant demands on companies. They require
that investors receive complete information on the risks of investment and they
also go to great lengths to protect investor rights. While market regulators are
often criticized for the burdens they impose on companies, real and potential
abuses are, ultimately, the reason for the imposition of regulations and of
corporate governance standards.
This chapter discusses the different types of securities that companies
may issue and their corporate governance implications.
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A. An Overview of Corporate Securities
1. Basic Types of Securities - Shares and Bonds
There are two basic types of securities that companies use to raise capital, shares
(also referred to as stocks or equities) and corporate bonds.1 Shares represent
an ownership position in the company and come with certain ownership rights.
Bonds, on the other hand, represent a creditor relationship with the company.
Unlike shareholders, bondholders have no corporate ownership rights,
although they may be accorded a significant degree of control over (certain)
corporate activities during the life of the creditor/debtor relationship.
Bonds envisage the repayment of the principal as well as periodic
interest payments until the bond reaches maturity and the obligation of the
borrower (the company) to make any further payments of principal/interest
is terminated. Corporate bonds come in many different forms and may
be structured in a number of ways. For example, there is no provision for
interest payments on “zero coupon” bonds.2 The bondholder, in such a case, is
compensated by a discounted purchase price and the gradual appreciation in
the price of the bond, which is then redeemed at its face value on its maturity
date. Despite the many differences, bonds have one element in common in that
they come with a predictable and contractually fixed repayment.
Shares function differently. Companies can use share capital for an
unlimited period and are under no immediate obligation to repay investors.
Investors are compensated for their investment either through the possibility
of receiving capital gains (an increase in the value of their shares) and/or the
possibility of receiving dividend payments in addition to governance rights.
From an investor’s point of view, shares as an investment class, are normally
riskier than bonds. Capital gains are never guaranteed (share prices go up and
down) and companies are not obligated to make any dividend payments to
holders of common shares.

1 LOS, Article 6, Clauses 2 & 3.
2 In Vietnam, a corporate “zero coupon” bond has not been defined clearly in a legal document. However, this
term may refer to bonds which will be repaid by a one-off payment of interest together with principal upon
maturity, see Decree 52, Article 9, Clause 3, Paragraph (c).
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Bonds

Unlimited. The company does not repay the
investment. The company is not restricted in
how it may invest funds.

Bonds have a maturity date. While bonds
differ, the principal is generally repaid with
interest. Repayment is predictable and
regular, which reduces bondholder risks.

Obligations in
Return for the
Investment

Investors may expect dividend payments
when the company generates sufficient cash
flow.
However, dividend payments are made at the
discretion of the company.

The company must repay the principal and
generally makes coupon payments.

Governance
Rights

If common shares are issued, the investor is
granted governance rights. If preferred shares
are issued, the investor holds governance rights
only in specific circumstances (in case of voting
preferred shares). Governance rights and their
enforcement reduce the equity investment risk.

No governance rights are granted to
bondholders.
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Table 1: Comparison of Shares and Bonds
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An important implication of the difference in risk is that share
capital is often more expensive than bonds or bank lending. One of the most
fundamental rules of finance is the higher the level of risk, the greater the level
of return that investors will expect for taking such risk. Given, as mentioned,
that the risk of receiving a return on one’s investment is higher for equities
than for bonds or other types of loan transactions, investors will demand a
higher price for the use of their capital by the company and will charge what is
referred to as a “risk premium”.
One of the methods to manage equity risk is by granting shareholders
governance rights, a full set of rights in the case of common shares and a limited
set of rights in the case of preferred shares. Another method of managing
risk and, by extension, of reducing the cost of capital is to ensure that these
rights are uniformly respected and adequately protected. This, from a financial
perspective, is what helps to define good corporate governance.
Shares and bonds offer different advantages and disadvantages for
investors and companies as outlined in Table 1.
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Ease of Securing
the Investment

The ease of securing equity investment
depends on numerous external and internal
factors. Ultimately, the attractiveness of a
share offering depends on the company’s
future prospects and its ability to assure
investors that good governance and, in
particular, investor rights to the company’s
free cash flow will be observed.
In addition, the company’s health, including
compliance with good corporate governance
practices, influences the price it pays for
equity capital.

Bonds are attractive to investors interested
in predictable, secure returns. The
company’s health, including compliance
with good corporate governance practices,
is important for the credit rating of the
company and will influence the price at
which it may borrow.

Cost

From the company’s perspective, shares can be
more expensive than bonds. Investors charge
a risk premium for the higher risk associated
with equities.

Bonds are less risky, and investors
charge a lower risk premium. Bonds
are, consequently, less expensive for the
company than equities.

Advantages

Most investors are compensated through
capital gains (the increase in share prices
on the equities markets). If the company
generates sufficient free cash flow, the
shareholder may receive a dividend.
The potential long-term returns on equities as
an investment class are higher than bonds.

The bondholder receives his/her principal
back with some compensation for the
investment, usually in the form of interest.
Generally, interest payments are fixed in
advance and predictable.
If the company defaults, the bond may,
under certain circumstances, still be sold on
the market at a discount, meaning that the
bondholder may not lose the full amount of
his/her investment.

Risks

The higher returns on equities are in exchange
for a higher level of risk. Share prices go up
and down, at times quite dramatically. Capital
gains on shares are uncertain and dividend
payments are not guaranteed.
If the company becomes insolvent,
shareholders are typically last in line to receive
compensation. In practice, shareholders may
lose the full value of their investment in case
of bankruptcy or liquidation.

Once the company has the cash, it may use
the money for riskier activities than those
foreseen by the bondholder. In this case,
the bondholder may have little recourse.
In case of default, the bondholder is
granted a set of legal mechanisms to
enforce his/her contractual rights, including
seeking the insolvency of the company.
However, seeking insolvency is not
generally in the interest of the bondholder.
If the bond is secured, the risk of the
bondholder may be minimized.
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3
4
5
6
7
8

LOS, Article 6, Clause 1: “Securities take the forms of certificates, book entries or electronic data”.
LOE, Article 87, Clause 3.
Decree 27, Article 11 and Circular 50, Part I, Paragraph 1.
LOS, Article 52, Clause 1.
Decree 53, Article 16.
LOS, Article 14, Clause 7.
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Companies may choose to raise capital in domestic as well as international
capital markets. In doing so, they may issue shares and bonds directly on
international capital markets, i.e. foreign stock exchanges. When issuing bonds
on foreign stock exchanges, there are two forms of bonds that a company can
issue which are government guaranteed corporate bonds and non-government
guaranteed corporate bonds.7
Although, it was mentioned in the Law on Securities that the MOF
would issue specific regulations on issuance of shares on foreign stock
exchanges,8 the draft circular on issuing and listing shares on foreign exchanges
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3. Domestic Issuers on International Markets
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Securities must be issued in certain forms and comply with legal requirements.
Securities may take two main forms, tangible securities issued in paper form
and intangible securities (also known as “paperless” or “dematerialized
securities”).
In Vietnam, shares and other securities (warrants, bonds) may be
issued in both types of paper and paperless forms.3 In other countries, the
rights of the holders of paper securities are usually embodied in a certificate.
However, in the case of Vietnam, even though the holders have tangible shares
which are in paper form, they still have to fully and correctly register their
information into the company’s shareholder book to allow their shareholders’
rights to become effective.4 The rights of the holders of paperless securities
are based upon an entry into a bond or shareholder register (similar to
an entry in a bank account reflecting the depositor’s rights to funds). The
electronic trading of securities is allowed for. Therefore, securities can also
be defined as transferable electronic documents.5
Securities of public companies must be registered in the VSD’s
information system regardless of what form they take.6
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had not been approved as of the time this manual was printed. As a result, at the
moment there are technical difficulties for Vietnamese companies in issuing
securities on foreign stock exchanges including the recognition of foreign
currency denominated securities into the Vietnamese accounting system,
securities registration and depository. Besides, due to the lack of strict corporate
governance practices, the ratings of Vietnamese companies on foreign stock
exchanges can be very low compared to other listed companies and therefore
Vietnamese securities on foreign stock exchanges are less competitive. It may
be also difficult for Vietnamese companies to be listed on large foreign stock
exchanges due to stricter financial reporting requirements and requirements
for financial indicators such as capitalization size, capital and profit.
Another way for companies to raise international market capital is
to issue shares indirectly through depositary receipts. Depositary receipts
require the registration of the original security in the name of a foreign
trust company or, more commonly, a bank. The bank holds the share in
safekeeping and issues receipts against shares. These receipts are referred to
as “depositary receipts.” This system was developed because investors in the
world’s largest capital markets discovered it could take several months to
have their foreign share purchases registered in their name. The system is
also attractive for companies, since it allows them to establish a presence in
foreign markets without having to go through the process of a complete issue.
The corporate governance implications of this system are that Vietnamese
issuers of depositary receipts must comply, to varying degrees, with foreign
standards of corporate governance.
ÎRaising capital in foreign markets is discussed at slightly greater length in
Section G of this Chapter.
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9 LOS, Article 6, Clause 2.
10 LOE, Article 85, Clause 1.
11 Model Charter, Article 6, Clause 6.
12 LOE, Article 86.
13 LOE, Article 86, Article 3.
14 LOE, Article 87, Clause 3.
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Shares (stocks or equities) entitle their holder to a set of property and
governance rights. Shares mean a type of securities that certify their holders’
legitimate rights and benefits to a portion of equity of an issuing organization/
company9 and have several fundamental characteristics:

t Name of the holder: Article 85 of the Law on Enterprises stipulates
that a share certificate may be either a bearer share certificate or nonbearer certificate.10 For listed companies, the Model Charter makes it
clear that holders of bearer share certificates shall be responsible to
manage their share certificates and the listed companies shall not be
liable where such share certificates are stolen or used for fraudulent
purposes.11 However, Article 86 of the Law on Enterprises requires
that a shareholding company shall have to make and maintain a
registry book of shareholders with some required contents including
information about the shareholders.12 The shareholder identification
and/or the register book of shareholders are stored at the headquarters
of the issuing company, and may be entered into the information
system at a custodian center, namely the VSD.13Article 87 of the
Law of Enterprises regulates that a buyer of shares shall become a
shareholder of the company only after he/she makes full payment
for the shares and the information of the buyer is accurately and
sufficiently recorded in the registry book of shareholders.14 In fact, in
Vietnam, there is no share in bearer form. Registered securities help
to make the company’s ownership structure more transparent and
assist in protecting shareholder rights.
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tRights of the holder: Shares can be common or preferred shares.
Rights pertaining to particular shares are specified in the Law on
Enterprises and the company charter.15
t Nominal value: Each common share has a nominal value (also
referred to as “par value” or “face value”) or accountable par,16 and
each preferred share also has a nominal value. The nominal value
or accountable par of shares is established in the charter and is used
to calculate the charter capital. The par value of all shares issued by
the company must be the same.17 Vietnamese law specifies that the
nominal value of each share at the company’s IPO is VND10,000.18

In most cases of an SOE converting into a joint stock company, at the
time of its accomplished transformation, the company must issue shares at a
price no lower than its nominal value.19
The company may issue shares after its formation to attract new
investors. The Board of Directors may decide the offer price of the shares, but
the share price to be offered must not be lower than the book value or the
market price of the share at the time of offer, except in the following cases:20

t*OJUJBMPČFSJOHPGTIBSFTUPQFSTPOTPUIFSUIBOGPVOEJOHTIBSFIPMEFST

t4IBSFT PČFSFE UP BMM TIBSFIPMEFST JO QSPQPSUJPO UP UIFJS DVSSFOU
respective percentage of shares in the company

t4IBSFT PČFSFE UP CSPLFST PS VOEFSXSJUFST *O UIJT DBTF  UIF TQFDJĕD
amount of discount or rate of discount must be approved by the
shareholders representing at least 75% of the total number of shares
with voting rights

t0UIFSDBTFTBOEUIFSBUFTPGEJTDPVOUJOTVDIDBTFTTIBMMCFTUJQVMBUFE
in the charter of the company.
In some special cases, such as the issuance of shares to employees or
strategic partners, the GMS can directly approve the issued price of shares
which may be lower than the nominal or book values.
15
16
17
18
19
20

LOE, Articles 79, 81 & 82.
LOE, Article 85, Clause 1, Paragraph d.
LOE, Article 77, Clause 1a.
LOS, Article 10, Clause 2.
Decree 109, Article 17, Clause 3 & Article 43, Clause 2.
LOE, Article 87, Clause 5.
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21
22
23
24

Decree 52, Article 6.
Decree 52, Article 2, Clause 20.
Decree 52, Article 15.
A bearer corporate bond is a debt security issued by a corporation as an unregistered bond, i.e. no
records are kept of the owner, or the transactions involving ownership. Whoever physically holds the
paper on which the bond is issued owns the instrument.
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a) Registered and Bearer Bonds
As with shares, bonds can be issued as registered securities with the
name of the bondholder.21 In such cases, the bondholder is identified in a
bondholder register, maintained by an authorized depository body, such as the
VSD.22
Companies can also issue bonds as bearer securities.23 Bearer bonds
have the advantage of privacy for the bondholder.24 Bearer bonds are issued
with certificates, which contain certain legal requirements. Bearer bonds may
facilitate the transfer of bonds and reduce for the company the administrative
costs of maintaining a bond register.
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Bonds (corporate bonds) are securities through which companies raise debt
capital. A bond has the following legal characteristics:
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The nominal value of shares rarely reflects the market value of the
company. The differences between the nominal value of shares and the price at
which they trade on the market can be enormous. In addition, market prices
constantly fluctuate and depend on a number of factors influencing the scope
and prices of supply and demand.
The value of shares may be determined by investors and other
professionals using different analytical methods, taking into consideration a
great number of factors that can influence the investment decision, like the
current performance and future prospects of the company, its dividend policy,
the reputation of the company and its management, the macroeconomic
situation and government support for, or interference in, business development.
In that respect, one of the most important factors that has great influence on
a potential investor’s decision to invest in company shares is the quality of
the company’s governance, because it is directly connected with the investor’s
possibility to protect ownership rights in the company.
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Despite these advantages, the use of bearer bonds may result
in violations of securities and tax laws. Because they are easy to transfer,
owners of bearer bonds may not be as precise about adhering to the laws
when they sell bearer bonds to another person as they would need to be in
the event of registered bonds. Thus, for example, bearer instruments have
the great disadvantage that they may conceal assets from creditors or the tax
authorities.
b) Nominal Value
Bonds are issued at a certain nominal value. The nominal value of
bonds is most often referred to as their “face value”. The face value of bonds
can be any value that the issuing companies find suitable, but for bonds in
public offerings, the face value of corporate bonds is a minimum amount of
VND100,000 or multiples of VND100,000.25

Best Practices:
In the interests of bondholders and, one could argue, of shareholders as well,
the face value of all bonds issued by the company must not exceed the value
of the charter capital, or the value of a guarantee submitted to the company
by a third party for the purposes of the bond issue. In any event, bonds may
not be issued before the charter capital has been paid in full.







c) Rights of Bondholders
The bondholder has the rights of a creditor and is entitled to:
tRedeem the bond at maturity for its face value. A company can
issue bonds with different redemption alternatives. It can issue bonds
that have the same payment period or a series of bonds with different
payment periods. The company can also envisage the possibility of
early payment at the request of the holder.
tReceive interest payable on the bond. Interest payments on bonds are
generally referred to as coupons. Historically, bonds were issued with
detachable coupons that were submitted in exchange for payment.
tConvert into shares (for bondholders of convertible bonds). There
are two types of bonds, convertible bonds and non-convertible bonds.

25 Decree 52, Article 7.
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26 Decree 52, Article 2, Clauses 2 & 3.
27 Decree 52, Article 2, Clauses 4 & 5.
28 Decree 52, Article 2, Clause 2.
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Secured bonds provide additional protections to bondholders in
case the company defaults on its obligations. The following guarantees can be
applied:28

tPledges of property. Securities can be the subject of the pledge. All
secured bondholders of the same issue have equal rights with regard
to the pledged property.

t A third party guarantee can be submitted to the company for
the purposes of the bond issue. This can be a bank guarantee or a
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In some countries, companies may not issue unsecured bonds during
the first couple of years of their existence. This rule is intended to protect
bondholders from the risks associated with a new business.
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d) Secured and Unsecured Bonds
Companies may issue both secured and unsecured bonds.27

DIVIDENDS

Since bonds are freely transferable, the bondholder can sell his/her
bonds to another investor. As with equities, bonds are subject to a market
pricing mechanism. This means that bond prices are constantly fluctuating
and that bondholders can both make and lose money from buying and selling
bonds.
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Convertible bonds can be converted into shares, in accordance with
the term of issue of such bonds and stipulations in the charter of the
company, whilst non-convertible bonds cannot be converted into
shares.26
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corporate (for example, submitted by a parent company for bonds
issued by a subsidiary) or personal guarantee. The guarantor is jointly
and severally liable for the redemption of the bond.
The issue of secured bonds means that guarantee requirements must
be fulfilled (pledges, mortgages or bank guarantees) in addition to the normal
requirements associated with a bond issue.
e) Convertible Bonds
Companies can also issue bonds that can be converted into shares.29
Convertible bonds may be secured or unsecured.30
The total volume of bonds issued shall not exceed the approved limit of
issuance.31 The time-limit for conversion of bonds shall be fixed by the issuing
organization and publicly announced to investors upon issuance of bonds.32
The bond conversion ratio shall be fixed by the issuing organization at the
time of issuance. If at the time of bond conversion, the share price fluctuation
exceeds the share price fluctuation range announced at the time of issuance of
the bonds, the company’s owner shall have the right to make an appropriate
adjustment to the bond conversion ratio.33
f) Differences between Bondholder and Shareholder Interests
Both shareholders and bondholders are interested in the profitability
and health of the company. For shareholders, a healthy company generates free
cash flows that generally lead to a higher market valuation. Healthy companies
are also more likely to pay dividends than unhealthy ones. For bondholders, a
healthy company reduces the risk of default on its obligation to repay the bond
principal and interest. In short, for both, a successful and profitable company
can lead to an increase in the market value of its respective securities.
There are, however, some important differences between the interests of these
two types of investors.

tInterests diverge most distinctly during insolvency. During

29
30
31
32
33

Decree 52, Article 19, Clause 1 and Article 20.
Decree 52, Article 24, Clause 1.
Decree 52, Article 21, Clause 3.
Decree 52, Article 22.
Decree 52, Article 23.
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34 Shareholders are not necessarily always opposed to dilution. They may accept some level of dilution as
a necessary cost to achieving the goals of the enterprise. A common example in comparative company
practices is the issue of stock options as part of incentive compensation programs. The cost of share
dilution is, arguably, less than the benefits achieved by a highly motivated workforce.
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Bond issuances in Vietnam are not common due to a lack of detailed
regulations. According to law, a company cannot issue bonds if the company’s
average after-tax profit rate in three consecutive years is less than the nominal
yield written on the bond. This regulation means that if a company is established
and operates for less than three years it cannot issue bonds. Besides, the
average after-tax profit rate is also a problem because it does not identify which
profit rate must be used since in financial terms, there are several profit rates,
including net profit over revenue, net profit over total assets or net profit over
equity. Due to these unclear regulations, companies still prefer issuing shares
than bonds.
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insolvency proceedings, different priorities are assigned to different
types of claimants. In general, creditor claims (including those of
bondholders) are always satisfied before those of shareholders.
tAnother difference is in the conversion of bonds. Shareholders are
always interested in minimizing the dilution of their holdings. It is,
in part, for this reason that they enjoy certain governance rights and
that decisions that would result in the dilution of share ownership are
always subject to the approval of the company’s governing bodies.34
Similarly, holders of convertible bonds are interested in preventing the
reduction of capital or the redemption of shares when this conflicts
with the exercise of their conversion rights.
tThe interests of shareholders and bondholders also diverge with
respect to risk. Shareholders generally accept a higher level of risk
than bondholders in exchange for potentially higher returns. If a
company successfully takes greater risks, returns to shareholders
will be higher. If a company fails in its risk-taking, the losses will be
greater. Bondholders will, on the other hand, always receive the same
contractually stipulated return regardless of the level of risk in projects
the company undertakes. Bondholders only stand to lose if the level of
risk to the enterprise ultimately results in corporate insolvency. This
holds particularly true for holders of unsecured bonds. Bondholders
always hope to see a predictable, stable cash flow and if possible, a
reduction in the company’s risk profile.
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Best Practices:
In some countries, company laws incorporate special measures for balancing
the conflicting interests of shareholders and bondholders by:
t(SBOUJOH CPOEIPMEFST DPOTVMUBUJPO SJHIUT *O 'SBODF  GPS FYBNQMF 
bondholders meetings must be consulted with in a number of
circumstances, such as the reorganization or issuance of bonds that are
secured by significant company assets
t"MMPXJOHCPOEIPMEFSTUPJOTQFDUEPDVNFOUTEVSJOHUIF(.4 BTJTUIF
DBTFJO(FSNBOZ
t1SPIJCJUJOHUIFSFEFNQUJPOPGTIBSFTPSSFEVDUJPOPGDBQJUBMXIJMFCPOET
BSFPQFOGPSDPOWFSTJPOPSPòFSJOH GPSFYBNQMFJO'SBODF
"TJO'SBODF JOGPSNBUJPODBOBMTPCFTFOUUPCPOEIPMEFSTPOJTTVFTUIBUNBZCF
of special concern to them. Companies may wish to develop specific policies
with respect to bondholders and are encouraged to integrate them into their
overall programs on corporate governance. The holders of convertible bonds
and share warrants have the same rights as the shareholders with regard to
information and inspection of the company books and documents, unless
otherwise provided by the decision on the issuance of such securities or
agreed otherwise.
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35 At the same time, market regulators must make sure they do not strangle entrepreneurial drive or company
growth. Companies are wealth generators in every economy and elaborate regulation usually entails costs.
The challenge for regulators is to develop intelligent regulations that meet required goals, while imposing
the minimum level of costs upon the economy and society.
36 Decree 01, Article 4.
37 LOE, Article 87, Clause 6 and Decree 01, Article 2.
38 Circular 17, Part II, Paragraph 4.dd.
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Issuing securities is a complex process involving a transfer of funds in
exchange for specific control and cash flow rights, all subject to different levels
of assurances and guarantees. Efficient capital markets help companies raise
capital for productive uses. They also allow investors to reap returns on capital
that might otherwise lie dormant and to select investments that correspond to
their desired level of risk and return.
Capital markets cannot bring users and providers of capital together
efficiently if the markets are subject to misuse. Unfortunately, the history of
international financial markets is rife with such examples. Securities legislation
has developed largely in response to abuses and market failures. Its purpose is
to protect the interests of companies and investors, and to enhance the function
and efficiency of capital markets.35
In Vietnam, securities legislation determines the conditions and
methods of the issuance of securities. During this proceeding, powers to
ensure the transparency and legality of the issuance are delegated to the SSC.
It is also important to take into consideration that the regulation is focused on
the obligations to issue shares of the public companies and practically it means
that conditions and methods for the private offer are different in comparison
with private companies.36
Legal requirements for issuing shares differ according to the method
of placement, which are public placement and private placement. Every joint
stock company can issue shares through public offer (public placement).37
All public offerings must be registered with the SSC. However, for
companies operating under special business conditions such as financial
institutions or insurance companies, charter capital changes must be preliminary
approved by relevant authorities (the SBV or MOF) before they can register the
public offering with the SSC to implement changes in charter capital.38
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Table 2 summarizes private and public offering issuing method legal
requirements for different types of joint stock companies.

Table 2: Overview of Legal Requirements for Securities Issue Methods
Private Oﬀering

Public Oﬀering

tBoth shares and bonds can be issued.
tBoth shares and bonds can be issued.
tIn case of bond issuance, if the issuer is tFor shares issuance, an initial public

Private Joint
Stock Company
(non-public)

Public (nonlisted) Company

39
40
41
42

a state shareholding company, the bond
offering (IPO), is subject to specific
issuance plan must be approved by the
legal requirements for an IPO.
MOF.39
tAfter the IPO, the private joint
tThe decision to issue shares, and the
stock company will become the
report on the results thereof, are subject
public company and must fulfill the
to registration with a business registration
obligations of a public company as
agency.
required by the Law on Securities.40
tThe register book of shareholders shall tDossiers for registration of public
be retained at the head office of the
offering of securities shall be regarded
company.
as public company dossiers.41
tBoth shares and bonds can be issued.
tThe decision to issue shares, and the report on
the results thereof, are subject to registration
with the state authorities (SSC, SBV or MOF
depending on the business nature of the
company).42
tThe private issuance of shares has to be
registered with the SSC and the shares must
be registered with VSD.
tThe change in the charter capital for shares
issued must be registered with the business
registration agency.

Decree 52, Article 19, Clause 3.
LOS, Article 24, Clause 1.
LOS, Article 24, Clause 1.
Decree 01, Article 6.

tBoth shares and bonds can be issued.
tThe dossiers of registration of the public
offering of securities must be prepared
and submitted to the SSC.
tThe securities must be registered with
VSD.
tThe change in the charter capital for
shares issued must be registered with
the business registration agency.
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43 Decree 01, Article 6.
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The process of issuing securities involves a number of steps. They
depend on the issuer, type of securities involved and the method used for the
issuance. Figure 1 below only illustrates steps for the issuance of shares for a
public company and they are divided into Option A and B. Option A illustrates
the procedure for private offering and Option B for public offering.

THE ROLE OF
THE CORPORATE
SECRETARY

tBoth shares and bonds can be issued.
tThe dossiers of registration of the public
offering of securities must be prepared
and submitted to the SSC.
tThe securities must be registered with
the VSD.
tThe change in the charter capital for
shares issued must be registered with
the business registration agency.
tThe shares issued must be admitted to
stock exchanges.
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Listed Company

t#oth shares and bonds can be issued.
tThe decision to issue shares, and the report on
the results thereof, are subject to registration
with the state authorities (SSC, SBV or MOF
depending on the business nature the
company).43
tThe private issuance of shares has to be
registered with the SSC and the shares must
be registered with the VSD.
tThe change in the charter capital for shares
issued must be registered with the business
registration agency.
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Figure 1: Share Issue Procedures for a Public Company
Step 1:

Make the decision to place shares
Step 2:

Prepare for the issuance of shares. This process involves a number of parties such as a consulting company,
underwriter, the Auditing Company as well as a legal consulting firm
Step 3:

Register the decision with state authorities (SSC, SBV or MOF) (For exceptions of authorized bodies,
see Decree 01, Article 6)
Option A

Option B
Step 4.2:

Step 4.1:

SSC examines the public offering dossiers
(including the prospectus) of the company

State authorities’ decision to approve the
issuance of shares without public offer

Step 5.2:

SSC grants the certificate for public
offering of shares
Step 6.2:

Public announcement of the public offering of shares

Step 5.1, 7.2

Placing shares
Step 6.1, 8.2:

Report on the results of the issuance to state authorities
Step 9.2
Step 7.1

Registration of the change in charter capital with the
business registration agency

Registration of the change in charter capital with the
business registration agency, registration of shares
with the VSD
Step 10.2

Acceptance to the organized market (stock exchanges)
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Comparative Practices:
The decision-making procedure for issuing bonds is simpler than for other
securities, which may serve as an additional incentive for their use. However,
the charter can provide for stricter approval requirements, for example, with
regard to specific types of bonds.

44
45
46
47

LOE, Article 88, Clause 1.
Decree 52, Article 19, Clauses 1 & 2.
Decree 52, Article 19, Clauses 1 & 2.
Decree 52, Article 19, Clause 3.
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Convertible and NonConvertible Bonds

It is regulated under Decree 52 that the right to make a decision for issuing convertible
bonds under a private offering belongs to the GMS.45 However, under the Law on
Enterprises and the Law on Securities, there is no regulation on who shall have the
right to make decision on the issuance of convertible bonds. Since convertible bonds
will be converted into shares after expiry and make changes to the charter capital
in the future, in practice the GMS will make the convertible bond issuance decision.
The Board of Directors makes the non-convertible bond issuance decision.46 Besides,
if the issuing company is aState shareholding company, the private offering bond
issuance plan needs to be approved by the MOF.47
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The GMS generally makes the decision.
For more information on the decision to place shares, see Chapter 9, Section B.
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Table 3: The Decision to Place Diﬀerent Types of Securities
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The decision to place securities is made by different governing bodies, depending
on the type of issue and the charter requirements, as summarized in Table 3.
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1. Making the Decision to Place Securities
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Bonds have to be issued in conformity with the laws governing the
securities market and the company charter.44
The following section discusses the above-mentioned steps in greater
detail and highlights the differences between shares and bonds.
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The decision to issue securities is made by the GMS or the Board
of Directors. The decision to issue securities becomes the main document
certifying the rights of the holders of securities and of the company.
Although the contents of the decision depend on the circumstances of each
issue, it must generally include information on the:

t*TTVJOHDPNQBOZ JFGVMMOBNF QMBDFPGCVTJOFTTBOEQPTUBMBEESFTT

t%FDJTJPOUPJTTVFTFDVSJUJFT JFEBUFBOEUIFEFDJTJPONBLJOHCPEZ

t4FDVSJUJFT UP CF JTTVFE  JF UZQF BOE DMBTT  UIFJS OPNJOBM WBMVF  UIF
rights of the holders of securities and number to be issued

t$POEJUJPOTPGUIFQMBDFNFOU
In the case of bonds, the decision must include additional information
on the:

t'PSNPGCPOESFEFNQUJPO NPOFUBSZPSJOLJOE

t.BUVSJUZ EBUF BOE EFUBJMT SFHBSEJOH FBSMZ SFEFNQUJPO  XIFSF
applicable)

t0UIFS UFSNT PG SFEFNQUJPO  JF UIF WBMVF PG UIF QBZNFOU  JG FBSMZ
redemption is possible

t*GDPOWFSUJCMFCPOETBSFJTTVFE UIFQSPDFEVSFGPSUIFJSDPOWFSTJPOJOUP
shares

t*GTFDVSFECPOETBSFJTTVFE JOGPSNBUJPOPOUIFTFDVSJUZPSUIFQFSTPO
submitting the guarantee and the conditions of the guarantee (in the
latter case, the decision must also be signed by the guarantor).
The SSC closely monitors the mandatory content of the company
decision to issue securities, if their lawful issuance is conditioned upon exante SSC approval. Copies of the decision to issue shares are kept with the
registration authority and the company.

2. Registering the Decision to Issue Securities
An issuing organization making the public offering of shares must register its
decision with the SSC except for the following cases:48

48 LOS, Article 13.
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50
51
52

LOS, Article 14, Clause 1.
LOS, Article 20, Clause 2.
Circular 17, Part II, Paragraph 1.2.
Circular 17, Part I, Paragraph 6.
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The public offering of securities can only be made after the SSC grants the
company with the public offering of securities certificate which serves as
written certification that the public offering of securities registration dossier
fully satisfies the conditions and procedures required by law.50 Included in
the dossiers submitted to the SSC, the prospectus is an important document
through which investors obtain information about the issuer of securities,
rights and duties deriving from those securities, including the risks, returns
and any other relevant information associated with the investment.51 For this
reason, legislation requires that a prospectus be prepared and published in the
case of any public offering.52
There are costs attached to the preparation of a prospectus that some
companies may wish to avoid. However, the short-term costs of preparing the
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3. Granting the Certiﬁcate for Public Oﬀering of Securities
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Vietnamese law does not specify the expiration of the decision. The
best practice is that the decision to increase the share capital may not be
registered upon the expiration of six months from the date of its adoption.
A public offering of shares registration dossier comprises:49

t"XSJUUFOSFHJTUSBUJPOPGQVCMJDPČFSJOHPGTUPDLT

t"QSPTQFDUVT

tćFJTTVJOHPSHBOJ[BUJPOTDIBSUFS

tćF EFDJTJPO PG UIF TIBSFIPMEFST HFOFSBM BTTFNCMZ BEPQUJOH UIF
issuance plan and the plan on the use of capital generated from the
public offering of stocks

t"OJTTVBODFVOEFSXSJUJOHDPNNJUNFOU JGBOZ 
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tćFQVCMJDPČFSJOHPGTUBUFFOUFSQSJTFTTUPDLTUSBOTGPSNFEJOUPKPJOU
stock companies
tćF TBMF PG TFDVSJUJFT VOEFS DPVSU KVEHNFOUT PS SVMJOHT  PS TBMF PG
securities of property managers or recipients in the case of bankruptcy
or insolvency.
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prospectus are likely to be greatly outweighed by the long-term benefits (e.g.
lower cost of capital) that can be achieved by clarifying the risks and returns of
the company to investors.
Investor interests are protected by the information that must be
included in the prospectus, the liability attached to those who have signed it
and the requirement for its registration.
a) The Contents of the Prospectus
A prospectus is a document or electronic data disclosing accurate,
truthful and objective information related to the offering or the listing of
securities for issuing.53 Securities legislation contains detailed provisions
outlining what must be disclosed in the prospectus. These provisions are
summarized in the introductory part of the prospectus and the main part of
prospectus.54
1) The introductory part of the prospectus consists of:

t(FOFSBMJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIFJTTVJOHDPNQBOZ

t*OGPSNBUJPOPOUIFTFDVSJUJFTJOUFOEFEUPCFJTTVFE

t*OGPSNBUJPO PO UIF QVSQPTF GPS XIJDI UIF DPOUSJCVUJPOT GPS UIF
securities will be used by the company.
2) The main part of prospectus consists of:

t%FUBJMFE JOGPSNBUJPO PO UIF JTTVJOH DPNQBOZ GPS FYBNQMF 
information about members of the company’s governing bodies, the
bank accounts of the company, the bodies controlling its financial
and economic activities, the External Auditor, essential information
about the financial health of the company including risk factors,
information on the financial and economic activities of the issuing
company, information on the company’s shareholders, related parties
and related party transactions and all other information that can
influence investors’ decisions).

t%FUBJMFEJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUJTTVFEBOEOPOSFEFFNFETFDVSJUJFT
There is no regulation on the disclosure of a full prospectus via the
mass media. However, the disclosure of the full prospectus on the company’s
website is encouraged.
53 LOS, Article 6, Clause 16.
54 Circular 17, Part II, Paragraph 1.2.
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b) Prospectus Approval by the Company
The Board of Directors must approve the prospectus.
The company (issuer) is responsible for the truthfulness and
completeness of the information included therein.55 Beside all other people
who participated in the preparation of the prospectus, including consulting
55 Circular 17, Part II, Paragraph 1.2.d.
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"UUIFNPNFOU UIFSFBSFOPTVDIMPDBMDSFEJUSBUJOHTDPNQBOJFTJO7JFUOBN
)PXFWFS  7JFUOBNFTF DPSQPSBUJPOT XIJDI JOUFOE UP VOEFSHP *10T IBWF
become more concerned with professional credit rating activities to facilitate
*10T FTQFDJBMMZXIFOUIFZXBOUUPJTTVFTFDVSJUJFTPOGPSFJHOTUPDLFYDIBOHFT
*OUIFDBTFPG7JFUOBN MPXMFWFM*5JOGSBTUSVDUVSF TUBUJTUJDTHBUIFSJOHBOEB
lack of professionals, mean that the reliability of credit ratings locally cannot
be ensured. Despite the aforementioned limitations, credit ratings activities
BSF TUJMM DSJUJDBM JO7JFUOBN GPS JOWFTUPST UP IBWF NPSF JOEJDBUPST BCPVU UIFJS
investments and for the market to evaluate the abilities of credit ratings
companies to help them with future investments.
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The three top companies dealing with credit ratings for the investment
JOEVTUSZ BSF 4UBOEBSE BOE 1PPST 41T  .PPEZT BOE 'JUDI *$#" &BDI PG
them has different ratings systems, but share the same objective which is to
help investors know about a company’s ability and willingness to repay debt,
hence to evaluate risks associated with the money investors intend to put into
B DPNQBOZ "O JNQPSUBOU OPUF JT UIBU UIF SBUJOHT BSF KVTU GPS SFGFSFODF  OPU
equal to buy, sell or hold recommendations.
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#FTJEFT JUJTBMTPHPPEJGJOUIF*10QSPTQFDUVT UIFJTTVFSHJWFTJOGPSNBUJPO
about the company’s ratings to help investors make investment decisions.
Ratings companies exist to help the issuer make the ratings and at the same
time, help investors know about the credit worthiness of the company and the
level of risk associated with their targeted investments through independent
opinions.
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It is good practice to disclose all material information about the company
in the prospectus. The company should seek to provide shareholders and
potential investors with all information that may be important in valuing the
company.
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companies, underwriter, appointed External Auditor, persons who signed the
auditor’s reports and any organizations or individuals who certified dossiers of
registration, are liable for the damage caused by the publication of incomplete
and inaccurate information in the prospectus and summarized prospectus.56
The additional condition of their responsibility is that they knew, or by the
nature of their work, had to know that the information was inaccurate or
incomplete (for example the General Director, the Chief Accountant or the
person fulfilling this function, the External Auditor). They are jointly and
severally liable with the issuer for any damage caused to investors because of
untruthful, incomplete, and/or misleading information. In some countries, if
investors believe that they have suffered damages, they can file claims with a
court.
The Penal Code of Vietnam regulates that those who intentionally
make publication of inaccurate information or try to hide the truth related to
the offering of securities that results in significant consequences shall be subject
to a fine, non-custodial reform or sentenced to some years of imprisonment,
be prohibited to take the position nor to do specific work.57
c) Registration Dossiers Approval and Certificate Granting by the
SSC
Examining and approving the public offering of securities dossiers
by the SSC is an important investor protection mechanism. This is a form of
state control over the securities issuing process. Without proper approval and
registration, securities cannot be issued and sold to investors.
In the course of examining the public offering of securities registration
dossiers, the SSC may request issuing organizations to modify or supplement
such dossiers in order to ensure that the disclosed information is accurate,
truthful and complete and able to help protect legitimate rights and benefits of
investors.58
Within 30 days of receiving the valid dossiers, the SSC shall consider
and grant a public offering of securities certificate. In case of refusal, the SSC
shall reply in writing, clearly stating the reasons for the refusal.59 It may take
56
57
58
59

LOS, Article 17 and Circular 17, Part I, Paragraph 3.
Law No. 37/2009/QH12 amending and supplementing some articles of the Penal Code, Article 14.58
LOS, Article 18.
LOS, Article 20, Clause 1.
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b) The Timing of the Public Offer for the Offering and Payment of
Securities
tThe Publication of the Announcement: Within seven days from
the effective date of the issuance certificate, the issuer is obliged to
announce the public offer for offering and payment of securities on an
electronic or printed newspaper for three consecutive issues.61

60 LOS, Article 20, Clauses 3 & 4.
61 LOS, Article 20, Clause 3 and Circular 17, Part I, Paragraph 11.
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a) Number of Securities Placed
The number of securities placed should be no more than indicated in
the decision to issue securities.
The number of securities placed may, however, be less than the
number indicated in the prospectus. In practice, the ability of a company to
sell securities depends on investor demand. The actual number of securities
placed must be disclosed in the report on the results of the issue.
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Upon receiving the SSC’s approval of the prospectus and the certificate of the
public offer, the issuer can begin placing securities after a public announcement
of the securities issuance (i.e. within seven days from effective date of the
certificate).60
The placement is the actual transaction between the company and the
investor. This transaction is subject to a number of legal requirements and only
takes effect upon the registration of its results, as discussed hereinafter.
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a company a lot longer time than the 30-day period to get approval and the
certificate if it cannot provide the SSC with valid information and documents as
required. Therefore, the company should carefully prepare the public offering
of securities registration dossiers. The company should select competent
consulting company, underwriter and accredited auditing company, auditors
to sign the audit reports and any organizations and individuals that certify the
public offering of the securities registration dossiers that will be involved in
this process.
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tBeginning of the Offering: The beginning of the offering of securities
is determined by the public offer. The distribution of securities shall
only be made after the issuing organization assures that securities
buyers have accessed the prospectus in the public offering of securities
registration dossier posted at places indicated in the issuance
announcement. The issuing organization, the issuance underwriting
organization or the issuance agent shall distribute securities in a fair
and open manner and ensure a period of at least 20 days for investors
to register to buy securities. Such a period must be stated in the
issuance announcement.62
tEnd of the Offering: The placement must be completed no later than
90 days after the date determined in the public offer as the beginning
date for the offering, with possible extension subject to prior approval
by the SSC.63 This requirement aims to provide a minimum period for
investors to effectively acquaint themselves with the conditions of the
investment.

To carry out a legally valid securities issuance several deadlines need
to be met, as illustrated in Figure 2.64

62 LOS, Article 21, Clauses 1 & 2.
63 LOS, Article 21, Clause 4.
64 Recommended timing (international practices) and based upon specific time limits of steps/processes
regulated in the LOE and Circular 17.
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Decision to Place: Date
of the initial decision to
issue securities.
In the registration year

10 days
30 days

Issuer/Underwriter: Deliver
securities or securities
ownership certificates to
buyers.

Issuer/Underwriter: Send a report on
the results of the public offering to the
SSC together with a written certification
by the bank where the frozen account
is opened to receive the proceeds from
the offering.
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Investors: The issuer must ensure at least
20 days for investors to register to buy
securities.
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SSC’s Approval: Within this period of time
after receiving adequate and valid dossiers,
20 days the SSC shall consider and grant public
offering of securities certificates or in the
case of refusal, reply in writing, clearly
stating reasons for the refusal.
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Public Announcement of
the Issuance: Within this
7 days
period of time, the issuer
has to publish an issuance
announcement in an electronic
or printed newspaper for three
consecutive issues.
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c) The Issue Price of Securities
The GMS or the Board of Directors has the right to determine the issue
price of securities. The discretionary powers are limited to prevent directors
or large shareholders from acquiring securities below market price when the
issue is made by offering (see Table 4).
Table 4: Issue Price
Security

Price

Shares

The issue price must correspond to the market value.
The issue price cannot be lower than the nominal value (only applied for companies
transformed from SOEs).65
The issue price must not be lower than the market price at the time of offering or the
most recent book value recorded of the shares, except in the following cases:66
tInitial offering of shares to persons other than founding shareholders
tShares offered to all shareholders in proportion to their current respective percentage
of shares in the company
tShares offered to brokers or underwriters. In this case, the specific amount of discount
or rate of discount must be approved by the shareholders representing at least 75% of
the total number of shares with voting rightst
tOther cases and the rates of discount in such cases shall be stipulated in the company
charter.

Convertible Bonds and
Warrants67

The issue price must correspond to the market value.
Current Vietnamese regulations do not provide details on the issue price of convertible
bonds and warrants. Reference can be made by companies to the following comparable
practices in Russia and Serbia:
t The issue price cannot be lower than the nominal value or book value of shares into which
they are to be converted.
tWhen exercising their pre-emptive rights, shareholders can acquire convertible bonds or
warrants at a price no more than 10% lower than the price determined for other investors.

Bonds (nonconvertible)68

The value of bond is reflected by the bond yield. Depending on the nominal yield on
the bond, compared with the market bond rates, the issue price of bond can vary quite
flexible. Comparable practices in Russia and Serbia also indicate that the issue price does
not have to correspond to the nominal value of bonds.

65
66
67
68

Decree 109, Article 43, Clause 2.
LOE, Article 87, Clause 1.
Convertible bonds and warrants are regulated in Decree 52, Articles 20 to 25.
Non-convertible bonds are regulated in Decree 52, Articles 26 to 29.
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69 LOE, Article 26, Clause 1.
70 Decree 43, Chapter V, Article 40, Clause 1.
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d) The Amendment to the Business Registration
After the securities are issued, the company is required to register
the increase in the charter capital with an authorized business registration
agency within 10 days from the date of the decision on the increase in the
company’s charter capital.69 It is regulated by the MPI regarding the charter
capital amendment registration that the company must send notice to the
MPI together with the written decision and the GMS meeting minutes on the
amendment of the charter capital.70 The current practice in Vietnam is that the
GMS shall authorize the Board of Directors to conduct necessary procedures
regarding the amendment of the business registration after the issuance of new
shares.
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D. The Conversion of Securities
Companies not only issue securities when seeking to raise capital, but also
when existing securities or rights embodied in them must be restructured. A
conversion of securities occurs in the following circumstances:

t%FDSFBTJOH UIF DIBSUFS DBQJUBM CZ EFDSFBTJOH UIF OPNJOBM WBMVF PG
shares without changing the number of shares. By this mode, the
company shall withdraw shares from shareholders and issue new
shares with reduced par value. The company shall have to pay its
shareholders an amount of money equal to the number of shares
of each shareholder times the difference between old and new par
values.71 Currently, there is no specific regulation or guidance on
increasing the charter capital by increasing the nominal value or
accountable par of shares.

t4QMJUUJOHTIBSFT4QMJUUJOHTIBSFUPSFEVDFUIFOPNJOBMWBMVFPGTIBSFJT
not allowed in Vietnam.

t$POWFSUJOHPOFUZQFBOEDMBTTPGTIBSFTJOUPBOPUIFSUZQFBOEDMBTTPG
shares.

t$POWFSUJOHCPOETJOUPTIBSFT

t3FPSHBOJ[JOHUIFDPNQBOZ
In these cases, new investors are not involved. Shares are placed
with existing shareholders or other investors hold securities that grant them
conversion rights. The procedure for converting existing shares is simpler
and quicker than for issuing additional shares, because it does not change the
charter capital of the company. The conversion of convertible bonds into shares
does increase the charter capital of the issuing company, however, the change
is anticipated beforehand.

71 Circular 19, Section II, Part B, Article 1.
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72 LOS, Article 6, Clause 1.
73 LOE, Article 87, Clause 2c.
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In the corporate governance context, a relatively mundane form of
option - the incentive stock option - is used to provide performance-enhancing
incentives to management and employees. In some countries, options are
the primary component of remuneration packages for top executives. They
are popular because the returns to executives can be large. They ostensibly
align the interests of management and shareholders, and because the true cost
of options (the dilution of other shareholders) is not readily apparent under
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Shares and bonds can be described as primary securities, which directly certify
a set of rights. Companies can also issue derivative instruments that embody
rights dependent on the performance of underlying or primary securities,
assets or other property. Such instruments can, in international practice, relate
to both equities and debt securities.
According to the Law on Securities, derivatives shall include rights,
warrants, call options, put options, futures, securities classes or indexes.72
For the purpose of fund raising, the company shall issue:

tRights: A type of securities issued by a joint stock company along with
an additional issuance of stocks to ensure that its existing shareholders
can buy new stocks under specified conditions. Shareholders can
transfer their rights to others within a specified period of time.73

tWarrants: A type of securities issued along with the issuance of bonds
or preferred stocks, entitling securities holders to buy a stated amount
of common stocks at a designated price within a given period.

tStock Options: A call option on the common stock of a company,
issued as a form of non-cash compensation. In practice, stock options
can play an important role in the context of executive remuneration
programs and may have important corporate governance implications.
Therefore, it is useful to make an overview of the comparative practice
of using stock options as a method of compensating directors.
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current accounting standards. In Vietnam, some companies issued options
to their employees to ensure their rights in buying the company’s shares at a
prioritized price. However, up to now this practice has not been so common as
many companies still issue shares directly to their employees.

Best Practices:
4UPDL PQUJPO DPNQFOTBUJPO JT B DPNQMFY BOE DPOUFOUJPVT SFNVOFSBUJPO
technique that requires close examination by the governing bodies of the
DPNQBOZ  (.4 BQQSPWBM BOE EJTDMPTVSF JO EFUBJM JO UIF BOOVBM öOBODJBM
TUBUFNFOUTPGUIFDPNQBOZ#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOETIBSFIPMEFSTOFFEUPCF
aware of the company’s use of these tools since they could potentially expose
companies to unexpected and significant risks.
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75
76
77

Decree 14, Article 6, Clause 1 & Decree 84, Article 5.
Decree 14, Article 6, Clause 2.
Decree 14, Article 6, Clause 3.
Decree 14, Article 6, Clause 5.
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At least 10 days before sending its registration dossier for the overseas
offering of securities, the issuing organization must send the SSC a copy of the
offering registration dossier, sent to the competent authority of the country
where the issuing organization registers the offering and other supporting
documents illustrating that the conditions for the overseas offering of securities
have been satisfied.75
Within 10 days after its registration dossier for the overseas offering
of securities takes effect, the issuing organization has to send the SSC a copy
of that dossier which has been approved overseas and disclose information on
the offering to the public.76 Within 15 days after the end of the offering, the
issuing organization shall send to the SSC a report on the offering results.77
An issuing organization that conducts the overseas offering of
securities must disclose information according to the provisions of foreign
and Vietnamese laws as well as have its periodical financial statements
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A company can also raise capital in international markets through the issuance
of either bonds or shares providing it satisfies the conditions as regulated by
the Vietnamese Government, including:74

t/PUCFJOHPOUIFMJTUPGCVTJOFTTMJOFTJOXIJDIUIFQBSUJDJQBUJPOPG
foreign parties is banned and ensuring participation ratios of foreign
parties as specified by law

t)BWJOH UIF PWFSTFBT PČFSJOH PG TFDVSJUJFT BOE UIF QMBO PO UIF VTF
of mobilized capital approved under its Board of Directors or GMS
decision

t4BUJTGZJOHUIFPČFSJOHDPOEJUJPOTTQFDJĕFECZBDPNQFUFOUBVUIPSJUZ
of the country where it registers the offering.

t *ODPNQMJBODFXJUISFHVMBUJPOTPOGPSFJHOFYDIBOHFNBOBHFNFOU
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prepared according to the international accounting standards or according to
international and Vietnamese accounting standards, enclosed with a written
explanation of differences between those accounting standards.78
Listing on foreign stock exchanges brings advantages to listed
companies such as a lower cost of capital, higher liquidity and greater prestige.
The world’s largest foreign markets tend to have much higher standards of
corporate governance than Vietnamese markets. The most popular markets are
in the U.S., Hong Kong, and Singapore, which arguably have some of the most
rigorous governance standards in the world. Therefore, Vietnamese companies
need to fulfil much higher corporate governance standards in order to enter or
remain strong on these markets.
Cavico Corporation offers an example of raising funds on a foreign
stock exchange. It was the first Vietnamese company to list stocks on a
foreign stock exchange (the NASDAQ). From its first year of listing on the
US stock exchange (2006), the company faced considerable difficulties in
raising capital due to differences in corporate governance and accounting
practices between Vietnam and the international market. It could not tap
the potential level of the funds due to Vietnam’s restrictions on foreign
investors’ percentage of shareholding in Vietnamese companies, which is
capped at 49%. At that time, it decided to set up a US subsidiary to avoid the
above restrictions. However, for subsidiaries which are less than 50% owned
by the holding company, the holding company must prepare consolidated
financial statements for both the holding company and those subsidiaries
in accordance with the US’ accounting and reporting standards. The fact
that the holding company’s financial statements must be consolidated is
not necessarily complicated in practice, but authorities can sometimes have
doubts about fraudulence in these statements’ preparation. Despite the above
difficulties, Cavico Corporation still confessed that raising funds and listing
on the international market was beneficial for it since international market
investors were more focussed on the company’s efficiency, rather than the
dividend pay-out that Vietnamese investors are often concerned with. Bonds
can be issued in international markets either with government guarantee
or non-government guarantee types.79 The issuer must prepare the issuance
plan which is approved by the GMS detailing the use of offering proceeds and

78 Decree 14, Article 6, Clause 4.
79 Decree 53, Article 16.
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Decree 53, Article 6.
Decree 53, Article 20, Clause 2b.
Decree 53, Article 17, Clause 2.
Decree 53, Article 8, Clause 2 and Article 17, Clause 3.
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82
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details of the bond price, coupon, volume and term. If the bond is a convertible
bond or is secured by assets in Vietnam, the issuer must comply with current
laws. This will mean that any conversion to equity will need to comply
with current foreign ownership restrictions and the security arrangements
may require registration. The amount of bonds issued in international
markets must be within the total national borrowing limit approved by the
Prime Minister each year. Besides, the issuer must have an issuance file
(including a prospectus, underwriting agreement, subscription agreement,
legal consultancy agreement, legal opinion and other agency agreements)
compliant with Vietnamese law and the law of the foreign jurisdiction in
which the bonds are offered.80 To ensure that the international bond offering
is within the borrowing limit, the issuer must provide the issuance plan to
the SBV to confirm this. The SBV must work with the MOF to provide the
confirmation to the issuer within 15 days of the submission of the issuance
plan.81 Those issuers who wish to issue bonds in non-government guarantee
type must have a company credit rating equal to or higher than the nation’s
credit ratings, rated by an international recognized credit rating company.82
For a government guarantee bond offer, the guarantee must be
approved by the Prime Minister. There are also other conditions on the offer,
including that the issuer must be rated and its rating is equal to or a grade
lower than the Vietnamese Government’s credit rating. The value of the bonds
for each offering tranche must not be less than US$100 million. The issuer
must also have audited accounts for the past three years and must not have
incurred any loss or have outstanding debts.83
For a bond issuance in international markets, this option seems to
be favorable since international market interest rates are considerably lower
than market interest rates in Vietnam. However, as with debt securities, bonds’
liquidity relies on the abilities and character of the issuers and expresses the
issuers’ abilities and willingness to repay the principal and interests. As a
result, as long as the international investors cannot have adequate information
to evaluate the bond issuers, it is anticipated that Vietnamese bonds are less
preferable on international stock exchanges, hence the difficulty in raising
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capital through issuing bonds on international stock exchanges.
A solution for the above difficulty is an internationally recognized
credit ratings company. The ratings company will evaluate the bond issuers’
ability and willingness to pay interest, repay the principal and release a rating
for issuers. The fact that the ratings company must be an internationally
recognized one to gain the trust of international investors is critical. Foreign
investors will then see the rating as an indicator for investment decision
making.
Due to its advantages, there are growing numbers of Vietnamese
companies hoping to seek capital in international markets. However, in
conformity with stringent regulations on corporate governance in foreign
markets, companies must internally address complicated issues before
looking for capital in these markets. Besides, the issuers also have to comply
with Vietnamese regulations on foreign debt management and foreign
exchange management.84 To achieve this, a company wishing to raise funds
on international exchanges should consult with professional consulting
firms, including auditing and law firms for solutions.

84 Decree 53, Article 5, Clause 4.
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The Chairman’s Checklist
Extraordinary Transactions:
Do all directors understand the concept of extraordinary
transactions? Does the company charter specify additional criteria
for identifying transactions that are to be treated as extraordinary
CFZPOEUIFNJOJNVNDSJUFSJBNBOEBUFECZMBX %PFTUIF#PBSE
of Directors distinguish between extraordinary transactions and
those entered into in the ordinary course of business?
)PX EPFT UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST FOTVSF UIBU FYUSBPSEJOBSZ
USBOTBDUJPOTBSFQSPQFSMZFWBMVBUFEBOEBQQSPWFECZUIF#PBSE
of Directors and shareholders?
%PFTUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTFOTVSFBO*OEFQFOEFOU"QQSBJTFSJT
engaged to ascertain the market value of assets involved in the
transaction?
What steps are taken to protect the rights of shareholders who do
not approve of extraordinary transactions?
Does the company properly disclose information on completed
extraordinary transactions?
Related Party Transactions:
%PFTUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTFOTVSFUIBUSFMBUFEQBSUJFTQSPQFSMZ
disclose their interest in transactions? Do related parties
abstain from participating in discussing and voting on such
transactions?
%PFTUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTFOTVSFUIBUBMMMFHBMSFRVJSFNFOUTGPS
the approval of related party transactions are adhered to? What
role do independent directors play in related party transactions?
%PFTUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTUBLFBEFRVBUFNFBTVSFTUPEJTDMPTF
information on related party transactions and related parties?
Do all directors understand their liability for violating procedures
while approving related party transactions?
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Shareholders should be legally protected when the company is involved in
extraordinary and/or related party transactions. Such protection is essential
because of the impact that these transactions can have on the value of the
company, the price of its shares and the property rights of shareholders.
Nevertheless, corporate governance abuses in these types of transactions
continue to take place. For example, beneficial ownership structures typically
remain non-transparent, making it nearly impossible to identify related parties
in a transaction. In the meantime, insiders continue to develop complex
structures and sophisticated techniques that allow them to tunnel assets, profits,
and corporate opportunities away from the company and its shareholders.
Current Vietnamese laws are still inconsistent in the ways they regulate
extraordinary transactions. For example, the current Law on Enterprises
almost says nothing about these transactions, while the Law on Securities
and subordinated regulations require detailed disclosures on extraordinary
transactions.
In this chapter, we have illustrated some international practices on
extraordinary transactions and have also discussed all relevant situations
implied by Vietnamese laws and regulations as extraordinary transactions.
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A. Extraordinary Transactions
1. Deﬁnition
Under Vietnamese Law, there is no specific definition of extraordinary
transactions. The Law on Enterprises only regulates certain material
transactions that need to be approved by the GMS or the Board of Directors.
Of which, all transactions related to investment or sale of assets with value
equal to or more than 50% of the total value of assets recorded in the most
recent financial statement of the company, if the company’s charter does not
stipulate another percentage,1 must be approved by the GMS.

Comparative Practices:
*O3VTTJB BUSBOTBDUJPO PSTFWFSBMSFMBUFEUSBOTBDUJPOT JTFYUSBPSEJOBSZXIFO
it meets all five of the following criteria:
a) The Nature of the Transaction
t5IFUSBOTBDUJPOEJSFDUMZPSJOEJSFDUMZJOWPMWFTUIFBDRVJTJUJPO TBMF PSUIF
possibility of sale of corporate assets
t5IFUSBOTBDUJPOJTBDSFEJU QMFEHF PSHVBSBOUFFUSBOTBDUJPO
t5IFUSBOTBDUJPOJTOPUSFMBUFEUPUIFJTTVFPGBEEJUJPOBMDPNNPOTIBSFT
or securities convertible into common shares.
b) The Value of the Transaction
The assets involved have a value of 25% or more of the book value of the
company’s assets as determined by financial statements as of the most
recent reporting date.

1 LOE, Article 96, Clause 2d and Article 104, Clause 2đ.
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t5IFQVSQPTFPGUIFUSBOTBDUJPOT
t5IF NBSLFU DPOEJUJPOT VOEFS XIJDI UIF USBOTBDUJPOT IBWF CFFO
concluded
t5IFTQIFSFPGBDUJWJUJFTPGUIFDPNQBOZ
t5IF EVSBUJPO PG SFMBUJPOTIJQT CFUXFFO UIF DPNQBOZ BOE JUT
transactional counterparts.
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Two or more related transactions involving the company’s assets totaling
25% or more of the book value of the company’s assets are considered a
TJOHMF FYUSBPSEJOBSZ USBOTBDUJPO 'BDUPST UIBU EFUFSNJOF XIFUIFS TFWFSBM
transactions must be considered as a single extraordinary transaction
include:
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The transaction is not carried out in the “ordinary course of business” of the
company.
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c) The Relation of the Transaction to the Business of the Company
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The charter may define additional transactions that should be treated
BT FYUSBPSEJOBSZ USBOTBDUJPOT 'PS FYBNQMF  UIF DIBSUFS NBZ TQFDJGZ UIBU
transactions involving assets with a lower percentage of the book value be
considered extraordinary transactions. The charter can also provide that
DFSUBJOUZQFTPGDPOUSBDUT FHBMMMPBOBHSFFNFOUTPSBMMQMFEHFTPGDPNQBOZ
TIBSFT  NVTU CF USFBUFE BT FYUSBPSEJOBSZ USBOTBDUJPOT  SFHBSEMFTT PG UIFJS
nature. However, the company has no right to change the legal definition
of an extraordinary transaction to limit cases of extraordinary transactions.
'PSFYBNQMF UIFDPNQBOZDBOOPUQSPWJEFUIBUPOMZUSBOTBDUJPOTJOWPMWJOH
assets with a value in excess of 30% of the book value of the company’s
assets will be considered as extraordinary transactions.
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Best Practices:
There are many cases when transactions should be subject to special
procedures for extraordinary transactions, even though they fall well below
UIF MFHJTMBUFE UISFTIPME 'PS FYBNQMF  UIF TBMF PG B TVCTJEJBSZ PG B MBSHF
petroleum company that holds significant oil drilling rights may be of such
size and strategic importance that it should be considered as an acquisition
or disposal of high-value assets regardless of the percentage of asset value it
represents.
Legislation establishes a minimum standard of behavior and there is some
room for various interpretations regarding what is extraordinary and what is
OPU'PSUIJTSFBTPO JUJTHPPEQSBDUJDFGPSDIBSUFSTUPJODMVEFQSPWJTJPOTUIBU
“transactions that may have a significant effect on the company” be treated
BTFYUSBPSEJOBSZ FYDFQUGPSUSBOTBDUJPOTUIBUBSFDPODMVEFEJOUIFPSEJOBSZ
DPVSTFPGCVTJOFTT 
It is also recommended that the sale of shares of a subsidiary where
the company would lose its majority stake be considered extraordinary
transactions.
When two companies are engaged in a transaction, each company must
separately apply the criteria for an extraordinary transaction. This means
that the same transaction may conceivably be an extraordinary transaction
for one company, but not for the other.
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Acquisition of Assets

The acquisition price of assets involved in the transaction.

Best Practices:
"O*OEFQFOEFOU"QQSBJTFSTIPVMEBTTJTUUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTJOEFUFSNJOJOH
the value of assets.
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DIVIDENDS

The value of assets involved in the transaction as determined by reference to the
company’s financial statements as of the most recent reporting date before the
transaction.
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Sale of Assets
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Basis of Valuation
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Table 1: Determining a Transaction’s Value
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*O 3VTTJB BOE 4FSCJB  UIF CBTJT PG WBMVBUJPO GPS TBMFT PG BTTFUT JT UIF WBMVF
of assets involved in the transaction as determined by reference to the
company’s financial statements as of the most recent reporting date
CFGPSF UIF USBOTBDUJPO 'PS UIF BDRVJTJUJPO PG BTTFUT  UIF BDRVJTJUJPO QSJDF
PG BTTFUT JOWPMWFE JO UIF USBOTBDUJPO TIBMM CF VTFE5IF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
has the authority to determine the value of assets or services. In doing so,
UIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNVTUDPNQBSFUIFCPPLWBMVFPGUIFBTTFUTJOWPMWFE
in the transaction with the book value of the company’s assets as a whole.
5IJTDPNQBSJTPOEFQFOETPOUIFOBUVSFPGUIFUSBOTBDUJPO XIFUIFSJUJTBO
BDRVJTJUJPOPSBTBMF BTJMMVTUSBUFEJO5BCMF
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An important aspect in determining whether a transaction is an extraordinary
transaction is to value the assets involved in the transaction. The value of these
assets must be determined to ascertain which governing body approves the
transaction before the company can conclude the transaction.
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2. Valuing Extraordinary Transactions
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3. Procedure for Approving Extraordinary Transactions
The Law on Enterprises does not specifically mention extraordinary transactions
and therefore the procedures for approving extraordinary transactions are
not clearly stated in Vietnamese laws. There are only two articles of the Law
on Enterprises which mention governing bodies for approving material
transactions as follows.
All transactions related to (i) re-organization or dissolution of the
company and (ii) investment or sale of assets with value equal to or more than
50% of the total value of assets recorded in the most recent financial statement
of the company, if the company’s charter does not stipulate another percentage,
must be approved by the GMS.2

Comparative Practices:
In Russia, the laws define extraordinary transactions very clearly as well as
UIF QSPDFEVSFT GPS BQQSPWJOH UIFN &YUSBPSEJOBSZ USBOTBDUJPOT NVTU CF
approved by different governing bodies depending on the value of assets of
the transactions as illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2: The Approval of Extraordinary Transactions
Value of Assets

Approving Governing Body

Between 25% and 50% of the book value of the company’s
The Board of Directors
assets
More than 50% of the book value of the company’s assets

The General Meeting of Shareholders

5IF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST IBT UIF BVUIPSJUZ UP BQQSPWF FYUSBPSEJOBSZ
transactions that are defined as such by the charter.

2 LOE, Article 96, Clause 2d and Article 104, Clause 2đ&g
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t5IFQBSUJFTUIBUBSFJOWPMWFEJOUIFUSBOTBDUJPO
t0UIFSCFOFöDJBSJFTPGUIFUSBOTBDUJPO JGBOZ
t5IFQSJDFPGUIFUSBOTBDUJPO
t5IFPCKFDUPGUIFUSBOTBDUJPO
t"OZPUIFSTJHOJöDBOUUFSNTBOEDPOEJUJPOTSFMBUFEUPUIFFYUSBPSEJOBSZ
transaction.

4. How Shareholders Can Protest Extraordinary Transactions
As already mentioned, extraordinary transactions are not regulated clearly
by Vietnamese laws. The Law on Enterprises has one article referring to
how shareholders can protest if the transactions result in the company’s reorganization or changes in the rights and duties of shareholders.
The Law on Enterprises refers to:3
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5IF EFDJTJPOT PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST PS UIF (.4 NVTU JODMVEF
information on:
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c) Required Information for the Decision to Approve an Extraordinary
Transaction
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5IF(.4NVTUEFDJEFPOXIFUIFSUPBQQSPWFUSBOTBDUJPOTJOWPMWJOHNPSF
than 50% of the book value of company assets by a three-fourths-majority
vote of participating shareholders.

DIVIDENDS

b) Transactions Involving More Than 50% of the Book Value of Company
Assets
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*GUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTJT OPUBCMFUPSFBDIBVOBOJNPVTEFDJTJPO JUDBO
SFRVFTUUIBUUIF(.4BQQSPWFUIFUSBOTBDUJPO5IF#PBSEDBOEPUIJTCZB
TJNQMFNBKPSJUZWPUFPGEJSFDUPSTQBSUJDJQBUJOHJOUIF#PBSENFFUJOH VOMFTT
the charter or internal regulations require a higher percentage of votes.
5IF(.4DBOUIFOBQQSPWFUIFUSBOTBDUJPOXJUIBTJNQMFNBKPSJUZWPUFPG
participating shareholders.
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6OBOJNPVTBQQSPWBMPGBMM#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFNCFSTJTSFRVJSFEUPBQQSPWF
an extraordinary transaction involving assets with a value between 25% and
50% of the book value of the company’s assets.
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DISCLOSURE

a) Transactions Involving Between 25% and 50% of the Book Value of
Company Assets
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3 LOE, Article 90.
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t" TIBSFIPMEFS WPUJOH BHBJOTU UIF SFPSHBOJ[BUJPO PG UIF DPNQBOZ 
or against a change to the rights and obligations of shareholders
stipulated in the charter of the company, may demand the company
redeem his/her shares. Such a demand must be made in writing and
specify the name and address of the shareholder, the number of shares
of each class, the intended selling price and the reason for demanding
redemption by the company. Such a demand must be sent to the
company within 10 working days from the date on which the GMS
passed a resolution on a matter as mentioned above.
tćFDPNQBOZNVTUSFEFFNTIBSFTVQPOEFNBOECZUIFTIBSFIPMEFS
as at the market price or the price determined on the basis of the
principles stipulated in the charter of the company within a period
of 90 days from the date of receipt of the demand. Where there is
disagreement relating to the price, such shareholder may sell shares to
other persons or the parties may request valuation by a professional
valuation organization. The company shall recommend at least three
professional valuation organizations for the shareholder to select from
and such selection shall be the final decision.

Best Practices:
If a shareholder does not agree with an extraordinary transaction conducted
in full compliance with procedural requirements and the law, he/she may:
tSell his/her shares: 1SBDUJDBMMZ UIJTJTPOMZQPTTJCMFJGUIFDPNQBOZTTIBSFT
are liquid, i.e. there are interested buyers and shareholders are able to
sell their shares at a fair price; or
tDemand redemption of shares in part or whole: Taking into consideration
UIF  (.4 EFDJTJPO UP BQQSPWF BDRVJTJUJPOT BOE EJTQPTBM PG UIF
high-value assets of the company is one of the issues which gives
shareholders with voting shares the right to dissent and the right to
have shares redeemed by the company.

5. Disclosure Requirements
Although extraordinary transactions are not defined and clearly stated by
the Law on Enterprises, disclosure requirements are mentioned in detail by
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A public company shall disclose extraordinary information within 72
hours of any of the following events:

t#PSSPXJOHBMPBOPSJTTVJOHCPOETWBMVFEBUPSNPSFPGJUTPXOFE
equity

tćFSFBSFEFDJTJPOTNBEFCZUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTPOUIFDPNQBOZT
development strategy, medium-term development plans and business
plans or decisions on the alteration of applied accounting methods

t"QQMJDBUJPOGPSCBOLSVQUDZĕMJOHTJTBQQSPWFE

t%FDJTJPOTPGFTUBCMJTINFOU BDRVJTJUJPOT TBMFTPSMJRVJEBUJPOTPG
subsidiaries or investments in affiliates.
Disclosure of extraordinary transactions must be made via publications

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

other laws and regulations. However, please note that nature of extraordinary
transactions implied in these regulations is different from international
practices.
For reference purposes for readers, public and listed companies are
required to disclose extraordinary transactions in accordance with the Law on
Securities and Circular 09.4
A public company shall disclose extraordinary information within 24
hours of any of the following events:

t"CBOLBDDPVOUJTGSP[FOPSJTQFSNJUUFEUPSFTVNFBęFSBGSFF[JOH
period

t5FNQPSBSJMZDFBTFTPGCVTJOFTTPQFSBUJPOT

t)BWJOHOFXCVTJOFTTPQFSBUJPOMJDFOTF T PSSFWPDBUJPOPGCVTJOFTT
operation license(s)

tćFSF BSF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST EFDJTJPOT PO SFEFNQUJPO PG JUT PXO
stocks or resale of bought stocks

tćFSF BSF EFDJTJPOT UP JOJUJBUF MBXTVJUT BHBJOTU #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
members or other senior executive management members, court
judgments or rulings concerning its operation or violations

tćFSF BSF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST SFTPMVUJPOT PO UIF QBZNFOU PG
dividends

t$IBOHFT PG TJHOJĕDBOU FYFDVUJWF NFNCFST JF NFNCFST PG #PBSE
of Directors, Board of Supervisors, Board of Management or Chief
Accountant).
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4 LOS, Article 101, Clauses 2 & 3 and Circular 09, Section II, Article 2 & Section IV, Article 2.
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and the website of the company as well as on information channels of the SSC
or exchanges.5 Furthermore, in Circular 09, it is also stipulated that when
disclosing extraordinary information, public companies shall clearly state the
occurred event, its cause, plan and solutions (if any).6

Best Practices:
Companies are required to include the following information about
extraordinary transactions in their annual reports:
t" MJTU PG BMM FYUSBPSEJOBSZ USBOTBDUJPOT DPODMVEFE CZ UIF DPNQBOZ
during the reporting year
t" MJTU PG USBOTBDUJPOT UIBU BSF DPOTJEFSFE FYUSBPSEJOBSZ CBTFE PO UIF
definition in the charter
t,FZUFSNTPGFBDIFYUSBPSEJOBSZUSBOTBDUJPO

5 Circular 09, Section II, Article 2, Paragraph 2.2.
6 Circular 09, Section II, Article 2, Paragraph 2.3.
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For a transaction to be considered a related party transaction, each party
involved in the transaction must check whether two conditions are met.
a) Potential Related Parties-Persons that Have a Duty Towards a
Company and Connected Persons
A number of parties can be defined as related if they play a role in a
transaction. In Vietnam, related parties encompass all those parties/persons that
have duties towards the company.7 Such parties are presented in Figure 1.
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Related party transactions involve insiders, such as directors, managers, large
shareholders, or parties related to them. Some related party transactions have
legitimate purposes and can be conducted fairly, others cannot. Regardless,
they are easily abused and warrant particular attention since they may reduce
the value of the company and expropriate shareholder rights. Legislation
contains detailed procedures to discourage insiders from entering into related
party transactions and to help ensure fairness when a related party transaction
does take place.
Related party transactions not only occur between the company and
its directors, managers, and large shareholders, but more importantly, within
groups of companies (holding structures), where transactions between the
parent and subsidiary companies frequently occur. In other words, related
party transactions are traded amongst related parties of the company.

DIVIDENDS

B. Related Party Transactions
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7 LOE, Article 4, Clause 17.
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Figure 1: Persons That Have Duties Towards the Company
Persons/group being able to control
the decision-making process and
operations through the management
bodies of the company

Controlling Shareholders (a shareholder
that has major voting shares of the
company or a shareholder who can
influence the business of the company
by other means)
Members of the Board of
Directors and Head of the
Executive Board
Persons/group having contractual
authority for managing the business
of the company

Who has a
duty towards
a company?

Members of the
Supervisory Board

Subsidiaries or parent
companies

Besides persons who have duties towards the company, a potentially
related party can be also a member of their family (the connected persons).
Family members of a person that has a duty towards a company include his/
her spouse, father, adoptive father, mother, adoptive mother, child, adopted
child or sibling.8

Best Practices:
5IF 0&$% 1SJODJQMFT PG $PSQPSBUF (PWFSOBODF QSPWJEF B HFOFSBM EFöOJUJPO
of related parties, including entities under common control, significant
shareholders including members of their families and business associates and
key management personnel.9
*OUFSOBUJPOBM"DDPVOUJOH4UBOEBSE *"4 /VNCFSQSPWJEFTBNPSFEFUBJMFE
definition and thus parties are considered to be related if one party has the
ability to control the other party or to exercise significant influence or joint

8 LOE, Article 4, Clause 17đ.
9 See 2004 OECD Principles of Corporate Governance on http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/32/18/31557724.pdf.
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6. The party is an entity that is controlled, jointly controlled, or significantly
influenced by or for which significant voting power in such entity resides
XJUI EJSFDUMZPSJOEJSFDUMZ BOZJOEJWJEVBMSFGFSSFEUPJO  PS  PS
7. The party has a post-employment benefit plan for the benefit of employees
of the entity, or of any entity that is a related party of the entity.
"U UIF TBNF UJNF  *"4  TQFDJöFT XIJDI QBSUJFT BSF OPU EFFNFE UP CF
related:
t5XPFOUFSQSJTFTTJNQMZCFDBVTFUIFZIBWFBEJSFDUPSPSLFZNBOBHFS
in common
t5XPQBSUJFTXIPTIBSFKPJOUDPOUSPMPWFSBKPJOUWFOUVSF
t1SPWJEFST PG öOBODF  USBEF VOJPOT  QVCMJD VUJMJUJFT  HPWFSONFOU
departments and agencies in the course of their normal dealings with
an enterprise
t"TJOHMFDVTUPNFS TVQQMJFS GSBODIJTPS EJTUSJCVUPS PSHFOFSBMBHFOU
with whom an enterprise transacts a significant volume of business
merely by virtue of the resulting economic dependence.
10 See also: the International Accounting Standard Plus’ website under http://www.iasplus.com/standard/
ias24.htm.
11 See also: the International Accounting Standard Plus’ website under http://www.iasb.org/NR/
rdonlyres/8E1664C6-AD47-4B84-A8D7-88476F1D83AC/0/IAS28.pdf.
12 See also: the International Accounting Standard Plus’ website under http://www.iasb.org/NR/
rdonlyres/13E1409D-1100-4AF5-A7D9-B5AC69E40CB1/0/IAS31.pdf.
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4. The party is a member of the key management personnel of the entity or
its parent
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5IFQBSUZJTBOBTTPDJBUF BTEFöOFEJO*"4*OWFTUNFOUTJO"TTPDJBUFT PG
the entity11
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t$POUSPMT JTDPOUSPMMFECZ PSJTVOEFSDPNNPODPOUSPMXJUI UIFFOUJUZ
UIJTJODMVEFTQBSFOUT TVCTJEJBSJFT BOEGFMMPXTVCTJEJBSJFT
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control over the other party in making financial and operating decisions.10"
party is related to an entity if:
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5IF'JOBODJBM"DDPVOUJOH4UBOEBSET#PBSET '"4# 4UBUFNFOU/PöOBMMZ
defines a related party as affiliates of an enterprise, trusts for the benefit
of employees, owners and their family members, investment entities
accounted for by the equity method by the firm, management and other
large shareholders or parties that influence a firm’s policy.

b) Related Parties Are Involved in the Transactions
For the purposes of defining related party transactions, the parties specified in
the previous section must be involved in the transaction in one of the following
capacities:

t"DUBTBUSBOTBDUJPOQBSUZJOBMFHBMUSBOTBDUJPOXJUIUIFDPNQBOZ

t)BTBĕOBODJBMSFMBUJPOTIJQXJUIBQBSUZUPBMFHBMUSBOTBDUJPO XIPIBT
concluded a contract with the company or who has financial interests
in that transaction, which can reasonably be expected to make him/
her act contrary to the company’s interests

t*T DPOUSPMMFE CZ B QBSUZ UP B MFHBM USBOTBDUJPO PS B QFSTPO IBWJOH B
financial interest in that legal transaction, so that the mentioned party/
person can be reasonably expected to get him/her to act contrary to
the company’s interests.

$PNQBOZ 9 DPODMVEFTBDPOUSBDUXJUI$PNQBOZ : UIBU$PNQBOZ : XJMMTFMM
QSPEVDUTPG$PNQBOZ 9 POMJOF.S " JTBNFNCFSPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
PG$PNQBOZ 9 BOEJTBMTPUIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSPG$PNQBOZ ; XIJDIXJMM
SFDFJWFBTQFDJBMEJTDPVOUPOQSPEVDUTPG$PNQBOZ : TPMEUP$PNQBOZ ; JG
UIFUSBOTBDUJPOCFUXFFO$PNQBOZ 9 BOE$PNQBOZ : JTDPODMVEFE*OTVDI
BUSBOTBDUJPOCFUXFFO$PNQBOZ 9 BOE$PNQBOZ : .S " JTDPOTJEFSFEB
related party who is a beneficiary of the transaction. The transaction will be
BSFMBUFEQBSUZUSBOTBDUJPOGPS$PNQBOZ 9 BOEXJMMSFRVJSFBQQSPWBM"UUIF
TBNFUJNF JUJTOPUBSFMBUFEQBSUZUSBOTBDUJPOGPS$PNQBOZ : 
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As well as
7. His/her spouse and/or the spouse’s
parents, brother or sister, his/her child,
parents, brother, sister, grandchild or a
spouse of any of these persons, his/her
direct blood relatives or lateral relatives up
to the second degree of kinship, adoptive
parent and adoptee, and relatives by
marriage up to the first degree, other
persons living with that person in the same
household.
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6. Liquidators of the company

C. Is controlled by a party to a legal
transaction or a person having
a financial interest in that legal
transaction, so that the mentioned
party/person can be reasonably
expected to get him/her to act contrary
to the company’s interests.
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5. Persons having contractual
authority for managing the business
of the company
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4. Members of the Supervisory Board,
Board of Auditors or Internal Auditor

B. Has a financial relationship with a
party to a legal transaction, who has
concluded a contract with the company
or who has financial interests in that
transaction, which can reasonably be
expected to make him/her act contrary
to the company’s interests

Source: IFC, March 2004.
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3. Members of the Board of Directors
and Executive Board

A. Transaction party in a legal
transaction with the company
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Figure 2: Components of Related Party Transactions
Related Parties
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As illustrated in Mini-Case 1, it is important to note that the same
transaction can be a related party transaction for one company but not for
another. In this case, only one company needs to approve the transaction
as a related party transaction. Figure 2 depicts components of related party
transactions, which must be present in a transaction.
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To determine whether a transaction is a related party transaction, it is
necessary for an interested party from the left column of Figure 2, to be involved
in the transaction as indicated in the right column of Figure 2. In practice, this
means that a company must create a list of related parties and always check
whether any of these parties (1–6 of the left column) or their affiliated persons
(7 of the left column) is involved in each and every transaction carried out by
the company, as mentioned in A-C of the right column.

Comparative Practices:
Related party transactions are common in the context of groups of
companies, e.g. in parent-subsidiary relations. If one company dominates
another, there is a risk that the parent will utilize the subsidiary for its own
business objectives, without care for the subsidiary’s long-term financial
viability. In these cases, the creditors and shareholders of both the subsidiary
and parent may be put at risk often unknowingly.
t5IFSJTLGPSDSFEJUPSTBUUIFTVCTJEJBSZMFWFMJTPCWJPVT#VUUIFSJTLJT
present at the parent level as well, as the subsidiary’s insolvency can
greatly damage the surviving parent.
t4IBSFIPMEFSTBSFBMTPQVUBUSJTL BMUIPVHIUIFQPTJUJPOPGTIBSFIPMEFST
BUUIFTVCTJEJBSZMFWFMJTXFBLFS0OUIFPOFIBOE TIBSFIPMEFSTBUUIF
subsidiary level often benefit from being part of the parent’s business.
0OUIFPUIFSIBOE UIFZNBZIBWFUPDPOUSJCVUFUPUIFQBSFOUTXFMGBSF
to their own detriment.

2. Approving Related Party Transactions
Best Practices:
There are different means of regulating related party transactions.
1SPIJCJUJPOT PG TQFDJGJD UZQFT PG USBOTBDUJPOT BSF GPVOE JO UIF 6, 
XIFSF UIF 6, $PNQBOJFT "DU QSPIJCJUT EJSFDUPST GSPN FOUFSJOH JOUP
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13 Section 330(2), U.K. Companies’ Act.
14 Commonly seen in the U.K. See The Law Commission and The Scottish Law Commission’s report
“Regulating Conflicts of Interests and Formulating a Statement of Duties”, September 1999, p.282,
document Law Com. No. 261.
15 LOE, Article 120.
16 LOE, Article 118.
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According to the Law on Enterprises, related party transactions which
are contracts and transactions between the company and the following parties
have to be approved by either the Board of Directors or the GMS:15

t4IBSFIPMEFST PS BVUIPSJ[FE SFQSFTFOUBUJWF PG TIBSFIPMEFST IPMEJOH
more than 35% of the ordinary shares of the company and their related
persons

t.FNCFSTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST UIFEJSFDUPSPS(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS

t3FMBUFE QFSTPOT PG NFNCFST PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST  EJSFDUPS PS
General Director of the company.

t"OZDPNQBOJFTXIJDIIBWFUIFGPMMPXJOHSFMBUJPOTIJQTXJUINFNCFST
of the Board of Directors, director or General Director and other
members of the executive board:16
o Owned by them (i.e. currently holding shares or have contributed
capital)
o Having shares or contributed capital of more than 35% of that
company’s charter capital.

INFORMATION
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In some jurisdictions there have been calls to change the approach and foster
more substantive criteria of fairness. Transactions with conflicting interests
should always be open to challenge on the basis of unfairness, at least gross
VOGBJSOFTT5IJT TFDPOE BQQSPBDI JT GSFRVFOUMZ GPVOE JO 64 MBX BOE JO UIF
6,14
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certain transactions that are deemed detrimental to the company.13 The
advantage of this first approach is clear, all practitioners know where
the boundaries are. There is no definitive analysis on the possibilities to
circumvent the prohibition. The disadvantage is the rule’s lack of flexibility,
even economically useful transactions may not come into being when the
MBXDPOUBJOTBGMBUQSPIJCJUJPO"EEJUJPOBMMZ QBSUJFTNBZBMTPNBLFHSFBU
efforts to circumvent the rule.
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a) Approval by the Board of Directors
Article 120 of the Law on Enterprise regulates the related party
transactions that need approval by either the Board of Directors or the GMS.
Accordingly, all related party transactions with a value of less than 50% (or
a smaller percentage as stipulated in the charter of the company) of the total
value of assets recorded in the most recent financial statement of the company
shall be approved by the Board of Directors.17
More guidance on resolving a conflict of interest in related party
transactions is further provided in the Law on Securities. A person who has
conducted a legal transaction with a company will not be deemed to have
violated the conflict of interest regulation and will not be liable for any damage
resulting from the conflict of interest, if the legal transaction is approved in
good faith by the majority voting of members of the Board of Directors having
no interest in that transaction. This means that directors who are related
parties:

t.VTU JOGPSN UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST BCPVU UIFJS JOUFSFTU JO UIF
transaction

t.VTUBCTUBJOGSPNQBSUJDJQBUJOHJOUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTEFDJTJPOPO
the transaction.
Interested members are not counted for the quorum.18
b) Approval by the GMS
Any related party transactions with value over or equal to 50% (or a
smaller percentage as stipulated in the charter of the company) of the total
value of assets recorded in the most recent financial statement of the company
shall be approved by the GMS. The Board of Directors shall submit the
draft contract or explain the main contents of the transaction at the GMS or
collect written opinions from shareholders. In this case, as aforementioned,
shareholders with related interests shall not have the right to vote, contracts
and transactions shall be approved where shareholders representing 65% of
the total remaining votes agree.
For transactions within the authority of the Board of Directors, if
the number of disinterested members of the Board of Directors is insufficient
to meet the quorum (i.e. company does not have a majority of disinterested
17 LOE, Article 120, Clause 2.
18 LOE, Article 120, Clauses 1 & 3.
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Any related party transaction should be properly approved before it can be
concluded. However, in practice not all transactions follow such procedures.

19 LOE, Article 120, Clauses 1 & 2.
20 Circular 9, Section IV, Article 4.1.
21 Circular 9, Section IV, Article 4.2, and the sample/template of report enclosed in the Circular.
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3. Identifying Related Party Transactions

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

c) Required Information for the Decision to Approve Related Party
Transactions
According to Circular 09, related parties involved in these type of
transactions are insiders, including major shareholders, members of the Board
of Directors, members of the Supervisory Board, General Director or director,
deputy director/deputy general director, Chief Accountant and any persons
authorized by listing companies to make disclosure of information and any
affiliated persons of those subjects as per regulation of Item 34, Article 6 of
the Law on Securities.20 Such insiders before conducting purchases/sales of
securities of the listing companies including the off-exchange transactions
(present, inheritance, transfer or receipt of subscription rights) must report
to the SSC and the stock exchange in three working days or more prior to the
transaction dates. The expected trade dates must not exceed two months from
the date that the transaction is registered and are only allowed to launch in 24
hours after such information is disclosed by the stock exchange. The contents
of the report must follow Circular 09, with detailed information on:21

tćFQBSUJFTUIBUBSFJOWPMWFEJOUIFUSBOTBDUJPO

t0UIFSCFOFĕDJBSJFTPGUIFUSBOTBDUJPO JGBOZ

tćFWBMVFPGUIFUSBOTBDUJPO

tćFBTTFUTBOETFSWJDFTJOWPMWFEJOUIFUSBOTBDUJPO

t"OZPUIFSTJHOJĕDBOUUFSNTBOEDPOEJUJPOTSFMBUFEUPUIFUSBOTBDUJPO
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directors), a legal transaction has to be approved by the GMS. A simple
majority vote of shareholders participating in the GMS (excluding votes of
related parties) is required to approve a related party transaction.19 As with the
Board of Directors, the approval is valid only if all relevant facts associated with
personal interest are disclosed to, or are already known to the shareholders.
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There are different reasons for this, including the fact that the Board of
Directors and shareholders may not always know whether the transaction
involves related parties, in particular when insiders concealed their affiliation
and personal interest. In such cases, non-executive and independent directors
will need to play the lead role in identifying and disclosing related party
transactions. Creating the list of related parties and their position in the
transaction is but one aspect, made difficult by the fact that most ownership
structures remain opaque. The materiality of these transactions is another
important issue. Indeed, while the nature of some related party transactions
is easily identifiable, others are structured in an elaborate manner, involving
complicated off-shore schemes.

Best Practices:
5IF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTDPNQPTJUJPOBOEFYQFSJFODFXJMMMBSHFMZEFUFSNJOF
UIF TVDDFTT PG JEFOUJGZJOH TVDI SFMBUFE QBSUZ USBOTBDUJPOT /POFYFDVUJWF 
independent directors who enjoy an arms-length relationship with
NBOBHFSTXJMMDFSUBJOMZQMBZBLFZSPMFJOUIJTSFTQFDU5IF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS
BMTP QMBZT B LFZ TVQQPSUJOH SPMF  BOE UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST BOE JUT "VEJU
$PNNJUUFF XJMM XBOU UP FOTVSF UIBU UIF DPNQBOZT &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS VTFT
UIFGVMMSBOHFPGBVEJUQSPDFEVSFTUPFWBMVBUFNBOBHFSJBMTFMGEFBMJOHT'PS
FYBNQMF  UIF "NFSJDBO *OTUJUVUF PG $FSUJöFE 1VCMJD "DDPVOUBOUT "*$1" 
4UBUFNFOUPG"VEJUJOH4UBOEBSE/P "64FD  TFUTGPSUIDSJUFSJB
for identifying material transactions, such as interest free borrowing, asset
sales that diverge from appraisal value, in-kind transactions, and loans made
without scheduled terms.

4. Disclosure Requirements
Board of Directors and Supervisory Board members, the General Director
or director and other managers of the company must declare their relevant
interests to the company, including:

t/BNFBOEBEESFTTPGUIFIFBEPďDF ĕFMEPGCVTJOFTT OVNCFSBOE
date of the issuance of the business registration certificate, place of
business registration of any enterprise in which they own contributed
capital or shares, ratio and period of such ownership of contributed
capital or shares
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t-FHBMFOUJUJFTJOXIJDIUIFZIPMENBOBHFSJBMQPTJUJPOT
t1FOEJOH PS QMBOOFE USBOTBDUJPOT JO XIJDI UIFZ NBZ CF DPOTJEFSFE B
related party.
.PSFPWFS  UIF EJTDMPTVSF PG CFOFöDJBM PXOFSTIJQ JT BO JNQPSUBOU BTQFDU JO
detecting related party transactions. If the identity of the company’s true
owners is hidden, then it is difficult, if not impossible, to establish whether
UIFQBSUJFTJOUIFUSBOTBDUJPOBSFSFMBUFE BTNFOUJPOFEJO4FDUJPO$BPGUIJT
$IBQUFS 
5PQSPUFDUTIBSFIPMEFSJOUFSFTUT UIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFNCFST FTQFDJBMMZ
JOEFQFOEFOU EJSFDUPST  TIPVME EFNBOE UIBU BMM PXOFST PG  BOE NPSF PG
common shares comply with the relevant disclosure requirements.
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The companies should be required to include the following information
regarding related party transactions in their annual report:
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t-FHBM FOUJUJFT JO XIJDI UIFZ  FJUIFS JOEFQFOEFOUMZ PS UPHFUIFS XJUI
affiliated persons, own a certain percentage of voting shares
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Company laws of many countries require persons who are related parties to
EJTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOUPUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST UIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFF JOUFSOBM
TVQFSWJTPSZCPEZBOEUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSSFHBSEJOH
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t/BNFBOEBEESFTTPGUIFIFBEPďDF ĕFMEPGCVTJOFTT OVNCFSBOEEBUF
of the issuance of business registration certificate, place of business
registration of any enterprise in which their related persons jointly
own or separately own shares or contributed capital of more than 35%
of the charter capital.
The declarations must be reported to the GMS and must be filed at the
head office of the company. Shareholders have the right to review the contents
declared at any time considered necessary.22
In addition, public companies must follow disclosure requirements on
related party transactions as stated in Article 29 of the Law on Securities and
Article 4, Part II of Circular 09. Furthermore, companies are required to follow
VAS number 26 – on related party disclosures.
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22 LOE, Article 118, Clauses 1 & 3.
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t"MJTUPGSFMBUFEQBSUZUSBOTBDUJPOTDPODMVEFECZUIFDPNQBOZEVSJOHUIF
reporting year
t4JHOJöDBOUUFSNTBOEDPOEJUJPOTPGFBDISFMBUFEQBSUZUSBOTBDUJPO
t5IFHPWFSOJOHCPEZUIBUBQQSPWFESFMBUFEQBSUZUSBOTBDUJPOT
In addition, securities regulations should require that companies disclose the
following information on related party transactions:
t$PQJFTPGUIFNJOVUFTPGUIFNFFUJOHPGUIFBQQSPWJOHCPEZ JODMVEJOH
information on the quorum and the voting results
t5IFMJTUPGQFSTPOT XJUIXIPNUSBOTBDUJPOTNBZCFRVBMJöFEBTSFMBUFE
party transactions and the list of those persons with whom transactions
have already been approved by the company
t*OGPSNBUJPOPOSFMBUFEQBSUJFTCFGPSFUIFQMBDFNFOUTUBSUT JODBTFPGBO
open subscription
t5IFQSPTQFDUVTBOERVBSUFSMZSFQPSUTNVTUQSPWJEFJOGPSNBUJPOPOSFMBUFE
party transactions.
'JOBMMZ BDDPVOUJOHMFHJTMBUJPOSFRVJSFTDPNQBOJFTUPEJTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOPO
operations with related parties in their accounting documents.

5. Invalidation of Related Party Transactions
A related party transaction which has not been approved in conformity with
the law or for which the proof of being in the company’s best interests at the
time of its conclusion or at the time of its execution has not been presented,
is null and void. In practice this has to be determined by the court in a legal
action filed by the company or a shareholder.23

23 LOE, Article 120, Clause 4.
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"DPNQBOZNBZXJTIUPDPEJGZJUTQPMJDZSFHBSEJOHSFMBUFEQBSUZUSBOTBDUJPOTJO
its company-level corporate governance code, charter, or internal regulations.
.PSF JNQPSUBOUMZ  UIF DPNQBOZ NBZ DPEJGZ B EJSFDUPST EVUZ UP QSPQFSMZ
handle related party transactions, i.e. not to authorize, or permit the company
to enter into a transaction if he/she has an interest in the transaction and has
not disclosed this interest.
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Related parties can be held liable for losses caused to the company because of
a transaction that was concluded in violation of procedural requirements. If
several persons are held responsible for losses, they are jointly and severally
liable.24
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7JFUOBNFTF MFHJTMBUJPO TFFNT UP GBMM TIPSU JO QSPUFDUJOH UIF JOUFSFTUT PG UIF
company’s counterparts in related party transactions. If the company can seek
to invalidate a transaction that was not concluded in accordance with its internal
approval procedures then this may create undue problems for the counterpart.
It is recommended to follow the example of some western jurisdictions where
the company needs to prove that the counterpart in the transaction knew or
must have known of the irregularity in its approval.
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24 LOE, Article 108, Clause 4.
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The Chairman’s Checklist

The Chairman’s Checklist
Does the company have a written disclosure policy? Does the
policy fully express the company’s commitment to transparency?
Is the disclosure policy easily available to market participants and
other interested parties?
Does the company fully comply with its legal disclosure
obligations? What systems are in place to ensure that full and
timely disclosure of material information occurs?
"SF FYFDVUJWFT BOE EJSFDUPST GVMMZ BXBSF PG UIF QFSTPOBM BOE
corporate repercussions of false or incomplete disclosure?
Do executives and directors act accordingly to ensure good
disclosure?
Is the company’s ownership structure transparent?
What steps are being taken to ensure that the company’s
financial position is communicated clearly to the markets?
*TUIFEJTDMPTVSFGBJS 'PSFYBNQMF EPFTUIFDPNQBOZFOTVSFUIBU
all investors receive information at the same time, not giving
special access to a privileged few individuals or institutional
investors?
Does the company have a policy on insider trading and does it
enforce this policy? What systems are in place to manage the flow
of insider and other sensitive information?
Does the company appreciate that it is in its own interest to make
voluntary disclosures to the market? If so, how does it ensure the
veracity of this information and that its disclosure is not merely for
marketing or public relations purposes?
Does the company truly understand the definition of
DPNNFSDJBMMZTFOTJUJWFJOGPSNBUJPO 0S EPFTUIFDPNQBOZIJEF
behind protections provided for sensitive information in order
to withhold important material facts from the markets?
In the case of joint stock companies with the capital participation
of foreign shareholders, how does the company’s disclosure
compare to international disclosure requirements, for example,
UIF0&$%1SJODJQMFTPG$PSQPSBUF(PWFSOBODF
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There are two basic forms of market regulations, substantive rules-based
regulations and disclosure-based regulations. Both regulatory approaches
seek to protect shareholders and provide for fair and stable financial markets.
Rules-based regulations set down what companies can and cannot do and seek
to establish a wide-reaching set of regulations that cover a number of potential
circumstances. Disclosure-based regulations rely more heavily upon market
mechanisms to punish and reward certain types of corporate behaviour, and
shifts part of the responsibility for protecting investors to market participants,
according to the motto caveat emptor or buyer beware. Disclosure-based
regulations are partly predicated upon the faith that markets are better at
policing corporate misconduct than regulatory agencies, and that disclosure is
an effective and inexpensive substitute for substantive regulations. In practice,
the two approaches are almost always used in combination with one another,
though some countries rely more heavily on disclosure than others.
For disclosure-based regulations to work effectively, a number of
elements and incentives need to work together. These include a proper legal and
regulatory environment, combined with effective enforcement mechanisms
such as regulators that screen financial information for misstatements and
courts that provide effective redress. Independent External Auditors also play
an important role, providing assurance to the markets, as does an active and
interested medium that questions company strategies and communications.
Finally, a competent and vigilant Board of Directors is crucial. It is broadly
accepted that even the best disclosure system cannot thwart individuals who
are intent upon defrauding a company and its shareholders. Without a Board
of Directors that is uniformly intolerant of obfuscation, disclosure cannot be
fully effective.
While disclosure based-regulations may function imperfectly in an
emerging financial market such as in Vietnam, disclosure is, nevertheless,
important and is only likely to grow in importance as Vietnam’s financial
markets mature. Among the broad palette of disclosures, particular importance
must be attached to financial and operating results, related party transactions
and ownership structures.
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A. An Introduction to Information Disclosure
1. Deﬁnition and Rationale
Disclosure is defined as ensuring access to information for all interested parties,
regardless of the purpose of obtaining the information, through a transparent
procedure that guarantees information is easily found and obtained.
Timely and accurate disclosure is essential for shareholders, potential
investors, regulatory authorities and other stakeholders. Access to material
information helps shareholders protect their rights and improves the market
participants’ ability to make sound economic decisions. Disclosure makes it
possible to assess and oversee management, as well as to keep management
accountable for the company and shareholders. Disclosure benefits companies
since it allows them to demonstrate accountability towards shareholders, act
transparently towards the markets, and maintain public confidence and trust.
Good disclosure policies should also reduce the cost of capital. Finally, information
is also useful for creditors, suppliers, customers and employees to assess their
position, respond to changes and shape their relations with companies.
The power of a sound disclosure regime is expressed clearly and
eloquently in the following quote:
“Requiring disclosure of information can be a powerful regulatory tool
in company law. It enhances the accountability for and the transparency
of the company’s governance and its affairs. The mere fact that, for
example, governance structures or particular actions or facts have to be
disclosed, and therefore will have to be explained, creates an incentive
to renounce structures outside what is considered to be best practice,
and to avoid actions that are in breach of fiduciary duties or regulatory
requirements, or could be criticized as being outside best practice. For
those who participate in or do business with companies, information is a
necessary element in order to be able to assess their position and respond
to changes that are relevant to them.”1

1 Report by the High Level Group of Company Law Experts on a Modern Regulatory Framework for Company
Law in Europe, Brussels, 4 November 2002. (See also: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/company/docs/
modern/report_en.pdf).
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1SPWJEFEPOBSFHVMBSBOEUJNFMZCBTJT
&BTJMZBOECSPBEMZBWBJMBCMF
3. Correct and complete
4. Consistent, relevant and documented.

2 Circular 09/2010/TT-BTC replaced Circular 38/2007/TT-BTC dated 18 April, 2007.
3 Circular 09, Section I, Clause 2.
4 Circular 09, Section I, Clause 5.
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" NPSF QSBDUJDBM FYQSFTTJPO PG XIBU DPOTUJUVUFT HPPE EJTDMPTVSF GPMMPXT JO
these four basic principles:
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On January 15, 2010, the MOF issued Circular No. 09/2010/TT-BTC governing
the disclosure of information on the securities market.2 Under this circular,
the following general disclosure principles are required for public companies
(including listed companies):3

t*OGPSNBUJPONVTUCFQSPWJEFEBEFRVBUFMZ JOUJNFMZGBTIJPOBOEXJUI
accuracy in accordance with current regulations.

t*OGPSNBUJPOEJTDMPTVSFNVTUCFBOOPVODFECZBMFHBMSFQSFTFOUBUJWFPS
an authorized person of the company. The legal representative of the
company must be fully liable for the correct content of the disclosed
information.

t*OGPSNBUJPOEJTDMPTVSFNVTUCFDBSSJFEPVUJOQBSBMMFMXJUISFQPSUJOHUP
the SSC and the stock exchange in accordance with current provisions
on reporting information.

t*O DBTF UIFSF BSF TVCTFRVFOU DIBOHFT UP UIF EJTDMPTFE JOGPSNBUJPO 
companies are required to report and provide detailed explanations
to the SSC.
Circular 09 also stipulates that companies are required to report to the SSC
and the stock exchange in cases that the disclosure of information cannot
be conducted in time due to force majeure conditions. The postponement of
information disclosure must be announced via the information disclosure
channels of the SSC, the stock exchange and the companies with clear
explanations for the reason of the postponement.4
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3. Conﬁdential Information (Business Secret)
Securities legislation requires publicly held companies to disclose a broad range
of financial and non-financial information. At times, information disclosure
required by regulations can adversely affect a company’s business and financial
condition because of the competitive harm that could result from the disclosure.
Despite the fact that many Vietnamese companies often consider business
related information commercially sensitive, in reality competitive harm only
arises in a limited number of circumstances. Some examples of truly sensitive
information include pricing terms, technical specifications and milestone
payments. To address potential disclosure hardship, legislators and regulators
develop systems for allowing companies to request confidential treatment of
information.
In Vietnam, confidential information is regulated by the Law
on Competition under the term “business secret.” Business secret means
information which satisfies all the following conditions:5

t*UJTOPUDPNNPOLOPXMFEHF

t*U JT BCMF UP CF BQQMJFE JO CVTJOFTT BOE XIFO VTFE XJMM DSFBUF BO
advantage for the information holder over an entity which does not
have or use such knowledge

t*U JT QSPUFDUFE CZ JUT PXOFS CZ OFDFTTBSZ NFBOT JO PSEFS UIBU TVDI
information will not be disclosed and will be difficult to access.
However, if left to the interpretation of the company, this definition
could yield a never-ending number of exceptions. No piece of information,
the publication of which is obligatory under the law or which is to do with
the violation of law, good business practices or business ethic principles and
information on the reasonable suspicion of the existence of corruption, may be
deemed a company business secret and its publication will be deemed lawful if its
purpose is to protect public interests. Exceptionally, when it comes to information
of which the publication is mandatory under the regulations governing the
securities market, departure from this obligation may be possible when there
are justified reasons to believe that making specific information publicly known
would endanger the company’s operations, but with prior approval of the SSC
and the stock exchange on exemption from the mentioned obligation.6

5 LOC, Article 3, Clause 10.
6 Circular 09, Section I, Clause 5.
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7 LOS, Article 6, Clause 33 defines corporate insiders as including members of the Board of Directors,
members of the Supervisory Board, General Director, Deputy General Directors, major shareholders,
auditors, securities companies, external business entities or individuals who have inside information.
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Insider trading encompasses both legal and prohibited activity. Insider trading
takes place legally, every day, when corporate insiders7 buy or sell shares in their
own companies within the confines of company policy, law and regulations.
There is also an illegal variety of insider dealing. It is the dealing that
takes place when those with access to insider information use their knowledge
to reap profits or avoid losses on the stock market. Investors lacking access to
insider information often pay the costs of insider dealing.
Another, and far greater, cost of insider dealing is the damage done
to the credibility of securities markets. One of the main reasons that capital is
easily available in the world’s most successful stock markets is that investors
largely trust them to be fair. The common belief in some countries that
privileged investors should be allowed to profit from their access to insider
information may explain, in part, relatively low public share ownership in these
countries. Governments cannot afford to ignore insider dealing if they hope to
promote an active securities market and attract international investment. The
same holds true for a Board of Directors that wish to protect shareholders and
attract investment.
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Companies should be clear on what truly constitutes confidential information
and should not interpret the broad definitions provided for by law so widely
as to withhold relevant information from investors. To guide practices with
respect to commercially sensitive information, companies are well advised
to develop written policies and procedures, and define what should be
DPOTJEFSFE DPOöEFOUJBM JO UIFJS JOUFSOBM SFHVMBUJPOT 'PS FYBNQMF  UIFZ DBO
consider personal data as confidential information, and forbid the collection,
storage, usage and dissemination of private information without the person’s
consent, unless otherwise provided by a court decision.
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In Vietnam, insider information is defined as any information of a
precise nature relating to a public company, which is not made public, and
which can, directly or indirectly, have significant influence on the trade of
the securities or on the prices of the company on the market.8 An insider is a
person who possesses inside information knowing, or ought to have known,
that it is inside information. Individuals with access to insider information
particularly include:9

t.FNCFST PG UIF DPNQBOZT HPWFSOJOH CPEJFT #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST 
Executive and Supervisory Boards)

t .BKPSJUZTIBSFIPMEFSTPGUIFDPNQBOZ

t4FDVSJUJFT NBSLFU QSPGFTTJPOBMT XJUI B DPOUSBDUVBM BHSFFNFOU XJUI
the company (for example, External Auditor, portfolio manager,
accountant and lawyer)

t4FDVSJUJFT DPNQBOJFT  TFDVSJUJFT JOWFTUNFOU GVOE NBOBHFNFOU
companies and their securities practitioners

t0SHBOJ[BUJPOT PS JOEJWJEVBMT XIJDI IBWF CVTJOFTT DPPQFSBUJPO PS
service provision relations with the company and its employees

t"MM PUIFS QFSTPOT XIP BDRVJSFE JOTJEFS JOGPSNBUJPO BOE LOFX PS
could have known that they acquired it from persons considered to be
insiders according to the law.
Insiders are prohibited from:10

t#VZJOH  TFMMJOH PS EJTQPTJOH PG TFDVSJUJFT UP XIJDI UIBUJOGPSNBUJPO
relates

t%JTDMPTJOH JOTJEF JOGPSNBUJPO UP BOZ PUIFS QFSTPO VOMFTT TVDI
disclosure is made in the normal course of the exercise of his/her
employment, profession or duties

t3FDPNNFOEJOH PS JOEVDJOH BOPUIFS QFSTPO  PO UIF CBTJT PG JOTJEF
information, to acquire or dispose of securities to which that
information relates.
Vietnamese legislation also recognises criminal responsibility for
insider information abuses. Namely, the persons who may be considered

8 LOS, Article 6, Clause 32.
9 LOS, Article 6, Clause 33.
10 LOS, Article 9, Clause 3 and Article 126, Clause 1.
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Disclosure requirements are different for publically listed companies, public
(non-listed) companies and private joint stock companies. Private joint stock
companies usually need only to comply with minimal disclosure requirements
and are not subject to the reporting obligations determined by regulations
governing the securities market. More stringent rules apply to listed and
public companies. Tight regulation of information disclosure among listed
companies is needed because of the greater impact of potential fraud when a
company may have many thousands of shareholders. Given the importance of
capital markets in a modern economy, governments are, understandably, keen
on ensuring the integrity of the financial system. The increased number of
disclosure obligations for listed companies is the price to be paid to access the
large funds available on capital markets.
Vietnamese regulations require public companies to disclose
information in accordance with section II of Circular 09, which include
following types of disclosure:
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Disclosure of insider information may substantially affect the market value of
shares and other securities of a company. Therefore, persons who have access
to insider information may not use it to execute transactions, nor may they
transfer insider information to a third party. Illegal use of insider information
can damage shareholder interests and adversely affect the financial position
and reputation of the company as well as securities markets overall. The
company should have a written insider dealing policy in place and vigorously
FOGPSDF JU 5IF *OUFSOBM "VEJUPS PG UIF DPNQBOZ TIPVME NPOJUPS XIFUIFS
directors, managers and other officers comply with the law, regulations and
internal rules on insider dealing.
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insiders have an obligation to keep the insider information as a business secret
and its disclosure is sanctioned as a criminal offence.11
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11 LOS, Article 9, Clause 3 and Decree 36, Article 27.
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t3FHVMBS JOGPSNBUJPO BVEJUFE ĕOBODJBM TUBUFNFOUT BOE BO BOOVBM
report

t&YUSBPSEJOBSZJOGPSNBUJPO

t0OEFNBOEJOGPSNBUJPOSFRVFTUFECZUIF44$

t.BKPSTIBSFIPMEFSUSBEJOHJOGPSNBUJPO

t5SBEJOHPGUSFBTVSZTIBSFT

t4IBSFUSBEJOHCZGPVOEJOHTIBSFIPMEFSTEVSJOHSFTUSJDUFEQFSJPET

t1VCMJDUSBEJOHBOEPČFST

t1VCMJDPČFSGPSTBMFPGTFDVSJUJFTBOETDIFEVMFEVTFPGDBQJUBMSFDFJWFE
from the offer.
As already mentioned, listed companies’ reporting obligations
are greater than for public non-listed companies. Chapter VII of the CG
Regulations12 and Section IV of Circular 09 provide detailed requirements of
information disclosure by listed companies. In addition, Vietnam’s two listing
stock exchanges, the HOSE and HNX, also have specific listing rules for listed
companies.13
ÎFor more general information on the differences between forms of joint stock
companies, see Chapter 2, Section A.2.

6. Disclosure Versus Transparency
Disclosure is sometimes confused with transparency. Unfortunately, these two
terms are frequently and erroneously used interchangeably. While disclosure
and transparency would, at first glance, appear to be the same, they are not.
Companies may disclose an enormous amount of information that is of no
particular value to the users of such information. Important pieces can be
withheld. Disclosure can be irrelevant or, worse, manipulated in such a way
as to conceal the true picture of the state of the enterprise. For example, while
many companies may disclose their ownership as required by law, the true
owners and the extent of their control often remain hidden behind complex

12 Decision 12, Chapter VII, Articles 27, 28, 29 & 30 discuss the information disclosure obligations of listed
companies in detail.
13 Decision 168 issued by the General Director of the HOSE on 7 December 2007 regulates listing securities
on the HOSE (together with Decision 04/QĐ-SGDHCM amending Article 19 and Section II, Appendix 2
of Decision 168) and Decision 324 issued by the Director of HNX on 4 June 2010 regulates listing securities
on the HNX.
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15
16
17

LOS, Articles 128 & 129 and Decree 14, Article 11 (as amended by Decree 84).
Decree 36, Articles 17, 26, 32, 33 and Circular 09, Section I, Clause 7.
Decree 36, Article 7.
Decree 36, Article 26.
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As a rule, companies are liable for damages caused to shareholders and third
parties by providing false, incomplete or distorted information. Beside the
company, all other people who participated in the preparation of disclosed
information are liable for the damage caused by the publication of incomplete
and inaccurate information.14 The additional condition of their responsibility is
that they knew or by the nature of their work had to know that information
was inaccurate or incomplete (for example, the General Director, the Chief
Accountant or the person fulfilling this function, the External Auditor). They
are jointly and severally liable with the issuer for any damage caused to investors
because of untruthful, incomplete, and/or misleading information. If investors
believe that they have suffered damages, they can file claims with a court.
Organizations and individuals who violate provisions of the law on information
disclosure shall, depending on the nature and severity of their violation, be
disciplined, administratively sanctioned or examined for penal liability. If
damage is caused, they shall pay compensation in accordance with the law.15
Regarding violations of information disclosure regulations, violating
individuals and organizations shall be subject to either of the following two
principal sanctioning forms cautions and fines.16 In Vietnam, if institutional
or individual securities investors commit a violation by directly taking part in
the disclosure of misleading information to instigate or provoke the securities
purchase or sale, or failing to promptly and sufficiently disclose information on
events that affect market prices of securities, they will be fined up to VND70
million.17
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legal structures such as special purpose entities, off-shore holding companies
and trusts.
A strong disclosure regime that promotes real transparency is a
pivotal feature of market-based monitoring of companies and is central to
shareholders’ ability to exercise their ownership rights on an informed basis.
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In the case of a very dangerous violation when a person who has
provided false, incomplete, or distorted information or has not disclosed all
legally required information is subject to criminal prosecution. From January
1, 2010 according to an amendment to the Penal Code, there are three offences
relating to securities trading.18

18 Penal Code, Article 181, Clauses b & c.
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19 OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, Principle IV on Disclosure and Transparency.
See also: http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/32/18/31557724.pdf.
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The key concept that underlies the OECD’s recommendation is the
concept of materiality. Material information is information the omission
or misstatement of could affect economic decisions taken by the users of
information. Materiality may also be defined as a characteristic of information
or an event that makes it sufficiently important to have an impact on the
company’s share price.
The application of the materiality concept allows companies to avoid
overly detailed disclosure that is ultimately irrelevant to shareholders. For
example, damage to VND130 million worth of paper in a large, publicly traded
company is, clearly, of little importance to the investor. It may, on the other hand,
be material to a small family-owned print shop. Materiality is, consequently,
a relative concept that depends on the context. It is often difficult to define
with great precision in practice. Companies and auditors may sometimes
apply certain numerical thresholds (for example, 5% of earnings) to simplify
its application. However, these thresholds can only serve as a starting point for
a more rigorous application of the concept of materiality.
The concept of materiality is also recognised by Vietnamese regulations
which, in addition to mandatory, itemised information, prescribe all other
matters relevant for the understanding of the legal, financial and profit situation
of the securities issuer as contents of the document intended for informing
the investment public. Thus, the assessment of circumstances, for example,
“significant litigations” or “other circumstances that may significantly affect
the price of securities” is left to companies themselves. The availability of that
assessment should be provided to the public.
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The OECD Principles suggest that:
“…timely and accurate disclosure be made on all material matters
regarding the corporation, including the financial situation, performance,
ownership, and governance of the company.”19
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Best Practices:
5IF 0&$% 1SJODJQMFT DBMM GPS EJTDMPTVSF PG BMM NBUFSJBM JOGPSNBUJPO JO UIF
following areas:
t'JOBODJBMBOEPQFSBUJOHSFTVMUTPGUIFDPNQBOZ
t$PNQBOZPCKFDUJWFT
t4IBSFIPMEJOHTBOEPXOFSTIJQTUSVDUVSF
t%JSFDUPSTBOELFZFYFDVUJWFT BTXFMMBTUIFJSSFNVOFSBUJPO
t.BUFSJBMGPSFTFFBCMFSJTLGBDUPST
t.BUFSJBMJTTVFTSFHBSEJOHFNQMPZFFTBOEPUIFSTUBLFIPMEFST
t(PWFSOBODFTUSVDUVSFBOEQPMJDJFT
This list is comprehensive, if general. The Technical Committee of the
*OUFSOBUJPOBM0SHBOJ[BUJPOPG4FDVSJUJFT$PNNJTTJPOT *04$0 IBTEFWFMPQFE
more detailed, high-level principles for on-going disclosure and material
development reporting for listed entities. These principles are:20
t.BUFSJBMJUZPGJOGPSNBUJPOGPSBOJOWFTUPSTJOWFTUNFOUEFDJTJPO
t%JTDMPTVSFPOBUJNFMZCBTJT JNNFEJBUFPSQFSJPEJD
t4JNVMUBOFPVTBOEJEFOUJDBMEJTDMPTVSFJOBMMKVSJTEJDUJPOTXIFSFUIF
entity is listed
t%JTTFNJOBUJPO PG JOGPSNBUJPO CZ VTJOH FóDJFOU  FòFDUJWF BOE UJNFMZ
means
t%JTDMPTVSFDSJUFSJBGBJSOFTT XJUIPVUNJTMFBEJOHPSEFDFQUJWFDPOUFOU
and containing no material omissions
t&RVBMUSFBUNFOUPGEJTDMPTVSF OPTFMFDUJWFEJTDMPTVSFUPJOWFTUPSTBOE
others before public disclosure
t$PNQMJBODFXJUIEJTDMPTVSFPCMJHBUJPOT

Vietnamese legislation covers these essentials in considerable detail.
The following sub-sections discuss Vietnamese requirements and disclosure
practices with respect to the above-mentioned OECD disclosure items.

20 Principles for On-going Disclosure and Material Development Reporting by Listed Entities, OICU-IOSCO,
October, 2002. See also: www.iosco.org.
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21 LOA, Article 29 and Circular 09, Section II, Article 1 and Section IV, Article 1 and Decision 12, Articles
28 & 29.
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a) Presenting Financial Information
Information about financial results, performance, the situation and
operations of the company is of utmost importance for shareholders, potential
investors, creditors and other stakeholders. The following list constitutes the
most typical forms of, and additions to, financial reporting:21

t The balance sheet provides a snapshot of the company’s assets, capital
and liabilities on a particular date. To skilled analysts, it provides
important information on, inter alia, the degree of risk an investment
in the company carries or the company’s ability to pay creditors.

t The income statement provides information on the company’s
performance during a specified period of time. Income statements
may be organized in a number of different ways. According to
internationally recognized practice, income statements must show 1)
revenues or sales, 2) the results of operating activities, 3) financing
costs, 4) income from associates and joint ventures, 5) taxes, 6) profit
or loss from ordinary activities and 7) net profit or loss. The income
statement demonstrates business sustainability.

tThe cash flow statement illustrates a company’s sources and uses
of cash. It lists all changes affecting cash in operations, investments
and financing. For example, net operating income increases cash,
the purchase of a plant is an investment that decreases cash and the
issuance of shares or bonds is a financing activity that increases cash.

tThe explanatory notes to the financial statements help explain the
company’s financial statements by providing important details and
insights into how the company prepared its accounts. It also briefly
describes features of the company’s activities, its main performance
indicators and factors that affected the company’s financial results, as
well as decisions on financial statements and distribution of net profit
reviews. This refers to any relevant information that would enable
users to receive a complete and objective picture of the company’s
financial condition, financial results for the reporting period and any
changes in its financial position. The notes to the financial statements
must specifically state the contents of related party transactions in
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accordance with Vietnamese Accounting Standard (VAS) Number 26
and the circular providing guidelines on VAS Number 26. The notes
must also contain segment reporting as stipulated in VAS Number 28
and its attached guiding circular.
Furthermore, this part contains, when needed, the statement of changes
in owners’ equity that shows all changes in the charter, additional paid-in and
reserve capital, as well as retained earnings. In addition, it provides information
on changes in statutory and additional funds and briefs on net assets.

Best Practices:
*OUFSOBUJPOBMQSBDUJDFBMTPDBMMTGPSUIF.BOBHFNFOUT%JTDVTTJPOBOE"OBMZTJT
.%" XIJDIQSPWJEFTNBOBHFNFOUTWJFXPGUIFQFSGPSNBODFBOEGVUVSF
QSPTQFDUT PG UIF DPNQBOZ 5IF .%"  XIJDI JT UZQJDBMMZ EJTDMPTFE JO UIF
company’s annual report, should:
 $PNQMFNFOUBTXFMMBTTVQQMFNFOUöOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUT
 )BWFBGPSXBSEMPPLJOHPSJFOUBUJPO
 'PDVTPOMPOHUFSNWBMVFDSFBUJPO
 *OUFHSBUFMPOHBOETIPSUUFSNQFSTQFDUJWFT
 1SFTFOUJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUJTTJHOJöDBOUUPUIFEFDJTJPONBLJOHOFFET
of users
 &NCPEZ UIF RVBMJUJFT PG SFMJBCJMJUZ  DPNQBSBCJMJUZ  DPOTJTUFODZ 
relevance and understandability.
5IF.%"QSFTFOUTBNPSFBOBMZUJDBMBOERVBMJUBUJWFWJFXUIBOUIFSFTUPGUIF
financial statements.

Finally, the External Auditor’s report with conclusions enable an
independent External Auditor to express an opinion on whether or not the
company’s financial statements are prepared, in all material respects, in
accordance with an identified financial reporting framework and whether
they are reliable. This provides shareholders, managers, employees and
market participants with an independent opinion about the company’s
financial position and, if performed properly, should attest to the accuracy
of the statements. The annual financial statements of all public and listed
companies must be audited by an independent and eligible audit firm (listed
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Circular 09, Section II and Section IV, Clause 1, Paragraph 1.1. and LOS, Article 6, Clause 15.
LOE, Article 128, Clause 2.
VAS, Article 1.
LOA, Article 7, Clause 2.
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b) Preparing Financial Information
Vietnamese legislation regulating financial reporting recognizes the
following basic concepts and principles:

tAccrual based accounting, according to which revenues and expenses
are booked over time and not at the point of payment or receipt of
funds. This requires that sales and expenses relating or pertaining to a
particular period be recorded in the period of occurrence irrespective
of when the amount was received or paid.24

t Going concern assumption, i.e. that financial statements are prepared
on the assumption that the company is operating and will continue to
operate for the foreseeable future and that it has neither the intention
nor the necessity of liquidation or of materially curtailing the scale
of its operations. The going concern assumption is a fundamental
principle in the preparation of financial statements. For this reason,
it is recognized that management has a responsibility to assess the
entity’s ability to continue as a going concern. However, management’s
assessment may not always involve detailed analysis, particularly when
there is a history of profitable operations and ready access to financial
resources.

tConsistency, which states that the presentation and classification of
items in the financial statements shall be retained from one period to
the next unless a change is justified either by a change in circumstances
or a requirement of a new accounting standard.25

tSeparation of assets and liabilities, meaning that the assets (fixed
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companies must be audited by an accredited auditing company who is on
the list of audit companies accredited by the State Securities Commission
for audit under the conditions specified by the Ministry of Finance).22
Annual audited financial statements must be submitted for approval by the
GMS.23
ÎFor more information on the role of the External Auditor, see Chapter 14,
Section B.
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26
27
28
29
30

and current) and liabilities (debt payables and equity of owners) of
the company shall be separated from those of its owners and other
organizations.26
In addition, company accounting policies should ensure:
tCompleteness of information disclosure, meaning that information
contained in the company’s financial statements should disclose
all material business facts and results (actually and potentially)
influencing economic decision-making by the users of these financial
statements from the standpoints of materiality of such information
and the cost of its preparation (an omission can cause information
to be false or misleading and thus unreliable and imperfect from the
standpoint of its relevance).27
tTimeliness, i.e. the company needs to publish reports quickly, as
up-to-date information is of much more value to users than older
information that may have been superseded by events. Annual reports
shall be publicized within a 120-day time-limit from the date on which
an annual accounting period ends.28 In a fiscal year, listed companies
shall have to disclose at least four quarterly reports, two semi-annual
reports and an annual (audited) report.29
tConservatism, requiring a company to make prudent and deliberate
accounting choices and estimate when future events would have
negative impacts on its financial condition.
tSubstance over form, meaning that for the faithful presentation of
information in the financial statements it is necessary that transactions
and events are accounted for and presented in accordance with their
substance and economic reality (which should prevail) and not merely
their legal form.
tAn analytical outlook. The sum of analytical accounts should be
equal to the synthetic account.30
tBalance between benefits and costs, which, given the complexity
and breadth of certain reporting requirements, allows smaller
companies to tailor their financial information to be cost-effective.
This concept, however, should not be used to deny information to
users. The presumption must be that information required by law and
LOA, Article 9, Clause 3.
LOA, Article 32, Clause 2.
LOA, Article 33, Clause 4.
Circular 09, Section IV, Clause 1.
LOA, Article 6.
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t7JFUOBNFTFDPNQBOJFTXJMMMJLFMZOFFEUPSFQPSUVTJOH*'34JOUIFGVUVSF
EVFUPUIFDPOWFSHFODFPG7JFUOBNFTFTUBOEBSETXJUI*'3433
t"MM MJTUFE DPNQBOJFT JO &VSPQF XJUI DPOTPMJEBUFE BDDPVOUT XFSF
SFRVJSFEUPQSFTFOUUIFJSDPOTPMJEBUFEöOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTVTJOH*'34
as of 200534 *O7JFUOBN DPOTPMJEBUFEBDDPVOUTOFFEUPCFXSJUUFOJO
BDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFMBXBOEBQQSPWFEJOUFSOBUJPOBMTUBOEBSET 35

31 LOA, Article 7.
32 U.S. GAAP is available on the Financial Accounting Standard Board’s website under: http://www.fasb.org.
A summary of IFRS is available on the International Accounting Standard Board’s website under: http://
www.iasb.org.
33 Article about IFRS at http://www.tapchiketoan.com/ke-toan-quoc-te/chuan-muc-ke-toan-quoc-te/
chuan-muc-bao-cao-tai-chinh-quoc-te.html.
34 Regulation (EC) 1606/2002 of the European Parliament of the Council of 19 July 2002 on the Application
of International Accounting Standards. See also: http://europa.eu.int/eur-lex/pri/en/oj/dat/2002/1_243
/1_24320020911en00010004.pdf.
35 LOA, Articles 8 & 29 and Decree 14, Article 17.
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t5IFSFJTHMPCBMDPOWFSHFODFPGOBUJPOBMTUBOEBSETUPXBSET*'34

DIVIDENDS

t*'34 IBWF DMFBS FDPOPNJD MPHJD BOE QSPWJEF CFUUFS JOGPSNBUJPO UP
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If companies plan to access international capital markets or, simply to improve
upon the quality of financial reporting, they will need to prepare financial
statements according to an internationally accepted body of accounting
TUBOEBSET 5IF NPTU SFDPHOJ[FE TUBOEBSET BSF UIF *OUFSOBUJPOBM 'JOBODJBM
3FQPSUJOH4UBOEBSET *'34 BOE64(FOFSBMMZ"DDFQUFE"DDPVOUJOH1SJODJQMFT
64(""1 32

INFORMATION
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Best Practices:

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

accounting standards should be provided to users unless there is a
clear indication that the cost outweighs the benefit.

t Matching. Expenses are matched to related revenues in determining
earnings for the period.31
Legislation, accounting and other standards will determine the specific
content and format of financial statements. Taken together and compared over
time, the financial statements should provide a well-rounded picture of the
company’s operations and financial position.
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t6OJGJDBUJPOPGTUBOEBSETXJMMBMMPXVTFSTPGGJOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTUP
“read” financial statements under common rules
t*NQMFNFOUJOH *'34 DPVME IFMQ 7JFUOBNFTF DPNQBOJFT EFDSFBTF
expenses in attracting investment.
"QQMZJOH *'34 UZQJDBMMZ IBT UIF GPMMPXJOH JNQBDU PO UIF CBMBODF TIFFU PG B
TUBOEBSE7JFUOBNFTFDPNQBOZ
t5IFOFFEUPQSFQBSFDPOTPMJEBUFEöOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUT *"4
t*OWFOUPSJFTDBOOPMPOHFSCFHFOFSBMMZDBSSJFEBUDPTU CVUBUUIFMPXFS
DPTUPSOFUSFBMJ[BCMFWBMVF *"4
t"TJHOJöDBOUDIBOHFJOUIFWBMVFPGöYFEBTTFUT
t6TFPGBGBJSNBSLFUWBMVBUJPOSBUIFSUIBOUIFIJTUPSJDBMDPTUBQQSPBDI
for many assets and liabilities
t5IFBQQFBSBODFPGOFXöOBODJBMJOTUSVNFOUT EFSJWBUJWFTJOQBSUJDVMBS
t3FDPHOJUJPOPGBTTFUTBOEMJBCJMJUJFT UIFDPOUSPMPWFSXIJDIEPFTOPU
stem directly from participation in equity.
"EEJUJPOBM JUFNT BSF JODMVEFE JO UIF JODPNF TUBUFNFOU  TVDI BT GBJS WBMVF
adjustment for financial instruments and recognition or recovery of asset
impairment, amongst others. Disclosures also become more informative and
user-oriented.
Depending on where the company intends to list, statements will likely need
to be prepared according to one of these two standards.

c) Disclosing Financial Information
Financial information will typically be presented in different forms
and at different times throughout the financial year. Financial and operating
results will appear in the prospectus, annual report, annual, semi-annual and
quarterly financial statements.
It is determined by Circular 09 on disclosure of information on the
securities market that all public and listed companies are obliged to disclose
the annual audited financial statements no later than 10 days from expiry of the
period for completion of annual financial statements. The date of completion
of annual financial statements shall be no later than 90 days from the last day
of the annual accounting period in accordance with the Law on Accounting.
The annual financial statements must be in Vietnamese (accompanied by
English translation if applicable), must also be disclosed in the publication and
on the electronic information site of the company, and must be archived for at
least 10 years at the head office of the company to enable investors to refer to
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36 Circular 09, Section II, Article 1.
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Companies should disclose all material information and do so in a timely basis
and in such a manner as to make the information as clear and understandable
to users as possible. Companies should adhere to the spirit of the law, not
just the letter and should not limit themselves to the minimum standards of
statutory disclosure.
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such items. Finally, all the contents and information about the annual financial
statements must be disclosed on the information disclosure media of the SSC
and stock exchange (in the case of a listed company) and concurrently the full
text of the auditors’ report (as a part of the audited financial statements) must
be published in one edition of a nationwide newspaper.36
Listed companies must disclose additional financial information as
follows:

t2VBSUFSMZĕOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTXJUIJOEBZTGSPNUIFFOEPGBRVBSUFS
This deadline could be extended to 50 days for a parent company
which is required to prepare consolidated financial statements.

t&YQMBOBUJPOT GPS VOVTVBM ĘVDUVBUJPOT JF JG OFU QSPĕU BęFS UBY
fluctuates more than 10% during a current period compared with a
previous (year) period) must be provided in the quarterly financial
statements.

t2VBSUFSMZĕOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTNVTUCFEJTDMPTFEPOUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
disclosure media of the SSC and stock exchange, be disclosed in the
publication and on the electronic information site of the company
and must be archived for at least 10 years at the head office of the
company.

t4FNJBOOVBMĕOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUT XIJDIBSFFYBNJOFECZBOBQQSPWFE
auditing firm in accordance with Vietnamese auditing standard
number 910) must be disclosed within 45 days from the end of the
second quarter of each year (or 60 days for a parent company).

t4FNJBOOVBMĕOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTNVTUCFEJTDMPTFEPOUIFJOGPSNBUJPO
disclosure media of the SSC and stock exchange, be disclosed in the
publication and on the electronic information site of the company and
must be archived for at least 10 years at the head office of the company.
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d) Financial Information in Groups of Companies
Complete disclosure of intra-group relations, transactions and their
financial terms, and consolidated accounts is a crucial pre-requisite to make
the group’s functions transparent.

Best Practices:
When preparing consolidated accounts, companies should follow uniform
accounting policies for the parent and its subsidiaries or, if this is not
practicable, the company must disclose that fact and the proportion of items
in the consolidated financial statements to which different policies have been
applied. In the parent’s separate financial statements, subsidiaries may be
TIPXOBUDPTU BUSFFWBMVFEBNPVOUT PSVTJOHUIFFRVJUZNFUIPE"DDPSEJOH
UP*'34 BDPNQBOZTDPOTPMJEBUFEBDDPVOUTTIPVMEJODMVEF inter alia:37
t5IF OBNF  PXOFSTIJQ BOE WPUJOH QFSDFOUBHFT GPS FBDI TJHOJöDBOU
subsidiary
t5IFSFBTPOGPSOPUDPOTPMJEBUJOHBTVCTJEJBSZ
t5IFOBUVSFPGUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQJGUIFQBSFOUEPFTOPUPXONPSFUIBO
50% of the voting power of a consolidated subsidiary
t5IFOBUVSFPGUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQJGUIFQBSFOUPXOTNPSFUIBOPGUIF
voting power of a subsidiary excluded from consolidation
t5IF FòFDU PG BDRVJTJUJPOT BOE EJTQPTBMT PG TVCTJEJBSJFT EVSJOH UIF
period
t*O UIF QBSFOUT TFQBSBUF öOBODJBM TUBUFNFOUT  B EFTDSJQUJPO PG UIF
method used to account for subsidiaries.

Vietnamese regulations also impose an obligation to prepare
consolidated financial statements and to make separate reports on the
companies that are the subject of consolidation. This data also presents an
integral part of the required contents of the prospectus and are subject to
disclosure obligations in the process of the mandatory informing of the public
by the company. In that regard, the regulation on reporting stipulates special
obligations in preparing the excerpt of the financial statement for legal entities
that prepare consolidated financial statements, which relate to the basic data
on the companies that are the subject of consolidation and to their individual
financial statements.38
37 Excerpt from International Accounting Standard No. 27. See also: http://www.iasb.co.uk.
38 LOA, Article 30, Clause 2.
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Best Practices:
Companies may choose to voluntarily disclose their objectives in the charter,
company-level corporate governance code, and/or ethics code and annual
report. Regardless of the form, companies should ensure that this information
is readily accessible to the public, for example, on their websites.

39 For a general discussion of non-financial disclosure, see the OECD’s Guidelines for Multinational
Enterprises. See the OECD website at www.oecd.org or consult the Guidelines directly under: www.oecd.
org/dataoecd/62/58/2438852.pdf.
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Voluntary disclosure may cover issues such as the company’s policies
concerning corporate governance, business ethics, environmental issues and
other public policy commitments. This information can help to properly
evaluate the prospective performance of the company, its relationship with
various stakeholders and communities in which it operates and the steps that
the company has taken to implement its objectives. As with other types of
disclosure, the quality of information provided to the public is greatly enhanced
by adhering to a widely accepted standard.39
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$PNQBSBUJWF MFHJTMBUJPO SFRVJSFT UIBU DPNQBOZ PCKFDUJWFT TVDI BT UIF
issuance of securities, acquisition plans, replacement and sales of assets,
PSSFTFBSDIBOEEFWFMPQNFOU CFEJTDMPTFEJOUIFQSPTQFDUVT*OBEEJUJPO 
RVBSUFSMZ TFNJBOOVBM  SFQPSUT NVTU DPOUBJO GPSXBSEMPPLJOH JOGPSNBUJPO
including sources of revenue, plans for new production procedures,
expansion or reduction of production, new product development,
substitution of old products, modernization or repair of fixed assets and
modification of the types of company activities. In addition, the annual
report must outline the company’s position in the industry, priority areas of
activity and development trends.
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INFORMATION
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It is important for markets, shareholders and other stakeholders to be aware of
the company’s objectives. The communication of company objectives can be
either in response to legal requirements or it can be voluntary.

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

2. Company Objectives
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3. Major Share Ownership and Voting Rights
a) Major Share Ownership
It is important that shareholders are informed about company
ownership structures to understand their rights, role and authority in
governing the company and influence its policy. Depending on the size of
ownership, shareholders have various degrees of influence over decisionmaking in a company. Legislation provides greater rights to shareholders with
larger holdings.
ÎFor more information on the rights of shareholders according to their ownership
percentage, see Chapter 7.
Clearly, it is vital to know who is in a position to make (or influence)
decisions within a company. For this reason, full information on the amount
of the issued capital, its increases and decreases, the rights attached to shares
of different types and classes, and the number of shareholders is crucial.
Shareholders with large stakes have the opportunity to exercise control
over decision-making in a company. These opportunities are summarized in
Table 1.40

Table 1: The Inﬂuence on Decision-Making Relative to the Ownership
Ownership

Inﬂuence on Decision-Making

35% + 1 vote

The shareholder can block major decisions that require a 65% majority, e.g. to amend the
charter or reorganize the company.

65%% + 1 vote

The shareholder can unilaterally decide all issues.

In practice, lower thresholds may suffice to exercise control over
a company. In particular, in companies with dispersed ownership it is not
necessary for a shareholder to hold the percentages of votes outlined in Table
1 above since the quorum for decisions of the GMS is counted based on votes

40 LOE, Article 52, Clause 2.b and Decision 15, Article 16, Clause 1.a, Article 20, Clause 2.
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t7PUJOHQPXFS XIJDIJODMVEFTUIFQPXFSUPWPUF PSUPEJSFDUUIFWPUJOH
of such a security; and/or

LOE, Article 102, Clause 1 and Decision 15, Article 52, Clause 2.a.
Circular 09, Section II, Article 4, Clause 1.
CG Regulations, Article 29, Clause 1.
CG Regulations, Article 29, Clause 2 and LOS, Article 29 and Appendix 3 & 4 of Circular 09.
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t*OWFTUNFOU QPXFS UIBU JODMVEFT UIF QPXFS UP EJTQPTF  PS EJSFDU UIF
disposition of such security.
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Companies seeking to disclose their ownership structure may wish to follow
FYBNQMFTVOEFS64BOE&6SFHVMBUJPOT64SFHVMBUJPOTEFöOFBCFOFöDJBM
owner as any person who, directly or indirectly, through any contract
arrangement, understanding, relationship, or otherwise has or shares:
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cast.41 Since it is rare for all shareholders to vote at the GMS, a lesser percentage
of shares usually provide the same degree of influence. In any event, the larger
the ownership stake, the greater the ease with which shareholders can control
the company.
Under Vietnamese regulations, listed companies must disclose
periodically every principle shareholder (i.e. who own more than 5% of the
total voting right shares42), including the following subjects:43

t'VMMOBNF EBUFPGCJSUI BTGPSJOEJWJEVBMTIBSFIPMEFST

t$POUBDUBEESFTT

t0DDVQBUJPO BTGPSJOEJWJEVBMTIBSFIPMEFST BSFBTPGCVTJOFTT BTGPS
institutional shareholders)

t/VNCFSBOEQFSDFOUBHFPGJUTPXOFSTIJQJOUIFDPNQBOZ

t$IBOHFTPGPXOFSTIJQPGQSJODJQMFTIBSFIPMEFST

t*OGPSNBUJPOUIBUNBZDBVTFCJHDIBOHFTJOUFSNTPGTIBSFIPMEFSTPG
the company

tćFQSJODJQMFTIBSFIPMEFSTJODSFBTF EFDSFBTFPSQMFEHFPGDPNQBOZ
stocks
In addition, listed companies shall be responsible to report quarterly
and annually and disclose the changes of shareholders ownership to the SSC
and stock exchange in accordance with the regulations of the SSC.44
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64 TFDVSJUJFT MBX TUBUFT UIBU BOZ QFSTPO XIP JT EJSFDUMZ PS JOEJSFDUMZ UIF
beneficial owner of more than 5% of any equity security of a class, shall notify
the issuer and each exchange where the security is traded of such acquisition
within 10 days, as well as of any increase or decrease by 1% of more.45 If the
beneficial owner acts in concert with other institutions or persons, their names
and the relationship with the beneficial owner must be disclosed.
5IF&65SBOTQBSFODZ%JSFDUJWFPGQSPWJEFTBGSBNFXPSLGPSEJTDMPTVSF46
In summary:
 "SUJDMF  TUJQVMBUFT UIBU JOWFTUPST NVTU EJTDMPTF UIF BDRVJTJUJPO PS
disposal of major shareholdings in listed companies, based on
thresholds starting at 5% and continuing at intervals of 5% until 30%
of voting rights, or charter capital or both
 "SUJDMF    TIPSUFOT UIF SFQPSUJOH PCMJHBUJPO PG UIF BDRVJSFS UP UIF
company and the competent regulatory authority from seven calendar
days to five business days on the one hand and, on the other, of the
company to the public from nine calendar days to three business days
 "SUJDMFFYUFOETUIFEFöOJUJPOPGiTFDVSJUZIPMEFSwUPJODMVEFDVTUPEJBOT
and those holding securities for clearing and settlement purposes
 'JOBMMZ "SUJDMF  FYUFOETOPUJöDBUJPOSFRVJSFNFOUTUPWBSJPVTDMBTTFT
of shares, such as warrants and convertible bonds if the holdings reach
PSGBMMCFMPXUIFUISFTIPMETEFöOFEJO"SUJDMF
4JYNFNCFSTUBUFTIBWFBMSFBEZJOUSPEVDFEUIJTEJSFDUJWFCZMBXPSSFHVMBUJPO
*OBEEJUJPO UIF&65BLFPWFS#JET%JSFDUJWFT"SUJDMFSFHVMBUFTUSBOTQBSFODZ
issues, including the disclosure of beneficial ownership structures. Listed
DPNQBOJFTJOUIF&6BSFUIVTSFRVJSFEUPEJTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOJOUIFJSBOOVBM
report on, inter alia:
 5IFTUSVDUVSFPGUIFJSDBQJUBM
 "OZSFTUSJDUJPOTPOUIFGSFFUSBOTGFSBCJMJUZPGTFDVSJUJFT
 4JHOJGJDBOU EJSFDU BOE JOEJSFDU TIBSFIPMEJOHT JODMVEJOH QZSBNJE
TDIFNFTBOEDSPTTTIBSFIPMEJOHT
 5IFIPMEFSTPGBOZTFDVSJUJFTXJUITQFDJBMDPOUSPMSJHIUT
 5IF TZTUFN PG DPOUSPM PG BOZ FNQMPZFF TIBSF TDIFNF XIFSF UIF
control rights are not exercised directly by employees

45 U.S. Securities and Exchange Act 1934, Sec. 13d-1, 2; 17 CFR 240, 13d-2.
46 See also: http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2004:390:0038:0038:EN:PDF
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Best Practices:
Information on indirect ownership, related parties, and related party
transactions should be fully disclosed, specifically in the annual, quarterly
and material events reports and other notifications to regulators or
creditors.

ÎFor more information on the procedure to disclose the company’s related
parties, see Section C.5 of this Chapter and for more information on the disclosure
requirements for related party transactions, see Chapter 12, Section C.5.
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b) Indirect Control
Shareholders owning less than the majority of shares can exercise
indirect control over the company through pyramid structures and/or cross
shareholdings. Relationships with related parties may also alter the control
structure of the company.
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Vietnamese companies wishing to comply with good corporate
governance practices should disclose their ownership structure, including
beneficial owners, in a transparent manner.
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 $PNQFOTBUJPOBHSFFNFOUTCFUXFFOUIFDPNQBOZBOEJUTEJSFDUPSTJO
the case of a successful takeover bid.
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 4JHOJöDBOUBHSFFNFOUTNBEFCZUIFDPNQBOZUIBUUBLFFòFDUVQPOB
change of control
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Directors members
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c) Shareholder Agreements and Voting Caps
Shareholder agreements and voting caps can also impact on control.47
Shareholder (voting) agreements typically oblige parties to vote as a
block and may give first-refusal rights for the purchase of shares to another
shareholder. Shareholder agreements can cover many issues including
which candidates to nominate for the Board of Directors or the selection
of the Chairman. Shareholder agreements are clearly of material interest to
shareholders. While difficult to detect, companies should make reasonable
efforts to obtain information about the existence of shareholder agreements
and to disclose such information to all shareholders. In principle, parties
to shareholder agreements should voluntarily disclose this information
themselves.
Voting caps limit the number of votes that a shareholder may cast
regardless of the number of shares he/she actually possesses. As such, caps go
against the principle of one share, one vote and control that is proportional
to ownership. Voting caps are often used to either entrench the position of
existing controlling shareholders or management, and are rarely supported by
good faith investors.
The Law on Enterprises has implicitly prohibited voting caps by
introducing the mandatory one share, one vote principle. In accordance with
the law, it contains the provision under which it is prohibited for a joint stock
company to limit voting rights by maximizing the number of votes of one
shareholder.48

4. Information on Directors and Executives
a) Personal Data
Investors and shareholders should have access to relevant information
relating to capability and qualification of the Board of Directors members and
key executives to evaluate their experience and qualifications.49 Educational
background, current occupation and professional experience of directors
and senior executives should be disclosed and readily accessible to interested
parties. It is also important that shareholders and investors have information
47 LOE, Article 4, Clause 8.
48 LOE, Article 79, Clause 1(a).
49 LOE, Article 110.
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t0UIFSLFZPóDJBMTPGUIFDPNQBOZ JODMVEJOHUIFJSDVSSJDVMVNWJUBF
t*OGPSNBUJPOBCPVUBMMUSBOTBDUJPOTCFUXFFOUIFTFPUIFSLFZPóDJBMTBOE
the company
t"HF QSPGFTTJPO FNQMPZNFOUBOEDJUJ[FOTIJQPGFBDI#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
member, as well as all other positions, the date of initial appointment
and the current term of appointment
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b) Remuneration
Incentive remuneration schemes are common in many countries
and come in many varieties. Few companies have such arrangements that are
identical to one another.
Executive remuneration plans are usually put in place in an effort
to motivate executives, and better align their interests with the interests of
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t*OGPSNBUJPOPOBMMDMBJNTöMFEJODPVSUT PSBSCJUSBUJPOUSJCVOBMT BHBJOTU
#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTNFNCFSTBOEFYFDVUJWFEJSFDUPSTBOEPSUIF(FOFSBM
Director.
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-FHBMEJTDMPTVSFSFRVJSFNFOUTDMFBSMZGBMMTIPSUPGCFTUQSBDUJDFT"DDPSEJOHUP
the best practices, a company should also disclose the following information
in its annual report:
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about any (existing or potential) conflicts of interest that may affect the
independence and decision-making capacity of the Board of Directors and
Executive Board. Unfortunately, Vietnamese law does not have any regulation
that allows shareholders or investors to have rights to access a full set of the
above-mentioned information about Board of Directors members. The right
to access information is most important, that may protect shareholders in the
market with the information asymmetry.
Shareholders should also be able to assess whether or not Board of
Directors, the Supervisory Board and the Executive Board members dedicate
sufficient time to their duties and properly carry out their responsibilities.
Accordingly, companies should disclose all other Board positions held by Board
of Directors members or executive directors in other companies (domestic and
foreign) and the meeting attendance records.
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shareholders. They normally include performance based bonuses. Incentive
remuneration schemes may not be the most effective way of alleviating
inherent conflicts of interests and, in any event, should always be subject to
careful legal and financial examination and the approval of both the Board of
Directors and the GMS.50 Remuneration plans for non-executive directors will
differ considerably.
In Vietnam, the remuneration granted to each individual member of
the Board of Directors and Executive Board over the relevant financial year
should be disclosed as a separate item in the annual financial statements of
the company and shall be reported to the General Meeting of Shareholders at
its annual meeting.51 It is determined by the CG Regulations that the data on
remuneration paid to Board of Directors members of listed companies shall
represent mandatory contents of the prospectus and annual business reports.52

Best Practices:
4IBSFIPMEFSTTIPVMECFQSPWJEFEXJUIBDMFBSBOEDPNQSFIFOTJWFPWFSWJFX
of the company’s remuneration policy. Disclosure of information on the
remuneration policy allows shareholders and investors to assess the main
parameters and rationale for the different components of the remuneration
QBDLBHF BOE UIF MJOLBHF CFUXFFO SFNVOFSBUJPO BOE QFSGPSNBODF 4VDI
disclosure aims to strengthen the company’s accountability to shareholders.
The remuneration policy should be part of an independent remuneration
report and/or be included in the annual financial statements and annual
report or the notes to the annual financial statements of the company. The
remuneration policy should also be posted on the company’s website.53
Companies should not only be transparent with respect to the levels of
remuneration but also to the methods for determining remuneration. The
DSJUFSJB GPS EFUFSNJOJOH UIF BNPVOU PG SFNVOFSBUJPO GPS #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
NFNCFST UIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSBOEPS&YFDVUJWF#PBSENFNCFSTBTXFMMBT
the total amount of remuneration paid or to be paid depending on the results
PGUIFSFQPSUJOHZFBSNVTUCFEJTDMPTFEJOUIFBOOVBMSFQPSU5IFNFUIPET
for determining remuneration are usually an integral part of the remuneration
policy.

50
51
52
53

LOE, Article 108, Clause 2.h and Article 117.
LOE, Article 117, Clause 3.
Decision 12, Article 17, Clause 4.
More about disclosure of the remuneration policy see: European Commission Recommendation fostering
an appropriate regime for the remuneration of directors of listed companies (2004/913/EC), Section II.
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Risk (along with return) is one of the most important considerations for
any investor. Risks may include particular industry risks as well as political,
commodities, derivatives, environmental, market, interest and currency
fluctuation risks. In short, risk is an omnipresent feature of business activity.
Risk is, by its very nature, forward looking and extremely difficult
to quantify. Nevertheless, specific industry, financial and legal risks as well
as other material risks all need to be disclosed in prospectuses.54 However,
Vietnamese companies are not required to describe material risks in their
annual reports.55
54 Decision 13 (as specified in appendices of this Decision: form of prospectuses).
55 Circular 09, Appendix II.
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ÎFor more information on non-executive and executive remuneration practices,
see Chapter 4, Section H and Chapter 5, Section G, respectively.
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t"UTPNFQPJOU UIFJOEFQFOEFODFPGOPOFYFDVUJWFEJSFDUPSTNBZCF
compromised if they earn a significant amount of their total income
GSPNUIFJS#PBSEBDUJWJUJFT4PNFDPVOUSJFTIBWFNPOFUBSZUISFTIPMET
that serve as convenient “rules of thumb” or warning signals. While
numerical thresholds may be a reasonable starting point, judgments
on independence will, of course, require a much more sophisticated
analysis. The disclosure of a non-executive director’s remuneration
remains critical in order to judge the extent to which his independence
may be compromised.

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

t8JUI SFTQFDU UP FYFDVUJWF SFNVOFSBUJPO QMBOT  TIBSFIPMEFST BOE
investors should have sufficient information to properly assess their
costs and benefits to the company and the relations between the
performance of the company, on the one hand, and the level of
executive remuneration, on the other.
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" MBSHF NBKPSJUZ PG &6 NFNCFS TUBUFT IBWF JOUSPEVDFE IJHI EJTDMPTVSF
TUBOEBSET XJUI SFHBSE UP UIF SFNVOFSBUJPO PG JOEJWJEVBM #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
members and key executives, putting shareholders in a better position to
assess the extent to which an individual’s remuneration is justified in view
of his/her responsibility and/or performance. It also allows shareholders to
IPME FYFDVUJWFT BOE #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST NFNCFST GVMMZ BDDPVOUBCMF GPS UIF
performance of their duties.
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Information Disclosure

6. Employees and Other Stakeholders
Strictly speaking, most of the information on employees and other stakeholders
may not be “material” according to the accounting or financial definitions of
the term. On the other hand, information about the company’s employees,
creditors and suppliers, as well as the company’s relationship with local
communities can be “material” to other constituencies. Employees are also
users of information, and disclosure helps them to make better employment
decisions, protect themselves in the workplace and participate in other aspects
of company life. Stakeholder disclosure is becoming increasingly common as
an issue of interest and attention worldwide.

Best Practices:
While some forms of stakeholder disclosure are required by law, it is good
QSBDUJDFUPQSPWJEFTUBLFIPMEFSTXJUIPUIFSSFMFWBOUJOGPSNBUJPO'PSFYBNQMF 
stakeholder disclosure might include health protection for employees, safety
conditions in the workplace and environmental or community impact
statements.

7. Corporate Governance Structures and Policies
When assessing a company’s governance structure, market participants may
want to obtain information on the company’s governing bodies, including the
division of authority between shareholders, directors and executives, as well as
on the company’s corporate governance policy, its commitment to corporate
governance principles and compliance mechanisms.
The charter is the document that sets the rules and procedures of the
company’s governance system. It is a fundamental document of the company
that is to be made publicly available. Company-level corporate governance
codes also serve to highlight general corporate governance concepts and
structures. Internal regulations provide more detailed guidance on processes.
Article 28 of the CG Regulations requires that a listed company must
disclose information on its corporate governance practices in the AGM, annual
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It is necessary to disclose information about corporate conflicts resulting from
improper implementation by the company of those corporate governance
recommendations that the company declared binding upon itself in one
GPSN PS BOPUIFS "MTP  DPNQBOJFT NVTU BEIFSF UP UIF iDPNQMZ PS FYQMBJOw
principle in the application of accepted corporate governance rules and
recommendations, and that respect, explain in their reports the reasons for
possible deviations from their implementation in practice.
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THE GENERAL
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reports, including the following contents:
a) Members and structure of the Board of Directors and Supervisory
Board
b) Actions performed by the Board of Directors and Supervisory
Board
c) Actions performed by non-executive independent members of the
Board of Directors
d) Actions performed by the committees of the Board of Directors
e) Plans to enhance the efficiency of corporate governance
f) Remuneration and expenses for the members of the Board of
Directors, Executive Board and the Supervisory Board
g) Information on transactions of company shares by members of the
Board of Directors, Executive Board and Supervisory Board, major
shareholders as well as other transactions by Board of Directors
members and related persons
h) Number of Board of Directors, Executive Board and Supervisory
Board members who have attended training courses on corporate
governance
i) Matters which are not in compliance with the CG Regulations, causes
and approaches to overcome.
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Information Disclosure

a) Commitment to Corporate Governance
Markets are keenly interested in understanding the level of a company’s
commitment to good governance practices. They wish to determine whether
a company sees governance as a public relations, “box-ticking,” or “windowdressing” exercise, or whether the company is in fact willing “to do right”
by shareholders and to institute and implement real change as necessary
and appropriate. While good disclosure, in and of itself, is not sufficient to
consistently and uniformly ensure good corporate governance, it is clearly one
way of demonstrating the commitment a company is willing and able to make
to its shareholders and to its other stakeholders.
b) Corporate Governance Structures
Companies must describe their governance structures, including the
authority of each governing body and internal control mechanisms, in their
prospectus and reports. Also, companies should regulate and make publicly
available through their internal documents the procedures for convening and
conducting the GMS and make decisions made at the GMS publicly available
through material events reports.

Best Practices:
$PNQBOJFTTIPVMEEJTDMPTFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUDIBOHFTJOUIFJEFOUJUZPG PS
DPOUSBDUVBM BSSBOHFNFOUT XJUI  UIF DPNQBOZT &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS BOE PUIFS
externally engaged persons that provide the company with material impact
TFSWJDFTPOUIFDPNQBOZTCVTJOFTTPQFSBUJPOT FHMBXZFSTPóDFTFOHBHFE
GPSSFQSFTFOUBUJPOJONBKPSMJUJHBUJPOT 

c) Corporate Governance Policies
Companies should disclose their corporate governance policies and
provide interested users with easy and inexpensive access to this information.
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t-JTU PG JOGPSNBUJPO  EPDVNFOUT BOE NBUFSJBMT UP CF QSPWJEFE UP BMM
TIBSFIPMEFSTGPSUIF(.4
t-JTUPGDPOöEFOUJBMJOGPSNBUJPO
t1SPDFEVSFTGPSUIFJEFOUJöDBUJPOBOEUSFBUNFOUPGJOTJEFSJOGPSNBUJPO

In addition, companies should consider disclosing other internal
policies or internal regulations such as a code of ethics, environmental policies,
and the internal regulations for the Board of Directors and its committees
amongst others.
ÎFor more information on company policies and internal regulations, see
Chapter 3.

8. Disclosure During the Placement of Securities – Prospectus
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The public offer of securities may only be performed with prior registration of
the prospectus with the SSC.56 A prospectus provides material information on
the company so that investors can make informed decisions on the merits of
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and booklets
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t3VMFTGPSDPNNVOJDBUJOHXJUIUIFNBTTNFEJB BTXFMMBTUIFTPVSDFTBOE
regularity of communications
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$( CFTU QSBDUJDFT SFDPNNFOET DPNQBOJFT EFWFMPQ EJTDMPTVSF QPMJDJFT
UIBU TIPVME CF BQQSPWFE CZ UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST BOE CF CJOEJOH VQPO
UIF DPNQBOZ 4PNF PG UIF QSPWJTJPOT TVHHFTUFE GPS JODMVTJPO JO DPNQBOZ
policies include:
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56 The prospectus forms are provided in Decision 13.

13.

Information Disclosure

potential investments. Prospectuses set forth the nature and object of shares,
debentures, or other securities, and the investment and risk characteristics of
the issue. Investors must be furnished with a prospectus before purchasing
securities.
ÎFor more detailed information on the prospectus, see Chapter 11, Section C.
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t5IFDPNQBOZTDIBSUFSBOEBNFOENFOUTUIFSFUP
t*OGPSNBUJPOPOUIFDPNQBOZTEFWFMPQNFOUTUSBUFHZ
t#VTJOFTTSFQPSUTXJUIöOBODJBMSFQPSUT
t1SPTQFDUVTFT
t&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSTSFQPSUT
t*OGPSNBUJPOPONBUFSJBMFWFOUT
t*OGPSNBUJPOSFHBSEJOHUIF(.4
t*NQPSUBOU#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTEFDJTJPOT

The internet is an effective tool for rapid and cost-effective
communications and is increasingly used by Vietnamese companies for
voluntary disclosure.
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The following information should be placed on the company’s website:
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Corporate websites are easily accessible to the public at low cost and can be an
exceptionally powerful means of communication. At present, the internet is
beginning to be accepted as an official disclosure channel.
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1. Corporate Websites

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

It is good practice for companies to voluntarily disclose material information
beyond formal legal requirements. This holds particularly true for companies
operating in emerging markets that are often marred by weak legal and
regulatory environment and poor enforcement mechanisms. To the extent
possible, companies are encouraged to use existing forms of disclosure and
adhere to the same quality standards that are demanded for these forms of
reporting. They are also encouraged to use existing channels of communication,
such as the internet and the print media.
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C. Voluntary Disclosure
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13.

Information Disclosure

Comparative Practices:
Listed companies place their annual and financial reports and governance
JOGPSNBUJPO TVDI BT JOGPSNBUJPO PO #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST NFNCFST BOE LFZ
FYFDVUJWFT  PO UIFJS XFCTJUFT 5IF CFUUFS XFCTJUFT IBWF TQFDJBM TFDUJPOT
devoted to corporate governance and include contact addresses and
telephone numbers for inquiries.

Some companies are already following best practices and disclose additional
information on their websites, including:

t'JOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTGPSUIFMBTUUISFFZFBST

t'JOBODJBMSBUJPTGPSUIFMBTUUISFFZFBST

t*OUFSOBMDPSQPSBUFEPDVNFOUT

t4USVDUVSF BVUIPSJUJFT BOEDPNQPTJUJPOPGUIFHPWFSOJOHCPEJFT

t-JTUPGBďMJBUFEQFSTPOTGPSUIFMBTUZFBS

t"OOVBMBOERVBSUFSMZSFQPSUTGPSUIFMBTUUISFFZFBST

t.BUFSJBMTBOEEFDJTJPOTPGUIF(.4GPSUIFMBTUUISFFZFBST

t*OGPSNBUJPOPODPSQPSBUFTFDVSJUJFT

t$PSQPSBUFOFXTUJDLFS

2. Mass Media
The print media is an additional channel for disclosure. Although publication
may entail additional costs, it is a recognized legal channel for disclosure and
(unlike the internet, which is passive) ensures the active dissemination of
information among the public.
Most companies disclose information about new products, major
contracts, acquisitions, financial results, production plans and securities issues
in the print media.
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'JOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTBSFUIFNPTUJNQPSUBOUEPDVNFOUGPSTIBSFIPMEFSTBOE
potential investors to understand the financial position of the company. In this
SFTQFDU DPNQBOJFTXJUIBMBSHFSOVNCFSPGTIBSFIPMEFST GPSFYBNQMF  
PSNPSF TIPVMEQVCMJTIUIFJSöOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUTJOBUMFBTUUXPOFXTQBQFST
distributed throughout the entire territory of the country. In principle,
these newspapers should be accessible to the majority of the company’s
shareholders.
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8IP BSF UIF NFNCFST PG UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ #PBSE  "SF BOZ
FNQMPZFFTNFNCFST "SFUIFNFNCFSTGVMMZJOEFQFOEFOUGSPN
management?
%PFT UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ #PBSE NFFU SFHVMBSMZ BOE SFTQPOE UP BMM
shareholder requests and inquiries?
%PFT UIF *OUFSOBM "VEJUPS SFQPSU UP NBOBHFNFOU  UIF #PBSE PG
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)PX JT UIF &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS TFMFDUFE  %PFT BO PQFO UFOEFS
process take place? If so, who organizes this tender process?
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%PFT UIF DPNQBOZ IBWF BO JOEFQFOEFOU &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS 
%PFT UIF &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS QSPWJEF PUIFS  OPOBVEJU TFSWJDFT UP
UIFDPNQBOZUIBUDPVMEDPNQSPNJTFIJTIFSJOEFQFOEFODF "SF
audit partners rotated?
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The Board of Directors’ Audit Committee:
4IPVME UIF DPNQBOZT #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST IBWF BO "VEJU
Committee? What are the costs and benefits? What needs to be
done to ensure that there are no significant conflicts between
UIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSEBOEUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFJOSFMBUJPOUP
the use of the internal audit function?
*G UIF DPNQBOZ IBT BO "VEJU $PNNJUUFF  JT JU TUBòFE XJUI
individuals who are independent, able and willing to do the job
properly and effectively?
%PFT UIF )FBE PG UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF IBWF UIF SFRVJTJUF
QSPGFTTJPOBM BOE IVNBO SFMBUJPOT TLJMMT  "SF NFNCFST PG UIF
"VEJU$PNNJUUFFQVCMJDMZSFDPHOJ[FEöOBODJBMFYQFSUT
%PFT UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF NFFU PGUFO FOPVHI UP QFSGPSN JUT
duties effectively? Does it place the necessary and appropriate
issues on the agenda?
%PFT UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF BEE WBMVF UP #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
discussions covering audit, risk, internal control and financial
reporting?
%PFT UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF SFDFJWF UIF OFDFTTBSZ JOGPSNBUJPO
to perform its duties effectively? Does it have resources to hire
outside accounting or legal advice?
%PFTUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFQFSGPSNTFMGFWBMVBUJPOTPOBSFHVMBS
basis?

The Internal Control System:
Does the company have an internal control system in place? Does
the company have a formal document that regulates the internal
control system and procedures? Is this document periodically
reviewed?
Does the company have a risk management system in place?
Does this system cover risk at the subsidiary level as well? How
are business, operational and financial risks identified?
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An internal and external audit system is an important tool in the management
and oversight of a company, which also contributes to transparent and sound
financial reporting. There are a number of internal structures and external
agents involved in the management and oversight of company finances and
operations. These bodies are diverse in their nature, functions and reporting
lines. Some are mandatory, while others are optional.
Vietnamese regulations make specific provisions for the
establishment of the Supervisory Board. The Supervisory Board shall
supervise the Board of Directors and the General Director (or director) with
a focus on controlling financial and business activities of the company as
well as monitoring compliance with laws and regulations. The Supervisory
Board should be independent of the Board of Directors and Executive
Board. Supervisory Board members must act diligently in the best interests
of company shareholders. The Supervisory Board reports directly to the
GMS and in theory, it should have the ultimate inspection role to ensure
proper controls are established by the company. The independent External
Auditor examines a company’s financial and accounting records, as well as
supporting documents, in all material respects. Shareholders depend upon
the External Auditor to express an independent opinion on whether the
financial statements of a company are reliable.
In case of having an ineffective performance of the Supervisory
Board, the Board of Directors should consider the establishment of an Audit
Committee. The Board of Directors’ Audit Committee safeguards the company
by questioning executive bodies regarding the way in which financial reporting
responsibilities are handled, as well as by ensuring that corrective actions are
taken. The Audit Committee oversees the company’s relations with the External
Auditor. It may consider the appointment of an External Auditor, review
the internal audit plan, review the effectiveness of internal control systems,
consider major findings of internal audit investigations and management
responses to these and promote co-ordination between the Internal and
External Auditors. The Audit Committee is part of the Board of Directors, and
as such, develops recommendations for the Board’s consideration. The Audit
Committee consequently has no independent decision-making authority.
The Internal Auditor is responsible for the on-going daily appraisal of
the financial health of a company’s operations. The internal control system is
jointly designed by the Board of Directors, the management and employees
to provide reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of the company’s
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The Chairman’s Checklist

objectives with regards to the effectiveness and efficiency of operations,
reliability of financial reporting and compliance with applicable laws and
regulations. The main objective of the Internal Auditor is to advise management
if the company has sound internal control systems to protect the organization
against loss. The Internal Auditor evaluates internal control systems, assess risks
and components of risk management, communicate and make suggestions for
improvement. An internal audit not only covers the finance function, but also
the company’s operations and systems.

Best Practices:
5IF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST "VEJU $PNNJUUFF GVODUJPO IBT POMZ SFDFOUMZ CFFO
JOUSPEVDFEJO7JFUOBN XIFSFUIFSFJTNPSFFYQFSJFODFXJUIUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ
#PBSET2VFTUJPOTNBZBSJTFPWFSUIFFYUFOUUPXIJDIUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTPG
these two bodies overlap, and which is best able to oversee the preparation
PG UIF öOBODJBM JOGPSNBUJPO BOE BTTFTT JOUFSOBM DPOUSPM TZTUFNT "U QSFTFOU 
it appears that given differences in their mandates, they could fulfil
DPNQMFNFOUBSZGVODUJPOT)PXFWFS JUIBTCFFOBSHVFEUIBUUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ
#PBSEGVODUJPONBZJOEFFEPWFSMBQXJUIUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSBOEUIF"VEJU
$PNNJUUFF .PTU DPVOUSJFT IBWF DIPTFO UP TUSFOHUIFO UIF MBUFS UXP BOE
BCPMJTI 4VQFSWJTPSZ #PBSE )PXFWFS  JO DPVOUSJFT XIFSF UIF MFHBM TZTUFN
SFRVJSFT UIF FYJTUFODF PG UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ #PBSE  NBOZ DPNQBOJFT IBWF OP
choice but to either strengthen either the function of this body or the audit
committee to fit with their circumstances.

This chapter discusses the role, authority and duties of these various
bodies in detail and how they specifically contribute to company transparency
and information disclosure. For an overview of these bodies and their reporting
lines, see Figure 1 for Vietnam’s current model and see Figure 2 for the best
practice model used in many other countries.
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Control and Audit Procedures

A. The Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board controls the operations and financial activities of
the company. Its primary function is to supervise the work of the Board of
Directors, the director or General Director, as well as the company’s compliance
with laws and regulations during business operations.1
A public company must have a Supervisory Board.2

1. The Composition and Requirements for Members
A Supervisory Board shall have from three to five members with a term of
no more than five years and the member of the Supervisory Board can be reelected with unlimited terms.3
Members of a Supervisory Board:4

t4IPVMECFBUMFBTUZFBSTPGBHF XJUIGVMMDBQBDJUZGPSDJWJMBDUT BOE
not falling within the scope of subjects not permitted to establish and
manage enterprises in accordance with Law on Enterprises

t.BZOPUCFBGBNJMZNFNCFSPGUIFDPNQBOZT#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST UIF
director or General Director or other managers

t4IBMMOPUIPMENBOBHFSJBMQPTJUJPOTJOUIFDPNQBOZ
More than half of the Supervisory Board must reside permanently in
Vietnam and at least one member must have experience/background as an
accountant or auditor.5 For a listed company, it is clearly regulated that at least
one member of the Supervisory Board must be an accounting and finance
expert. That member must not be company staff from the accounting and

1 LOE, Article 123, Clauses 1 & 2.
2 LOE, Article 95 mentioned that “A shareholding company which has more than 11 individual shareholders
or a single shareholder who holds over 50% of the total shares of the company must set up a Supervisory
Board.”
3 LOE, Article 121, Clause 1.
4 LOE, Article 122.
5 LOE, Article 121, Clause 2.
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t5IF TBNF QFSTPO TIPVME OPU CF B NFNCFS PG UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ
#PBSEJONPSFUIBOöWFDPNQBOJFTBUUIFTBNFUJNF NFNCFSTIJQPG
DPOOFDUFEDPNQBOJFTJTFYFNQUFE 
t" NFNCFS PG UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST PG B MJTUFE DPNQBOZ TIPVME
OPUCFB4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSENFNCFSJONPSFUIBOUISFFPUIFSMJTUFE
companies, except if they are connected.
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6 Model Charter, Article 36, Clause 1.
7 LOE, Article 122, Clause 2.
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t*GBNFNCFSPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTPGBDPNQBOZJTBUUIFTBNF
UJNFBNFNCFSPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSEPGBOPUIFSDPNQBOZ UIFO
BNFNCFSPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTPGUIFTFDPOEDPNQBOZTIPVME
OPU CF B NFNCFS PG UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ #PBSE PG UIF öSTU DPNQBOZ
SFDJQSPDBMNFNCFSTIJQ 
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t4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSENFNCFSTTIPVMEOPUCFFMFDUFEUPUIBUQPTJUJPO
more than five terms in a row with the same company, because it can
have a negative influence on their independence.
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(FOFSBMMZ  NFNCFST PG UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ #PBSE TIPVME CF DIPTFO CBTFE PO
UIFJS öOBODJBM CBDLHSPVOE BOE FYQFSUJTF 0OMZ QFSTPOT XJUI JNQFDDBCMF
SFQVUBUJPODBOCFFMFDUFEUPUIJT#PBSE5IFDIBSUFSBOEJOUFSOBMSFHVMBUJPOT
DBOQSPWJEFBEEJUJPOBMSFRVJSFNFOUTGPS4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSENFNCFSTTVDI
as proficiency in accounting and financial reporting.
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finance department and must not be a member or staff of the independent
auditing firm which audits the financial statements of the company.6
Members of the Supervisory Board must not hold managerial positions
in the company. Members of the Supervisory Board shall not be required to be
a shareholder or an employee of the company.7 In other words, they should be
independent members of the company.
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2. Authorities
The Supervisory Board has the authority to:8

t4VQFSWJTFUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOEUIFEJSFDUPSTXJUISFTQFDUUPUIF
management and administration of the company

t*OTQFDU UIF SFBTPOBCMFOFTT  MFHBMJUZ  USVUIGVMOFTT BOE QSVEFODF
in management and administration of business activities, in the
organization of statistics and accounting work and preparation of
financial statements

t&WBMVBUF SFQPSUT PO CVTJOFTT  IBMGZFBSMZ BOE BOOVBM ĕOBODJBM
statements and Board of Directors management evaluation reports

t3FWJFXCPPLTPGBDDPVOUTBOEPUIFSEPDVNFOUTPGUIFDPNQBOZ UIF
management and administration of company operations

t$BSSZ PVU JOTQFDUJPOT PG JTTVFT SFRVJSFE UP CF JOTQFDUFE CZ B
shareholder or a group of shareholders

t3FDPNNFOEUPUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTPSUIF(.4BOZDIBOHFTBOE
improvements of the organizational structure, management and
administration of the business operations of the company

t(JWFJNNFEJBUFXSJUUFOOPUJDFUPUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOESFRVFTU
the person in breach of a company manager’s obligations to cease the
breach and take measures to remedy any consequences

t6TFBOJOEFQFOEFOUDPOTVMUBOUUPQFSGPSNUIFBTTJHOFEEVUJFT
The Supervisory Board has the right to demand an extraordinary
GMS9 and a meeting of the Board of Directors.10 Members of the Supervisory
Board can participate in all meeting of the Board of Directors.11
The Supervisory Board has the right to receive the following
information:

t*OWJUBUJPOT PS DPMMFDUJOH PQJOJPO TIFFUT PG #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST
members

t3FQPSUT NBEF CZ UIF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS PS EJSFDUPS  TVCNJUUFE UP
the Board of Directors and other relevant documents issued by the
company

t"DDFTTUPBMMĕMFT EPDVNFOUTPGUIFDPNQBOZ
8 LOE, Article 123.
9 LOE, Article 97, Clause 3d.
10 LOE, Article 112, Clause 4a.
11 LOE, Article 112, Clause 7.
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12 LOE, Article 128, Clause 1, Clause 3.
13 Model Charter, Article 37, Clause 1.
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t*OGPSNBUJPO BOE EPDVNFOUT PO UIF NBOBHFNFOU BOE TVQFSWJTJPO
of the company’s operations provided by the Board of Directors and
executive management at the request of the Supervisory Board.
By end of the financial year, the Board of Directors shall prepare and
send to the Supervisory Board the following reports and material for appraisal
at least 30 days prior to the opening of the AGM unless otherwise stipulated by
the company’s charter:12

t"SFQPSUPOUIFCVTJOFTTPQFSBUJPOTPGUIFDPNQBOZ

t'JOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUT

t"OFWBMVBUJPOSFQPSUPOUIFNBOBHFNFOUBOEBENJOJTUSBUJPOPGUIF
company.
The Model Charter, which all listed companies are obliged to adopt,
further provides that the Supervisory Board shall manage the relationship with
the auditors and progress of the audit, which practically encompass all those
duties mostly undertaken by an Audit Committee, as follows:13

t5P QSPQPTF UIF TFMFDUJPO PG BO JOEFQFOEFOU BVEJUJOH ĕSN  GFFT GPS
auditing and all issues relating to the withdrawal by, and removal of,
the independent auditors

t5P EJTDVTT UIF OBUVSF BOE TDPQF PG UIF JOEFQFOEFOU BVEJU CFGPSF
auditing work commences

t5PDPOTVMUUIFJOEFQFOEFOUQSPGFTTJPOBMPSMFHBMDPOTVMUBOUTUPFOTVSF
that external experts with appropriate professional qualifications and
experience participate in the work of the company when considered
necessary

t5P JOTQFDU UIF BOOVBM  TJYNPOUIMZ BOE RVBSUFSMZ TUBUFNFOUT CFGPSF
submitting them to the Board of Directors

t5P EJTDVTT UIF EJďDVMUJFT BOE PVUTUBOEJOH JTTVFT EJTDPWFSFE JO UIF
mid-term or final-term audit results as well as issues which the
independent auditor wishes to discuss

t5P SFWJFX UIF NBOBHFNFOU MFUUFS PG UIF JOEFQFOEFOU BVEJUPS BOE
feedback from the company’s management

t5PSFWJFXUIFSFTVMUTPGUIFJOUFSOBMJOTQFDUJPOTBOEGFFECBDLGSPNUIF
company’s management.
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Best Practices:
*OPUIFSDPVOUSJFT BEEJUJPOBMBVUIPSJUJFTBOEEVUJFTPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE
include the authority to:
t*OWFTUJHBUFDBTFTPGVTJOHJOTJEFSJOGPSNBUJPO
t$IFDLUIFUJNFMJOFTTPGQBZNFOUTUPDPOUSBDUPSTBOENBOEBUPSZCVEHFU
payments
t$IFDLUIFUJNFMJOFTTPGUIFBDDSVBMBOEQBZNFOUPGEJWJEFOET BTXFMMBT
the timely meeting of the company’s other financial obligations
t$IFDLUIFBQQSPQSJBUFOFTTPGVTJOHUIFDPNQBOZTSFTFSWFTBOEPUIFS
funds
t$IFDLUIFUJNFMJOFTTPGQBZNFOUGPSUIFDPNQBOZTJTTVFETIBSFT
t0WFSTFFUIFUJNFMJOFTTPGUIFWBMVBUJPOPGUIFDPNQBOZTOFUBTTFUT
t3FRVFTUBOESFDFJWFJOGPSNBUJPODPODFSOJOHSFMBUFEQBSUJFTBOESFMBUFE
party transactions
t3FWJFXUIFöOBODJBMDPOEJUJPOPGUIFDPNQBOZ TQFDJöDBMMZJUTTPMWFODZ 
the liquidity of its assets, and creditworthiness

3. The Nomination of Members
The procedure for nominating candidates to the Supervisory Board of the
company is identical to the procedure for nominating candidates to the
Board of Directors. The charter can require that additional information about
candidates be included in the proposal for their nomination.
ÎFor more information on the nomination process, see Chapter 7, Section B.12.
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LOE, Article 96, Clause 2c.
LOE, Article 104, Clause 3c.
LOE, Article 121, Clause 1.
LOE, Article 121, Clause 3.
LOE, Article 127, Clause 1.
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LOE, Article 127, Clause 3.
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DIVIDENDS

The election and dismissal of members of the Supervisory Board are within the
authority of the GMS.14
All members of the Supervisory Board must be elected with cumulative
voting.15 The term of the Supervisory Board shall be no more than five years
and the members of the Supervisory Board can be re-elected with unlimited
terms.16 At the end of the term and if the Supervisory Board of the new term
has not been elected, the former Supervisory Board shall continue exercising
rights and obligations until the new Supervisory Board is elected.17
ÎFor more information on cumulative voting see Chapter 4, Section B 4.
Only the GMS can dismiss Supervisory Board members before the
end of their term. Supervisory Board members can be dismissed or discharged
in the following cases:18

t/PMPOHFSIBWJOHTVďDJFOURVBMJĕDBUJPOTBTSFRVJSFE

t/PUFYFSDJTJOHUIFJSSJHIUTBOEPCMJHBUJPOTGPSTJYDPOTFDVUJWFNPOUIT
without approval from the Supervisory Board

t)BWJOHPČFSFEBMFUUFSPGSFTJHOBUJPO

t0UIFSDBTFTTUJQVMBUFECZUIFDPNQBOZTDIBSUFS
Besides, members of the Supervisory Board can be dismissed at any
time according to a resolution of the GMS.19
If the Supervisory Board seriously violates its obligations, which
probably causes losses to the company, the Board of Directors shall convene
the GMS to consider and dismiss the on-going Supervisory Board and elect
another one.20
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5. Contracts with Members
Although not regulated in any legal documents, Supervisory Board members
will have contracts with the company in the form of normal labor contracts.

Best Practices:
The charter or internal regulations should specify who signs the contract on
CFIBMGPGUIFDPNQBOZ*OQSJODJQMF UIF$IBJSNBOPGUIF(.4PSUIF#PBSEPG
%JSFDUPSTTIPVMEEPUIJT*G POUIFPUIFSIBOE UIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSPSBOPUIFS
executive signs the contract, this would likely affect the independence of the
4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE FJUIFSJOBQQFBSBODFPSJOGBDU0GDPVSTF UIFBVUIPSJUZUP
sign the contract does not imply the authority to negotiate or alter contract
UFSNT ,FZ FMFNFOUT BOE UFSNT PG UIF DPOUSBDU  TVDI BT SFNVOFSBUJPO  BSF
TVCKFDUUPUIF(.4BQQSPWBM

6. The Remuneration of Members
Unless stipulated in the charter of the company, remuneration and other
Supervisory Board member benefits shall be implemented in accordance with
the following provisions:21

t.FNCFST PG UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ #PBSE TIBMM SFDFJWF SFNVOFSBUJPO GPS
the work done and other benefits according to the resolution of the
GMS. The GMS shall determine the total remuneration and annual
operating budget of the Supervisory Board based on the estimated
number of working days, amount and nature of work and the average
daily remuneration of members.

tćFSFNVOFSBUJPOTIBMMJODMVEFFYQFOTFTGPSNFBMT BDDPNNPEBUJPO 
travel and for use of independent consultancy services at reasonable
rates so that the total amount of such remuneration and expenses shall
not exceed the total annual budget of the Supervisory Board approved
by the GMS, except otherwise decided by the GMS.

21 LOE, Article 125, Clauses 1 & 2.
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CG Regulations, Article 20, Clause 2.
Model Charter, Article 37, Clause 3.
CG Regulations, Article 21, Clause 2.
CG Regulations, Article 21, Clause 2.
LOE, Article 122, Clause 2.
Model Charter, Article 36, Clause 1.
CG Regulations, Article 18, Clause 2.
Model Charter, Article 36, Clause 1.
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22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

A Supervisory Board’s operating procedures can be specified in the charter,
or preferably in the company’s internal regulations for the Supervisory Board,
approved by the GMS. A listed company shall formulate a mechanism to
ensure the capability of Supervisory Board members to independently conduct
their activities and perform their tasks according to the law and the company’s
charter.22
The Supervisory Board may issue rules on Supervisory Board meetings
and the manner in which the Supervisory Board operates, after consulting the
Board of Directors. Under the Model Charter, the Supervisory Board must
meet at least twice each year and the minimum number of members attending
a meeting must be two.23 However, under the CG Regulations a Supervisory
Board meeting must be participated in by at least two-thirds of Supervisory
Board members.24 The minutes of a meeting of the Supervisory Board must
be detailed and clear. The secretary and members of the Supervisory Board
participating in a meeting shall sign the minutes of the meeting. Minutes
of Supervisory Board meetings shall be kept as important documents of
the company in order to determine the responsibility of each member on
Supervisory Board resolutions.25
The Supervisory Board shall have a Chairman.26 The Supervisory
Board members shall appoint one person among themselves to be the
Supervisory Board Chairman. For a listed company, the Supervisory Board
Chairman must be a shareholder of the company27 and be an accounting
professional who neither works in the accounting and finance department, nor
is the finance director (or chief accountant) of the company.28 The Supervisory
Board Chairman shall have the following rights and responsibilities:29

t5PDPOWFOFNFFUJOHTPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE

t5P SFRVFTU UIF DPNQBOZ QSPWJEF SFMFWBOU JOGPSNBUJPO JO PSEFS UP
report to Supervisory Board members
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t5P QSFQBSF BOE TJHO 4VQFSWJTPSZ #PBSE SFQPSUT BęFS DPOTVMUJOH UIF
Board of Directors and submit them to the GMS.

Best Practices:
The charter or internal regulations should provide the chairman with the
responsibility to:
t$BMM PSHBOJ[FBOEQSFTJEFPWFS4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSENFFUJOHT
t1SFQBSFBOETJHONFFUJOHNJOVUFTBOEPUIFSEFDJTJPOT
t3FQSFTFOUUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSEJONFFUJOHTXJUIUIJSEQBSUJFT
t$BTUBEFDJEJOHWPUFBUNFFUJOHTJOJOTUBODFTPGBUJFEWPUF
t$PPQFSBUFXJUIUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST$IBJSNBO
The charter or internal regulations should specify what constitutes a quorum
and define the voting procedures. The quorum should not be less than half of
the members and decisions should be approved by a simple majority vote.

In performance of its duties, the Supervisory Board may inspect all
company documents, check their credibility and the veracity of data in them,
request reports and explanations from the Board of Directors, management
and employees.30 In the performance of its duties, a company’s Supervisory
Board may engage the services of external specialists at an appropriate rate.31
In some circumstances, a shareholder or group of shareholders who own
more than 10% of the total common shares for a continuous period of at least six
months or a smaller ratio as stipulated in the company’s charter may request the
Supervisory Board carry out extraordinary inspections. The Supervisory Board
shall carry out inspections within a period of seven working days from the date of
receipt of the request and submit the inspection report to the Board of Directors
and the requesting shareholder or group of shareholders within 15 days from the
date of the inspection’s completion. The Supervisory Board investigation shall
neither prevent the normal operations of the Board of Directors nor intervene in
the normal business operations of the company.32
30 LOE, Article 123.
31 LOE, Article 125, Clause 2.
32 LOE, Article 123, Clause 5 in connection with Article 79, Clause 2, Item d.
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"MMNFNCFSTPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSETIPVMETJHOUIFSFQPSUBOE
t5IPTFXIPIBWFOPUTJHOFEUIFSFQPSUFYQMBJOXIZUIFZIBWFOPUEPOF
so; or
t*OEJDBUFUIBUBNFNCFSSFGVTFEUPTJHOBOEXBTVOXJMMJOHUPQSPWJEFBO
explanation for such refusal.
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33 LOE, Article 128, Clause 4.
34 CG Regulations, Article 8.
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4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSENFNCFSTXIPBUUFOEUIF(.4TIPVMEQSPWJEFTIBSFIPMEFST
with the opportunity to ask questions and discuss inspection results.
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The Supervisory Board must prepare inspection reports which must be made
available at the head office and branches of the company no later than seven
working days prior to the opening day of the AGM, unless otherwise stipulated
in the charter of the company.33
For a listed company, the Supervisory Board must present an inspection
report to the shareholders at each GMS containing at least the following
contents:34

t0QFSBUJPOTPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE

t3FWJFXPGNFFUJOHTBOEEFDJTJPOTPGUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE

t4VQFSWJTJPOSFTVMUTPGUIFDPNQBOZTPQFSBUJPOTBOEĕOBODJBMTUBUVT

t4VQFSWJTJPOSFTVMUTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOEUIF&YFDVUJWF#PBSE
members

t"TTFTTNFOUPGPQFSBUJOHDPPSEJOBUJPOCFUXFFOUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE 
Board of Directors and the Executive Board.

DIVIDENDS

8. Reporting
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B. The Independent External Auditor
An independent audit conducted by an External Auditor is an important
element of the company’s control framework. The objective of an audit is
to enable the External Auditor to express an opinion on whether or not the
financial statements of the company are prepared, in all material respects, in
accordance with an identified financial reporting framework and whether
they are reliable. It gives shareholders, managers, employees and market
participants an independent opinion about the company’s financial position
and, if performed properly, should attest to the accuracy of the statements.
An independent audit conducted by a publicly recognized and accredited
accounting firm normally enhances the company’s credibility, and accordingly,
its prospects for attracting investment.
Three key points about the independent audit are:
1. Management remains responsible for preparing and presenting the
company’s financial statements
2. The External Auditor is responsible for forming and expressing an
opinion on the financial statements prepared by management
3. The audit of the financial statements does not relieve management of
any of its responsibilities.

1. When an Annual Audit is Required
The annual financial statements of all public and listed companies must be
audited by an independent and eligible audit firm (listed companies must
be audited by an accredited auditing company who is on the list of audit
companies accredited by the State Securities Commission for audit under the
conditions specified by the Ministry of Finance).35

35 Circular 09, Section II and Section IV, Clause 1, Paragraph 1.1 and LOS, Article 6, Clause 15.`
36 Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 24 and Article 33 of the Draft Law on Independent Auditing.
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37 Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 25 & 26 and Draft Law on Independent Auditing, Article 34 & 35.
38 Model Charter, Article 48, Clause 5 and CG Regulations, Article 6, Clause 4.
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In relation to the external audit of a company, the External Auditor has
the following obligations:37

t"MMPDBUF BEFRVBUF BOE QSPGFTTJPOBM IVNBO SFTPVSDFT UP FOTVSF UIF
quality of the audit service delivery. Pay compensation for damages
caused by its audit team members to their clients when providing
auditing and other relevant services

t%VSJOH UIF DPVSTF PG BVEJUJOH  JG JU EFUFDUT TJHOT PG ĕOBODJBM BOE
accounting legislation violations, it is obliged to notify such to the
audited companies or write appropriate comments in the audit reports

t5PQSPWJEFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUPQFSBUJOHMJDFOTFEBVEJUPSTBOEBVEJUFE
clients to the audited companies in accordance with legal provisions

t5PCFIFMESFTQPOTJCMFCFGPSFMBX DMJFOUTBOEQBSUMZSFTQPOTJCMFCFGPSF
users of audit results and provided services

t5PSFGVTFQSPWJEJOHTFSWJDFTJGJUĕOETPVUUIBUUIFBVEJUDPNQBOZJTOPU
able to ensure independence and professional auditing conditions or
if the client violates the Law on Auditing or other related regulations
The auditor or Auditing Company representative shall be permitted
to attend all GMS meetings and shall be entitled to receive other notices and
information which shareholders are entitled to receive relating to the GMS and
shall be entitled to express his/her opinions about issues relating to the audit.38

INFORMATION
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In relation to the external audit of a company, the External Auditor (or Auditing
Company) has rights to:36

t3FDFJWFGFFTGPSTFSWJDFTQSPWJEFEUPDMJFOUT

t3FRVFTU UIF DPNQBOZ UP TVQQMZ GVMMZ BOE QSPNQUMZ BDDPVOUJOH
documents and other necessary documents and information related
performance of the audit under the contract

t3FRVFTU  JOTQFDU BOE DPOĕSN FDPOPNJD BOE ĕOBODJBM JOGPSNBUJPO
related to the companies being audited from relevant sources of
information inside and outside such entities.
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Best Practices:
5IF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSXJMMPGUFOTVCNJU BOEDPNQBOJFTTFFLJOHUPJNQMFNFOU
good corporate governance should demand, what is referred to as a
‘management letter’ in addition to the audit report. This “management letter”
typically covers all material weaknesses in the company’s internal control,
accounting and operating procedures. The purpose of the letter is to provide
constructive suggestions to management concerning improvements for such
procedures.
The findings contained in the management letter are considered to be “nonreportable” to third parties, yet require corrective action by management.
Companies wishing to attract external finance should be aware that investors
would typically request a copy of the management letter.

3. The Rights and Duties of the Company
The audited company has the right to:39

t4FMFDUBO&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSPS"VEJUJOH$PNQBOZGVMMZTBUJTGZJOHUIF
conditions for lawful professional practice in Vietnam to sign contracts
on the provision of auditing services, except otherwise provided for
by law

t3FRVFTU UIF &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS QSPWJEF SFMFWBOU JOGPSNBUJPO JO JUT
registered business license file, an audit opinion or other information
about the Auditing Company’s practicing auditors

t3FGVTFUPQSPWJEFJOGPSNBUJPOUIBUJTOPUGPSUIFQVSQPTFPGUIFBVEJU
and request the change of the practicing auditors if they violate the
independent principle of auditing

t%JTDVTT PS EFNBOE XSJUUFO FYQMBOBUJPOT SFMBUJOH UP VODMFBS JTTVFT
stated in the draft audit report

t$PNQMBJOBCPVUQSBDUJDJOHBVEJUPSTJGUIFZDPNNJUJMMFHBMBDUTEVSJOH
the audit

t3FRVFTUUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSDPNQFOTBUFGPSEBNBHFTDBVTFECZUIF
audit
The audited company is obligated to:40
39 Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 5 and Article 45 of the Draft Law on Independent Auditing.
40 Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 6 and Article 46 of the Draft Law on Independent Auditing.
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4. The Appointment of the External Auditor
Under the Law on Enterprises, there is no provision on the authority to
appoint and dismiss the External Auditor of a public company. Whereas for
listed companies, the Model Charter stipulates that the GMS shall approve
the selection of the External Auditor of the company.41 At the AGM, an
independent Auditing Company which legally operates in Vietnam and which
is permitted by the SSC to audit listed companies shall be appointed to carry
out the audit of the company for the next financial year on the basis of the
terms and conditions as agreed by the Board of Directors. (In the first financial
year, the Board of Directors shall appoint an Auditing Company to conduct
the audit of the company after the business registration certificate is issued).42
The Supervisory Board shall propose the selection of an independent Auditing
Company, fees for auditing and all issues relating to the withdrawal or removal
of the independent Auditing Company.43
41 Model Charter, Article 14, Clause 2d.
42 Model Charter, Article 48, Clause 1.
43 Model Charter, Article 37, Clause 1a.
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t1SPWJEF BDDVSBUF  TVďDJFOU BOE UJNFMZ JOGPSNBUJPOEPDVNFOUT
according to the External Auditor’s requests and be responsible for
the accuracy, integrity and objectivity of the information provided
t$PPSEJOBUFXJUIBOEGBDJMJUBUFUIFBVEJUPSTEVSJOHUIFBVEJU
t/PUCMPDLPSIJOEFSUIFTDPQFPGUIFBVEJU
t*NQMFNFOUBMMSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTNBEFCZUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSJOB
complete and timely manner
t*OGPSN JOBTVďDJFOUBOEUJNFMZNBOOFS BMMWJPMBUJPOTCZUIFQSBDUJDJOH
auditors to the authorized State agency and the professional auditing
body
t1BZ BVEJU GFFT JO BDDPSEBODF XJUI UFSNT QSPWJEFE JO UIF BVEJU
contract
t*ODBTFPGBOBVEJUDPOUSBDUTJHOFEGPSNPSFUIBOUISFFDPOTFDVUJWF
years, the company must request the External Auditor change the
practicing auditors who sign the audit report
t3FGVTFUIF"VEJUJOH$PNQBOZTTFSWJDFTJGUIF"VEJUJOH$PNQBOZJT
deemed not to be qualified to perform the audit services
t0UIFSPCMJHBUJPOTJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIMFHBMQSPWJTJPOT
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The AGM agenda must always include the appointment of an External
Auditor. Therefore, an External Auditor must be approved for one year until
the next AGM.

Best Practices:
It is increasingly common for external auditors to be recommended by an
independent audit committee of the board or an equivalent body and to be
BQQPJOUFEFJUIFSCZUIBUDPNNJUUFFCPEZPSCZTIBSFIPMEFSTEJSFDUMZ.PSFPWFS 
UIF *04$0 1SJODJQMFT PG "VEJUPS *OEFQFOEFODF BOE UIF 3PMF PG $PSQPSBUF
(PWFSOBODFJO.POJUPSJOHBO"VEJUPST*OEFQFOEFODFTUBUFTUIBU iTUBOEBSETPG
auditor independence should establish a framework of principles, supported by
a combination of prohibitions, restrictions, other policies and procedures and
disclosures, that addresses at least the following threats to independence: selfJOUFSFTU TFMGSFWJFX BEWPDBDZ GBNJMJBSJUZBOEJOUJNJEBUJPOw TFFOECD Principles
of Corporate Governance QBHFT 

a) Who Can Be an External Auditor
Any legal entity with a license to perform auditing services can be
appointed an External Auditor. However, as mentioned above, the External
Auditor of public companies must be an independent and eligible Auditing
Company which is approved and announced by the MOF. In addition, the
External Auditor of a listed company must be approved by the SSC.
In general, an Auditing Company must meet the following conditions
for its establishment and operation:44

t)BWF BU MFBTU UISFF BVEJUPST XJUI DFSUJĕFE 7JFUOBNFTF  QVCMJD
accountant (CPA) certificates and the director (or General Director)
must have a CPA certificate. The director (or General Director) of the
Auditing Company must have at least three years of audit working
experience after being granted a CPA certificate and is not allowed
to manage the operations of other companies

t8JUIJOEBZTPGJUHSBOUFEBCVTJOFTTSFHJTUSBUJPODFSUJGJDBUF BO
Auditing Company shall report its establishment and its list of
auditors registered for professional practice to the MOF
43 Model Charter, Article 37, Clause 1a.
44 Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 23 and Decree 30/2009/ND-CP.
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45 Decision 89/2007/QD-BTC, Article 5, Clause 2.
46 Decision 89/2007/QD-BTC, Article 8, Clause 2.
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To be accepted to conduct audits for public companies, auditors must
meet all the conditions for practicing auditors as required under Article 14,
Decree 105/2004/ND-CP on independent audits by the Government and the
following conditions:46

t#FPOUIFMJTUPGSFHJTUFSFE$1"TWFSJĕFECZUIF7JFUOBN"TTPDJBUJPO
of Certified Public Accounts (VACPA) and do not work part-time for

MATERIAL
CORPORATE
TRANSACTIONS

Besides the above conditions, to be accepted to conduct audits
for public companies, an Auditing Company must meet the following
conditions:45

t)BWF DIBSUFS DBQJUBM PS PXOFST FRVJUZ PG BU MFBTU 7/% CJMMJPO GPS
domestic companies and US$300,000 for foreign-invested companies

t)BWFBUMFBTUTFWFO$1"BVEJUPSTXIPNFFUBMMDPOEJUJPOTBTNFOUJPOFE
below

t5FSNT PG PQFSBUJPOT JO 7JFUOBN BU MFBTU UISFF ZFBST GSPN UIF EBUF
of establishment to the date of application for auditing, in case the
auditing company operates in Vietnam from six months to less than
three years, the seven CPAs must have at least three years’ working
experience after the date of being granted an CPA certificate

t)BWFBUMFBTUBVEJUFEDMJFOUTFBDIZFBSGPSUIFMBTUUXPZFBSTPSBU
the time of application for auditing in case of less than three years in
operation

t5JNFMZBOEBEFRVBUFTVCNJTTJPOPGEPTTJFSTGPSBVEJUJOHBQQMJDBUJPOT
as required

t/PUCFTVCKFDUUPQFOEJOHMJUJHBUJPOSFMBUJOHUPBVEJUJOHSFTVMUT

tćFBVEJUJOHSFTVMUTEPOPUNFFUUIFSFRVJSFNFOUTBTBTTFTTFECZUIF
SSC based on accounting and auditing standards, related laws and
regulations

t0UIFSDPOEJUJPOTBTSFRVJSFECZMBX

INFORMATION
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t%VSJOHUIFDPVSTFPGPQFSBUJOH BO"VEJUJOH$PNQBOZNVTUIBWFBU
least three practicing auditors working full-time for companies. After
six consecutive months, if it fails to satisfy this condition, it must stop
the provision of auditing services.
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the Auditing Company
t)BWF BU MFBTU UXP ZFBST XPSLJOH FYQFSJFODF BęFS UIF EBUF PG CFJOH
granted a CPA certificate
t'PS B GPSFJHO QSBDUJDJOH BVEJUPS  IBT BU MFBTU UXP ZFBST XPSLJOH
experience in Vietnam
t/PUCFBTIBSFIPMEFS PSMFHBMSFQSFTFOUBUJWFPGWPUJOHTIBSFIPMEFST JO
the audited companies
t/PUCFJONBOBHFSJBMQPTJUJPOTPGUIFBVEJUFEDPNQBOJFT
t/PUCFBDVTUPNFSXIPJTSFDFJWJOHGBWPSBCMFDPOEJUJPOTGSPNBVEJUFE
companies
t/PUIBWFBGBNJMZSFMBUJPOTIJQTVDIBTCFBQBSFOU TQPVTF DIJMEPS
blood sibling with those in managerial positions (including the Chief
Accountant) of the audited company.

The External Auditor must be independent of the company and its
management. In particular, an audit cannot be conducted by the Auditing
Company if:47

t*G JU GBJMT UP OPUJGZ UIF MJTUT PG QSPGFTTJPOQSBDUJDJOH BVEJUPST UP UIF
MOF

t*G JU QSPWJEFT TFSWJDFT TVDI BT SFDPSEJOH BDDPVOUJOH CPPLT  NBLJOH
financial statements, internal audits, valuation of assets, management
or financial consultancies or performed such services in the preceding
year for its clients

t.FNCFSTPGJUTMFBEFSTIJQIBWFFDPOPNJDPSĕOBODJBMSFMBUJPOTXJUI
the audited units, or are a parent, spouse, child or a blood sibling of
members of the leadership or Chief Accountants of the company

tćF BVEJUFE VOJUT NBLF SFRVFTUT DPOUSBSZ UP QSPGFTTJPOBM FUIJDT PS
professional auditing requirements or in contravention of legal
provisions

tćF "VEJUJOH $PNQBOZ IBT BO FDPOPNJD SFMBUJPOTIJQ TVDI BT B
partnership or be a shareholder with the audited company or vice
versa

t"O JOEJWJEVBM PS PSHBOJ[BUJPO IPMET BU MFBTU B  TUBLF JO CPUI UIF
Auditing Company and the audited company

tćF"VEJUJOH$PNQBOZJTBDVTUPNFSSFDFJWJOHGBWPSBCMFDPOEJUJPOT
from the audited company, such as loans with preferential conditions
47 Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 27 and Decision 89/2007/QD-BTC, Article 6, Clause 2.
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48 Decision 89/2007/QD-BTC, Article 14.
49 Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 12.
50 The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, Section 201(a). See also: http://news.findlaw.com/hdocs/docs/gwbush/
sarbanesoxley072302.pdf.
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"OFYDFQUJPOUPUIJTSVMFJTNBEFTIPVMEOPOBVEJUTFSWJDFTUIBUBSFOPUMJTUFE
BCPWFCFQSFBQQSPWFECZUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST"VEJU$PNNJUUFF5IF"VEJU
Committee should, however, disclose these services to investors in periodic
SFQPSUT "OPUIFS FYDFQUJPO JT NBEF XIFO UIF OPOBVEJU TFSWJDFT DPOTUJUVUF
less than 5% of the total amount of revenues paid to its auditor, these services
were not recognized to be non-audit services at the time of engagement,
BOE UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF QSPNQUMZ BQQSPWFT UIFTF TFSWJDFT QSJPS UP UIF
completion of the audit.

DIVIDENDS

*OUIF64 UIF4BSCBOFT0YMFZ"DUQSPIJCJUTQVCMJDBDDPVOUJOHöSNT
GSPN QSPWJEJOH OPOBVEJU TFSWJDFT UP UIFJS BVEJU DMJFOUT JODMVEJOH   
bookkeeping or other services related to the accounting records or financial
TUBUFNFOUT PG UIF BVEJU DMJFOU    öOBODJBM JOGPSNBUJPO TZTUFNT EFTJHO
BOE JNQMFNFOUBUJPO    BQQSBJTBM PS WBMVBUJPO TFSWJDFT  GBJSOFTT PQJOJPOT 
PS DPOUSJCVUJPO JOLJOE SFQPSUT    BDUVBSJBM TFSWJDFT    JOUFSOBM BVEJU
PVUTPVSDJOH TFSWJDFT    NBOBHFNFOU GVODUJPOT PS IVNBO SFTPVSDFT   
CSPLFSPSEFBMFS JOWFTUNFOUBEWJTFS PSJOWFTUNFOUCBOLJOHTFSWJDFT   MFHBM
TFSWJDFTBOEFYQFSUTFSWJDFTVOSFMBUFEUPUIFBVEJUBOE  BOZPUIFSTFSWJDF
UIBUUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTEFUFSNJOFT CZSFHVMBUJPO JTJNQFSNJTTJCMF50
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Best Practices:

THE ROLE OF
THE CORPORATE
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THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES

or guarantees without collateral

tćF"VEJUJOH$PNQBOZJTDPOEVDUJOH PSIBTDPOEVDUFEEVSJOHUIF
last two years, services such as recording accounting books, making
financial statements, internal audits, valuating assets, management
and financial consultancies.
The SSC shall be responsible to determine and make public
announcements on the list of Auditing Companies and auditors accepted to
conduct audits for public companies.48
Vietnamese legislation stipulates that organizations and individuals
are strictly forbidden from intervening in the selection of auditors and the
auditing company, unless otherwise provided for by law.49
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b) The Contract with the External Auditor
The company must enter into a contract with the External Auditor
once it has been approved by the GMS. The Law on Enterprises does not specify
who must sign the contract on behalf of the company. In practice, this is often
the General Director. The contract with the Auditing Company stipulates the
rights and duties of the External Auditor and the company and may include
any additional terms that the parties agree upon.
It is stipulated that the company shall have to sign audit contracts
with an auditing firm at least 30 days before the end of the annual accounting
period.51

51 Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 11.
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52
53
54
55

Model Charter, Article 37, Clause 1a.
Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 32, Clause 2.
Model Charter, Article 48, Clause 3.
Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 25, Clause 5.
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For a listed company, the External Auditor shall prepare an audit report and
submit it to the Board of Directors within two months from the end of the
financial year.54
The External Auditor presents conclusions on the reliability of the
company’s financial statements and compliance with accounting procedures.
The opinion paragraph of the auditor’s report should state the auditor’s opinion
as to whether the financial statements give a true and fair view (in all material
respects) in accordance with the financial reporting framework used by the
company and, where appropriate, whether the financial statements comply
with statutory requirements. The External Auditor must prepare a report on
the annual audit that includes:

t0QJOJPOTPOUIFBDDVSBDZPGUIFDPNQBOZTSFQPSUTBOEPUIFSĕOBODJBM
documents

t*OGPSNBUJPO PO WJPMBUJPOT PG BDDPVOUJOH PS ĕOBODJBM SFQPSUJOH
procedures, disclosure rules and relevant laws and regulations.55
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6. Reporting

INFORMATION
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The company pays for the Auditing Company’s services. The Supervisory Board
shall propose the fees for auditing.52 Clearly, the procedure for the payment of
compensation and the amount of compensation must not be made dependent
upon the audit results.
The Auditing Company and audited company may agree to apply one
of the following methods of calculating the auditing service charge:53

t$BMDVMBUJOHBDDPSEJOHUPXPSLJOHIPVSTPGQSBDUJDJOHBVEJUPSTBOEB
charge rate per hour

t$BMDVMBUJOHBDDPSEJOHUPFBDIBVEJUJOHTFSWJDFXJUIBQBDLBHFDIBSHF

t$BMDVMBUJOHBDDPSEJOHUPFBDIBVEJUJOHTFSWJDFBUDIBSHFSBUFTJOUIF
percentage (%) of the contract or project values

t$BMDVMBUJOH VOEFS NVMUJQFSJPE BVEJU DPOUSBDUT XJUI B ĕYFE DIBSHF
rate for each period.
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Best Practices:
5IF &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS TIPVME EJWVMHF QPUFOUJBM  FSSPST  NJTDPOEVDU  BOE
violations of legislation or the company’s internal rules during audits, and
SFQPSU UIFN JNNFEJBUFMZ UP UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST "VEJU $PNNJUUFF PS
4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSE5IF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSTIPVMENBLFUIFDPNQBOZBXBSF 
as soon as practical and at an appropriate level of responsibility, of material
weaknesses in the design or operation of the accounting and internal control
TZTUFNT XIJDIIBWFDPNFUPBOBVEJUPSTBUUFOUJPO5IF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
"VEJU$PNNJUUFFPSUIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSETIPVMEUBLFBQQSPQSJBUFTUFQTUP
remedy these problems.

If the company plans to seek access to international capital markets, the
External Auditor should prepare the report in accordance with the International
Standards on Auditing (ISA) issued by the International Federation of
Accountants (IFAC). The audit report must give opinion on the financial
statements prepared in accordance with the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) adopted by the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB).

Best Practices:
5IF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSTIPVMEQBSUJDJQBUFJOUIF"(.BOEBOTXFSTIBSFIPMEFS
RVFTUJPOTXJUISFTQFDUUPUIFBVEJUSFQPSU.PSFPWFS UIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFPS
UIF4VQFSWJTPSZ#PBSETIPVMEFWBMVBUF
t8IFUIFS UIF BVEJU XBT NBEF JO BDDPSEBODF XJUI UIF FTUBCMJTIFE
QSPDFEVSFT BOE XIFUIFS UIF &YUFSOBM "VEJUPS PNJUUFE BOZ NBUUFST JO
carrying out the audit
t5IFPQJOJPOPGUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSCFGPSFJUJTQSFTFOUFEBUUIF(.4

7. The External Auditor’s Liability
Vietnamese laws have not stipulated stringently and clearly the liabilities to
which the licensed auditor is relevant. Since the licensed auditor or the Audit
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56 LOA, Article 50 and Decree 105/2004/ND-CP, Article 25, Clause 4.
57 Penal Code, Article 167.
58 Circular 64/2004/TT-BTC, Part B, Section 6.2.
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c) Criminal Liability
The Penal Code stipulates that when the licensed auditor uses his/her
authority for his/her own purposes and violates the rights of a company or
related parties, the licensed auditor may be prosecuted.57
The damages caused by Auditing Company for which it is responsible
to compensate for shall be agreed between the Auditing Company and the
audited company or determined by the authorized agency in accordance with
laws and regulations. Methods of compensation as agreed between the two
companies can include:58

t$BODFMMBUJPOUIFTJHOFEBVEJUJOHDPOUSBDU

t/PUCFJOHBMMPXFEUPTJHOBOBVEJUJOHDPOUSBDUJOUIFGPMMPXJOHZFBST

t%FEVDUJPOPGUIFBHSFFEBVEJUGFF

tćFNBYJNVNDPNQFOTBUJPOJTUJNFTUIFBVEJUGFFGPSUIFZFBS
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b) Administrative Liability
Auditing and accounting regulations state that the licensed auditor
bears administrative liability if he/she provides the company with an obviously
false opinion. In such cases, the best practice suggested is that the auditor’s
license may be revoked by the MOF.

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

a) Civil Liability
The grounds and terms of civil liability are usually specified in the
contract between the Audit Company and the audited company. The licensed
auditor and Audit Company must keep company operations information
confidential. If they divulge confidential information, the company may seek
compensation for the resulting losses.
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Company is liable for civil, administrative, and criminal infractions, he/
she should be adequately insured by a reputable (domestic or international)
insurance provider with appropriate coverage. The Audit Company has to be
insured from the risks associated with the inaccurate audit opinion given by
the licensed auditor, as well as non-application of the ISA, if required and code
of ethics for professional accountants.56
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C. The Audit Committee and the Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is not legally required to establish an Audit Committee,
though it is increasingly seen as an essential element of the corporate
governance structure in many countries. While still optional in Vietnam, the
CG Regulations and this Manual recommend that companies consider the
needs of establishing an Audit Committee under the Board of Directors.
The following are some best practices on the functions of the Audit
Committee (in case the function of the Supervisory Board is abolished or
ineffective).

Best Practices:
5IF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF UZQJDBMMZ GPDVTFT PO öOBODJBM SFQPSUJOH  SJTL
NBOBHFNFOU JOUFSOBMBOEFYUFSOBMBVEJUJOH TFF'JHVSF 

Figure 3: The Three Main Areas of Focus for the Audit Committee
Audit Committee

Risk Management

Financial Reporting

Internal and External Audit

*OUFSOBUJPOBM CFTU QSBDUJDFT TVHHFTU UIBU UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF EFWFMPQ
BOE NBJOUBJO BO JOUFSOBM EPDVNFOU  GPS FYBNQMF B SFHVMBUJPO GPS UIF "VEJU
Committee that addresses its purpose, duties and responsibilities. The
GPMMPXJOHBSFTVHHFTUFECZUIF/FX:PSL4UPDL&YDIBOHF59
t5IFQVSQPTFPGUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFJTUPBTTJTUUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
to oversee the integrity of the company’s financial statements, the
company’s compliance with legal and regulatory requirements,
UIF &YUFSOBM "VEJUPST RVBMJöDBUJPOT BOE JOEFQFOEFODF  BOE UIF
QFSGPSNBODF PG UIF DPNQBOZT JOUFSOBM BVEJU GVODUJPO BOE &YUFSOBM

59 New York Stock Exchange Corporate Accountability and Listing Standards Committee, dated 6 June 2002
(see also: www.iasplus.com/resource/nysegovf.pdf).
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t5IF EVUJFT BOE SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT PG UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF BSF UP  inter
alia:
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"VEJUPS PO UIF POF IBOE BOE UP QSFQBSF UIF SFQPSU UIBU 44$ SVMFT
require be included in the company’s annual proxy statement.
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P.FFU TFQBSBUFMZ  BU MFBTU RVBSUFSMZ  XJUI NBOBHFNFOU  XJUI UIF
*OUFSOBM"VEJUPSBOE&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS
o Review any audit problems or difficulties and management’s
SFTQPOTFXJUIUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS
P4FUDMFBSIJSJOHQPMJDJFTGPSFNQMPZFFTPSGPSNFSFNQMPZFFTPGUIF
&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS
P3FQPSUSFHVMBSMZUPUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
t$POEVDUBOBOOVBMQFSGPSNBODFFWBMVBUJPOPGUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFF

THE BOARD OF
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THE EXECUTIVE
BODIES
DIVIDENDS
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THE ROLE OF
THE CORPORATE
SECRETARY

o Discuss policies with respect to risk assessment and risk
management
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P"T BQQSPQSJBUF  PCUBJO BEWJDF BOE BTTJTUBODF GSPN PVUTJEF MFHBM 
accounting or other advisors
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o Discuss earnings press releases, as well as financial information
and earnings guidance provided to analysts and rating
agencies
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o Discuss the annual audited and quarterly financial statements
XJUINBOBHFNFOUBOE&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS

THE INTERNAL
CORPORATE
DOCUMENTS

P"UMFBTUBOOVBMMZ PCUBJOBOESFWJFXUIF&YUFSOBM"VEJUPSSFQPSU

60 The Report of the NACD Blue Ribbon Commission on Audit Committees. See also: www.nacdonline.org.
Reprinted with permission of the NACD, 1133 21-st Street, NW, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20031, www.
nacdonline.org.
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t$PNQMFYCVTJOFTTBSSBOHFNFOUTXIJDIBQQFBSUPTFSWFMJUUMFQSBDUJDBM
purposes

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

5IF /BUJPOBM "TTPDJBUJPO PG $PSQPSBUF %JSFDUPST /"$%  #MVF 3JCCPO
$PNNJTTJPOPO"VEJU$PNNJUUFFTIBTJEFOUJöFEUIFGPMMPXJOHJOEJDBUPSTPG
SJTLUIBUUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFTIPVMENPOJUPSBOEDMPTFMZFYBNJOF60
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Best Practices:
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t-BSHFMBTUNJOVUFUSBOTBDUJPOTUIBUSFTVMUFEJOTJHOJöDBOUSFWFOVFTJO
quarterly or annual reports
t"VEJUPSDIBOHFTPWFSBDDPVOUJOHPSBVEJUJOHEJTBHSFFNFOUT
t0WFSMZPQUJNJTUJDOFXTSFMFBTFTJOXIJDIUIF$IJFG&YFDVUJWF0óDFS
(FOFSBM %JSFDUPS  TFFLT UP DBKPMF JOWFTUPST JOUP CFMJFWJOH JO GVUVSF
growth
t8JEFMZEJTQFSTFECVTJOFTTMPDBUJPOTXJUIEFDFOUSBMJ[FENBOBHFNFOU
and a poor internal reporting system
t*ODPOTJTUFODJFTCFUXFFONBOBHFNFOUTEJTDVTTJPOBOEBOBMZTJT UIF
1SFTJEFOUTMFUUFSBOEUIFVOEFSMZJOHöOBODJBMTUBUFNFOUT
t*OTJTUFODFCZUIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPSPS$IJFG'JOBODJBM0óDFSUIBUIF
TIF CF QSFTFOU BU BMM NFFUJOHT PG UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF  *OUFSOBM PS
&YUFSOBM"VEJUPS
t" DPOTJTUFOUMZ DMPTF PS FYBDU NBUDI CFUXFFO QMBOOFE SFTVMUT BOE
reported results, and managers who always achieve 100% of their
bonus opportunities
t)FTJUBODZ FWBTJWFOFTT BOEPSMBDLPGTQFDJöDTGSPNNBOBHFNFOUPS
auditors regarding questions about the financial statements;
t'SFRVFOUEJòFSFODFTPGWJFXTCFUXFFONBOBHFNFOUBOEUIF&YUFSOBM
"VEJUPS
t"QBUUFSOPGTIJQQJOHNPTUPGUIFNPOUITPSRVBSUFSTTBMFTJOUIFMBTU
week or last day
t5IF JOUFSOBM BVEJU PQFSBUJOH VOEFS TDPQF SFTUSJDUJPOT  TVDI BT UIF
*OUFSOBM "VEJUPS OPU IBWJOH B EJSFDU MJOF PG DPNNVOJDBUJPO UP UIF
"VEJU$PNNJUUFF
t6OVTVBMCBMBODFTIFFUDIBOHFT PSDIBOHFTJOUSFOETPSJNQPSUBOU
financial statement relationships such as, for example, receivables
growing faster than revenues, or accounts payable that are
continually delayed
t6OVTVBM BDDPVOUJOH QPMJDJFT  QBSUJDVMBSMZ GPS SFWFOVF SFDPHOJUJPO
and cost deferrals such as recognizing revenues before products
IBWFCFFOTIJQQFE iCJMMBOEIPMEw PSEFGFSSJOHDPTUJUFNTUIBUBSF
normally expensed as incurred
t"DDPVOUJOHNFUIPETUIBUBQQFBSUPGBWPSGPSNPWFSTVCTUBODF
t"DDPVOUJOHQSJODJQMFTQSBDUJDFTBUWBSJBODFXJUIJOEVTUSZOPSNT
t/VNFSPVTBOEPSSFDVSSJOHVOSFDPSEFEPSiXBJWFEwBEKVTUNFOUTUIBU
rose in connection with the annual audit.
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The Audit Committee should conduct meetings at least on a quarterly
basis.
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If a Board of Directors meeting considers matters pertaining to Audit
Committee activities, an Audit Committee meeting should take place before
the Board of Directors meets. This meeting should occur sufficiently in
advance of the Board of Directors meeting to allow the Audit Committee to
communicate its conclusions and allow the Board of Directors to thoroughly
consider them.
The Audit Committee should also:

t3FHVMBSMZJOGPSNUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBCPVUWJPMBUJPOTPGQSPDFEVSFT
and legislation by the company’s officers

t*OGPSNUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBCPVUJOEJWJEVBMTXIPBSFSFTQPOTJCMF
for irregularities, the circumstances under which they took place and
how errors could be prevented in the future

t"OBMZ[FBOEHJWFSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTUPUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTSFHBSEJOH
risks associated with transactions and operations of the company.

DIVIDENDS

3. Meetings

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
IMPLICATIONS
OF CORPORATE
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5IF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF TIPVME GVSUIFS CF DPNQPTFE FOUJSFMZ PG JOEFQFOEFOU
directors. If this is not practically possible, it is recommend that an independent
EJSFDUPSDIBJSUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFBOEUIF$PNNJUUFFCFDPNQPTFETPMFMZPG
non-executive directors.

MATERIAL
CORPORATE
TRANSACTIONS

.FNCFSTPGUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFNVTUCFöOBODJBMMJUFSBUF"OFYQFSJFODFE
JOEJWJEVBM XIP JT B öOBODJBM FYQFSU TIPVME DIBJS UIF "VEJU $PNNJUUFF5IF
independence, aptitude and leadership skills of the chairman are crucial for
the committee’s success.

INFORMATION
DISCLOSURE

Best Practices:

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

2. Composition
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THE AUDIT COMMITTEE AND THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

14.

Control and Audit Procedures

Best Practices:
*OTPNFDPVOUSJFTUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFJTSFRVJSFEUPDPOEVDUNFFUJOHTPODF
a month. However, meeting once a month may be regarded as onerous and
CVSEFOTPNF  BT XFMM BT DPTUMZ5IF OFX 6, $PNCJOFE $PEF TVHHFTUT UIBU
"VEJU$PNNJUUFFNFFUJOHTCFIFMEUPDPJODJEFXJUILFZEBUFTJOUIFöOBODJBM
reporting and audit cycle, with no fewer than three formal meetings per
year.615IF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFT$IBJSNBOXJMMMJLFMZDBMMBEEJUJPOBMNFFUJOHTUP
FTUBCMJTIBOPOHPJOHBOEJOGPSNBMDPOUBDUXJUIUIF$IBJSNBOPGUIF#PBSEPG
%JSFDUPSTBOEUIF(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS

4. Access to Information and Resources
The Board of Directors should be provided with information on the financial
and operating results of the company. Therefore, Audit Committee members
will need to have unfettered access to documents and corporate information to
allow them to fulfil their functions of reporting to the Board of Directors. The
Corporate Secretary often plays a crucial role in this respect, facilitating a free
flow of information to fulfil the Audit Committee’s requests.

Best Practices:
*UJTSFDPNNFOEFEUIBUUIF"VEJU$PNNJUUFFCFBVUIPSJ[FEBOECFQSPWJEFE
with resources to hire outside audit, financial, legal and other professional
BEWJTPST XJUIPVU TFFLJOH QFSNJTTJPO GSPN UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST PS
executives.

61 The U.K. Combined Code on Corporate Governance, Section 2.7. See also: www.frc.org.uk/
combined.cfm.
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62 Moving Forward - A Guide to Improving Corporate Governance Through Effective Internal
Control: A Response to Sarbanes-Oxley, Deloitte & Touche, January 2003.
63 Decision 36/2006/QD-NHNN, Chapter I, Article 2.

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES

Internal control in fact is a process jointly conducted by the Board of Directors,
management and the company’s employees, to provide a reasonable guarantee
that financial reporting is reliable and accurate, operations are efficient and
effective, and the company complies with legislation, its own internal rules
and guidelines.
In fact, an effective internal control structure can help the company:62

t.BLFCFUUFSCVTJOFTTEFDJTJPOTPGBIJHIFSRVBMJUZBOENPSFUJNFMZ
information

t(BJO PSSFHBJO UIFUSVTUPGJOWFTUPST

t1SFWFOUMPTTPGSFTPVSDFT

t1SPWJEFTFDVSJUZPWFSJUTBTTFUT

t1SFWFOUGSBVE

t$PNQMZXJUIBQQMJDBCMFMBXTBOESFHVMBUJPOT

t(BJOBDPNQFUJUJWFBEWBOUBHFUISPVHITUSFBNMJOFEPQFSBUJPOT
The internal control system can be defined as control over the
conduct of the company’s financial and business operations (including the
implementation of its financial and business plan) by the company’s divisions
and bodies.
Recognizing the importance of an effective internal control system
to the operations of an organization, the SBV issued Decision 36/2006/QDNHNN dated 1 August 2006 providing regulations on the internal control of
credit institutions. As defined under this decision, an internal control system
is a set of regimes, policies, procedures and internal regulations as well as the
organizational structure of the credit institutions established in accordance
with prevailing laws and regulations and implemented to prevent, discover
and resolve all risks and obtain objectives as set out.63 Following this decision,
all credit institutions in Vietnam must establish and maintain the operation
of an internal control system which satisfies all necessary requirements and
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principles. Periodically, credit institutions must conduct self-assessment on
their internal control system. The internal control system also needs to be
assessed by an independent body such as the internal audit function of a credit
institution or by an External Auditor. Depending on the size, scope and nature
of the operations, credit institutions shall decide to establish a delegated internal
control function under the General Director’s management to supervise the
compliance with laws and regulations, procedures and internal regulations
and to assist the General Director in conducting a self assessment to ensure
the effectiveness and efficiency of the internal control system.64
To have a better understanding of the internal control system, in the
following section, we shall discuss the internal control principles, elements
of internal control systems, bodies and persons responsible for the internal
control as well as the roles of internal auditing in the internal control system.

1. Internal Control Principles
A company’s internal control system should be based on the following
principles:

tćFJOUFSOBMDPOUSPMTZTUFNTIPVMEGVODUJPOBUBMMUJNFTBOEXJUIPVU
interruption. A system that functions on a permanent basis allows the
company to identify deviations on a timely basis and helps to predict
future deviations.

t&BDIQFSTPOJOWPMWFEJOUIFJOUFSOBMDPOUSPMQSPDFTTTIPVMECFIFME
accountable. The performance of each person carrying out control
functions should consequently be managed by yet another person in
the internal control system.

tćF JOUFSOBM DPOUSPM TZTUFN TIPVME TFHSFHBUF EVUJFT $PNQBOJFT
should prohibit duplication of control functions and should distribute
functions among the employees so that one and the same person do
not combine functions relating to the authorization of operations
with certain assets, recording of such operations, ensuring and safekeeping of assets and inventory of these same assets.

tćF QSPQFS BVUIPSJ[BUJPO BOE BQQSPWBM PG PQFSBUJPOT $PNQBOJFT
should establish procedures for approving financial and business
operations by authorized persons, within the scope of their authority.
64 Decision 36/2006/QD-NHNN, Chapter II, Section 1.

563

65 Internal Control — Integrated Framework,
IntegratedFramework-summary.htm.

COSO.
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The internal control system includes the following inter-related elements:65
1. Control environment: The control environment sets the tone of an
organization and influences the control consciousness of its people.
It is the foundation for all other components of internal control,
providing discipline and structure. Control environment factors
include the integrity, ethical values, and competence of the company’s
employees and officers, management’s philosophy and operating style,
the way management assigns authority, responsibility and organizes
and develops its staff and the attention and direction provided by the
Board of Directors.
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2. Elements of the Internal Control System
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t$PNQBOJFT TIPVME FOTVSF UIF PSHBOJ[BUJPOBM TFQBSBUJPO PG JUT
subdivision responsible for internal control and ensure that this
subdivision is accountable directly to the Board of Directors
(commonly through its Supervisory Board). This organizational
separation ensures that internal controls are verified by an
independent authority, in this case the Board of Directors, which
is not involved in the implementation or maintenance of internal
controls.
t"MM VOJUT BOE EFQBSUNFOUT PG UIF DPNQBOZ TIPVME JOUFHSBUF BOE
cooperate to allow the internal control system to be properly
implemented.
t"DVMUVSFPGDPOUJOVPVTEFWFMPQNFOUBOEJNQSPWFNFOUOFFETUPCF
put in place. A company’s internal control system should be structured
to allow it to flexibly address new issues and be easily expanded and
upgraded.
t" TZTUFN GPS UIF UJNFMZ SFQPSUJOH PG BOZ EFWJBUJPOT TIPVME CF QVU
in place. Ensuring the timeliness of reporting on deviations with the
shortest possible deadline allows authorized persons to act swiftly to
correct problems.

CONTROL
AND AUDIT
PROCEDURES
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Best Practices:
"O FTTFOUJBM FMFNFOU PG BO FòFDUJWF JOUFSOBM DPOUSPM TZTUFN JT B TUSPOH
control culture.66*UJTUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOETFOJPS
management to emphasize the importance of internal control through their
words and actions. This includes the ethical values that management displays
in business dealings, both inside and outside the organization. The words,
BUUJUVEFTBOEBDUJPOTPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOETFOJPSNBOBHFNFOUBòFDU
the integrity, ethics and other aspects of the company’s control culture.

2. Risk assessment: Every entity faces a variety of risks from external
and internal sources. A precondition to risk assessment is setting
the company’s objectives. Risk assessment is the identification and
analysis of relevant risks to achieve company objectives, forming a
basis for determining how risks should be managed.
3. Control activities: Control activities are the policies and procedures
that help guarantee that management directives are carried out.
They help ensure that necessary action is taken to address risks and
achieve the entity’s objectives. Control activities occur throughout
the organization, at all levels and functions. They include a range
of activities as diverse as approvals, authorizations, verifications,
reconciliations, reviews of operating performance, security of assets
and segregation of duties.

Best Practices:
Control activities should be as strict on the top as on the bottom of the
company’s operations, lending credibility to the control environment and the
tone at the top.

66 Framework for Internal Control Systems in Banking Organizations, Basel Committee Publications
No. 40, September 1998, http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs40.pdf. Note that this document is for
banking organizations. However, some of its provisions are equally applicable to companies in
other sectors.
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4. Information and communication: Pertinent information must be
identified and communicated in a form and within a timeframe that
enables employees to carry out their responsibilities. Information
systems produce reports containing operational, financial and
compliance-related information that make it possible to run and
control the business. They not only deal with internally generated
data, but also information about external events, activities, and
conditions necessary to informed business decision-making and
external reporting. Effective communication must also occur in a
broader sense — flowing up, down and across the organization. All
personnel must receive a clear message from senior management that
control responsibilities must be taken seriously. Furthermore, they
must understand their own role in the internal control system, as well
as how individual activities relate to the work of others. Of particular
importance is that management do not limit itself to communicating
on a control measure in and of itself, but properly emphasize the
meaning and purpose of the particular control element. They must also
have a means of communicating significant information upstream.
There also needs to be effective communication with external parties,
such as customers, suppliers, regulators and shareholders.
5. Monitoring the efficiency of the internal control system: Internal
control systems need to be monitored over time to assess the quality
of the system’s performance. This is accomplished through on-going
monitoring activities, separate evaluations, or a combination of the
two. On-going monitoring occurs during the course of operations.
It includes regular management and supervisory activities and other
actions personnel take in performing their duties. The scope and
frequency of separate evaluations depend primarily on an assessment
of the risks and effectiveness of on-going monitoring procedures.
Internal control deficiencies should be reported upstream, with the
most serious matters reported directly to senior management and the
Board of Directors. Senior management and the Board of Directors
need to clearly formulate sanctions to be imposed as a result of control
violations on an ex ante basis.
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3. Bodies and Persons Responsible for Internal Control
Internal control is, to some degree, the responsibility of everyone in an
organization and should be an explicit or implicit part of everyone’s job
description. Virtually all employees produce information used in the internal
control system or take other actions needed to effect control. Also, all personnel
should be responsible for communicating upward problems in operations,
non-compliance with an internal code of conduct or company-level corporate
governance code, should such documents exist, or other policy violations or
illegal actions.

Best Practices:
The company’s department responsible for corporate training programs
should ensure that all employees and executives receive training on
UIF DPNQBOZT DPOUSPM DVMUVSF BOE TZTUFN 'VSUIFSNPSF  BMUIPVHI FBDI
company has its own specific internal control system and bodies, there are
some general rules that a company should follow. Internal control always
TUBSUTBUUIFUPQPGUIFDPNQBOZ BUUIFMFWFMPGUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOE
FYFDVUJWFCPEJFT*OQBSUJDVMBS UIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTBOEFYFDVUJWFCPEJFT
are responsible for establishing the proper internal control environment and
maintaining high ethical standards at all levels of the company’s operations.
'VSUIFSNPSF  UIF BQQSPWBM PG JOUFSOBM DPOUSPM QSPDFEVSFT GBMMT XJUIJO UIF
DPNQFUFODF PG UIF DPNQBOZT #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST  DPNNPOMZ UISPVHI UIF
"VEJU$PNNJUUFF5IF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST"VEJU$PNNJUUFFJTBMTPBTTJHOFEUP
review and evaluate the efficiency of the internal control system as a whole,
BOEQSFQBSFQSPQPTBMTPOIPXUPJNQSPWFJU'JOBMMZ UIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPG
internal control procedures is the responsibility of the executive bodies.

In Vietnam, as regulated under Decision 36/2006/QD-NHNN, the
following bodies and persons shall be responsible for the internal control
system of credit institutions, the Board of Directors, the director (or General
Director), the Supervisory Board and the Head of Internal Audit.67

67 Decision 36/2006/QD-NHNN, Chapter II, Section 2.
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DIVIDENDS



General Director (director):
t#F SFTQPOTJCMF UP UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST GPS UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO PG
business strategies, objectives and policies approved by the Board of
Directors
t&TUBCMJTI NBJOUBJOBOEEFWFMPQBOBQQSPQSJBUFBOEFČFDUJWFJOUFSOBM
control system which satisfies the requirements in measuring,
evaluating and managing risk as well as appropriately evaluating
capital to ensure secure and efficient operations in compliance with
laws and regulations
t&TUBCMJTIBOEJTTVFPQFSBUJPOBMQSPDFEVSFTGPSBMMCVTJOFTTUSBOTBDUJPOT
of a credit institution, ensure the supervision, control and management
of risks for each process
t.BJOUBJOBOEJNQMFNFOUBDMFBSBOEFČFDUJWFPSHBOJ[BUJPOTUSVDUVSF 
delegation of authority and management of operations
t.BJOUBJO B GBJS  BQQSPQSJBUF  BEFRVBUF BOE UJNFMZ ĕOBODJBM BOE
management information system
t&OTVSF DPNQMJBODF XJUI MBXT BOE SFHVMBUJPOT BT XFMM BT JOUFSOBM
policies, procedures and regulations
t1FSJPEJDBMMZ SFQPSU UP UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST BOE UIF 4VQFSWJTPSZ
Board on the internal control system self-assessment results together
with recommendations to improve the internal control system.
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The Board of Directors:
t*TTVF BOE QFSJPEJDBMMZ SFWJFX UIF CVTJOFTT TUSBUFHJFT BT XFMM BT UIF
objectives and policies of the credit institution
t#FSFTQPOTJCMFGPSUIFBQQSPQSJBUFOFTTBOEFČFDUJWFOFTTPGUIFJOUFSOBM
control system, issue adequate regulations on the organization’s
structure, delegation of authorization, regulations on business
management, supervision, internal control and internal audit
t&OTVSFUIBUUIFEJSFDUPS PS(FOFSBM%JSFDUPS FTUBCMJTIBOENBJOUBJO
an appropriate and effective internal control system, a system for the
measurement, assessment and management of risk in all operations of
the credit institution, a system for capital assessment, a system for true,
fair and timely financial reporting and management information
t"UMFBTUPODFBZFBSSFWJFXBOEBTTFTTUIFJOUFSOBMDPOUSPMTZTUFN
t*NQMFNFOUJOUFSOBMDPOUSPMTZTUFNEJSFDUJWFTBOESFRVJSFNFOUTGSPN
the SBV in a timely manner.
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Supervisory Board:
t%JSFDU BOE NBOBHF UIF JOUFSOBM BVEJU GVODUJPO UP DPOEVDU BO
independent and objective examination, review and assess the internal
control system, the system for the recognition and management of risk,
the method for capital evaluation, the system for financial reporting
and management information, operational procedures and internal
regulations
t1FSJPEJDBMMZ SFQPSU UP UIF #PBSE PG %JSFDUPST BOE (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS
on the internal control system together with recommendations to
improve it.
Head of Internal Audit:
The Head of Internal Audit must ensure the implementation of all
functions, duties and authorities relating to the internal control system
audit as regulated under the internal audit regulation issued by the
SBV Governor and other related internal regulations.

Best Practices:
5IF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS JT VMUJNBUFMZ SFTQPOTJCMF GPS BOE TIPVME BTTVNF
ownership of the system. .PSF UIBO BOZ PUIFS JOEJWJEVBM  IFTIF TFUT UIF
‘tone at the top’ that affects the integrity and ethics of a positive control
FOWJSPONFOU *O B MBSHF DPNQBOZ  UIF (FOFSBM %JSFDUPS GVMöMT UIJT EVUZ CZ
providing leadership and direction to senior managers and reviewing the way
UIFZ DPOUSPM UIF CVTJOFTT 4FOJPS NBOBHFST  JO UVSO  BTTJHO SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ UP
establish more specific internal control policies and procedures to personnel
SFTQPOTJCMFGPSUIFVOJUTGVODUJPOT'PSFYBNQMF DPOUSPMTGPSUIFDPNQBOZT
*5TZTUFNTIPVMEGBMMVOEFSUIFSFTQPOTJCJMJUZPGUIF$IJFG*OGPSNBUJPO0óDFS
PSNBOBHFSSFTQPOTJCMFGPS*50GQBSUJDVMBSTJHOJöDBODFBSFöOBODJBMPóDFST
and their staff, whose control activities cut across, as well as up and down, the
operations and other units of a company.

68 Internal Control — Integrated Framework, COSO. See also: www.coso.org/publications/executive_
summary_integrated_framework.htm.

569

69 Decision 36/2006/QD-NHNN, Chapter II, Section 3, Article 13.
70 The Institute of Internal Auditors. See also: www.theiia.org.
71 Decision 37/2006/QD-NHNN, Chapter I, Article 2.1.
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The Internal Auditor plays a significant role in a company’s governance
structure to ensure good controls are in place. The Internal Auditor carries
out regular internal audits. The internal audit is an integral part of a company’s
internal control system. While internal control is wider in scope, the internal
audit can be defined as an independent, objective assurance and consultation
activity designed to add value and improve an organization’s operations.70 It
helps an organization accomplish its objectives by introducing a systematic,
disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk
management, control and corporate governance processes.
As defined by the SBV, for credit institutions, the internal audit is the
activity of independently and objectively examining, reviewing and evaluating
the internal control system, independently evaluating the appropriateness and
the compliance with policies and procedures as established within the credit
institution, through which the internal audit function makes recommendations
to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of systems, processes and regulations
to ensure the security, efficiency and in compliance with laws and regulations
in the operation of the credit institution.71
More specifically, internal auditing reviews and ensures the reliability
and integrity of information, compliance with policies and regulations, the
safeguarding of assets, economical and efficient use of resources and the
attainment of established operational goals and objectives. Internal audits
encompass financial activities and operations including systems, production,
engineering, marketing and human resources.
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The executive bodies, in particular the General Director or the
Finance Director should further create structures (services or departments),
or assign persons to be responsible for carrying out specific control activities
on a daily basis.
The SBV inspection body shall conduct the inspection and supervision
to ensure compliance with internal control regulations covering credit
institutions.69
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14.

Control and Audit Procedures

Credit institutions and insurance companies in Vietnam are now
required to establish and maintain an appropriate and effective internal
audit function in their organization structures. The SBV Governor issued
Decision 37/2006/QD-NHNN on 1 August 2006 outlining regulations on
internal audit of credit institutions. According to this decision, the objective
and main functions of internal audit are to give an independent evaluation
on the appropriateness of, and the compliance with, policies and procedures
as established within the credit institutions. Besides, the internal audit shall
examine, review and assess the adequacy, effectiveness and efficiency of the
internal control system to improve it. Three main principles of internal audit
include independence, objectivity and professionalism.
However, as regulated under Decision 37/2006/QD-NHNN, the
internal audit function shall be under the Supervisory Board, not the Board of
Directors. Based on the size and nature of the operations of the credit institution
and with the request from the Supervisory Board, the Board of Directors shall
determine the organization of the internal audit function, remuneration and
bonus to the Internal Auditor. Credit institutions can hire competent external
experts and organizations to conduct a part of the internal audit.72
The Head of Internal Audit is appointed and dismissed under requests
from the Chairman of the Supervisory Board. The Deputy Head of Internal
Audit and other positions are appointed and dismissed under requests from
the Head of Internal Audit.73
The internal audit function shall be responsible to keep confidential
documents and information in accordance with prevailing laws and regulations,
the credit institution’s charter and the internal regulations on internal audit of
the credit institution. The internal audit function shall be responsible before
the Supervisory Board and the Board of Directors on the results of the internal
audit, the assessment and recommendations in the internal audit report. The
internal audit function shall review and follow up implementation of their
recommendations.74

72 Decision 37/2006/QD-NHNN, Chapter II, Section 1, Article 7.
73 Decision 37/2006/QD-NHNN, Chapter II, Section 1, Article 9.
74 Decision 37/2006/QD-NHNN, Chapter II, Section 1, Article 14.
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In reality, it is difficult for the internal audit function to be entirely
independent of management. Indeed, the internal control function is a
key management tool. It would lose a great deal of its utility if it did not
report to management. Cognizant of the need to maintain independence
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DIVIDENDS

In order to function properly, the Internal Auditor should enjoy a
reasonable degree of independence. This can be attained by making him/her
accountable to the Board of Directors (through the Audit Committee) rather
than an executive of the company (the General Director or Finance Director).
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